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Chapter 1
Introduction
Smoke, fog, soot, mist, dust all refer to particles that can be suspended in a liquid or a gas. Dusty
media have always been of considerable interest. The Egyptians used dust particles suspended
in a liquid to make ink, the Chinese discovered their explosive properties. Dust particles are
still of major interest in a wide range of applications from dry powder coatings [1], atmospheric
research [2, 3], to the microelectronics industry [4, 5]. In any cases, these particles can be useful
or harmful and consequently a lot of studies are devoted to them.
Dusty (or complex) plasmas are ionised gases in which there are some charged macroscopic dust
particles. They are very common media and can be found in nature such as in an astrophysical
environment (planetary nebula, planetary rings [6–8]) or planetary upper atmosphere [3, 9] as
well as in human made plasma (laboratory or industrial discharges [4], fusion plasmas [10, 11],
etc).
1.1 A selective history of complex (dusty) plasma
1.1.1 The early age
Before the XXth century, dusty plasmas were known as the zodiacal light (described and in-
terpreted by Cassini in the late 17th century) and the noctilucent clouds (discovered about a
century ago). However, the physics of dusty plasmas did not start before the observation of dust
particles in a laboratory discharge (hot cathode cylindrical positive column) by Irvin Langmuir
in the 1920’s [12]. Constriction and instabilities of the plasma were observed and assigned to the
presence of small dust particles coming from the sputtered tungsten cathode. From this time to
the 1960’s, the effect of dust and/or aggregates in low pressure plasmas was sporadically studied
(see for examples [13]).
The effect of dust particles in combustion plasmas (such as combustion products of solid rockets,
combustion products of hydrocarbon flames in which carbon particles may have formed, wake of
a re-entry body) was studied in the 1950’s and 1960’s (see for example Ref. [14] and references
therein). In most of these cases, the dust particles emit electrons thermionically (due a high
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dust particle surface temperature), and therefore, their effects on the plasma are different from
the non-emiting dust particles that can be found in most low pressure and low temperature
plasmas.
In the late 1960’s, the effect of dust on DC positive columns gained attention again. The effect
of negatively charged large dust particles in a DC positive column was investigated. It was found
that the dust particle effect can be compared to the effect of negative ions in electronegative
discharges [15–19]. These results can be summarised as followed:
• When the dust density is not too high and when each dust particle can be considered
as isolated, electron and ion densities (ne and ni respectively) can be deduced from the
basic plasma equations [20] in which a term corresponding to volume losses on dust particle
surfaces is added (dust particles act as surface ionization sinks [17]). Moreover, the electron
temperature and the axial electric field were found to be higher than in a dust-free column.
• When the dust density is high, the dust particles replace the walls of the discharge and
the plasma can be roughly treated as a set of parallel plasma filaments between absorbing
walls with a radius about the order of the half of the mean interparticle distance [19].
• The dust particle surface temperature will be greater than that of the gas due to its heating
by surface recombination.
• The radial distribution of dust particles varies from one discharge to another and is a
compromise between a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the effect due to local or large
scale gas movement, the chemical destruction of the particle and the ion drag force in a
strongly inhomogeneous discharge.
At the same time, Dimoff and Smy reported independantly that the dust particles act to
remove free electrons in low temperature plasmas [21]: they showed experimentally that the rate
of de-ionisation can be increased by the presence of dust particles. This result was obtained by
measuring the plasma decay time in the afterglow of a linear pulsed discharge. Nevertheless,
the theoretical explanation they provided was not satisfactory.
Meanwhile, the use of dust particles as a plasma diagnostic was also proposed [22, 23]:
• In Ref.[22], dust particles were observed between the capillary discharge and the Brewster
window during investigations on a He-Ne laser. It was proposed to use these dust particles
to locate potential local maxima in the discharge.
• In Ref.[23], it was proposed to inject dust particles inside a plasma and then, by measuring
their charges, to deduce the electron temperature. The injected dust particles were uniform
spherical alcohol droplets; then, by measuring the deflection of the dust particles in an
electric field, the charge carried by the dust particles was measured and the electron
temperature deduced.
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1.1.2 And it came from the sky . . .
The studies of plasma-dust interactions are of major interest for astrophysics as dusty plasmas
can be found almost everywhere in a space environment (comet tails, planetary nebulae, planet
atmospheres, planetary rings) and their physical properties need to be understood to explain
observations.
Thus, a boost to the physics of dusty plasma came from astrophysics with the discovery of
Figure 1.1: “spokes” on Saturn’s B ring
nearly radial ghostly-like “spokes” in the outer portion of Saturn’s B ring in the early 1980’s
by the Voyager space probes (Fig.1.1). It brought forward a lot of theoretical works about
plasma-dust interactions in astrophysical environments. It was proposed that the spokes might
be dust particles charged to a sufficiently large negative potential, through electron collection
in transient dense plasmas, that they lift off from the ring and enter the permanently present
background plasma environment. The sufficiently dense short-lived transient plasma can be
created immediately above the ring by meteorite impacts [24, 25] or high energy auroral electron
beams [26]. The spokes are then sculpted by electrostatic forces. This theory led to a large
number of studies about the dust particle-plasma interactions and the charging processes of
dust particles in space plasmas (see for example Refs.[27, 28]).
However, the spokes in Saturn’s ring appear intermittently. Indeed, the spokes disappeared
from October 1998 to September 2005 when the Cassini spacecraft saw them reappear [29]. It is
suggested that, because the rings were more open to the sun than during Voyager missions and,
because the spokes depend critically on the background plasma density above the rings which
is a function of the solar angle, the charging environment prevented the formation of spokes.
Recently, it has been proposed that, due their localised formation, their seasonality and their
morphology, the “spokes are caused by lightning-induced electron beams striking the rings, at
locations magnetically-connected to thunderstorms” [30].
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1.1.3 The industrial era
In the late 1980’s, dust particle formation was observed in laboratory and industrial chemically
active discharges (Fig.1.2) [4, 31]. Dust particle formation in an industrial reactor can be a sig-
nificant problem: dust particles falling on wafers (when the discharge is turned off) can adversely
affect the performance of semiconductor devices or the quality of thin films. Consequently the
mechanism of growth of dust particles in plasmas needed to be actively studied. It was indeed
a major issue to understand how dust particles were formed in the plasma and how to inhibit
their growth in order to avoid problems during industrial processes.
For this purpose, a lot of works has been carried out to understand the dust growth mechanism
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: (a) Photograph of Laser Light Scattering during plasma operation from particle
structures suspended above a planar graphite electrode covered with three 82 mm diameter Si
wafers [32]. (b) SEM photo of a typical plasma-generated particulate on a wafer surface after
12 hours exposure at a 200 mTorr, 10% CCl2F2 in Ar plasma during Si etching [4].
in silane discharges which are commonly used in the industry (see Ref.[5] and references therein).
In Ref.[33–41], the dust particle growth mechanism and the dust cloud behaviour were studied in
argon-silane discharges. It was shown that dust growth occurs following a well defined pattern:
1. Formation of molecular precursors from gas dissociation
2. Formation and accumulation of nanocrystallites from these precursors
3. Aggregation of the nanocrystallites
4. Growth by molecular sticking
The transport of dust particles in the discharge has also been well studied (see for example
Refs.[10, 42]). Since the dust particles are generally charged in plasmas, they are subject to
different forces (ion drag force, neutral drag force, electrostatic force, gravity, thermophoresis)
which can confine or expel the particles from the discharge. Consequently it is possible to
manipulate the dust particles, which can have strong industrial applications [5].
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1.1.4 Modern times
The additional dust component of complex plasmas offers a unique opportunity to study strongly
coupled systems as the coupling parameter Γc (representing the ratio of the potential electro-
static energy over the dust thermal energy) can be very large. It has indeed been shown that the
dust particle density can reach very high values and that the total charge carried by the dust
particles can exceed the one carried by the electrons. The coupling parameter Γc can be much
greater than one and the dust particle cloud can be considered as a Coulomb liquid [33, 38] or
even as Coulomb crystals [43–45].
As the dust particles interact strongly with each other, complex plasmas can be seen as self-
organising systems. Dust plasma crystals have been discovered in the near sheath areas of capac-
itively coupled radio-frequency (RF) discharges [43–45]. The discovery of dust plasma crystals
gave a real boost to the investigations of dusty plasmas. Many experiments were designed to
study complex plasmas with an added micrometer-sized dust component and the formation of
ordered structures were reported in DC discharges [46], Q-machines [47], thermal plasmas op-
erated at atmospheric pressures [48, 49], UV-induced plasmas [50] and nuclear-induced plasmas
[51].
Many studies (experimental and theoretical) are now devoted to the investigation of the dust
charging process, dust-dust interactions, dust-plasma interactions and the forces acting on the
dust particles (ion drag force, thermophoresis, neutral drag force, etc). For example, complex
plasmas allow the studies of phenomena such as wave propagation [52, 53], crystal melting and
phase transitions [54–56], and cluster motion to the kinetic level [57]. Formation of intriguing
dust structures such as the dust ”void” (the region totally free of dust in the core of the plasma)
and its instabilities have been reported under microgravity conditions [58] and in discharges
where high densities of grown particles can be achieved [59, 60].
The recent advances of experimental research under microgravity gave new opportunities to
study the properties of complex plasmas [61–64]. Indeed, under typical laboratory conditions,
the dust particles usually levitate in the sheath region where the electric field is strong enough
to balance the gravitational force and gravity thus limits the range of parameters that can be
studied. However, under microgravity conditions, a much wider range of parameters can be
studied and bigger dust particle sizes can be used.
Experiments under microgravity conditions were first considered in the beginning of the 90’s.
Experiments were done at the end of the 90’s on board parabolic flights, with rocket launches
(TEXUS) and on board the MIR space station [65], mainly by two laboratories: the Max Planck
Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics (MPE) in Garching (Germany) and the Institute for High
Energy Density (IHED) in Moscow (Russia). These laboratories decided at the end of 1998 to
collaborate through the program PKE (Plasma Kristall Experiment). PKE-Nefedov was the
first plasma experiment designed for use on board the International Space Station (ISS). It was
built to study dusty (complex) plasmas under microgravity conditions to avoid problems asso-
ciated with the weight of the dust particles in ground-based experiments. As a result, it was
possible to directly study plasma-dust particle interactions and dust particle-dust particle inter-
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actions without gravitational perturbations. At the beginning of 2001, the first experiment with
the PKE-Nefedov apparatus was made on board the ISS. Micrometer size melamine formalde-
hyde dust particles were injected directly into the plasma in order to study phenomena such as
Coulomb crystals.
In December 2000, the GREMI laboratory (Orle´ans, France) joined the collaboration. The aim
was to study the growth of particles created by sputtering of the previously injected dust parti-
cles. These grown dust particles are much smaller than the injected ones and can fill the whole
chamber, even in ground-based experiments. At the end of 2001, the astronaut C. Haignere´
made the first experiment of dust particle growth in the PKE-Nefedov reactor during the An-
dromeda mission. Some results obtained under microgravity conditions have been partially
reproduced in ground-based experiments [61, 66–68]. Since that time, dust particle growth in
the PKE-Nefedov reactor and phenomena such as growth instabilities and the void “heartbeat”
oscillations are under active investigation. Complex plasmas under microgravity conditions are
still intensively studied with the PK3+ experiment (an improved version of the PKE-Nefedov
experiment) on board the ISS [69], and the PK4 experiment (a DC discharge) is under active
development [70].
Meanwhile, the research on dust plasma interaction and particle growth is still motivated by
strong technological challenges. For example, dust particles created by plasma-wall interactions
in thermonuclear fusion devices are actively studied as the dust particles can be very harm-
ful (lowering of plasma temperature, safety, transport of impurities, radioactivity) and lead to
the malfunction of the fusion reactor [10, 11]. On the other hand, nanoparticles grown in the
plasma phase can have very interesting and useful properties. For example, the electronic proper-
ties of polymorphous silicon (amorphous silicon with embedded crystalline silicon nanoparticles)
created in silane-based discharges are of major interest for the manufacture of solar cells [71, 72].
1.2 Overview of this thesis
1.2.1 Aim of this thesis
Until now, the different studies on complex/dusty plasmas have focussed on few aspects of
the new physics resulting from the presence of dust in the plasma. However, it is obvious
that a complete picture from the plasma ignition to the discharge afterglow has to be built as
every industrial or laboratory discharge has to be turned on and turned off. Consequently, in
this thesis, phenomena arising from the growth of the dust particles at plasma ignition to the
discharge afterglow are investigated.
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1.2.2 Organisation of this thesis
Chapter 2 and chapter 3 are devoted to the basics of complex (dusty) plasma physics and the
description of the experiments. Then, this thesis is centred around three major issues:
1. Growth of dust particles by sputtering in capacitively coupled RF discharges and associated
instabilities (Chapter 4)
2. Instabilities of dust particle clouds in a complex plasma (Chapter 5)
3. Influence of dust particles on complex plasma decay and dust particle residual charges
(Chapter 6)
As can be seen, the main goal of this thesis is to give a complete picture of a complex plasma
from its beginning until it is extinguished. However, the work in each part of this thesis has
been motivated by previous results that needed to be further investigated:
1. The first issue (Chapter 4) is devoted to the dust particle growth by sputtering in a RF
discharge and its influence on the plasma and discharge parameters. This work was moti-
vated by the activities of Goree’s group [59, 73, 74] and is in the continuity of Mikikian’s
experiments at the GREMI laboratory [61, 66, 68, 75]. Its main goal is a better under-
standing of the effect of dust particle growth on the discharge and plasma parameters. For
this reason, dust particle growth by RF sputtering has been investigated in two different
RF discharges: the PKE-Nefedov reactor and the ComPLExS reactor. The diagnostics
that have been used are electrical measurements (self bias voltage and current amplitude),
optical measurements (high speed video imaging, spectroscopy) and Langmuir probe mea-
surements. It is reported that the self bias voltage decreases in absolute value during the
dust particle growth and that the current amplitude decreases at the same time. It is
attributed to the loss of free electrons to the growing dust particle surfaces. It is also
reported that the electron energy distribution function EEDF is greatly affected by the
growth of the dust particles (increase of the electron temperature but loss of the energetic
tail of the EEDF). It is also reported that the dust particle growth is greatly affected by
the gas purity in the discharge. Finally, dust particle growth instabilities (DPGI) have
been observed. It is shown that these instabilities follow a defined evolution pattern.
2. The second issue (Chapter 5) focusses on dust particle cloud instabilities in a complex
plasma. We focus on the instabilities of the void region. Our results are concerned with
the heartbeat instability (regular contractions and expansions of the void size) which has
been studied theoretically [58, 76] and experimentally [60, 61] and void instabilities due to
the growth of a new generation of dust particles inside the void: the “delivery instability”
(which is accompanied by low frequency and large amplitude contraction and expansion
of the void region and that ends with a new generation of dust particles inside the former
void region), and the rotating void (which is characterised by a rotation of the void region
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around the central axis of the chamber). In these studies, we focus particularly on mea-
surements of some discharge parameters (discharge current) as well as spatially resolved
measurements of the plasma glow (high speed video imaging, spatially focussed optical
fibres coupled to photomultiplier tube (PMT) array) and observations of the dust cloud
motion (high speed video imaging). Correlations between the different measurements led
to a better understanding of the physical phenomena involved in the instabilities of dusty
plasmas. It has been found that the dust void contraction is preceded by a strong increase
of the plasma glow inside the void and hence the ionisation. Moreover, failed or aborted
contraction can occur in between the main contraction-expansion sequences of the heart-
beat instability. The evolution kinetics of the delivery instability is found to be linked to
the growth kinetics of the new dust particle generation.
3. The third and last issue (Chapter 6) focusses on the study of dusty plasma afterglow and
the residual electric charge on the dust particles when the plasma has disappeared. This
work emerged as a result of the discovery of residual electric charge on dust particles after
the power of an RF discharge was switched off during microgravity experiments [77]. Be-
fore this result, it was commonly believed that dust particles do lose their electric charge
during the afterglow and remain neutral in the surrounding gas. Hence more investigations
were necessary.
It naturally led to the study of dusty afterglow plasma in order to understand the decharg-
ing process of the dust particles. Since the dust particle (de)charging process is strongly
linked to the diffusion of the charge carriers in the afterglow plasma, theoretical investi-
gations about the influence of the dust particle in the plasma loss processes in discharge
afterglow have been made. Comparison with the available data [21] shows that the mea-
surement of decay time in the afterglow plasma may be used as a complementary diag-
nostic. Furthermore, measurements of the electron density decay in various dust-free and
dusty afterglow plasmas have been performed. The results confirm that dust particles
influence substantially the diffusion of electrons in afterglow plasma.
In order to further investigate the dust residual charges in the late plasma afterglow,
ground-based measurements on dust residual charge in the PKE-Nefedov reactor have
been performed. The dust particles were directly grown in the plasma chamber by sput-
tering of polymer materials previously deposited on the electrodes. The dust particles
were sustained in the chamber volume after the discharge was switched off by a system
creating an upward thermophoretic force inspired by Rothermel’s experiments [78]. We
confirm that the dust particles do carry residual electric charges and we show that this
charge can be either positive or negative. Dust charge distributions (DCDs) have been
reconstructed from measurements of many dust particle charges and show that the width
of the dust charge distribution is larger than the one expected for the running discharge.
Simulations of the decharging process show that the residual dust charge distribution is
very sensitive to the ion and electron diffusion losses and especially the transition from
ambipolar to free diffusion.
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To conclude, in this thesis, we focus on the influence of dust particles on RF discharges from
the plasma ignition to the discharge afterglow. It allows us to perform a detailed analysis of the
effect the dust particles can have on a RF discharge at different instants during its lifetime. The
main results are centred around the different stages of the lifetime of the discharge:
1. The effect of dust particle growth at plasma ignition and its effect on the plasma and
discharge parameters and the related instabilities
2. The instabilities of the void region in a well established dust cloud in a discharge
3. The effect of dust particles on afterglow plasma and the influence of the plasma diffusion
losses on the particle decharging and the residual charges.
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1.3 Introduction en Français
La fume´e, le brouillard, la suie, la brume, la poussie`re sont autant de termes qui renvoient a`
des particules en suspension dans des liquides ou des gaz. Les milieux poussie´reux ont toujours
e´te´ tre`s inte´ressants pour l’homme. Les e´gyptiens ont utilise´ des poudres en suspension dans un
liquide pour cre´er l’encre ; les chinois ont de´couvert leurs proprie´te´s explosives. Les poudres res-
tent aujourd’hui inte´ressantes pour une grande varie´te´ d’applications allant des enduits secs [1]
aux recherches sur l’atmosphe`re [2, 3] en passant par l’industrie de la microe´lectronique [4, 5].
Dans tous les cas, les poudres peuvent eˆtre soit utiles, soit nuisibles et, par conse´quent, de nom-
breuses e´tudes leur sont consacre´es.
Les plasmas poussie´reux (ou complexes) sont des gaz ionise´s contenant des poudres macro-
scopiques charge´es. Ce sont des milieux commune´ment rencontre´s dans l’espace (ne´buleuses
plane´taires, anneaux plane´taires [6–8]), les hautes atmosphe`res [3, 9] et dans les plasmas cre´e´s
par l’homme (de´charges industrielles ou de laboratoire [4], plasmas de fusion [10, 11], etc).
Histoire sélective des plasmas poussiéreux
La préhistoire
A l’aube du XXe`me sie`cle, les plasmas poussie´reux n’e´taient connus que sous la forme de
lueurs zodiacales (correctement de´crites et interpre´te´es par Cassini a` la fin du XVIIe`me sie`cle)
et de nuages noctilucents (de´couverts il y a environ un sie`cle). Leur e´tude physique n’a cependant
pas commence´ avant l’observation de poudres dans une de´charge de laboratoire (colonne positive
cylindrique a` cathode chaude) par Irvin Langmuir dans les anne´es 1920 [12]. Des constrictions
et des instabilite´s du plasma furent observe´es et attribue´es a` la pre´sence des petites poudres
provenant de la pulve´risation de la cathode de tungste`ne. En revanche, jusqu’aux anne´es 1960,
l’impact de la pre´sence de poudres dans les plasmas basse pression ne fut que sporadiquement
e´tudie´ (voir par exemple la Re´f.[13]).
L’effet des poudres dans les plasmas de combustion (comme les produits de combustion des fuse´es
a` combustible solide, les produits de combustion de flammes d’hydrocarbures dans lesquelles des
suies de carbone peuvent eˆtre cre´e´s, le sillage d’objets entrant dans l’atmosphe`re) fut e´tudie´ dans
les anne´es 1950 et 1960 (voir par exemple la Re´f.[14] et ses re´fe´rences). Dans la majorite´ de
ces e´tudes, les poudres sont e´mettrices d’e´lectrons thermoioniques (a` cause d’une importante
tempe´rature de surface) et, par conse´quent, doivent avoir un impact diffe´rent sur les plasmas de
celles non-e´mettrices que l’on peut trouver dans la plupart des plasmas basse pression et basse
tempe´rature.
A la fin des anne´es 1960, l’influence des poudres sur les colonnes positives a` courant continu
connut un regain d’attention. L’effet de poudres massives charge´es ne´gativement sur des colonnes
positives a` courant continu fut e´tudie´. Il a e´te´ montre´ qu’elles ont un effet comparable a` celui
des ions ne´gatifs dans les de´charges e´lectrone´gatives [15–19]. Ces re´sultas peuvent eˆtre re´sume´s
de la manie`re suivante :
– Quand la densite´ de poussie`res n’est pas trop importante et quand chaque poudre peut eˆtre
conside´re´e comme isole´e, les densite´s d’ions et d’e´lectrons (respectivement ni et ne) peuvent
eˆtre de´duites des e´quations plasmas classiques [20] dans lesquelles un terme correspondant
aux pertes en volume dues aux recombinaisons a` la surface des poudres a e´te´ ajoute´. De
plus, il a e´te´ observe´ que la tempe´rature e´lectronique ainsi que le champ e´lectrique axial
sont plus importants que dans une colonne sans poudre.
– Quand la densite´ de poussie`res est importante, les poudres remplacent les parois de la
de´charge et le plasma peut eˆtre approximativement vu comme un jeu de filaments de plasma
paralle`les entre des parois absorbantes, chacun avec un rayon de l’ordre de la moitie´ de la
distance moyenne entre deux poudres.
– La tempe´rature de surface des poudres est plus e´leve´e que celle du gaz environnant a` cause
de l’e´chauffement duˆ aux recombinaisons de surface.
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– La distribution radiale des poussie`res varie d’une de´charge a` l’autre et est un compromis
entre une distribution de Maxwell-Boltzmann, l’effet des mouvements locaux et a` grande
e´chelle du gaz environnant, de la destruction chimique des poudres et de la force de friction
des ions dans les de´charges fortement inhomoge`nes.
A la meˆme e´poque, Dimoff and Smy rapporte`rent inde´pendamment que les poudres ont ten-
dance a` capturer les e´lectrons libres dans les plasmas basse tempe´rature [21] : ils montre`rent
expe´rimentalement que le taux de de´-ionisation peut eˆtre accru par la pre´sence des poussie`res. Ce
re´sultat fut obtenu en mesurant le temps de de´croissance du plasma dans la phase post-de´charge
d’une de´charge line´aire pulse´e. Leur explication the´orique n’e´tait ne´anmoins pas satisfaisante.
Pendant ce temps, l’utilisation de poudres comme moyen de diagnostic pour les plasmas a aussi
e´te´ sugge´re´e :
– Dans la Re´f.[22], des poussie`res furent observe´es entre la de´charge capillaire et la feneˆtre
de Brewster lors d’e´tudes sur les lasers He-Ne. Ils propose`rent d’utiliser ces poussie`res
pour localiser les maxima locaux de potentiel dans la de´charge.
– Dans la Re´f.[23], il fut propose´ de mesurer la tempe´rature e´lectronique d’un plasma en me-
surant les charges e´lectriques de particules injecte´es a` l’inte´rieur de celui-ci : les particules
injecte´es e´taient des gouttes d’alcool qui ont la proprie´te´ d’eˆtre sphe´riques et uniformes ;
ensuite, en mesurant la de´flexion de leurs trajectoires dans un champ e´lectrique, leurs
charges e´lectriques e´taient mesure´es et la tempe´rature e´lectronique de´duite.
Et cela vint du ciel . . .
L’e´tude des interactions entre les poudres et les plasmas est d’un grand inte´reˆt pour l’astro-
physique. En effet, les plasmas poussie´reux peuvent eˆtre rencontre´s un peu partout dans l’espace
(queues des come`tes, ne´buleuses plane´taires, atmosphe`res plane´taires, anneaux plane´taires) et
leurs proprie´te´s physiques ont besoin d’eˆtre comprises afin d’expliquer les observations.
Ainsi, un coup d’acce´le´rateur a` la physique des plasmas poussie´reux vint de l’astrophysique graˆce
a` la de´couverte de « stries »(« spokes ») pratiquement radiales sur la partie exte´rieure de l’an-
neau B de Saturne par la sonde Voyager au de´but des anne´es 1980 (Fig.1.1). Cela a engendre´ un
grand nombre de travaux sur les interactions plasmas-poudres dans les milieux astrophysiques. Il
fut propose´ que ces stries soient compose´es de poussie`res charge´es a` des potentiels ne´gatifs suffi-
samment importants, par collection d’e´lectrons dans des plasmas transitoires denses, afin de les
e´lever au dessus de l’anneau et de les faire entrer dans le plasma environnant. Des plasmas denses
transitoires peuvent eˆtre cre´e´s juste au dessus des anneaux lors d’impacts avec des me´te´orites
[24, 25] ou par des faisceaux auroraux d’electrons de hautes e´nergies [26]. Les stries sont ensuite
sculpte´es par les forces e´lectrostatiques. De nombreuses e´tudes furent ensuite consacre´es aux in-
teractions plasmas-poussie`res et aux processus de chargement des poudres (voir par exemples les
Re´fs.[27, 28]).
Les stries sur les anneaux de Saturne apparaissent cependant par intermittence. En effet, aucune
strie ne fut observe´e d’octobre 1998 a` septembre 2005 au moment ou` la sonde Cassini les a vues
re´apparaˆıtre [29]. L’hypothe`se propose´e est que, parce que les anneaux e´taient plus expose´s au
soleil que pendant les missions Voyager et parce que les stries sont tre`s de´pendantes de la den-
site´ du plasma environnant, la formation des stries fut inhibe´e par les conditions ambiantes. Il a
re´cemment e´te´ sugge´re´ que, en raison de leur formation localise´e, leur saisonnalite´ et leur mor-
phologie, les stries sont ge´ne´re´es par des faisceaux d’electrons induits par la foudre et atteignant
les anneaux en des domaines connecte´s magne´tiquement aux orages [30].
L’ère industrielle
A la fin des anne´es 1980, la formation de poussie`res fut observe´e dans des de´charges chimi-
quement actives industrielles et de laboratoire (Fig.1.2) [4, 31]. La formation de poudres dans les
re´acteurs industriels peut eˆtre un gros proble`me : les particules tombant sur les substrats peuvent
re´duire la performance des circuits inte´gre´s ou la qualite´ des couches minces. Par conse´quent,
les me´canismes de croissance de poudres dans les plasmas devaient eˆtre e´tudie´s finement. Il e´tait
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en effet vital de comprendre comment les poussie`res se forment dans les plasmas et comment
inhiber leur formation afin d’e´viter les proble`mes dans les processus industriels.
Pour ces raisons, de nombreux travaux ont e´te´ mene´s pour comprendre les me´canismes de crois-
sance de poudres dans les de´charges a` base de silane tre`s largement utilise´es dans l’industrie
(voir la Re´f.[5] et ses re´fe´rences). Dans les Re´fs.[33–41], la croissance et le comportement de
nuages de poudres dans des de´charges argon-silane ont e´te´ e´tudie´s. Il a ainsi e´te´ montre´ que la
croissance des poussie`res suit le mode`le suivant :
1. Pre´curseurs mole´culaires provenant de la dissociation du gaz
2. Formation et accumulation de nanocristallites
3. Agglome´ration des nanocristallites
4. Croissance par attachement mole´culaire
Le transport des particules dans les de´charges a aussi e´te´ e´tudie´ (voir par exemple les Re´fs.[10,
42]). Les poudres e´tant ge´ne´ralement charge´es dans les plasmas, elles sont soumises a` diffe´rentes
forces (force de friction des ions, force de friction des neutres, forces e´lectrostatiques, gravite´,
thermophore`se) qui peuvent les confiner ou les expulser de la de´charge. Il est par conse´quent
possible de manipuler les particles, ce qui peut avoir d’importantes applications industrielles [5].
Les temps modernes
La composante additionnelle de poudres charge´es dans les plasmas poussie´reux donne l’oppor-
tunite´ unique d’e´tudier les syste`mes fortement couple´s en raison du parame`tre de couplage Γc (qui
repre´sente le rapport entre l’e´nergie potentielle e´lectrostatique des poudres et leur e´nergie d’agi-
tation thermique) pouvant eˆtre tre`s grand. Il a en effet e´te´ rapporte´ que la densite´ de poussie`res
dans un plasma peut eˆtre extreˆmement e´leve´e et que la charge globale porte´e par celles-ci peut
donc exce´der celle porte´e par les e´lectrons. La parame`tre de couplage Γc peut eˆtre alors largement
supe´rieur a` un et le nuage de poudres conside´re´ comme un liquide coulombien [33, 38], voire
meˆme un cristal coulombien [43–45].
En raison des fortes interactions des poudres entre elles, les plasmas poussie´reux peuvent eˆtre
vus comme des milieux auto-organise´s. Des cristaux coulombiens furent ainsi de´couverts dans
les zones aux alentours des gaines dans des de´charges radio-fre´quences (RF) capacitives [43–
45]. Cette de´couverte cre´a un re´el engouement pour les recherches sur les plasmas poussie´reux.
De nombreuses expe´riences, dans lesquelles des poudres microme´triques e´taient ajoute´es, furent
conc¸ues pour ces travaux et la formation de structures ordonne´es fut observe´e dans des de´charges
a` courant continu [46], des machines Q [47], des plasmas thermiques a` pression atmosphe´rique
[48, 49], des plasmas induits par rayonnement ultraviolet [50], et des plasmas cre´e´s par des
re´actions nucle´aires [51].
De nombreuses e´tudes (expe´rimentales et the´oriques) sont dore´navant consacre´es aux processus
de chargement des poudres, aux interactions poudre-poudre, aux interactions poudre-plasma et
aux forces agissant sur les poussie`res (force de friction des ions, force de friction des neutres,
thermophore`se, etc). Les plasmas poussie´reux permettent par exemple d’analyser certains phe´no-
me`nes comme la propagation d’ondes [52, 53], la fusion des cristaux et les transitions de phases
[54–56], et la dynamique des clusters au niveau le plus e´le´mentaire [57]. La formation de struc-
tures singulie`res comme le « void »(re´gion vide de poudres au centre du plasma) et ses instabilite´s
ont e´te´ observe´es lors d’expe´riences en microgravite´ [58] et dans des de´charges ou` la densite´ de
poudres forme´es dans le plasma peut eˆtre tre`s e´leve´e [59, 60].
Les re´centes avance´es aux niveaux des recherches en microgravite´ ont ouvert de nouvelles perspec-
tives pour l’e´tude des proprie´te´s des plasmas poussie´reux [61–64]. En effet, durant les expe´riences
en laboratoire, les poudres le´vitent ge´ne´ralement dans les gaines du plasma ou` le champ e´lectrique
est suffisamment puissant pour compenser leur poids. L’e´ventail de parame`tres qui peuvent eˆtre
explore´s est alors restreint. Au contraire, lors d’expe´riences en microgravite´, la gamme peut eˆtre
e´tendue et des poudres plus grosses peuvent eˆtre utilise´es.
Les expe´riences en microgravite´ ont d’abord e´te´ envisage´es au de´but des anne´es 1990. Les
premie`res furent re´alise´es a` la fin des anne´es 1990 a` bord de vols paraboliques et de fuse´es, et
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a` bord de la station spatiale MIR par principalement deux laboratoires : le Max-Planck-Institut
fu¨r Extraterrestrische Physik (Allemagne) et l’Institut for High Energy Density (IHED, Russie).
Ces laboratoires de´cide`rent a` la fin de l’anne´e 1998 de collaborer et cre´e`rent le programme PKE
(Plasma Kristall Experiment). PKE-Nefedov fut ainsi la premie`re expe´rience plasma conc¸ue pour
fonctionner a` bord de la station spatiale internationale (ISS). Elle a e´te´ construite afin d’e´tudier
les plasmas poussie´reux en microgravite´ et ainsi e´viter les proble`mes dus au poids des poudres.
Il fut ainsi possible d’e´tudier directement les interactions plasma-poudre et poudre-poudre sans
les perturbations lie´es a` la gravite´. Au de´but de l’anne´e 2001, les premie`res expe´riences a` bord
de l’ISS furent re´alise´es. Des poudres de me´lamine formalde´hyde de quelques microme`tres furent
injecte´es dans le plasma afin d’e´tudier les structures ordonne´es comme les cristaux coulombiens.
En de´cembre 2000, le laboratoire GREMI (France) joignit la collaboration afin d’e´tudier la crois-
sance de poudres par pulve´risation des poudres pre´ce´demment injecte´es dans le re´acteur. Ces
poussie`res sont bien plus petites que les poudres injecte´es et peuvent remplir la de´charge meˆme
en laboratoire. Fin 2001, l’astronaute C. Haignere´ fit les premie`res expe´riences sur la crois-
sance de poudres dans le re´acteur PKE-Nefedov durant la mission Androme`de. De plus, certains
re´sultats obtenus en microgravite´ furent partiellement reproduits en laboratoire [61, 66–68]. De-
puis cette e´poque, la croissance de poudres dans le re´acteur PKE-Nefedov et les phe´nome`nes
comme les instabilite´s de croissance et les battements du « void »sont intensivement e´tudie´s.
Les plasmas poussie´reux en microgravite´ sont toujours e´tudie´s graˆce a` l’expe´rience PK3+ (une
version ame´liore´e de PKE-Nefedov) a` bord de l’ISS [69], et le de´veloppement de l’expe´rience
PK4 (une de´charge a` courant continu) [70].
Pendant ce temps, les recherches sur les plasmas poussie´reux sont toujours motive´es par
d’importants de´fis technologiques. Par exemple, les poussie`res cre´e´es lors des interactions du
plasma avec les parois des tokamaks pour la fusion nucle´aire sont fortement e´tudie´es car elles
peuvent eˆtre extreˆmement nuisibles (re´duction de la tempe´rature du plasma, se´curite´, transport
d’impurete´s, radioactivite´) et entraˆıner un dysfonctionnement du re´acteur [10, 11]. D’un autre
coˆte´, les nanopoudres forme´es dans les plasmas peuvent avoir des proprie´te´s tre`s inte´ressantes.
Par exemple, les proprie´te´s du silicium polymorphe (silicium amorphe incruste´ de nanocristaux
de silicium cre´e´ dans des de´charges a` base de silane) sont tre`s inte´ressantes pour la fabrication
de panneaux solaires [71, 72].
Présentation de la thèse
But de la thèse
Jusqu’a` maintenant, les diffe´rentes recherches sur les plasmas poussie´reux se sont focalise´es
sur certains aspects de la nouvelle physique due a` la pre´sence des poudres. Cependant, il est
e´vident qu’un panorama compleˆt depuis l’allumage du plasma jusqu’a` la phase post-de´charge
doit eˆtre construit car chaque de´charge industrielle ou de laboratoire doit eˆtre allume´e mais
aussi e´teinte. Par conse´quent, dans cette the`se, les phe´nome`nes lie´s a` la croissance de poudres
dans le plasma depuis l’allumage jusqu’a` la phase post-de´charge sont e´tudie´s.
Organisation de la thèse
Les chapitres 2 et 3 sont de´die´s aux bases de la physique des plasmas poussie´reux et a` la
description des expe´riences. Ensuite, la the`se s’articule autour de trois grands the`mes :
1. Croissance de poudres par pulve´risation dans des de´charges RF capacitives et les instabilite´s
associe´es (Chapitre 4).
2. Les instabilite´s des nuages de poussie`res dans les plasmas complexes (Chapitre 5).
3. L’influence des poudres sur la de´croissance du plasma durant la phase post-de´charge et les
charges re´siduelles des poussie`res (Chapitre 6).
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Le but principal de cette these est donc de donner une image comple`te d’un plasma poussie´reux
depuis sa cre´ation jusqu’a` son extinction. Cependant, les travaux effectue´s dans chaque the`me
ont e´te´ motive´s par des re´sultats ante´rieurs qui me´ritaient d’eˆtre approfondis :
1. Le premier the`me (Chapitre 4) est consacre´ a` la croissance de poudres par pulve´risation
dans des de´charges RF capacitives et a` son influence sur les parame`tres du plasma. Ce
travail est influence´ par les activite´s du groupe du Prof. Goree [59, 73, 74] et est dans la
continuite´ des expe´riences mene´es par Dr. Mikikian au GREMI [61, 66, 68, 75]. Son prin-
cipal but est la compre´hension de l’influence de la croissance de poudres sur les parame`tres
du plasma et de la de´charge. Pour cela, la formation de poussie`res par pulve´risation a
e´te´ e´tudie´e dans deux re´acteurs diffe´rents : le re´acteur PKE-Nefedov et le re´acteur Com-
PLExS. Des diagnostics e´lectriques (tension d’autopolarisation et amplitude du courant),
des diagnostiques optiques (imagerie video rapide, spectroscopie, luminosite´ du plasma)
et des mesures de sondes de Langmuir ont e´te´ utilise´s. Les re´sultats montrent que la
tension d’autopolarisation de´croˆıt en valeur absolue durant la croissance des poudres et
que l’amplitude du courant diminue. Cela est attribue´ a` la perte des e´lectrons libres du
plasma a` la surface des poussie`res en formation. La fonction de distribution en e´nergie des
e´lectrons (FDEE) est profonde´ment modifie´e par la pre´sence des poudres (accroissement de
la tempe´rature e´lectronique mais perte des e´lectrons tre`s e´nerge´tiques). La purete´ du gaz de
la de´charge affecte e´norme´ment la croissance des poussie`res. Finalement, des instabilite´s
du plasma durant la croissance des poudres ont e´te´ observe´es. Celles-ci suivent un sche´ma
d’e´volution temporel bien pre´cis.
2. Le deuxie`me the`me (Chapitre 5) est centre´ autour des instabilite´s d’un nuage de poussie`res
dans un plasma complexe et plus particulie`rement les instabilite´s du « void ». Nos re´sultats
s’inte´ressent plus particulie`rement aux battements (heartbeat) du « void »(dilatations et
contractions re´gulie`res de la taille du « void »), qui ont e´te´ e´tudie´ the´oriquement [58,
76] et expe´rimentalement [60, 61], et aux instabilite´s dues a` la croissance d’une nouvelle
ge´ne´ration de poudres a` l’inte´rieur du « void » : dilatations et contractions de la taille
du void de grande amplitude et basse fre´quence et qui se terminent par l’apparition d’un
nouveau nuage de poussie`res dans l’ancien « void », et le « void »en rotation (re´volution du
« void »autour de l’axe de syme´trie du re´acteur). Pour ces diffe´rentes e´tudes, nous avons
particulie`rement mis l’accent sur la mesure de certains parame`tres de la de´charge (courant)
ainsi que sur des mesures spatialement re´solues de la luminosite´ du plasma (imagerie
vide´o rapide, fibres optiques focalise´es et couple´es a` des photomultiplicateurs) et de la
dynamique du nuage de poudres (imagerie vide´o rapide). La corre´lation entre ces diffe´rentes
mesures a permis une meilleure compre´hension des phe´nome`nes physiques implique´s dans
ces instabilite´s. Les contractions du « void »sont accompagne´s d’un fort accroissement de la
luminosite´ au centre du plasma et donc de l’ionisation. De plus, des contractions avorte´es
du « void »ont e´te´ observe´es entre les se´quences principales de contraction-expansion. La
cine´tique d’e´volution des dilatations et contractions de la taille du void de grande amplitude
et basse fre´quence est lie´e a` la cine´tique de croissance du nouveau nuage de poudres.
3. Le troisie`me the`me (Chapitre 6) est consacre´ aux e´tudes sur la phase post-de´charge des
plasmas complexes et sur la charge e´lectrique re´siduelle des poudres quand le plasma
a comple`tement disparu. Ce travail fut initie´ par la de´couverte de la charge e´lectrique
re´siduelle des poussie`res apre`s l’arreˆt d’une de´charge RF capacitive lors d’expe´riences
en microgravite´ [77]. Avant ce re´sultat, on pensait que les poudres perdaient toutes leurs
charges pendant la phase post-de´charge et devenaient e´lectriquement neutres. Par conse´-
quent, des e´tudes comple´mentaires e´taient ne´cessaires.
Cela a naturellement donne´ lieu a` des recherches sur la phase post-de´charge des plasmas
complexes afin de comprendre les processus de de´chargement des poudres. Comme la charge
des poudres est fortement lie´e a` la diffusion des porteurs de charge dans la phase post-
de´charge, des e´tudes the´oriques sur l’influence des poussie`res sur la perte des ions et des
e´lectrons ont e´te´ mene´es. La comparaison avec les re´sultats expe´rimentaux disponibles [21]
montre que la mesure du temps de disparition du plasma durant la post-de´charge peut eˆtre
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utilise´e comme un diagnostic comple´mentaire. Des mesures de la de´croissance de la densite´
e´lectronique dans diffe´rents plasmas avec ou sans poudres ont montre´ que ces dernie`res ont
un effet conse´quent sur la diffusion des e´lectrons durant la phase post-de´charge.
Afin d’approfondir les connaissances sur la charge re´siduelle des poudres, des expe´riences
au sol ont e´te´ re´alise´es dans le re´acteur PKE-Nefedov. Les poudres ont e´te´ forme´es direc-
tement dans le plasma et maintenues entre les deux e´lectrodes, apre`s que la de´charge a e´te´
e´teinte, par une force de thermophore`se compensant la force de gravite´ et engendre´e par
un syste`me inspire´ des expe´riences de Dr. Rothermel [78]. Nous avons confirme´ que les
poudres portent bien une charge e´lectrique re´siduelle apre`s l’arreˆt de la de´charge et avons
de´couvert que cette charge peut eˆtre positive ou ne´gative. Des fonctions de distribution
des charges re´siduelles ont e´te´ reconstruites en mesurant les charges d’un grand nombre
de poudres. Leur variance est plus grande que celle attendue pour la fonction de distri-
bution de charges des poussie`res dans un plasma allume´. Les simulations du processus de
de´chargement ont montre´ que la fonction de distribution des charges re´siduelles est tre`s
sensible a` la diffusion des ions et des e´lectrons et plus pre´cise´ment a` la transition de la
diffusion ambipolaire vers la diffusion libre.
En conclusion, cette the`se s’inte´resse a` l’influence des poudres sur des de´charges RF de-
puis leur allumage jusqu’a` leur extinction. Une analyse de´taille´e de l’effet des poussie`res aux
diffe´rents instants de la vie du plasma est re´alise´e. Les principaux re´sultats s’articulent autour
des diffe´rentes e´tapes de la vie de la de´charge :
1. L’effet de la croissance des poudres a` l’allumage de la de´charge et son influence sur les
parame`tres du plasma ainsi que les instabilite´s associe´es.
2. Les instabilite´s du « void »dans un nuage de poudres bien e´tabli.
3. L’effet des poussie`res sur la phase post-de´charge et l’influence de la diffusion du plasma
sur le de´chargement des poudres et les charges re´siduelles.
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Chapter 2
Review of complex plasma physics
Dusty or complex plasmas are partially ionized gases composed of neutral species, ions, electrons
and charged dust particles. Dust particles are electrically charged due to their interactions with
ions and electrons of the surrounding plasma [28, 79, 80]. In this chapter, the charging process
of the dust particles and the forces acting on them are described. New phenomena due to the
presence of dust particles in a plasma are also discussed.
2.1 Charge and charge distribution
The particle charge controls the dust dynamics both in laboratory and industrial plasma reactors,
and also in space plasmas. Thus one of the main challenges in dusty plasma is to understand the
charging of dust particles in a wide range of experimental conditions, which includes industrial
and space plasmas. For example, in most industrial processes in the microelectronics industry,
which uses silane as the reactive gas, dust contamination is a vital problem [5]. The dust dy-
namics and coagulation in space plasma are also phenomena governed by dust particle charges
[81, 82].
Elementary processes leading to dust particle charging are the collection of the ions and the elec-
trons of the surrounding plasma, the interactions with photons, secondary electron emission due
to collisions with energetic particles, thermionic emission, etc. In laboratory plasmas, charging
by ion and electron collection is the prevalent effect.
Two extreme cases can be considered. When the Debye length λD of the dusty plasma is much
smaller than the intergrain distance a, the dust particles can be considered as isolated in the
plasma. When the Debye length λD is larger than the intergrain distance a, the dust particles
interact with each other and have a collective behaviour. The size of the dust particle compared
to the Debye length also has an influence. Here, we consider only the case where rd $ λD where
rd is the radius of the dust particles.
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2.1.1 The Debye length
A fundamental characteristics of plasmas is the screening of electric field created by individual
charged particles (ions, electrons and dust particles) or by a surface with a potential that is
different to the plasma potential. This screening effect has a characteristic length: the Debye
length. This is the length below which the electric field of a charged particles can influence the
other charged particle. In dusty plasmas, the linearised Debye length is [5, 83]:
λD =
λDeλDi√
λ2De + λ
2
Di
(2.1)
where λDi(e) is the ion (electron) Debye length defined as:
λDi(e) =
√
#0kBTi(e)
ni(e)0e2
(2.2)
with #0 the vacuum permittivity, kB the Boltzmann constant, Ti(e) the ion (electron) tempera-
ture, ni(e)0 the ion (electron) density and e the elementary charge.
For typical plasmas with Te ∼ 3 eV , Ti ∼ 0.03 eV and ni0 % ne0 ∼ 1015 m−3, the Debye length
is λD ∼ 40 µm
2.1.2 Isolated dust grains
Orbital motion limited (OML) theory for a spherical dust grain
The charging (decharging) process of dust particles in a plasma is governed by the contributions
of all currents entering (or leaving) the dust surface, involving plasma electron and ion currents,
photoemission and thermionic emission currents, etc.
dQd
dt
=
∑
a
Ia +
∑
l
Il (2.3)
where Qd is the charge of the dust particle and Ia and Il are currents absorbed and emitted by
the dust particle (with appropriate signs). For discharge plasmas we can ignore the emission
current in most cases. The plasma ions and electrons are collected by the grain, which acts like
a floating probe. Dust particles are consequently electrically charged by accumulation of plasma
particles “falling” onto their surfaces. Dust particle electric charge is determined by:
dQd
dt
=
∑
j
Ij (2.4)
where Ij is the current associated with the plasma j−species.
Let’s consider a spherical dust grain with radius rd immersed in an ion and electron plasma. It
is obvious that when vTe & vT i where vTe(i) =
√
8kBTe(i)/pime(i) is the electron (ion) thermal
speed with me(i) the electron (ion) mass, the electrons reach the dust grain surface at a greater
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of interaction of a particle j with a dust grains of the same charge
rate. Consequently, more electrons are collected and dust grain surface potential φg is negative.
Ion and electron currents are of course affected by the dust surface potential. Thus, when it
is too repulsive for the j−species, the current from the oppositely-charged plasma particle is
favoured which modifies, in proportion, the dust surface potential.
When rd $ λDi $ λmfp where λmfp is either the electron or ion-neutral collisional mean
free path, the current of the j−species on the dust particle can be calculated using the orbital
motion limited (OML) theory [84, 85]. The two major assumptions of this model are [86]:
• Any plasma particle initially far from the dust particle can reach the surface of the dust
particle and stick to its surface if it is allowed by the conservation laws. Moreover, this
process is independent from the structure of the electrostatic potential near the particle.
• For a spherical dust particle, the limiting impact parameter of the plasma particle corre-
sponds to a trajectory which is tangential to the dust particle.
Let’s consider a plasma particle j approaching a dust particle from infinity (fig.2.1). When this
particle enters the Debye sphere of the dust grain, it experiences a force due to the electrostatic
field of the grain and is deflected. Taking vj as the speed of the particle j before interaction, vgj
its speed afterward and bj the impact parameter, it is obvious that for fixed vj , if bj reduces,
the particle j collides with the dust grain. The cross section for a j particle-dust grain collision
σdj is:
σdj = pib
2
j (2.5)
As dust grains are massive compared to ions and electrons (typically md & mi & me), momen-
tum and energy conservation give:
mjbjvj = mjvgjrd (2.6)
1
2
mjv
2
j =
1
2
mjv
2
gj +
qjQd
4pi#0rd
(2.7)
where mj is the mass of the j particle and qj its charge. The dust charge Qd is directly
linked to the potential difference φd = φg − Vp where Vp is the plasma potential. One can
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write Qd = C · φd where C is the capacitance of the dust grain. For a spherical dust grain,
C = 4pi#0rd exp(−rd/λD) ≈ 4pi#0rd with λD & rd. With Eqs.2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, one can obtain:
σdj = pir
2
d
(
1− 2qjφd
mjv2j
)
(2.8)
If fj(vj) is the j−species velocity distribution function, the current Ij on dust grains is:
Ij = qj
∫ ∞
vjmin
vjσ
d
j fj(vj)d
3vj (2.9)
Two cases must then be considered:
• if qjφd < 0, the interaction force between the j particle and the dust grain is attractive
and vjmin = 0
• if qjφd > 0, the force is repulsive and (1/2)mjv2jmin = qjφd ⇒ vjmin =
√
2qjφd/mj
For a Maxwellian plasma, the velocity distribution function is:
fj(vj) = nj
( mj
2pikBTj
)3/2
exp
(
− mjv
2
j
2kBTj
)
(2.10)
with nj the density of the plasma j−species. Thus, in the attractive case, one can obtain:
Ij = 4pir2dnjqj
( kBTj
2pimj
)1/2(
1− qjφd
kBTj
)
(2.11)
and in the repulsive case, one can obtain:
Ij = 4pir2dnjqj
( kBTj
2pimj
)1/2
exp
(
− qjφd
kBTj
)
(2.12)
When the dust particle charge reaches steady state, ion and electron currents, Ii and Ie respec-
tively, compensate each other:
Ie = Ii (2.13)
thus, for negatively charged dust particles (which is generally the case in most laboratory plasma
where Te > Ti), the dust potential upper limit is thus [5, 83, 86]:
φd =
kBTe
e
ln
(
ni
ne
(meTe
miTi
)1/2)
(2.14)
and the dust particle charge is:
Qd =
4pi#0rdkBTe
e
ln
(
ni
ne
(meTe
miTi
)1/2)
(2.15)
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Eq.2.15 gives the maximum charge on an isolated dust particle. Matsoukas and Russel [79]
showed that this expression must be corrected by a factor Cc depending on plasma parameters
giving:
Qd = Cc · 4pi#0rdkBTee ln
(
ni
ne
(meTe
miTi
)1/2)
(2.16)
For typical argon plasmas (me/mi ≈ 1.4 · 10−5 and 1 < Te/Ti < 100, this factor is Cc ∼ 0.73.
For Te/Ti > 1000, Eq.2.16 is a very poor approximation and completely breaks down when
Te/Ti ! mi/me which are not cases of practical interest.
Influence of trapped ions
In the previous section, the effect of the collisions of the electrons and ions on the dust charging
process and the electrostatic shielding have been neglected. However, under some conditions,
a significant amount of trapped ions due to charge exchange collisions with the neutral gas
background can surround the dust particle. Hence the positive ion current can be significantly
increased and the shielding properties of the grain are changed. It has been shown that when
Ti $ Te (nearly all newly created ions are trapped in the potential well of the dust particle) and
when r2d/λ
2
D $ Ti/Te (few newly created ions fall immediately on the dust particle), the density
of trapped ions can be large and the dust particle potential magnitude significantly reduced (as
much as 50 %) [87, 88].
Dust charge distribution
The formalism developed above gives the charge of a dust particle in a steady state plasma. It is
obvious that, when the dust particle has its equilibrium charge, the average number of collected
electrons is equal to the average number of collected ions but since the charging of a dust particle
is a discrete process, electrons and ions are captured at random times. The number of charges
on a dust particle Zd = |Qd/e| fluctuates around its equilibrium value given by the condition
that the total current to the particle is zero. Charge fluctuations and dust charge distributions
(DCDs) have been the subject of many theoretical studies ([79, 89, 90] and references therein).
In the most fundamental process, the charge fluctuation is of magnitude ±e, each time an
electron or an ion is captured by the dust particle. A Fokker-Planck description of the charging
process in weakly ionised gases and fluctuations arising from the nature of this process have
been presented by Matsoukas and Russel [91]. It gives time for charge fluctuations τQ, the mean
time for collisions of a dust particle with a charge species τc as well as the variance σ of the
mean charge Qmean on a dust particle.
We consider W = W (Qd, t) to be the probability for a dust particle to carry the charge Qd
at time t. If it is assumed that the charging currents depend on the instantaneous charge on
the dust particle and not on any prior history, the particle charge constitutes a Markov process
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whose master equation can be deduced from Eq. 2.4:
∂W
∂t

Qd
= [IiW |Qd−e − IeW |Qd+e − (Ii − Ie)W |Qd ]/e (2.17)
Assuming that the dust particle charge is a continuous variable and linearising the currents
in the vicinity of the steady-state charge Qmean which is defined by Eq.2.13, Eq.2.17 can be
rewritten as [91]:
∂W
∂(t/τQ)
=
∂(Qd −Qmean)W
∂Qd
+ σ2
∂2W
∂Q2d
(2.18)
where τQ and σ2 are defined as:
τQ = 1/(−I¯e′ − I¯i′) (2.19)
σ2 =
e
2
( I¯i − I¯e
−I¯e′ − I¯i′
)
(2.20)
The primes indicate the first derivative with respect to Qd and the bars indicate calculation at
Qd = Qmean. Eq.2.18 is mathematically identical to the Fokker-Planck equation for the diffusion
of a particle in a harmonic potential and views the charge as a stochastic variable diffusing in
the charge space and opposed by a force produced by the deterministic charging current. The
solution of this equation is (see Ref.[91] and App.A):
W (Qmean + x, t) =
1
σ
√
2pi(1− e−2t/τQ)
exp
(
− (x− x0e
−t/τQ)2
2σ2(1− e−2t/τQ)
)
(2.21)
where x = Qd − Qmean. From Eq.2.21, it is clear that the charge distribution is Gaussian at
all the times and approaches a steady state with a time constant τQ, with a mean dust particle
charge Qmean and a variance σ which depends on the charging currents. The variance σ can be
written as: (σ
e
)2
=
τQ
2τc
(2.22)
where τc = e/(I¯i − I¯e). It has been shown that τQ represents the time for charge fluctuations
and τc represents the mean time for collisions between a dust particles and a charge species [91].
In the case of Maxwellian current, the time for charge fluctuations τQ is [91, 92]:
τQ =
( 4λ2i
vT ird
) 1
1 + Ti/Te − eQ/4pi#0rdkBTe (2.23)
Fokker-Planck simulations [93] were performed for 190 nm radius particles (experimental dust
radius obtained during dust particle residual charge measurements; see Chap.6) with Te = 3 eV,
Ti = 0.03 eV and n = ne = ni = 5 · 109 cm−3 (see Fig.2.2). It shows that the dust particle
charge evolves to an equilibrium charge in a time τQ ∼ 4 µs which is in agreement with Eq.2.23,
and that the charge distribution at equilibrium is a Gaussian. Moreover, the mean charge at
equilibrium Qmean is in agreement with the theoretical prediction of Eq.2.16 (which predicts an
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Figure 2.2: Calculation of dust particle charges using a Fokker-Planck algorithm [93] for 190 nm
radius particles in a plasma with Te = 3 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV and n = ne = ni = 5 · 109 cm−3.
Left: Dust particle charge distribution for 500 iterations. Right: Dust particle charge evolution
when immersed in the plasma
equilibrium charge Qmean = −951.9e).
Similar results were obtained by Tsytovich et al [89] by assuming the discreteness of the elec-
tron and ion distributions. Khrapak et al [94] obtained the magnitude of fluctuation in terms of
the temporal autocorrelation function and reported dependence of the dust charge distribution
(DCD) on plasma parameters. All proposed models confirm that the DCD is Gaussian and that
the standard deviation of the stochastic charge fluctuation varies as σ(Qd) % δ
√|Q¯d|, where Qd
is the dust particle charge, Q¯d is the mean dust particle charge and δ is a parameter depending
on plasma conditions and is close to 0.5. Computer simulations of the charging process also
report the same result [56, 93, 95].
Nevertheless, no direct measurement of the DCD has been performed due to the shortness of the
charging and characteristic charge fluctuation time scales (in the µs range). So at any particular
moment an ensemble of monosized dust particles is characterized by their DCD. However, on
the dust time scale (in the ms range) the behaviour of a dust particle is determined by its mean
equilibrium charge. Existing experimental techniques for dust charge measurement based on the
analysis of dust dynamic response [96–98] can only determine the mean charge which is equal for
all monosized particles. However, charge fluctuations may have some impact in dusty afterglow
plasma and DCD may be measured in the late discharge afterglow (see Chap.6).
2.1.3 Cloud of dust particles
When the dust particle density in the plasma is high, the global charge carried by the dust
particles can be a significant fraction of the global charge carried by the ions and the electrons.
In this case, the neutrality condition has to be rewritten in order to take into account the dust
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particles:
ni = ne + Zdnd (2.24)
where Zd = |Qd/e| is the dust particle charge number and nd the dust particle density. As can
be seen, it is possible that the electron density differs significantly from the ion density and it
must be taken into account in the charging equation. At steady state ion and electron currents
compensate each other. Consequently, combining Eqs.2.11, 2.12 and 2.24, the dust particle
charge can be obtained solving:(Ti
Te
me
mi
)1/2
(1 +
Te
Ti
ϕ) exp(ϕ) = 1− PH (2.25)
where PH = Zdnd/ni is the Havnes parameter and ϕ is the dimensionless dust particle surface
potential. The latter can be linked do the dust charge number Zd by:
ϕ =
Zde2
4pi#0rdkBTe
(2.26)
Eqs.2.25 and 2.26 must be solved numerically.
2.2 Forces acting on dust particles
The dust particles are subjected to many forces when immersed in a plasma. In laboratory
discharges, the main forces are the gravitational force, the electric force, the neutral drag force,
the ion drag force and the thermophoretic force. In most laboratory cases, the radiation pressure
force can be neglected.
2.2.1 The electric force
As dust particles acquire an electric charge when immersed in a plasma, they are subject to an
electric force Fe induced by the electric field E that may exist in the plasma. In capacitively
coupled RF discharge, due to higher mobility of electrons, electric fields are greater in the sheath
region above the electrodes. A small electric field due to ambipolar diffusion of charged particles
toward the wall can also exist. Generally, in a plasma, the electric force Fe acting on dust
particles can be written as:
Fe = QdE (2.27)
2.2.2 The neutral drag force
This force results from collisions with neutral gas atoms/molecules. It is therefore proportional
to the gas pressure. It is the rate of momentum transfer between the neutral atoms/molecules
and the dust particles during their collisions. Assuming that the interactions between the dust
particles and the neutral gas atoms/molecules are hard sphere, elastic collisions, the neutral
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drag force Fdn can be approximated by [99]:
Fdn % nnmnσnd(vd − vn)2 (2.28)
where nn is the density of neutral atoms/molecules, mn their mass, σnd the cross section of the
dust neutral interaction, vd the average velocity of the dust particle and vn the average velocity
of the neutral atoms.
More accurate expressions of the neutral drag force have been developed. When the relative
speed |vd − vn| is very small in comparison with the neutral thermal speed vTn << 1 (Epstein
limit), the neutral drag force Fdn can be approximate as [83]:
Fdn = −83
√
2pir2dmnnnvTn(1 + αac
pi
8
)(vd − vn) (2.29)
where vTn =
√
8kBT/pimn is the thermal speed with T the neutral gas temperature, and αac is
the accommodation coefficient. This coefficient would be zero for specular reflection and unity
for perfect diffuse reflection.
2.2.3 The ion drag force
The ion drag force describes how momentum is transferred from ions to the dust particles. This
force consists mainly of two components [42, 100, 101]: the force due to direct impact of ions,
i.e. the collection force Fcolldi and the force due to electrostatic Coulomb collision F
coul
di :
Fdi = Fcolldi + F
coul
di (2.30)
If vi >> vd where vi is the ion drift velocity, the relative dust-ion velocity can thus be approx-
imated by vi. In the usual derivation of ion drag force [42], it is supposed that there are no
interactions between the ions and the dust particle outside the Debye sphere. Moreover, it is
supposed that the ion mean free path is larger than the Debye radius (valid for low gas pressure).
The collection force is therefore:
F colldi = pinimivivsb
2
c (2.31)
where
vs =
(8kBTi
pimi
+ v2i
)1/2
(2.32)
is the mean velocity of the ions approaching the dust particles and
bc = rd
(
1− 2qiφd
miv2s
)1/2
(2.33)
is the maximum impact parameter given by the OML theory.
The Coulomb force is:
F couldi = 4pinimivivsb
2
pi/2Γc (2.34)
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where
bpi/2 =
eQd
4pi#0miv2s
(2.35)
is the impact parameter for 90◦ deflection and
Γc =
1
2
ln
(λ2D + b2pi/2
b2c + b2pi/2
)
(2.36)
is the Coulomb logarithm integrated over the interval [bc,λD].
It has been shown experimentally that this expression for the ion drag force is a good approxi-
mation [102]. However, better expressions for the ion drag force can be found in the literature
[103, 104]. In Ref.[103] , the fact that the ion-dust particle interactions can have a length range
larger than the Debye length is taken into account and shows that the ion drag force is increased
in comparison with the analytical results of Eqs.2.31 and 2.34. In Ref.[104], the effect of the
ion-neutral collisions, the distortion of the potential around the grain, the effects of the finite
size of the dust particles and the charging collisions are taken into account by combining the
binary collision approach with the linear kinetic formalism. Calculations for typical RF dis-
charge parameters have shown that the ion drag force has a complex dependance on the ion
flow velocity. The dependence of the ratio of the ion drag-to-electric force on the electric field
strength (or the ion flow velocity) decreases rapidly with the electric field. Thus the ion drag
force can only be important for subthermal and slightly suprathermal ion flows (when the flow
is due to the global electric field).
2.2.4 The gravitational force
In ground based experiments, dust particles are subjected to the gravitational force. This force
is proportional to the mass of the dust particle, hence to its mass density ρ and to its volume:
Fg = mdg =
4
3
piρr3dg (2.37)
This force can be neglected for very small dust particles immersed in a plasma (rd < 1 µm) but
not for particles that are micrometer size or larger. Furthermore, this force can not be ignored
in afterglow plasmas (when the discharge is switched off) whatever the size of the particles since
the electrostatic and the ion drag force quickly disappear.
2.2.5 The thermophoretic force
A small dust particle suspended in a gas with a temperature gradient is subjected to a force
which will induce motion of the dust particle, in the absence of gas flow, from the hot region
to the cold region. This force called the thermophoretic force results from the difference in
momentum transfer to the dust particle by the gas molecules colliding with it from the cold and
hot side (see Fig.2.3). The expression for the thermophoretic force must be chosen carefully.
Indeed, it depends strongly on the Knudsen number Kn = lg/rd [105] where lg is the mean free
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path of buffer gas species. In our experiment, we worked at an operating pressure around 1
mbar. In a previous paper [61], the size of grown dust particles was reported between 200 nm
and 800 nm. It gives, using results from Varney [106] for an atom-atom cross section, a Knudsen
number of 250 < Kn < 1000. Consequently we operate in the free molecular regime where a dust
particle is similar to a very large molecule. Many theories have been developed [105, 107–111]
and used [78, 105, 112] for thermophoresis in the free molecular regime. The most commonly
used equation is the Waldmann equation [107] which has been verified experimentally [113, 114]:
FT = −3215r
2
d
ktr
vTn
∇Tn (2.38)
where∇Tn is the temperature gradient in the gas, and ktr is the translational part of the thermal
conductivity given by, for a monoatomic gas [115]:
ktr =
15kB
4mn
µref
(
T
Tref
)ν
(2.39)
where µref is the reference viscosity at reference temperature Tref = 273 K and the exponent
ν results from a best fit of experimental viscosity near the reference temperature. For argon,
µref = 2.117 · 10−5 Pa·s and ν = 0.81 [115].
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Figure 2.3: A dust particle immersed in a gas with a temperature gradient
2.2.6 Order of magnitude of the different forces
The strength of the different forces acting on the dust particles depends on different power laws
of the dust particle radius. The electric force Fe is proportional to the radius rd (because the
charge Qd is proportional to the dust radius (Eq.2.16)). The ion drag force, the neutral drag
force and the thermophoretic force are proportional to r2d. The gravitational force is proportional
to r3d. Consequently it is clear that for small particles, the electric force will be dominant while
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for big particles the gravitational force will become more important.
In Ref.[5], the orders of magnitude of the different forces in a RF argon plasma, with n = 5 · 109
cm−3, Tn = Ti = 500 K, Te = 3 eV, the local electric field at the sheath boundary is 30 V/cm
and the gas temperature gradient is 10K/cm, have been calculated for 100 nm and 1 µm dust
particles with a density ρ =2g/cm−3. The results are summarised in Tab.2.1.
Table 2.1: Order of magnitude of different forces acting on dust particles for different dust
radius (from Ref.[5]).
rd = 100 nm rd = 1 µm
Electric force ∼ 2 · 10−13 N ∼ 2 · 10−12 N
Neutral drag force ∼ 10−15 N ∼ 10−13 N
Ion drag force ∼ 5 · 10−14 N ∼ 10−12 N
Thermophoretic force ∼ 10−15 N ∼ 10−13 N
Gravitational force ∼ 10−16 N ∼ 10−13 N
2.3 Instabilities and waves in complex plasmas
2.3.1 Characteristic frequencies of complex plasmas
An important property of a plasma is its natural oscillations. When the plasma deviates from
equilibrium, i.e. the neutrality condition ne+Zdnd = ni is not satisfied (from a macroscopic point
of view), an electric field is created due to the space charge and tends to reestablish equilibrium.
Due to their different masses, charged species in the plasma do not respond equivalently.
Electron frequency
The electrons are accelerated by the electric field in order to reestablish quasi neutrality. Due
to their inertia, they pass the equilibrium point and a new electric field is created in the oppo-
site direction accelerating electrons the other way. Electrons oscillate around their equilibrium
position with electron angular frequency ωpe:
ω2pe =
nee2
me#0
(2.40)
For an argon plasma with ne % 1010 cm−3, the angular frequency is ωpe % 6 GHz.
Ion frequency
Ions are heavier than electrons and so their response to an electric field is much slower. The ion
angular frequency ωpi is:
ω2pi =
niZ2i e
2
mi#0
(2.41)
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For an argon plasma with ni % 1010 cm−3, the angular frequency is ωpi % 20 MHz.
Dust frequency
As a charged species, the dust particles also respond to electric field. The plasma dust angular
frequency ωpd is:
ω2pd =
ndZ2de
2
md#0
(2.42)
For dust particles with mass md % 10−16 kg, Zd % 1000 and nd % 2 · 105 cm−3, the plasma dust
angular frequency is ωpd % 2 kHz.
2.3.2 Examples of waves and instabilities observed in complex plasmas
In plasmas, a wide variety of waves exists due to coherent motion of the different plasma species
(Langmuir waves and ion acoustic waves for example). In complex plasmas, the charged dust
grains change the wave propagation due to inhomogeneities in the dust distribution, the modified
quasi-neutrality condition (Eq.2.24) and some considerations about dust particle dynamics. Two
major subclasses of waves exist in a complex plasma:
1. Waves and oscillations arising from the collective motion of the plasma particles (ions or
electrons) and affected by the dust particles
2. Waves and oscillations due to the collective motion of the dust particles in various dust
structures (dust cloud, liquids or crystals)
Dust Acoustic (DA) waves
The DA waves come from the collective motion of the dust grains. The DA wave velocity
is much smaller than the ion and electron thermal speeds and consequently ion and electron
inertia can be neglected and the DA wave potential can be considered to be in equilibrium. The
pressure gradient can be assumed as balanced by the electric force and thus the ion and electron
distributions are Boltzmann distributions. The restoration force in the DA waves comes from
the ion and electron (considered without inertia) pressure while the dust particle mass provides
the wave inertial support.
DA waves have been observed in the laboratory [52, 116]. The reported frequencies are around
10-20 Hz.
Dust-ion acoustic (DIA) waves
The DIA waves come from the collective motion of the ions affected by the presence of the dust
particles. For negatively charged dust particles (ni0 > ne0), the DIA wave phase velocity ω/k
is greater than the ion acoustic speed. It can be explained by an increase of the electron Debye
length due to electron losses on dust particles. Consequently, the electric fileld E = −∇Φ is
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larger. As kvT i $ ω $ kvTe, Landau damping of DIA waves is negligible. DIA waves have been
observed in the laboratory and the typical frequencies are tens of kilohertz [117, 118].
Other waves and instabilities
Other varieties of waves can be found in complex plasma (from individual oscillations of dust
particles in sheaths of gas discharge to compressional waves in dust crystals) and their properties
(instabilities, damping, etc.) depend on the plasma parameters (see Ref.[62] and references
therein). Instabilities can also be self excited in complex plasmas. Thus, it has been reported that
the growth of dust particles in a plasma can trigger some instabilities [59, 66, 119] . Instabilities
of the void region (centimetre-sized region completely free of dust observed in the centre of dusty
discharges) have also been reported [60]. The frequencies of these instabilities are generally in
the range 0-1 kHz and can thus be associated with the dust particles.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the basis of the physics of complex plasmas has been reviewed. The charging
processes of dust particles in a running discharge have been described as well as the main forces
acting on the dust particles. New phenomena that may occur in a plasma due to the presence
of the dust particles have been briefly discussed. This background will be used in the analysis of
the results of the following chapters. In chapter 4, the effect of dust particle growth and related
instabilities on the discharge and plasma parameters are related to the charging of the dust
particles and the dust particle kinetics. In chapter 5, void instabilities are directly related to
the dust particle kinetics. In chapter 6, residual dust charge and residual charge distribution in
the afterglow plasma are studied in details and hence the dust charging process is at the centre
of this research.
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2.5 Résumé du !apitre en français
Dans ce chapitre, les bases de la physique des plasmas poussie´reux sont rappele´es :
– Les plasmas poussie´reux sont des gaz partiellement ionise´s contenant des poudres charge´es.
Ces dernie`res se chargent aux travers des interactions avec les ions et les e´lectrons du
plasma environnant. En laboratoire, les courants directs d’ions et d’e´lectrons a` la surface
des poudres sont le principal me´canisme de chargement. A l’e´quilibre, les courants d’ions
et d’e´lectrons se compensent exactement. Dans les plasmas de laboratoire, la tempe´rature
e´lectronique e´tant ge´ne´ralement plus e´leve´e que la tempe´rature des ions, les poudres sont
charge´es ne´gativement. Suivant les conditions, les collisions des ions et des e´lectrons avec
les atomes neutres peuvent modifier le potentiel e´lectrostatique autour des poudres. En
particulier, les collisions ion-atome avec e´change de charge peuvent aboutir au pie´gage
d’ions autour des poussie`res et accroˆıtre le courant positif d’ions et ainsi re´duire la charge
des poudres. Enfin, le processus de chargement des poudres est un processus stochastique
se faisant par pas de ±e. Par conse´quent, la charge des poudres varie constamment autour
de la valeur d’e´quilibre et la distribution de charge est une gaussienne centre´e autour de
la charge moyenne dont la variance de´pend des courants incidents d’ions et d’e´lectrons.
– Les poussie`res sont soumises a` diffe´rentes forces dans les plasmas complexes. Les princi-
pales sont la force e´lectrostatique, la force de friction avec les atomes neutres, la force de
friction avec les ions, la gravite´ et la force de thermophore`se.
– Les poudres e´tant une nouvelle composante charge´e du plasma, elles re´pondent a` des per-
turbations dont la fre´quence est bien plus faible que celles des e´lectrons ou des ions en rai-
son d’une masse tre`s importante. De plus, de nouvelles ondes et instabilite´s peuvent eˆtre
cre´e´es graˆce a` la pre´sence des poussie`res. Ces ondes se divisent en deux sous-cate´gories :
les mouvements collectifs des e´lectrons ou des ions modifie´s par la pre´sence de poudres
charge´es, et les mouvements collectifs des poussie`res.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setups
3.1 Plasma chambers
3.1.1 The PKE-Nefedov Reactor
The PKE-Nefedov experiment was one of the first scientific experiments on board the ISS. The
chamber has been originally designed to study complex plasmas and plasma crystals under
microgravity conditions.
Plasma Chamber and pumping system
The PKE-Nefedov reactor is a capacitively-coupled RF reactor operating in push-pull mode. It
is a 10× 10× 5 cm3 glass vacuum chamber (Fig.3.1). The RF electrodes are stainless steel flat
circular plates with 4.2 cm diameter. A grounded dust dispenser is integrated in the centre of
the top electrode. The interelectrode spacing is 3 cm.
The RF source is a Dressler MPI-1 SPACE RF generator operating at 13.56 MHz which is driven
by two DC power supplies: a DC power supply (ISO-TECH Dual Tracking Model IPS230300)
delivering a 28 V DC voltage and 0.5 A DC current and, a DC Power Supply (AGILENT
E3610A) delivering DC voltage in the range 0 − 2.40 V. The output RF power can be varied
from 0 W to 4 W . The RF generator is linked to the electrodes through an integrated matching
box. It has been especially developed for low RF powers, which are required to create stable
and large complex plasma structures and plasma crystals.
The pumping system consists of a turbomolecular vacuum pump (PFEIFFER, 80 L.s−1) asso-
ciated with a mechanical vacuum pump (ALCATEL, 8 m3.h−1). The base pressure is about
2 ·10−6 mbar. The pressure is measured using two gauges: a full range gauge (Pfeiffer PKR 251)
from 10−9 mbar up to atmospheric pressure and a capacitive gauge (MKS Baratron with
PR 4000S control unit) in the range 10−4 − 2 mbar.
The gas is injected into the chamber through a port at the top. When the desired pressure is
reached, the valve controlling the gas flow is closed. The experiments are performed without
gas flow.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the PKE-Nefedov reactor
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The dust dispenser
In the PKE-Nefedov chamber, the dust particles can be either grown or injected directly in
the plasma. Dust particle injection is achieved by means of a dust dispenser in the middle of
the upper electrode. It consists of a kind of salt shaker filled with dust particles and stainless
steel marbles. A grid closes the shaker. Dust particles are injected into the discharge region
between the electrodes by an up and down oscillating motion of the dispenser. The particles
are accelerated inside the reservoir and released through a sieve with a mesh size adapted to
the particle diameter. Four sizes of dust particles can be injected in the plasma, all made of
melamine formaldehyde: 3.4 µm, 1.02 µm, 500 nm and 200 nm diameter dust particles. A 10 µm
step sieve was used and, several grid layers were used for the smallest dust particles.
3.1.2 The methane and silane reactor
The PKE-Nefedov reactor was developed originally to perform microgravity experiments and
thus its design is very compact. Hence, it is very difficult to add in situ diagnostics. For the
studies of dusty afterglow plasmas (see Chap.6), it was necessary to measure directly the electron
density decay during the post-discharge phase. Spectroscopic measurement are not sufficiently
sensitive during the post-discharge due to the fast decrease of the signal. Consequently, only
diagnostics such as the microwave resonant cavity could be used to measure the decrease of
electron density during the post-discharge phase with good time resolution. However, this
diagnostic could not be adapted to the PKE-Nefedov reactor and thus two other identical RF
reactors were used, where dust particles are grown using reactive gases such as methane (CH4,
carbon based particles) or silane (SiH4, silicon based particles) which has been intensively used
to study dust growth mechanism and kinetics[34–36, 119, 120]. These reactors allowed us to
use in-situ diagnostics such as the microwave resonant cavity, and furthermore, as the growth
mechanisms are well-known (especially for argon-silane plasma), the size and density of the dust
particles could be chosen.
Experimental apparatus
The reactor is a capacitively coupled RF discharge box inside a vacuum vessel (Fig.3.2). The
discharge box is a grounded stainless steel hollow cylinder. Its inner diameter is 13 cm. A 20%
transparency grid with 1 mm diameter holes closes the base and allows a laminar and uniform
gas flow. On the lateral surface, four 2× 4 mm2 vertical slits give optical accesses to the plasma
in perpendicular directions.
The RF electrode is stainless-steel and shower head style. It provides the gas supply and
constitutes the upper surface of the discharge box. The latter is a cylinder 12.8 cm in diameter
and 1 cm in height closed with a grid which is similar to that of the anode. A stainless steel tube
provides the RF bias and gas supply. A diffuser composed of 3 parallel grids is placed inside the
RF electrode in order to provide a uniform gas supply. A ceramic sleeve surrounding the tube,
isolates the RF electrode from the grounded discharge box. The interelectrode space is 3.3 cm.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the Methane/Nitrogen(Argon) reactor
Two pressure gauges are connected to the reactor:
• A Baratron type capacitive gauge measuring the absolute pressure in the range 10−4-
2 mbar independently of the gas nature. This gauge is placed near the pumping port of
the chamber and allows us to monitor the operating pressure during the experiments.
• A Penning gauge measuring the base pressure down to 10−6 mbar.
The pumping system consists of two complementary subsystems. A chemical mechanical vacuum
pump (ALCATEL 2033 CP PLUS, 35 m3·h−1) maintains the operating pressure during the
experiments (in the range 0.1-1.5 mbar) and does the primary pump down to 10−3 mbar. When
silane is used, a continuous flux of nitrogen (N2) is injected in the pump in order to dilute the
SiH4 to less than 1% and avoid inflammation or explosion due to contact with ambient air.
This pump can be isolated with an electric floodgate and a manual floodgate. The base pressure
is achieved by a turbomolecular pump (PFEIFFER Vacuum TMH 260, 210 L/s) coupled to
a mechanical vacuum pump (ALCATEL, 20 m3/h) which can be isolated from the vacuum
chamber with floodgates.
The gas is supplied by two independent lines. One for the methane (or silane), the other for
the dilution gas (Ar, N2). The gas mixing is made at the entrance of the reactor. Fluxes
are controlled by mass flow controllers and measured in sccm (standard cubic centimeter per
minute). For our experimental conditions, the gas flow did not exceed 10 sccm for methane or
silane and 45 sccm for nitrogen or argon.
The RF excitation (13.56 MHz) is provided by a RF generator (GERAL ARF 101) with an
output power varying in the range 0-100 W. This generator is controlled by a PC acquisition
board furnishing a digital signal (TTL, Voltage 0− 5 V) and can hence be pulsed. A matching
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box ensures a good coupling of the RF power between the generator and the discharge box
minimizing the reflected power and optimizing the power coupled to the plasma.
3.1.3 The ComPLExS (Complex PLasma Experiment in Sydney) reactor
Plasma Chamber and pumping system
The ComPLExS reactor is a capacitively coupled RF discharge consisting of two parallel elec-
trodes enclosed in a grounded stainless steel cylindrical vacuum vessel (30 cm diameter and
30 cm high; see Fig.3.3). The bottom electrode is powered through a matching network and
the top electrode is grounded. The top electrode sits on three ceramic stands which are located
at the edge of the bottom electrode. The bottom electrode is 10 cm in diameter and the top
electrode is 11.5 cm in diameter. The gap between the two electrodes is 2 cm. The electrode
system stands in the centre of the vacuum vessel.
The pumping system consists of two parts. The first part consists of a mechanical vacuum pump
10 cm
Vdc probe Irf probe
Vrf probe
2 cm
11.5 cm
Matching Box To turbomolecular pump
Glass tube
Argon inlet
Ceramics
To rotary pump
RF power
Porthole
Insulator
Window
30 cm
30 cm
Figure 3.3: ComPLExS reactor schematic
(PFEIFFER DUO 016, 16 m3/h) directly linked to the vacuum vessel. The pumping speed can
be regulated by means of a remotely controlled electronic vacuum valve (MKS Control Valve
001-1575 and associated MKS 600 pressure controller). It maintains the operating pressure
during experiments and ensures the preliminary pump down of the chamber to 10−3 Torr. The
base pressure (∼ 5 · 10−6 Torr ) is achieved by a turbomolecular pump (BALZERS TPU-510,
510 L/s) coupled with the mechanical vacuum pump. This system can be isolated from the
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vacuum chamber with floodgates.
The gas supply is ensured by an independent line. The gas flux is controlled by a mass flow
controller and measured in sccm. In our experimental conditions, the argon flow does not exceed
20 sccm. The pressure is monitored by two pressure gauge: a full range gauge (PFEIFFER Full
range gauge) and a MKS Barathron gauge (range 10−4 − 2 Torr).
The RF excitation (13.56 MHz) is provided by a RF generator (LEADER Standard signal gener-
ator 3215) coupled to an RF amplifier (EIN Model 3100L RF Power amplifier). A matching box
ensured good coupling of the RF power between the generator and the discharge minimising the
reflected power and optimising the power coupled to the plasma. The RF peak to peak voltage
on the powered electrode can be up to Vpp=350 V.
3.2 Diagnostics
3.2.1 Electrical diagnostics
Self-bias voltage
When the powered electrode (the cathode) in a discharge is connected to an RF generator
through a blocking capacitor (as is the case for capacitively coupled RF discharges), there
is some irreversible escape of negative electric charges into the electrode, and hence the gap
gas becomes positively charged [121]. In a symmetric discharge, the two electrodes operate
in identical regimes and so collect the same amount of charges. Consequently, they have equal
mean potentials with or without a blocking capacitor. However, for an asymmetric configuration
the amount of charges collected by the electrodes is different and if the circuit does not allow
direct current as is the case when there is a blocking capacitor, a different amount of charges is
accumulated by each electrode and a difference of potential results between the electrodes: the
self bias voltage. In a low pressure discharge, the asymmetry occurs naturally because there is
always more grounded surfaces than powered surfaces. In the usual case, the self-bias voltage
of the powered electrode is negative with respect to the ground and depends on a power law of
the electrode area ratio [20, 122].
The cathode voltage is thus the sum of the RF voltage VRF and the self-bias voltage Vdc:
VC(t) = VRF (t) + Vdc (3.1)
The self bias voltage is explained as follows. During the part of the RF cycle when the cathode
is positive compared to the plasma, there is an electron flux to the electrode and the capacitor
is charged to a negative potential. During the other part of the RF cycle, there is an ion flux
that tends to charge the capacitor to a positive potential. Because the ions are less mobile than
the electrons (me $ mi), the electron flux will be greater than the ion flux until the average
potential of the powered electrode reaches a negative value for which the ion flux balances exactly
the electron flux. Then, for most of the RF cycle the powered electrode is negative with respect
to the plasma and there is an ion flux to the electrode. For a small fraction of the cycle the
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electrode is positive with respect to the plasma allowing sufficient electrons to flow so that there
is no net charge flux to the electrode over the RF cycle.
It has been observed that the self-bias voltage changes as a result of the effect of particle growth
in the discharge, and that this variation correlates with particle growth [119]. Hence, this
diagnostic has been used on the three different reactors. On the PKE-Nefedov reactor and the
Methane reactor, the self bias voltage signal was digitised with a numerical oscilloscope with a
minimal sampling rate of 5 kS/s. Due to device limitations, the sampling rate on the ComPLExS
reactor was around 25 S/s.
Amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of the RF current
The current in a RF capacitive discharge is the sum of the conduction current and the displace-
ment current. When there is no plasma, there is only the displacement current which corresponds
to the reactive current through the vacuum capacitor formed by the parallel electrodes (In reac-
tors in which the RF electrode is surrounded by a counter-electrode, the displacement current is
mainly due to the stray capacitance between the cathode and the counter-electrode because the
capacitance between the two electrodes is negligible due to the large distance between them).
When the discharge is turned on, the conduction current is to a first approximation proportional
to the plasma density n0 [121]. Consequently the evolution of the amplitude of the RF current
can give a good idea of the evolution of the plasma density during the life of the discharge.
Moreover, in asymmetric discharges, for a sinusoidal voltage applied across the electrodes, the
current waveform exhibits anharmonicity due to the different displacement current densities at
the electrodes caused by the asymmetry and the non-uniformity of the sheath (the ion density
decreases from the plasma towards the electrodes) [121]. Consequently, the current waveform
exhibits harmonics which depend on the discharge conditions. It has been shown that the evo-
lution of the 2nd or 3rd harmonics of the RF current is a good diagnostic to monitor the growth
of dust particles in a RF capacitive discharge [119, 123]. In the PKE-Nefedov, previous studies
have shown that the fundamental harmonic of the RF current is also sensitive to the dust par-
ticle growth [61]. Consequently, the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of the RF current
has been monitored during experiments on the PKE-Nefedov reactor. The signal was digitised
with a numerical oscilloscope with a minimal sampling rate of 5 kS/s.
3.2.2 Optical and video diagnostics
These diagnostics have been used on the PKE-Nefedov reactor.
Optical fibres
Five optical fibres were focussed on a defined region of the plasma chamber using cylindrical
lenses, each collecting the light emitted by the plasma (integrated over all frequencies) in a
precise region of the discharge with a spatial resolution of ∼ 3 mm..
The fibres were coupled to a photmultiplier tube (PMT) array which allowed us to resolve fast
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Figure 3.4: Principle schematic of optical diagnostics
variation of the collected light intensity (one photomultiplier per fibre). The signal from each
PMT of the array was digitised with a digital oscilloscope with a minimal sampling rate of 5
kS/s.
CCD Cameras
A thin laser sheet perpendicular to the electrodes illuminated the dust particles. It was created
by a 685 nm wavelength laser diode and a cylindrical lens. This laser sheet could be widened
by adding a mirror on the other side of the reactor.
Two CCD cameras recorded the light scattered by the dust particles at right angles to the laser
sheet. Interference filter were placed in front of the camera lenses in order to reduce the plasma
glow light. Video signals were transferred to a computer via a frame-grabber card with 8 bit
grey scale and 560× 700 pixel resolution. The first camera had a field of view over 8.53× 5.50
mm2 confined to the centre of the chamber (approximately a third of the chamber) while the
other one had a field of view covering a larger part of the interelectrode space.
A third camera (SONY DXC-1850P Colour) recorded the scattered light at a small angle (∼ 30◦)
from the laser sheet. It allowed observations of the dust particles at an early stage of growth
because scattering is more efficient in the forward direction for small particles. An interference
filter was placed in front of the camera lens in order to reduce the light emitted by the plasma.
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Fast Camera
Fast CCD cameras (Mikrotron MC 1310 and SciTech SpeedCAM MiniVis ECO-1) were used to
record the plasma glow light or the scattered laser light. In order to record the laser scattered
light, the camera was placed at the position of the SONY camera. An interference filter was
placed in front of the lens when only the dust cloud motion was recorded. The plasma glow
light could also be recorded from this position by removing the filter. When the laser sheet was
turned on, it was possible to resolve the plasma glow and the dust particle cloud at the same
time.
3.2.3 Laser extinction measurement
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Figure 3.5: Laser extinction measurement schematic
When a laser beam travels through a dust cloud, the incident light intensity is attenuated.
The corresponding extinction parameter Cext is defined by the relation:
d
dx
It(x) = −Cextnd(x)I(x) (3.2)
where It(x) is the intensity of the incoming laser beam and nd(x) is the local concentration of
dust particles. The extinction parameter is linked to absorption and scattering phenomena:
Cext = Cabs + Csca (3.3)
The intensity at a given point x in the particle cloud can be obtained by integrating Eq.3.2:
It(x) = It(x0) exp
[
−
∫ x
x0
nd(x)Cext(x)dx
]
(3.4)
where x0 is the entrance edge of the dust particle cloud. If the cloud is homogeneous in term of
extinction coefficient, the intensity of the light passing through the dust particle cloud is related
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to the number of dust particles Nd along the light path:
It(l) = It0 exp(−NdCext) (3.5)
where l is the path length through the dust cloud. If the dust particle density is homogeneous,
the attenuation will give useful information about the dust particle density along the light path
as long as the extinction coefficient is known.
The extinction parameter is a function of the properties of dust particles (size, material, etc.).
For spherical particles, this coefficient is independent of the light polarisation. When the radius
of the dust particles is much smaller than the radiation wavelength (rd $ λrad), the absorption
and scattering coefficient are within the Rayleigh approximation:
Csca =
128pi5
3λ4rad
∣∣∣m2 − 1
m2 + 2
∣∣∣r6d (3.6)
Cabs =
8pi2
λrad
Im
(m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)
r3d (3.7)
where m is the complex refractive index which depends on the properties of the dust particles
(material, structure, etc.).
Laser light extinction measurements have been performed in the PKE-Nefedov reactor with an
HeNe laser (λrad = 632.8 nm). The laser light passed through the dust particles cloud four times
to improve the extinction signal. A schematic of the experiment is presented in Fig.3.5.
3.2.4 Emission spectroscopy
Optical spectroscopy of plasma emission has been used in many experiments to deduce important
parameters of the plasma such as the electron temperature and the electron density (see for
example [124, 125]). The main advantage of plasma emission spectroscopy is that it is a non-
intrusive method. However, in order to extract the electron temperature and/or density in the
plasma, the kinetic processes that populate and depopulate the excited states of the species in
the plasma need to be carefully analysed.
In order to monitor the evolution of the electron temperature in the RF argon plasma of the
ComPLExS reactor, the intensity of several argon lines have been measured. Then using a
simplified steady-state collisional radiative model, referred to as corona equilibrium, the electron
temperature is deduced.
In the following section, the experimental setup will be described. Then, the corona equilibrium
model is described and the results that can be obtained from it are discussed.
Experimental setup
The simultaneous measurement of the intensity of argon lines while the discharge is running
has been done using two monochromators coupled to photomultiplier tubes (Newport Oriel
77348 and PR-1400RF 9902B/1034/1034; see Fig.3.6). The light coming from the centre of the
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Figure 3.6: Emission spectroscopy measurement schematic
discharge was focused on the monochromator using converging lenses. Slits of defined width were
used in front of monochromator’s aperture. The intensities of three argon lines were measured:
750.38 nm, 415.86 nm and 518.77 nm. The slit width was 300 µm for the first line and 130 µm
for the two other lines1. The optical systems have been calibrated using a tungsten ribbon lamp
in order to be able to compare the relative intensities of the different lines.
Estimation of Te: corona equilibrium
If the electron density is sufficiently low, the balance between excitation from the ground state
by electron collisions and radiative de-excitation determines the population of excited states of
atoms and ions of the plasma. Using this simplified model (steady-state collisional radiative
referred to as corona equilibrium2.), the density of excited state nk is given by [124]:
nen1k1k = nk
∑
j>k
Akj (3.8)
where n1 is the ground state density, k1k is the electron impact excitation rate coefficient from the
ground state (level 1) to level k, and Akj is the transition probability for the radiative transition
1The slit was wider for the measurement of the intensity of the 750.38 nm line due to the lower sensitivity of
the PMTs at this wavelength.
2For levels of interest corona equilibrium requires ne << 10
11 cm−3 [126]. In our experiments, ne ∼ 108 − 109
cm−3
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k → j where j < k. The power radiated per unit of volume for the radiative transition from
level k to a lower level j is:
Ikj = hνkjAkjnk (3.9)
where hνkj is the energy gap between levels k and j with h the Planck constant and νkj the
frequency of the radiation. The substitution of nk using Eq.3.8 gives:
Ikj = hνkjAkj
nen1k1k∑
j>k Akj
(3.10)
An analytic approximation commonly used for k1k (when the free electron EEDF is assumed
Maxwellian) is [124, 127]:
k1k = 8.69× 10−8 × α1k × Z−3efff1k ×
u3/2a
u1k
× ψa(u1k,β1k) cm3s−1 (3.11)
where ua = 13.6kBTe, u1k = (E1−Ek)/kBTe with E1 the energy of the ground level and Ek the
energy of the k level, α1k is a constant with a value approximately equal to 1, Zeff = Z−N +1,
where Z is the atomic number and N is the number of bounded electrons, is the effective atomic
number and f1k is the absorption oscillator strength of the transition from the ground state 1
to excited state k. The function ψa(u1k,β1k) is given by:
ψa(u1k,β1k) =
exp(−u1k)
1 + u1k
×
[
1
20 + u1k
+ ln
(
1.25×
(
1 +
1
u1k
))]
(3.12)
where β1k ∼= 1.
Grouping together all the constants (as we are only interested in dependence on Te):
k1k ∝ u
3/2
a
u1k
× exp(−u1k)
1 + u1k
×
[
1
20 + u1k
+ ln
(
1.25×
(
1 +
1
u1k
))]
(3.13)
This function will differ for each excited state owing to the dependence via u1k on the excited
state energy Ek. Using Eqs.3.10, it is possible to deduce the electron temperature from argon
line ratio Ik2j2/Ik1j1 . Indeed, the ratio depends only on the electron temperature Te:
Ik2j2
Ik1j1
=
λk1j1Ak2j2
∑
k1>j1
Ak1j1
λk2j2Ak1j1
∑
k2>j2
Ak2j2
· k1k2(Te)
k1k1(Te)
(3.14)
where λij is the wavelength of the radiative transition. The spectroscopic data for the selected
argon lines used in this thesis are presented in Tab.3.1. The dependence of the different line
ratios3 and the intensity of the selected lines compared to the intensity at a reference electron
temperature Teref = 3 eV and constant electron density ne are presented in Fig.3.7. As can be
3It should be noted that the computed value of the ratio is not the absolute ratio as we do not take into
account the value of some constants such as the absorption oscillator strength in our calculation of electron
impact excitation rate coefficient as we only want the dependence on Te.
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Table 3.1: Spectroscopic data and number of radiative transitions from the kthe level corre-
sponding to the selected Ar lines emitted by the plasma
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Figure 3.7: a) Line intensity ratio as a function of Te. b) Evolution of line relative intensity as
a function of Te
seen, when the electron temperature increases, the considered line ratios are increasing. Also
note that the intensity of each line increases when the electron temperature increases.
3.2.5 Electron density measurement by microwave resonant cavity
This diagnostic was used on the methane and silane reactors.
Theory
The propagation of an electromagnetic (EM) wave through a dielectric medium is governed by
the dielectric constant of this medium which is related to the density of free charges interacting
with the EM fields. In the microwave frequency range, only electrons are able to follow the fast
variations of the EM fields.
The microwave resonant cavity method is based on the theory of standing waves in cavities and
has been used for a long time for various discharges [128–131] and especially in dusty plasmas
[5, 132]. This method requires a metal box which serves simultaneously as reactor electrodes
and microwave cavity. When a highly symmetric configuration is chosen for experiments (i.e.
cylindrical or rectangular cavity), well-known EM modes can be excited (otherwise, the EM field
space shape has to be determined experimentally).
In a cylindrically symmetric cavity, the electric field vector
−→
E (−→x , t) can be written as:
−→
E (−→x , t) = −→E 0(x, y) exp(±ıkz − ıΩt) (3.15)
where both k and
−→
E 0(x, y) are determined by the cavity geometry. Generally, Ω is complex,
thus the imaginary part of ıΩt represents the oscillations and the real part of ıΩt represents the
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damping of the mode. The dispersion relation is:
Ω2 = k2
c2
n2
= k2
c2
µr#r
(3.16)
where c is the vacuum light velocity and n is the cavity medium refraction index. The relative
permeability of the medium µr is taken as µr = 1. The dielectric constant #r of the cavity
containing the plasma is EM field oscillation frequency dependant and is given by [5]:
#r = 1 + ı
1
Q0
+ ı
ω2pe
ω(νe − ıω) = 1 + ı
1
Q0
− ω
2
pe
ω2 + ν2e
+ ı
ω2pe
ω2 + ν2e
νe
ω
(3.17)
where ω is the excitation frequency, ωpe the electron plasma angular frequency and νe the
electron collision frequency. The second term ı/Q0 accounts for the non-ideality of the cavity
(finite conductivity of the walls, etc.). The third and fourth terms appear in the presence of
the discharge. The third term represents the frequency shift of the plasma compared to the
resonance frequency of the empty box and the fourth term represents the losses due to electron
collisions with other particles. It is obvious that the cavity method can be used as a diagnostic
since the electron frequency ωpe is directly related to the electron density ne (see Chap. 2.3.1).
If it is assumed that the deviations of #r from an ideal case are small (i.e. Q0 & 1, ωpe/(ω2 +
ν2e )1/2 $ 1, etc.), Eq.3.17 can be substituted in the dispersion relation (Eq.3.16) and the result
can be linearised yielding for Ω the following:
Ω = ω0 +∆ω − ı ω02Q (3.18)
where ω0 is the resonance frequency without the plasma and ∆ω is the frequency shift caused
by the plasma. This frequency shift is:
∆ω =
1
2
ω0
ω2pe
ω2 + ν2e
(3.19)
Q is a quality factor of the cavity that accounts for the total dissipation:
1
Q
=
1
Q0
+
ω2pe
ω2 + ν2e
ν
ω0
(3.20)
All experiments performed in this thesis were done at low pressure (P " 1 mbar). The electron
collisions are mainly with the neutrals and the electron collision frequency νe % νen between
electrons and neutrals is νen = nnvTeσen % 800 MHz where σen % 5 · 10−20 m2 is the electron-
neutral collision cross section. As we operated with microwave frequencies around f = ω/2pi %
2700 MHz, the collision frequency ν can be neglected and using Eq.3.19, we obtain:
n0e =
2me#0ω2∆ω
e2ω0
(3.21)
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where n0e is the electric field average electron density. Indeed, electrons in the plasma are
generally not homogeneously distributed over the cavity and have a certain spatial profile ne(−→x )
giving:
n0e =
∫
cavity ne(
−→x )E2(−→x )d(−→x )∫
cavity E
2(−→x )d(−→x ) (3.22)
If the spatial distribution of the electrons is needed, other diagnostics have to be used. However,
the density n0e obtained with Eq.3.21 has to be multiplied by a corrective factor A, accounting
for the spatial variation of the microwave field, which depends on the discharge geometry and
conditions. In dusty plasmas, the electron density is greatly influenced by the dust particles.
Hence, the corrective factor evolves with time. This factor is always close to unity [133] and for
this reason is taken as 1 in all our calculations .
Experimental procedure
plasma
generator
Microwave Oscilloscope
Matching BoxPower Source
RF 
antenna
transmitter
antenna
receptive
Schottky diode
Figure 3.8: Principle schematic of microwave resonant cavity technique
Two antennas are fixed in the plasma box. One is powered by a microwave generator (Rhode
& Scharz signal generator with a 100 kHz-4320 MHz bandwidth) and the other is the receptor.
This last antenna is linked to a Schottky diode (Agilent Technologies) which converted the
amplitude of the microwave signal into a voltage measurable by an oscilloscope (Fig.3.8). By
scanning the plasma with frequency around the TM110 mode resonant frequency (2723 MHz
in the methane chamber), it is possible to reconstruct the resonance curve and to deduce the
resonance frequency and thus the electron density.
In order to be able to reconstruct a resonance curve, many experiments with the same parameters
were done with a different frequency applied to the emissive antenna by the microwave generator
for each plasma run. The repeatability of the experiments was checked by following the evolution
of the self bias voltage of the powered electrode. As the temporal resolution of the cavity is
about ∼ 100 ns, the output voltage was measured every 500 ns. Resonance curves can then be
reconstructed for both running discharge (Fig.3.9) and the plasma afterglow.
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Figure 3.9: Resonance curves of the microwave cavity with or without plasma
3.2.6 Langmuir probe measurement
When a metal probe is inserted into a plasma, it will collect ion and electron currents. Depending
on the voltage applied on the probe tip, the drag current will be different as the ions and electrons
need to overcome different potential barriers. These probes, called Langmuir probes, have been
extensively studied by Mott-Smith and Langmuir [134].
For an applied probe potential equal to the floating potential Vf , there is no net current on
the probe as the electron and ion fluxes balance each other. For potentials below the floating
potential, the probe collects more ions than electrons and thus the current is, by convention,
negative and when the probe potential is highly negative all ions are able to reach the probe
surface and the current saturates to the ion saturation current. For probe potential above the
floating potential, the probe collects more electrons than ions and the current is, by convention,
positive. When the probe potential reaches the plasma potential Vp, ions and electrons are
collected with fluxes unaffected by the probe potential. By increasing the probe voltage beyond
Vp, all electrons are able to reach the probe and the current saturates to the electron saturation
current Iesat. Due to a higher mobility of the electrons, the electron current is much larger
than the absolute value of the ion saturation current Iisat. A typical current-voltage (I-V)
characteristic of a Langmuir probe is drawn in Fig.3.10.
Experimental procedure
In order to determine the evolution of the electron temperature of the plasma in the ComPLExS
reactor, Langmuir probe measurements were carried out. The Langmuir probe was a HIDEN
ESPion RF compensated probe with a 10 mm tungsten cylindrical tip with a diameter of 0.15
mm. The tip of the probe was placed near the edge of the electrodes (about 1 cm inside the
interelectrode volume) in the middle of the gap in between the electrodes (Fig.3.11). This
configuration was chosen in order to prevent large disturbances of the discharge due to the
presence of the probe (such as modifications of the self bias voltage behaviour or arcing to the
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Figure 3.10: Typical I-V characteristic of a Langmuir probe
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Figure 3.11: Langmuir probe measurement schematic
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probe tip).
First estimation
The first estimation that can be made from the probe measurement is the floating potential
with respect to the plasma potential and thus the electron temperature. Indeed it is known that
a potential drop across the presheath region is necessary to accelerate the ions to the Bohm
velocity. This potential drop is [20]:
Vp − Vs = kBTe2e (3.23)
where Vp is the plasma potential and Vs is the potential at the sheath-presheath edge. The
potential drop within the sheath between a plasma and a floating wall can be determined by
equating the electron flux and the ion flux at the wall. One can obtain [20]:
Vf − Vs = −kBTee ln
( mi
2pime
)
(3.24)
where Vf is the floating wall potential. Combining Eqs. 3.23 and 3.24, the relation between the
electron temperature Te and the floating potential can be found:
Vf − Vp % −kBTe2e ln
( mi
2.31 ·me
)
(3.25)
This method gives a first approximation of the electron temperature. However, it is not always
easy to obtain the plasma potential directly from the shape of the probe characteristic.
The EEDF procedure
When the gas pressure is around P = 1 Torr, it has been shown that the electron energy
distribution function (EEDF) is not Maxwellian [135]. It is still possible to determine the elec-
tron temperature using the second derivative of the probe current. Indeed, for non-maxwellian
electrons, the electron current is [20]:
Ie = eA
∫ ∞
−∞
dvx
∫ ∞
−∞
dvy
∫ ∞
vmin
dvzvzfe(v) (3.26)
where A is the probe area, fe(v) is the electron velocity distribution function and:
vmin =
(2e(Vp − V )
me
)1/2
(3.27)
where V is the probe voltage. Consequently the second derivative is [20]:
d2Ie
dV 2
=
2pie3
m2
Afe[v(V )] (3.28)
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The EEDF is:
ge(#)d# = 4piv2fe(v)dv (3.29)
where # is the electron energy. Thus using Eqs.3.28 and 3.29, the EEDF can be derived from
the probe current second derivative:
ge(V ) =
2me
e2A
(2eV
me
)1/2d2Ie
dV 2
(3.30)
Integrating the EEDF, the electron density ne can be found:
ne =
∫ ∞
0
ge(#)d# (3.31)
as well as an effective electron temperature:
Teff =
2
3ne
∫ ∞
0
#ge(#)d# (3.32)
This method is often used to study non-Maxwellian plasmas as it enables ne and Te to be
obtained without an assumption about the EEDF.
The Langmuir procedure
It is not always possible to derive properly the second derivative of the probe signal. Indeed,
the probe signal can be noisy and the noise is amplified by the differentiation procedure which
leads to non-usable second derivative characteristics.
It is known that for an ideal Maxwellian plasma, the electron temperature can be deduced di-
rectly from the electron part of the probe voltage-current characteristic. Indeed, for Maxwellian
plasmas, the logarithm of the electron probe current is [20]:
ln
( Ie
Iesat
)
=
e · (V − Vp)
kBTe
(3.33)
In laboratory RF plasmas, the plasma is rarely Maxwellian and the EEDF varies with the
pressure from bi-Maxwellian at low pressure to Druyvesteyn-like for pressures around 1 Torr
[135] which was the pressure region of our experiments. It is nevertheless possible to obtain
a good approximation of the electron temperature and electron density using the Langmuir
procedure. Using the semilog plot of the probe characteristic, one can extract two linear parts
of the function ln(Ie(V )) where Ie is the electron current. The first one near the floating potential
(zero current crossing of the probe characteristic) and one for the highest voltage applied. By
extrapolating those two lines, the crossing occurs at the plasma potential Vp and the slope of
the first one gives a good approximation of the electron temperature. The plasma density is
then obtained from the Langmuir formula [135]:
I(Vp) = eAne
( kbTe
2pime
)1/2
(3.34)
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It has been shown that the results given by the Langmuir procedure on Druyvesteyn-like plasmas
underestimate the effective electron temperature by about 60 % and the plasma density is
overestimated by approximatively 55 % [135]. The order of magnitude are however in good
agreement and the Langmuir procedure may be used to obtain the relative changes in parameters.
Using the ion part of the I-V probe characteristic
The ion part of the Langmuir probe characteristic is commonly used in plasma diagnostics.
For example, the calculation of the plasma density from the ion current can be done in various
way. The OML approach is the most popular one as it does not require the knowledge of the
electron temperature and plasma potential, and in many experiments, the square of the ion
current I2i is found to be a linear function of the probe voltage as is expected by the theory.
However, the ion-ion and ion-atom collisions as well as the finite length of the probe affect the
orbital motion of the ions and tend to destroy it. The ion current under such conditions is due
to radial motion rather than orbital motion. The OML theory is already not valid for very low
pressure (P ! 0.02 Torr). Radial motion theory of Allen, Boyd and Reynolds (ABR) can be
also used to determine the plasma density but are difficult to use as it requires the knowledge
of the probe sheath voltage and an inference on the plasma density must done from the ion
current and the floating potential which requires a heavy iteration procedure. Consequently,
this method is mostly used in a confirmatory mode rather than a predictive mode. For pressure
around 1 Torr, the OML theory tends to overestimate the ion density while the ABR theory
tends to underestimate it (see Ref.[135] and references therein for more details).
In our experiments, the ion density was deduced from the ion part of the probe current using
the software furnished by HIDEN analytical which enables analysis using both the OML and
ABR theory.
3.2.7 Electron microscopy analysis
The direct observation of the dust particles is, when possible, the best way to obtain their size
and shape. Hence, dust particles grown in the Methane and ComPLExS RF discharges have been
collected and analysed ex-situ by electron microscopy. The dust particles grown in the methane
reactor have been analysed using both scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) while the dust particle grown in the ComPLExS reactor have been
analysed using only SEM.
Scanning electron microscopy
For SEM, the sample is scanned with a high energy electron beam (several keV). The electrons
interact with the atoms of the sample that produce signals containing information about the
surface topography, composition, electrical conductivity, etc. The most common technique for
imaging with SEM is the collection of secondary electrons emitted by the sample. Because the
mean free path of these electrons through matter is very short, only those emitted close to the
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surface of the sample can be collected and thus, high resolution images of the sample surface
can be reconstructed (down to 1 nm).
Transmission electron microscopy
For TEM, a beam of electrons focused with electromagnetic lenses is transmitted through an
ultrathin specimen and interacts with it. Depending on the density of the material, some
electrons are scattered and disappear from the beam. The unscattered electrons hit a fluorescent
screen at the bottom of the microscope. A“shadow” image of the specimen is created with the
darkness of its different parts related to the opacity of the corresponding regions in the specimen.
The most used methods to display the image of the sample are the “dark field mode” and the
“bright filed mode”. For the dark field mode, the image is creating from a diffracted electron
beam. It is particularly useful for studying the crystalline structure of the sample as, depending
on the crystal orientation, the electrons pass through the sample in a straight line and one obtain
a bright contrast or are deviated and one obtains a dark contrast. For the bright field mode, the
screen is placed in the image plane and only the unscattered transmitted electrons are collected.
A magnified image of the sample is then observed.
3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, the different plasma reactors used for this thesis were described. The PKE-
Nefedov reactor was used for the studies of all the different phases of a RF discharge life. The
Methane reactor was used as a reference for stutying dust particle growth and for the studies
of the electron density decay in afterglow plasmas due to the limitation of the PKE-Nefedov
chamber. The ComPLExS reactor was used to investigate the dust particle growth by RF
sputtering and its effect to the discharge and plasma parameters. The ComPLExS results were
then compared to the PKE-Nefedov results to extract essential features of the influence of dust
growth by RF sputtering.
The wide range of diagnostics presented in this chapter were used in order to correlate as far as
possible the different data and extract important physical information.
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3.4 Résumé du !apitre en français
Dans ce chapitre, les diffe´rents dispositifs expe´rimentaux utilise´s durant cette the`se sont
pre´sente´s.
– Le premier re´acteur pre´sente´ est le re´acteur PKE-Nefedov (Fig.3.1). C’est une de´charge
RF capacitive de´veloppe´e pour des expe´riences en microgravite´. La chambre a` vide est un
paralle´le´pipe`de de verre de 10×10×5 cm3 de volume. Les e´lectrodes sont des disques d’acier
inoxydable de 4.2 cm de diame`tre polarise´es en mode “push-pull”. L’espace intere´lectrode
est de 3 cm. La pression d’argon de travail est entre 0.1 et 2 mbar et la puissance maximale
injecte´e dans le plasma est de 4 W. Ce re´acteur a e´te´ utilise´ pour tous les the`mes aborde´s
dans cette the`se.
– Le second re´acteur est le re´acteur a` dilution de me´thane. C’est une boˆıte a` de´charge en
acier inoxydable enferme´e dans une chambre a` vide (Fig.3.2). La boˆıte a` de´charge est
un cylindre creux de 13 cm de diame`tre inte´rieur relie´ a` la masse (l’anode). Le base est
ferme´e par une grille perce´e de trous de 1 mm de diame`tre et ayant une transparence de
20 % afin de travailler avec un e´coulement de gaz laminaire et uniforme. L’e´lectrode RF
est en forme de pomme de douche en acier inoxydable qui vient fermer le haut de la boˆıte
a` de´charge. Elle a un diame`tre de 12.8 cm et une e´paisseur de 1 cm et est ferme´e par
une grille similaire a` celle de l’anode. Un tube en acier inoxydable assure l’alimentation
RF et l’injection du gaz. La puissance varie entre 0 W et 100 W. Les gaz sont injecte´s
par deux lignes inde´pendantes : une pour l’argon (ou l’azote) avec un flux maximum de
45 sccm, et une pour le methane (ou le silane) avec un flux maximum de 10 sccm. La
pression de travail varie entre 0.1 mbar et 1.5 mbar. Ce re´acteur a e´te´ utilise´ pour les
recherches concernant la croissance de poudres et celles concernant la de´croissance de la
densite´ e´lectronique durant la phase post-de´charge.
– Le troisie`me et dernier re´acteur est le re´acteur ComPLExS (Fig.3.3). Il est constitue´ de
deux electrodes paralle`les enferme´s dans une chambre a vide cylindrique en acier inoxydable
relie´e a` la masse de 30 cm de diame`tre et de 30 cm de hauteur. L’electrode infe´rieure est
polarise´e a` la RF. Elle est en aluminium et a un diame`tre de 10 cm. L’e´lectrode supe´rieure
est un disque en aluminium de 11.5 cm de diame`tre relie´ a` la masse et pose´ sur 3 plots de
ce´ramique. L’espace intere´lectrode est de 2 cm. La pression de travail varie entre 0.1 Torr
et 2 Torr. L’argon est injecte´ avec un flux maximum de 20 sccm. Le tension RF creˆte a`
creˆte peut atteindre 350 V. Ce re´acteur a e´te´ utilise´ pour e´tudier la croissance de poudres
par pulve´risation.
Diffe´rents diagnostics ont e´te´ utilise´s pour analyser les diffe´rents parame`tres des de´charges, des
plasmas et des poudres :
– Diagnostics e´lectriques : tension d’autopolarisation (PKE-Nefedov, re´acteur me´thane, Com-
PLExS) et amplitude de l’harmonique fondamental du courant RF (PKE-Nefedov).
– Diagnostics optiques (PKE-Nefedov) : imagerie video (classique et rapide), luminosite´ du
plasma.
– Spectroscopie d’e´mission (ComPLExS).
– Cavite´ re´sonnante a` microondes (re´acteur me´thane).
– Sonde de Langmuir (ComPLExS).
– Analyse par microscopie e´lectronique (re´acteur me´thane et ComPLExS).
La corre´lation entre les re´sultats obtenus graˆce ces diffe´rents diagnostics est utilise´e pour extraire
un maximum d’informations sur les processus physiques mis en jeu.
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Chapter 4
Dust particle growth and related
instabilities in argon RF discharges
In the laboratory, dense clouds of submicron particles light enough to fill the gap between the
electrodes can be obtained using reactive gases such as silane [34, 119] or using a target sputtered
with the ions coming from the plasma [59–61, 73, 74]. During the dust particle growth, plasma
instabilities sometimes occur.
In the first part of this chapter, the growth of dust particles in sputtering discharges is discussed
and the modification of the plasma parameters due to the presence of the growing dust particles
is discussed. In the second part of this chapter, instabilities occuring during dust particle growth
are investigated experimentally.
4.1 Dust particle growth in plasmas
In chemically active discharges such as Ar/SiH4 or Ar/CH4 plasmas, the growth of dust par-
ticles occurs naturally. The growth speed is more or less greater depending on the relative
proportions of the gas components [35, 36, 119]. It is known that dust particle growth in a
plasma modifies the discharge properties and therefore the dust particle growth kinetic can be
monitored looking at the evolution of discharge parameters such as the current amplitude (and
its harmonics) or the self bias [119, 123]. The growth of dust particles in chemically active
discharges has been actively studied. Growth occurs in four phases:
1. Molecular precursors coming from gas dissociation
2. Formation and accumulation of nanoparticles from these precursors
3. Agglomeration of the nanocrystallites
4. Growth by molecular sticking
In sputtering discharges, dust growth has been studied for different materials [59–61, 73, 74, 136].
These results suggest that the growth mechanism is roughly the same except that the molecular
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precursors come from the sputtered materials. The number of studies devoted to dust particle
growth by RF sputtering is however smaller than the number of studies devoted to dust particle
growth in chemically active discharges.
Consequently, we decided to study the growth of dust particles in sputtering discharges. The
sputtered material was melamine-formaldehyde (MF) coming from previously injected dust par-
ticles inside the discharge. MF is a carbonaceous polymer and preliminary studies showed that
the growing dust particles are mainly composed of carbon [66]. In the next section, the growth
of particles by RF sputtering and its effects on the discharge are studied.
4.1.1 Dust particle growth in Ar/CH4 plasma
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the self-bias during the growth of dust particles in Ar/CH4 plasma
In order to have a reference for the studies of the dust particle growth by RF sputtering, the
growth of dust particles in an Ar/CH4 discharge has thus been investigated. The measurement
was made in the methane reactor (see Sec.3.1.2). The argon flow was 41.8 sccm and the methane
flow was 0.8 sccm (the methane dilution rate was 1.9%). The operating pressure P was 1.1 mbar
and the RF power was PW = 20 W. The evolution of the self bias voltage on the driven electrode
during the particle growth has been recorded and is presented in Fig.4.1. It shows that during
the growth process, the self-bias voltage at the cathode gradually increases. After an initial
period of little change a steady increase in self-bias voltage (a decrease in |Vdc|) was observed
with an asymptotic approach to an apparent plateau value. As the plasma changes, the self-
bias voltage achieves a value which ensures that no direct current is carried by the powered
electrode [20, 137]. Qualitatively, the effect of particle growth on the self-bias can be seen as
a consequence of the reduction in electron density due to negative charge accumulating on the
particles: a reduced self-bias will reduce the ion flux and allow a longer period of electron flow
so that a new equilibrium is established. This result is in agreement with the results obtained
in Ar/SiH4 plasma [119] in which the self-bias voltage evolution was correlated to the dust
growth process. After 43 s, the discharge was stopped and the dust particles were collected for
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analysis. SEM and TEM measurements show that the grown dust particles are spherical and
quasi monosized (rd ∼ 200 nm; see Fig.4.2).
(a) TEM image (b) SEM image
Figure 4.2: Dust particles grown in a Ar/CH4 plasma
4.1.2 Dust particle growth in the PKE-Nefedov reactor
The dust particles were grown by sputtering of a polymer layer deposited on the electrodes and
coming from previously injected dust particles (MF dust particles). They were grown following
this routine. First, the plasma chamber was pumped down to the lowest possible pressure (base
pressure ∼ 2 · 10−6 mbar). Then, argon was injected in the reactor up to the working pressure
(1.2 mbar≤ P ≤ 1.6 mbar static pressure (no gas flow)) and the discharge is ignited. The input
power was 3 W < PW < 4 W. After few tens of seconds, a dust particle cloud appeared in the
plasma and was visible by naked eye due to the scattered laser light from the dust particles.
Various situations can be obtained after the dust particle growth (several layers, domelike shaped
cloud, 3D dense cloud). This is due to the fact that the sizes and densities of the grown dust
particles can not be controlled precisely. Indeed, it has been shown that the growth process in
the PKE-Nefedov reactor is extremely sensitive to gas purity [61, 66]. The purity of the gas was
also reported to be an important requirement for dust particle growth in similar experiments
[59]. As our experiments were performed without gas flow, this effect was amplified. It was
indeed necessary to pump for at least 1 hour between each experiments in order to be able to
grow dust particles again: the species formed during the previous run and/or coming from the
outgassing of the walls and/or from the sputtered matter needed to be eliminated. This was
confirmed using plasma emission spectroscopy on successive runs [66]. Impurities such as OH
or N2 were observed and their influence is still under investigation. Moreover, possible dust
particle precursors like carbon molecules C2, CN , and CH appeared. The C2 molecule seems
to be a good indicator of dust formation. High dust density was observed only when the base
pressure was sufficiently low (less than 10−5 mbar).
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Electrical measurements
Figure 4.3: a) Self-bias (Vdc) of the bottom electrode b)Amplitude of the fundamental harmonics
of the RF current (P=1.6 mbar and PW =3.25 W)
The self-bias voltage of the bottom powered electrode of the PKE-Nefedov chamber has been
recorded during the dust particle growth process. As can be seen in Fig.4.3(a), the self bias in-
creases during the dust particle growth (or decreases in absolute value) after a small period of
time just after plasma ignition where it decreases slightly. This behaviour is almost equivalent
to that observed in chemically active discharges.
The appearance of dust particles in the plasma can also be confirmed by recording the time
evolution of the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of the RF current. Indeed, as dust par-
ticles appear and grow in the plasma, they acquire more and more electrons and the amplitude
of the current decreases as a consequence. In Fig.4.3(b), this effect is clearly seen: the current
amplitude decreases continually after a short period of little change just after plasma ignition.
This diagnostic seems to be slightly more sensitive than the self bias voltage.
During dust particle growth, instabilities can appear on the electrical signals (self-bias volt-
age and amplitude of the first harmonic of the discharge current): the dust particle growth
instabilities (DPGI). The DPGI are observed only when the base pressure is below 10−6 mbar
which confirms that gas purity is an important parameter affecting the dust particle growth pro-
cess. Instabilities during dust particle growth were also reported in other sputtering discharges
[59, 73, 74]. A detailed study of this instability is presented in Sec.4.2.
It is generally believed that the DPGI are directly linked to size and density of the dust particles
in the plasma [59, 74]. Therefore, this instability can be used to study the dust particle growth
kinetic.
The DPGI typically appear tens of seconds after plasma ignition. The beginning of the DPGI
is characterised by strong amplitude oscillations in both the amplitude of the fundamental har-
monic of the discharge current and the self-bias voltage of the lower electrode (Fig.4.3). By
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looking at the plasma glow with the naked eye, the beginning of the DPGI can also be detected
since the light emitted by the plasma is strongly affected.
The DPGI starting time changes slightly from one experiment to another due to differences in
the dust particle density which strongly depends on gas purity. Nevertheless, statistics per-
formed on many experiments allow some general behaviour to be extracted. It is shown that the
appearance time of the DPGI, and consequently the dust particle growth rate, depends on the
gas pressure: the higher the pressure, the shorter the appearance time. Indeed, as can be seen in
Fig.4.4, the DPGI appearance time decreases while increasing the pressure. In previous exper-
iments, it was found that a threshold pressure for dust particle growth exists around 1.2 mbar
[66]. Thus, for the same input power PW=3.25 W, nearly 2 minutes are required to initiate the
DPGI at 1.4 mbar while only 40 s are necessary at 1.8 mbar. Two hypotheses can explain this
behaviour: either a longer time is required to reach the critical dust density necessary to cause
the DPGI at low pressure, or the dust density that could be reach at low pressure is lower and
bigger dust particles are needed to initiate DPGI (i.e. longer time). However, depending on the
initial conditions, two regimes of DPGI exist: a slow one and a fast one. These regimes have
different appearance times. Therefore, the dependence on the input power is not so clear even
if it seems that the higher the input power, the shorter the appearance time (Fig.4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Appearance time (a) as a function of pressure (b) as a function of the input power.
Laser extinction measurement
In order to know when the dust particles reach a detectable size and/or density, laser extinction
measurement has been performed. The evolution of the transmitted laser light intensity is shown
in Fig.4.5. As can be seen the current amplitude has already started to decrease indicating that
some dust particles are already formed in the plasma while the transmitted laser light is still
at its maximum value. It indicates that either the density or the size of the dust particles is
very small. However, in chemically active discharges, the dust density is very high when the
dust particles start to grow [36]. It is probably the same in this experiment. Around 50 s,
the transmitted laser light starts to decrease indicating that the dust particles are now large
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enough to affect the laser light transmission (the scattered light increases as a function of the
dust particle radius; Sec.3.2.3). It is worth noting that this decrease occurs before the DPGI
start: the plasma is filled with detectable dust particles before the ignition of the DPGI. It may
be an indication that the agglomeration phase occurs before the DPGI start. The transmitted
laser light steadily decreases showing that dust particles grow continually in the plasma
However, the PKE-Nefedov reactor does not allow us to collect samples of the grown dust
particles easily as this reactor was originally designed for microgravity experiments and thus
no easy access for sample collection exists. Consequently, it is not possible to deduce the dust
sizes and/or the dust density inside the reactor. Moreover, the exact optical index of the dust
particles is not known as it is dependent on the material and the exact chemical composition
of the dust particles is not known even if it has been proven that the dust particles are mainly
composed of carbon [61].
Figure 4.5: Current amplitude (blue curve) and relative laser intensity (black curve) as a function
of time during dust particle growth (P =1.6 mbar and PW =3.25 W).
Plasma emission spectroscopy
Plasma emission spectroscopy was performed during the dust particle growth. The evolution of
the intensities of several argon lines was monitored. The evolution of the 750.39 nm argon line
is presented in Fig.4.6(a). As can be seen, the line intensity increases during the particle growth
process. If we consider that the energy level from which the transition occurs is principally
populated by direct excitation from the ground state1 the line intensity increase should indicate
that the electron temperature increases (see Sec.3.2.4). This result would be in agreement with
the results obtained by Bouchoule and Boufendi in a Ar/SiH4 discharge where they reported
that the electron temperature increases when dust particles are growing inside the plasma [33].
It has also been shown that the presence of dust particles can increase the metastable density
in the plasma [33]. The line intensity ratio I763.5/I800.6 of the 763.5 nm and 800.6 nm argon
1For levels of interest corona equilibrium requires ne << 10
11 cm−3 [126]. In our experiments, ne ∼ 108 −
109 cm−3
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Figure 4.6: a) Evolution of the intensity of the 750.39 nm argon line during particle growth
in the PKE-Nefedov reactor with pressure P = 1.6 mbar and input power PW = 3.25 W. b)
Evolution of the Intensity ratio I763.5/I800.6 of argon lines during particle growth for a pressure
of P = 1.6 mbar and an input power PW = 3.3 W
lines have been recorded during the dust particle growth (Fig.4.6(b)). As can be seen, the ratio
is lower when dust particles are present in the plasma than when the plasma has just been
ignited (pristine conditions). It indicates that the 3P2 argon metastable density increases when
dust particles are growing in the plasma. Indeed, if the electron density decreases during dust
particle growth and the electron temperature (and thus the electron energy) increases, the net
rate of excitation of the argon excited levels is increased. The metastable concentration increases
because the quenching rate by electron collision decreases and the quenching by collision with
dust particles is thought to be neglectable. This effect was already observed by Boufendi in
Ar/SiH4 mixture plasmas [36]. However, as can be seen, the ratio slightly increases after it has
reached a minimum a few tens of seconds after plasma ignition indicating that the metastable
density tends to diminish. The value of the ratio is still below the value it had just after plasma
ignition meaning that the metastable density remains higher than in a dust-free plasma.
4.1.3 Dust particle growth in the ComPLExS reactor
The growth of dust particles by RF sputtering from MF dust particles deposited on the elec-
trodes was also performed in the ComPLExS reactor following the following routine. Firstly, the
plasma chamber was pumped down to the lowest possible pressure (base pressure∼ 5·10−6 Torr).
Then, argon was injected into the reactor up to the working pressure (0.6 Torr < P < 1.8 Torr
with a flow of 17.9 sccm) and the discharge was turned on. The peak to peak RF voltage was
230 V < Vpp < 320 V. After a few tens of seconds, a dust particle cloud appeared in the plasma
and was visible to the naked eye as a result of the laser beam light scattered by the dust particles.
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the self bias voltage of the powered electrode in the ComPLExS reactor
during dust particle growth (Pressure P=1.75 Torr and RF voltage Vpp=280 V)
Self bias voltage measurement
As in the PKE-Nefedov reactor, the growth of dust particles can be monitored by following some
electrical characteristics of the discharge. The evolution of the self-bias voltage of the powered
electrode during the dust particle growth is shown in Fig.4.7. As can be seen, an increase of
the self-bias Vdc (a decrease in absolute value) is observed during the growth cycle after a small
period of little change. It is similar to the behaviour observed in the PKE-Nefedov reactor. The
total self-bias voltage change is about 50-60 % over a one minute discharge run. A decrease of
the RF current amplitude of about 50-60% and a small increase of the RF peak to peak voltage
of about 30% are also observed (not presented here). This is due to the modification of the
discharge conditions (and therefore the matching conditions) caused by the presence of the dust
particles.
Studies of the dependence of the evolution of the self bias voltage (and thus the dust particle
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Figure 4.8: Self-bias increase time as a function of: (left) pressure; (right) RF peak to peak
voltage at the start of the plasma run (Regimen B)
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growth kinetic) on different experimental conditions have been carried out. In Fig.4.8, the re-
sults of studies as a function of the argon pressure P and the peak to peak RF voltage Vpp are
presented. It shows the time needed for the self bias to increase by 5% from its minimum value
corresponding to the dust-free plasma condition just after plasma ignition.
An impurity effect was observed in the ComPLExS reactor. Indeed when the pumping time
between experiments is one hour (regimen B presented in Fig.4.8) the 5% Vdc increase time
is much longer than when the pumping time in between the experiments is around 12 hours
(regimen A in Fig.4.8). It indicates that the dust particle growth is delayed when the pumping
time is shorter. This may be due to the presence of impurities such as residual nitrogen or
OH compounds in the plasma chamber. As previously mentioned, a similar impurity effect was
reported in the PKE-Nefedov chamber [66].
In Fig.4.8, it can be clearly seen that the argon pressure plays a major role in the dust particle
growth process. Indeed, the time needed for the 5% Vdc increase is reduced by increasing the
pressure. Below a threshold pressure (around 0.5 Torr in the ComPLExS reactor operating in
regimen B) no dust growth is observed over plasma runs of duration of a few minutes (typically
up to 10 minutes). The dependence on the RF voltage is not as clear: as for the lowest Vpp, it
seems that the 5% Vdc increase takes longer than for higher values, but no clear trend can be
extracted from the data in Fig.4.8.
Correlation of the dust size with the self bias measurement
Different dust samples have been collected on silicon wafers for different discharge durations.
The wafers were placed on the powered electrode. The argon pressure was P =1.75 Torr and
the peak to peak RF voltage was Vpp =280 V at plasma ignition. Each sample accumulated the
grown dust particles over a minimum of 20 plasma runs. Then, SEM images of these samples
have been taken. The sizes of the dust particles have been measured. The results for different
discharge durations are:
1. First sample (Fig.4.9(a)): discharge duration of t ∼ 10 s (the discharge was switched off
just before the fast increase of the self bias voltage; see Fig.4.7). The mean radius of the
collected particle is 16±5 nm
2. Second sample (Fig.4.9(b)): discharge duration of t ∼ 20 s (the discharge was switched off
at the end of the fast increase of the self bias voltage; see Fig.4.7). The mean radius of
the collected particle is 24±6 nm
3. Third sample (Fig.4.9(c)): discharge duration of t ∼ 30 s. The mean radius of the collected
particle is 33±8 nm
4. Fourth sample (Fig.4.9(d)): running time of t > 120 s. The mean radius of the collected
particle is about 100 nm. However, there is a large dispersion. The possible explanation
is the existence of many generations of dust particles.
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(a) ton = 10 s (b) ton = 20 s
(c) ton = 30 s (d) ton > 120 s
Figure 4.9: SEM images of the dust particles collected in the ComPLExS reactor for different
discharge times.
The particle were collected over many runs on the powered electrodes. As a result, it may be
possible that the real size of the dust particle is slightly larger due to a possible re-sputtering of
the grown dust particles of the first runs. However, note that the fast variation of the self bias
between 10 s and 20 s is not associated with a sudden variation of the dust particle size. Indeed,
the size augmentation between samples 1 and 2 is nearly the same as between samples 2 and 3.
Spectroscopic measurement
Spectroscopic measurements were performed during the dust particle growth process. The argon
pressure was P =1.75 Torr and the peak to peak RF voltage was 280 V. The evolution of the
intensities of three argon lines has been monitored (415.86 nm, 518.77 nm, 750.38 nm) and
different line ratios have been calculated (Fig.4.10). As can be seen the intensity of each line
increases with time as in the PKE-Nefedov reactor. However, the ratios I415/I750 and I518/I750
firstly decrease before slightly increasing again. The interpretation of spectral measurements in
terms of plasma parameters presents some complications. The most general approach is to use
a collisional-radiative model which takes account of all collisional and radiative processes that
influence the populations of excited states, and hence the intensities of spectral emission lines
(as a function of the pressure, electron density and electron temperature) (see Sec.3.2.4). In
order to simplify the problem the electron distribution is invariably assumed to be Maxwellian.
Low pressure discharges such as the one used in this work allow a simplified version of the model
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Figure 4.10: (a) Line intensities and (b) line ratio during dust particle growth at P = 1.75 Torr
and Vpp = 280 V
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to be used: the corona approximation, in which the dominant processes are collisional excitation
from the ground state and radiative de-excitation.
The rising spectral line intensities during the particle growth process (Fig.4.10(a)) (when electron
density is falling) implies an increase in electron temperature. In the latter circumstances the
corona model predicts that the intensity ratios of Fig.4.10(b) should rise rather than fall (which
implies a decrease of the electron temperature as can be seen in Fig.4.11). The resolution of
this discrepancy will need to take account of the well-known fact that such discharges have
non-Maxwellian distributions: at sufficiently low pressures the distribution is bi-Maxwellian,
becoming Druyvesteyn-like at higher pressures [138, 139]. The present experiment falls within
the latter regime. The effect of large dust concentrations on the electron distribution is however
problematic. It can be supposed that the fast electrons of the EEDF are the only ones that can
overcome the potential barrier of the dust particles at floating potential and are thus collected
by them leading to a lack of energetic electrons which might be compatible with a decrease of
the line intensity ratios. It might also explained why the metastable density decreases slightly
after a few tens of seconds as observed in the PKE-Nefedov reactor. A recent kinetic model
suggests that the Druyvesteyn-like distribution is modified by the presence of dust particles in
such a way that it becomes nearly Maxwellian [140]. The slow increase in the intensity ratios
after 20 s could be interpreted as a providing support for this prediction.
Langmuir probe measurement
Measurement in a pristine plasma:
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Figure 4.12: (a) Langmuir probe characteristic. The vertical arrow indicates the position of the
plasma potential. (b) First and second derivatives of the probe signal. (c) Estimated EEDF
from the second derivative of the probe characteristic (argon plasma with P = 0.3 Torr and
Vpp = 240 V).
Langmuir probe measurements have been performed in an argon plasma with parameters
which do not favour the dust growth but close to conditions in which dusty plasma experiments
were performed. The I-V Langmuir characteristic is presented in Fig.4.12(a) for an argon plasma
with P = 0.3 Torr and Vpp = 240 V. The plasma potential Vp corresponds to a change of slope
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in the I-V curve and is indicated by a vertical arrow. The position of Vp can be better estimated
on the 1st and 2nd derivative curves (Fig.4.12(b)). The derivatives have been computed after a
Savitzky-Golay filtering (polynomial filtering) of the probe signal in order to reduce noise. The
plasma potential corresponds to the first maximum of the 1st derivative and the zero-crossing of
the 2nd derivative. From the second derivative, it is possible to estimate the EEDF (Fig.4.12(c)).
As can be seen, the EEDF is far from a Maxwellian distribution and is Druyvesteyn-like. Simi-
lar results have been previously reported in other RF argon discharges with similar parameters
[135]. However, the energetic tail of the EEDF should decrease faster as electrons with energy
close to the ionisation level are lost in excitation and ionisation processes. This is due to the
noise in the probe signal. It is still possible to extract some plasma parameters using the second
derivative analysis: the electron density is ne % 2.9 · 109 cm−3 and the effective electron tem-
perature Teff % 5.2 eV (this last parameters is slightly overestimated due to the noise-induced
increase of the energetic tail of the EEDF).
Measurements in a dusty plasma:
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Figure 4.13: I-V Langmuir probe characteristics at different instants of the discharge life (P =
1.75 Torr and Vpp = 280 V). The curves have been smoothed.
The Langmuir measurements in a dust-free plasma with parameters close to the parameters
of dusty plasma experiments have confirmed that the EEDF is not Maxwellian. However, in
order to complement spectroscopic data, Langmuir probe measurements have been performed
during the dust particle growth in order to estimate the electron temperature. Some I-V probe
characteristics are shown in Fig.4.13 just after plasma ignition and at a discharge time t >30 s,
after the fast increase of the self bias voltage. Due to very noisy data, the second derivative
analysis method could not be applied and classical Langmuir analysis of probe characteristic
has been performed.
The ion density was deduced from the ion current part the probe characteristics and is found to
be quasi-constant during the whole duration of the discharge (ni % (1.3±0.5)·109 cm−3 using the
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Allen-Boyd-Reynolds (ABR) analysis and ni % (1.3±0.4) ·1010 cm−3 using OML analysis2). As
can be seen in Fig.4.13, the slope of the electron current (positive part of the curves) decreases
after plasma ignition (the slope at t = 4 s is larger than the slope at t = 30 s). This is a strong
indication that the effective electron temperature increases during the dust particle growth. As
can be seen in Fig.4.14(a), the absolute value of the floating potential (Vp−Vf ) is increasing with
time which supports an increase of the electron temperature. The effective electron temperature
elevation is confirmed in Fig.4.14(b): it shows that the effective electron temperature rises from
2.5 eV at plasma ignition to about 3.5 eV after 50 s. As can be seen the effective electron
temperature elevation is more pronounced around 10 s after plasma ignition which corresponds
to the fast increase of the self bias voltage.
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of plasma parameters obtained with Langmuir probe measurements in
an argon plasma with P = 1.75 Torr and Vpp = 280 V. (a) Evolution of the plasma potential
and the floating potential extracted from I-V curves. (b) Evolution of the electron temperature
deduced from the I-V curves.
Finally, from both spectroscopic and Langmuir probe measurements, it can be deduced that
dust particles in the plasma induce an increase of the effective electron temperature. However,
as the intensity of selected argon lines increases with time while the line ratio decreases, it tends
to show that the energetic electrons of the EEDF tail may be lost on dust particles.
4.1.4 Comparison of results
The growth of dust particles has been investigated in both the PKE-Nefedov reactor and the
ComPLExS reactor. Some general behaviour can be extracted. The most interesting features
are:
2It is known that the first method tends to underestimate the ion density while the second one tends to
overestimate it in our range of pressures [135].
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• The growth of particles in the plasma modifies the electrical characteristics of the discharge.
The current amplitude and the absolute value of the self-bias voltage decrease during the
particle growth. This is due to the presence of dust particles which affects the electrons.
The electron density decreases due to electron attachment onto the dust particles which
is thought to be the main reason for both the decrease of the self bias voltage and current
amplitude.
• Spectroscopic measurements in both discharges show a rise in the absolute intensity of
some argon lines. As the electron density decreases during the dust growth, it indicates
that the electron temperature increases. However, comparison of the evolution of the
relative intensity of some argon lines in the ComPLExS reactor suggests that the electron
temperature would decrease in the case of a Maxwellian EEDF. This is a strong indication
that the EEDF is not Maxwellian and the ratio falls can be due to a depletion of energetic
electrons.
• Langmuir probe measurements confirm that the EEDF is not Maxwellian and that the
effective electron temperature increases during dust particle growth. Comparison with
the spectroscopic measurements supports the idea that there could be a depletion of the
energetic electrons.
4.2 Dust particle growth instabilities
In argon-silane RF discharges, instabilities have been observed during the growth of nanopar-
ticles on both the amplitude of the third harmonic (40.68 MHz) of the discharge current and
the self-bias voltage (Vdc) [119]. A proposed explanation was an attachment induced ionization
instability as observed in electronegative plasmas. Instabilities during dust particle growth have
also been observed in sputtering discharges [59, 73, 74]. These instabilities were divided into two
modes appearing consecutively: the filamentary mode and the great void mode. The triggering
of the instabilities was explained by spontaneous local fluctuations of the dust number density
leading to a lower depletion of the electrons in the regions of reduced dust particle density induc-
ing a higher local ionisation rate. It creates two forces on the negatively charged dust particles:
an inward electric force induced by the positive space charge (and thus electric field) and an
outward ion drag force. The threshold for the instability is determined by particle size (charge)
and the electric field strength.
4.2.1 Instabilities in the PKE-Nefedov chamber
Similar instabilities have also been observed during the dust particle growth in the PKE-Nefedov
reactor [141] but the separation in modes was more complicated. In this section, we focus on
the studies of the dust particle growth instabilities at an argon pressure P = 1.6 mbar and an
input power PW = 3.25 W . Dust particle growth instabilities (DPGI) typically appear tens of
seconds after plasma ignition and can be well observed on both electrical and optical signals
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[68, 75, 141]. It is found that the DPGI have two different regimes: a fast regime and a slow
regime. These two regimes are characterized by their frequencies and evolution kinetic.
Phases and regimes of the instability
Phases of the DPGI
As mentioned previously, DPGI are evidenced by strong modulations of current amplitude
and self bias voltage (see Fig.4.3). As can be seen in Fig.4.15, the DPGI are characterised by
different phases which can be better observed looking at the current amplitude evolution in AC
mode in order to improve the vertical resolution of the oscilloscope.
In Fig.4.15, the measurement of the AC component of the fundamental harmonic of the RF
current is presented with its corresponding Fourier spectrogram for the total duration of a
plasma run. The beginning of DPGI occurs approximatively 40 s after plasma ignition and is
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Figure 4.15: Left: Current fundamental harmonic amplitude (AC component). Successive phases
are numbered from 1 to 7. Right: Corresponding spectrogram
detected through a strong variation of the AC component of the current amplitude. Clear phases
can be identified and are numbered from 1 to 7 in Fig.4.15. These phases are better evidenced
by looking at the Fourier spectrogram of the signal. In order to highlight small ordered domains,
the spectrogram intensity has been normalised inside each 100 s range. These phases can also be
identified on spatially resolved optical measurements (focussed optical fibres) and show roughly
the same pattern. From Fig.4.15, the different phases are identified.
1. Three ordered phases P1, P2 and P3 from ∼ 40 s to ∼ 80 s.
2. Chaotic phase P4 from ∼ 80 s to ∼ 405 s.
3. High frequency phase P5 from ∼ 405 s to ∼ 435 s. This phase does not occur in each
experiments and is highly dependent on initial conditions.
4. Chaotic phase P6 from ∼ 435 s to ∼ 600 s. This phase tends to stabilise.
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5. Regular oscillation phase P7 from ∼ 600 s to ∼ 680 s. This phase can have different
patterns and is related to the void instabilities (see Chap.5).
These phases are observed on both electrical and optical measurements as well as on high speed
video imaging confirming the correlation between an unstable plasma and the dust particle
growth. The described pattern of DPGI is robust except for the P5 high frequency phase which
is highly dependant on initial conditions such as gas purity. These phases are nevertheless quite
different from the instability modes observed by Goree’s group [59, 73] where a filamentary mode
(which could be related to our chaotic phase) is followed by a regular phase (great void mode).
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Figure 4.16: Transition between the first 3 ordered phases. Left: Current fundamental harmonic
amplitude. Right: Optical signal near the plasma edge
1) DPGI begin with a succession of three ordered phases separated by clear transitions
(Fig.4.16). The phases P1 and P2 are short and are not detected in every experiments. On the
contrary, the phase P3 can last for a long period of time (few tens of seconds) and is regularly
observed. The three phases are well separated and evolve as a function of time. The transition
between the different phases can be well observed on the time series of the current amplitude. In
Fig.4.16, an example of transitions with a very short P2 phase is presented in order to illustrate
the P1-P2 transition and the P2-P3 transition. The P1 phase is characterised by well separated
current peaks. The transition from P1 to P2 corresponds to the growth of two small peaks
between the higher amplitude pattern. During the P2 phase, the small peaks continue to grow
while the higher ones decrease. Finally all peaks reach the same amplitude characterising the
P3 phase.
The different phases can also be seen on the frequency spectrum of the instabilities. In Fig.4.17,
the Fourier spectrogram and the Hilbert-Huang (HH) spectrum (see App.B) of the three first
phases of the DPGI are presented. These spectra do not correspond to the time series presented
in Fig.4.16 (In this figure t = 0 does not correspond to the plasma ignition but corresponds
to a time close to the DPGI beginning). As can be seen the P1 phase (from 0.5 s to 2.5 s in
Fig.4.17) has a mean frequency around 40 Hz but the frequency decreases slightly with time.
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(b) Hilbert-Huang spectrum
Figure 4.17: Fourier spectrogram and Hilbert-Huang spectrum during the three first phases of
DPGI. In this figure t = 0 does not correspond to the plasma ignition but corresponds to a time
close to the DPGI beginning.
In the Fourier spectrogram (Fig.4.17(a)), the signal is composed of many harmonics. In the
Hilbert-Huang spectrum (Fig.4.17(b)), only the main frequencies of the signal are extracted (see
App.B). Thus two components are visible during the P1 phase, the main one with a frequency
around 40 Hz and another one of little intensity with a frequency around 80 Hz which was
also visible on the Fourier spectrum but could be interpreted as a harmonic of the fundamental
frequency. The transition from P1 to P2 occurs around 2.5s in Fig.4.17. In the Fourier spec-
trogram it results in a decrease of the main frequency from around 40 Hz to 30 Hz. However,
the time resolution of the Fourier spectrogram is very bad and the position of the transition can
only be approximate. In the Hilbert-Huang spectrum, it can be seen that the main frequency of
the signal rapidly decreases during the transition and as well as its intensity which becomes a
little bit weaker (from -2 to -4 on a logarithmic scale ). The transition is also visible for higher
frequency components with the decrease of the frequency of the second component from around
80 Hz to 58 Hz and a small increase in its intensity and the appearance of a third component
around 100 Hz. The transition from P2 to P3 (around 5 s in Fig.4.17) is characterised by a
strong increase of the main frequency of the signal that can be related to the transition from
two small peaks and one big peak to three equal peaks. This is visible on both the Fourier
spectrogram and the Hilbert-Huang spectrum. In the Hilbert-Huang spectrum, the intensity of
the two smallest frequencies rapidly decrease during the transition while the third component
observed in the Hilbert-Huang spectrum of the P2 phase gains in intensity but decreases in fre-
quency. In the Hilbert-Huang spectrum it also seems that there is a small intensity component
with a frequency around 45 Hz. Another advantage of the Hilbert-Huang spectrum is that that
transition are precisely identified in both the time and frequency domains.
The P3 phase is very robust (nearly always observed in our experiments) and lasts a sufficiently
long time to evolve significantly during the dust particle growth. The time evolution of its main
frequency is always the same: it decreases, reaches a minimum and then slightly increases again
until the DPGI enter in the chaotic regime. Furthermore, the mean frequency of the P3 phase
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is linearly dependent on the phase duration (see Fig.4.18): the higher the frequency, the shorter
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Figure 4.18: Duration of the P3 phase as a function of its frequency
the time duration.
Optical measurements recording the plasma light (integrated over all wavelengths) at different
positions also show three ordered phases (Fig.4.16). Nevertheless, the phases P1, P2 and P3 have
different characteristics to those observed in the current amplitude measurement. The transi-
tion from P1 to P2 is characterised by an increase in the oscillation amplitudes. The P3 phase
is characterised by a strong amplitude modulation which is more prominent near the plasma
edge than in the plasma centre. There are also some discrepancies in frequency between the
optical signal and the current signal especially during the P3 phase. As can be seen in Fig.4.19,
the P1 and P2 phases are similar but when the DPGI enter the P3 phase, the current signal
frequency nearly triple while, on the optical signal, the main component frequency remains in
the continuity with that of the P2 phase. Furthermore, the P3 phase optical measurements are
slightly different from one region of the plasma to another. The Fourier transform of the signal
recorded by the fibre focussed on the plasma centre (Figs.4.19(c) and 4.19(d)) is not exactly
the same as the one recorded near the plasma edge (Figs.4.19(e) and 4.19(f)). Indeed, in the
central fibre signal, a main component with frequency around 26 Hz can be extracted as well
as a smaller amplitude component around 31Hz (Fig.4.19(d)). In the near plasma edge optical
signal the same components can be extracted but additional ones are also seen: one between
26 Hz and 31 Hz and another one around 3 Hz (Fig.4.19(f)). The last one corresponds to the
strong modulation observed in Fig.4.16.
These observations underline the fact that spatial considerations must be considered in order
to interpret the P3 phase. For this reason, high speed video imaging of the plasma glow during
the P3 phase has been performed. The camera was focussed on the plasma centre with a frame
rate of 646 fps (frames par second). In Fig.4.20, the evolution of the central line of the video (i.e.
the line passing through the discharge centre between the electrodes) is presented. The image
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Figure 4.19: Fourier spectrograms of (a) electrical measurements (current fundamental har-
monic) and optical measurements (c) in the central fibre, (e) near the plasma edge. (b) Zoom
of (a), (d) zoom of (c), (f) zoom of (e)
number is on the x-axis and the pixel number of the line is on the y-axis. Fig.4.20(a) presents
the evolution of the raw luminosity of the central line directly extracted from the video images.
As can be seen, bursts of luminosity appear regularly and their positions are changing through
time. Nevertheless, if the frequency between the maximum luminosity peaks is calculated inde-
pendently of the position, a frequency of around 96 Hz is found and corresponds to the frequency
of the current signal recorded at the same time of the video (not presented here). Consequently
a peak in the current signal is associated to the appearance of a region of enhanced luminosity in
the plasma and thus enhanced ionisation. In order to give a better view of the spatial evolution
of the glow luminosity, the time mean value of each of the line pixels has been subtracted to the
corresponding pixel value. The results are presented in Fig.4.20(b). As can be seen, when the
glow reaches its maximum luminosity in a certain region of the plasma, the other regions be-
come darker. Furthermore, the position of the maxima changes with time but follows a defined
pattern. It seems that the luminosity maxima move from one side of the reactor to the other.
The luminosity bursts reappear on the same side of the reactor every three luminosity bursts.
This explains why the frequency observed on the optical fibre signal is three times less than the
one observed in the current signal (Fig.4.19). A closer look shows that the maximal values of the
luminosity bursts are not the same for each burst while in the current signal each peak has more
or less the same amplitude. This can be explained if the luminosity burst are not in the plan
where the camera is focussed. Moreover it seems that there is a rotation of the burst of luminos-
ity with time. Indeed, when a burst reappears on a reactor side, its position has slightly changed
compared to the previous one in the same plasma region. Overall Fig.4.20(b) clearly indicates
this rotation with a frequency around 4 Hz. Consequently, the modulation observed by the op-
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Figure 4.20: Evolution of the central line: (a) raw data extracts from the video (grey scale) (b)
Same as (a) but the mean time values of each pixel of the line have been subtracted (in false
colour from dark blue to dark red)
tical fibre is due to the slow rotation around the chamber axis of these three luminosity bursts.
A possible explanation for this rotation pattern can come from the PKE-Nefedov geometry. In-
deed, in the middle of the upper electrode, there is a grounded dust shaker (used to inject dust
particles into the plasma) which must modify the potential and can be the origin of the rotation.
2) After the three ordered phases, the DPGI enter a “chaotic” regime (called P4) (Figs.4.15
and 4.19 after 80 s) characterised amongst other things by a strong increase of the DPGI ampli-
tude. Then the amplitude slowly decreases during the whole duration of the phase. During the
P4 phase, structured oscillations appear in a transient manner. These structured oscillations
can be identified by some bright spots on the current and optical spectrograms. On the time
series, they appeared like bursts of order. In Fig.4.21(a), the transition between the P3 phase
and the P4 phase is clearly seen and is indicated by an arrow. A burst of order during the
chaotic regime has been encircled. A zoom of this burst of order is shown in Fig.4.21(b). In
order to understand the nature of these bursts of order, high speed video imaging has been
performed on the plasma glow. The camera was focussed on the centre of the discharge and the
frame rate was 646 fps. In Fig.4.22(a), the raw evolution of the luminosity of the central line of
the video images passing through the discharge centre is presented. As can be seen, it exhibits
luminosity maxima that vary with time and position. Each luminosity maximum probably cor-
responds to a peak in the current measurement. However, from image 2265 to image 2425, it
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Figure 4.21: Current signal measurements: (a) transition between P3 and P4 phases and encir-
cles burst of order. (b) zoom of the encircled part of (a).
seems that the luminosity evolution follows a regular pattern. In order to further investigate
this observation, the evolution of the luminosity of the line pixels relative to their mean values is
shown in Fig.4.22(b). As can be seen, the ordered domain corresponds to the following pattern:
appearance of a high luminosity central glow, then fast decrease of the central luminosity and
appearance of two bright regions on the edge of the plasma while the centre of the discharge
is dark and finally a fast decrease of these luminous regions and the appearance of two new
luminous regions (one close to the discharge centre and the other one very decentred toward
the edge of the plasma) with a darker region in between. The glow can serve as an indicator
of the energetic electrons that cause electron-impact ionisation. Consequently, the fact that the
glow is modulated suggests that we are observing a type of ionisation wave or striation. Thus,
this three step pattern should correspond to the three peaks pattern observed during the burst
of order in the current signal due to these localised high ionisation regions. To compare our
observation with the filamentary mode reported by Goree’s group [59], a Fourier spectrum of a
4 seconds span over the chaotic regime (from 94.5 s to 98.5 s) has been performed (Fig.4.23).
In Fig.4.23(a), a noisy main frequency around 30 Hz is observed. This frequency corresponds to
the frequency of the three peak structure of the bursts of order emerging regularly during the
chaotic regime. However the spectrum extends over a wide band of frequencies. In Fig.4.23(b),
the corresponding spectrum of the central optical fibre signal exhibits the same main frequency.
However it extends over a narrower band than the current signal. It confirms the spatial aspect
of the instabilities observed clearly on high speed video imaging as the fibres are localised on a
defined region of the plasma. These Fourier spectra are very similar to the ones obtained for the
filamentary mode [59]; even so in our experiments ordered domains have been observed. Thus
we can surmise that the chaotic regime we observe could be similar to the filamentary mode.
3) In some experiments, the chaotic regime is suddenly interrupted by strong frequency and
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Figure 4.22: Ordered domain during P4 phase: (a) raw line evolution from the video images.
(b) line evolution from the video images where the mean time values of each pixel have been
subtracted
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Figure 4.23: Fourier spectrum of the first chaotic regime. (a) on current signal (b) on central
optical fibre signal
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amplitude changes (Fig.4.15 around 405 s). This P5 phase is not always observed but when
it is present, its characteristics are nearly always the same. This new phase appears after a
continuous decrease of the P4 phase amplitude and is defined by a radical change in the DPGI
frequency and amplitude which turns into high frequency (around 500 Hz) and low amplitude
oscillations. These changes happen when no fast modifications in dust particle density and size
are expected. Furthermore, the frequency increases with time. This increase is most of the
time nearly linear but non-linear increases are sometimes observed. As already mentioned, this
phase does not always appears in the DPGI which means relatively precise conditions must be
fulfilled for its existence. Small modifications of the discharge parameters can easily turn the
high frequency phase into a chaotic one or regular oscillations.
4) After the high frequency regime a second chaotic phase (P6) is usually observed. It is
similar to P4 but exhibits more and more ordered regions.
5) The DPGI ends when the P6 phase tends to stabilise into regular oscillations. Two dif-
ferent behaviours can occur. The first and most common one is that the the transition appears
as a small and continuous increase of the DPGI main frequency. At the end of the transition,
the signal exhibits regular oscillations. They are related to are self-excited oscillations of the
dust void (region in the centre of the discharge completely free of dust particles). The second
behaviour occurs in some experiments and is slightly different. Instead of a frequency increase,
the frequency decreases and the DPGI enter a regular oscillation phase. Video imaging of the
dust cloud shows that this behaviour can correspond to large oscillations of the void or can
correspond to rotation of the void in the horizontal plane around the axis of symmetry of the
chamber. They are due to the growth of a new generation of dust particles inside the dust void.
In both cases, these instabilities have typical signatures in current and optical signals, and high
speed video imaging. They are studied in detail in Chap.5.
Regimes of the DPGI
Two regimes of DPGI have been observed: a slow regime and a fast regime. Typical frequen-
cies of the fast regime are generally 2-3 times higher than the slow ones (Fig.4.24). Nevertheless,
these regimes are not strictly separated and DPGI frequencies can spread over a wide range.
It has also been found that DPGI phase duration times are much longer for the slow regimes
than for the fast regimes. Fig.4.18 shows that the higher the frequency of the P3 phase, the
shorter its duration. The frequencies of the first phases of the DPGI can also be linked to the
appearance time of the DPGI. As the first phase P1 can be very short (less than 0.1 s), it cannot
be used to build statistics. For this reason, the appearance time of the P2 phase as a function of
its frequency (around 48 s in the left diagrams of figure 4.24 or around 60 s in the right diagrams
of figure 4.24) has been plotted in Fig.4.25. It shows that the high frequency P2 phase appears
faster than the low frequency P2 phase.
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Figure 4.24: Left: Electrical signal Fourier spectrum of the current amplitude (Top) and Op-
tical signal Fourier spectrum (Bottom) for fast regime DPGI. Right: Electrical signal Fourier
spectrum of the current amplitude (Top) and Optical signal Fourier spectrum (Bottom) for slow
regime DPGI.
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Figure 4.25: Growth instability appearance time as a function of P2 mean frequency
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The behaviour of the DPGI can also be predicted by looking at the evolution of the current be-
fore the DPGI appears. Indeed, looking at the evolution of the current over first the 30 seconds
after the discharge ignition (before the DPGI start), different patterns can be seen (Fig.4.26). In
the case of a discharge exhibiting the fast regime DPGI, the current amplitude firstly decreases
during ∼ 5 s then stabilizes for ∼ 10 s and finally decreases again. In the case of a discharge
exhibiting the slow regime DPGI, the current amplitude does not decrease immediately after
plasma ignition. It starts to decrease after ∼ 1 s but very slowly compared to the fast regime
DPGI and after ∼ 5 s even starts to increase again. Finally after ∼ 15 s, the current amplitude
slowly decreases.
A possible explanation for the differences between the two regimes is a different dust particle
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Figure 4.26: Left: Normalized fast regime current amplitude. Right: Normalized slow regime
current amplitude
growth rate and thus a variation of the dust density (nd)/dust size (rd) ratio in the plasma
from the first instants after the discharge ignition. Indeed, it has been shown that dust particle
growth is very sensitive to gas purity. Thus slight differences in gas purity from one plasma run
to another can induce important deviations in dust density and size. In the case of the slow
regime DPGI, a reduced dust growth rate can be assumed. Thus, electron attachment onto
dust particles is lesser (smaller dust particles density and/or smaller particles) and the decrease
of current amplitude is not as significant as in the case of the fast regime DPGI for which the
growth rate is supposed to be larger. Low frequencies of the DPGI phases indicate that the dust
density for the slow regime should be lower. As these frequencies are less than 100 Hz, they
should be related to the dust plasma frequency which is proportional to
√
nd/rd. Thus if this
ratio is small, the dust frequency is also small. Ref.[59] proposed that the instabilities related
to dust particle growth begin when the dust particle radius rd reaches a critical value. Thus,
for reduced growth rates it takes a longer time to reach this critical dust radius. It has been
shown in previous sections that the particle growth slows down for low argon pressure. This
result was derived from the DPGI appearance time in the case of the PKE-Nefedov reactor but
was confirmed by the results of the ComPLExS reactor. This observation tends to confirm the
correlation between the dust growth rate and the DPGI regimes as slow growth kinetics have
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already been associated with long DPGI appearance times.
Finally, our observations show that void formation is not a consequence of the DPGI as
proposed in Ref.[59]. Indeed, the void can sometimes be observed before the DPGI start. It
tends to happen when dust particle growth is very slow and in this case, the DPGI evolution
scheme does not exhibit all the phases described previously.
4.2.2 Instabilities in ComPLExS
DPGI were also observed in the ComPLExS reactor. They appear typically a few tens of
seconds after the discharge ignition. As can be seen in Fig.4.27, DPGI can be identified by
strong oscillations of the self bias voltage of the powered electrode. By looking at the plasma
glow, they can also be linked to a strong spatiotemporal modulation of the plasma luminosity
(not presented here). It is worth mentioning that DPGI were mainly observed when the pumping
time between experiments exceeded 12 hours (Regimen A) confirming the importance of the gas
purity. However, due to the the limit of resolution of the digital oscilloscope available in the
Complex Plasma Laboratory, a complete study of this DPGI was not possible.
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Figure 4.27: Evolution of the self-bias voltage in the ComPLExS reactor for P=1.2 Torr and
Vpp =240 V. Instabilities during the growth appear as strong oscillations in the self-bias voltage
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, the growth of dust particles by RF sputtering in two different RF discharges have
been investigated experimentally. It has been shown that the presence of dust particles changes
drastically the discharge properties and the plasma parameters. The dust growth kinetics can be
monitored by following the discharge characteristics (self-bias voltage, current amplitude, glow
modification (focussed optical fibre and high speed video imaging)) and the plasma parameters
deduced from Langmuir probe and spectroscopy measurements. It has been thus shown that
the growth of the dust particles modify consequently the electron energy distribution function
(EEDF). The presence of growing dust particles increases the effective electron temperature
of the plasma while the high energy tail of the distribution is thought to be depleted due to
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charging of the dust particles.
The influence of plasma conditions have also been studied. It has been shown that high pressures
are favourable to the dust particle growth in flowing and static gas. The gas purity plays also
an essential role in the dust particle growth process. It has indeed been reported that very low
base pressure and long pumping time between experiments are necessary to achieve high dust
density and fast dust growth kinetics. The influence of the input power or RF peak to peak
voltage have also been investigated. It has been found that high power or large RF peak to peak
voltage tend to favour dust particle growth.
Finally, it has been shown that the growth of dust particles can lead to the development of
instabilities (DPGI), the evolution of which are directly linked to the dust particle growth
rate. The DPGI can be composed of a succession of ordered and disordered phases which were
observed in the different studied discharges. However, a complete description of the DPGI
evolution pattern has been done only for the PKE-Nefedov chamber due to time and equipment
restrictions.
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4.4 Résumé du !apitre en français
Dans ce chapitre, la croissance de poudres par pulve´risation dans des de´charges RF capa-
citives a e´te´ e´tudie´e expe´rimentalement. Il est de´montre´ que la pre´sence de poussie`res modifie
grandement les parame`tres du plasma et de la de´charge. La croissance des poudres peut eˆtre
suivie en mesurant certains parame`tres. Ainsi, la tension d’autopolarisation de´croˆıt (en valeur
absolue) durant la croissance des poudres a` cause de la capture des e´lectrons du plasma par les
poudres qui se chargent ne´gativement. La re´duction de la tension d’autopolarisation allonge la
pe´riode de temps autorisant un flux d’e´lectrons sur la cathode et entraˆıne une diminution du flux
d’ions ne´cessaire au nouvel e´quilibre. L’amplitude du courant RF diminue aussi lors de la forma-
tion des poussie`res confirmant la diminution de la densite´ e´lectronique. La collecte des poudres et
leur mesure par microscopie e´lectronique ont confirme´ que les poudres grossissaient avec le temps
dans le plasma mais la variation rapide de la tension d’autopolaristion n’est pas associe´e a` une
augmentation rapide de la taille des poussie`res. Des mesures de sondes de Langmuir associe´es a`
de la spectrocopie d’e´mission ont mis en e´vidence que la fonction de distribution en e´nergie des
e´lectrons (FDEE) n’est pas maxwellienne et que la tempe´rature e´lectronique effective augmente
durant la croissance des poudres. Les mesures spectroscopiques confirment l’augmentation de la
tempe´rature e´lectronique mais sugge`rent la perte des e´lectrons e´nerge´tiques de la queue de la
FDEE.
L’influence de diffe´rents parame`tres de la de´charge sur la croissance des poudres a aussi e´te´
e´tudie´e. Ainsi, les pressions e´leve´es sont favorables a` la formation de poussie`res que ce soit avec
ou sans flux de gaz. De plus, des pressions de base tre`s basses ainsi que de longues pe´riodes de
pompage avant chaque expe´rience sont ne´cessaires pour obtenir des densite´s de poudres e´leve´es
et des cine´tiques de croissance rapides. On peut donc en de´duire que la purete´ du gaz joue aussi
un roˆle essentiel dans le processus de croissance. L’influence de la puissance injecte´e ou de la
tension de polarisation RF a aussi e´te´ e´tudie´e. Il semblerait que de fortes puissances ou des
tensions RF e´leve´es favorisent la formation des poussie`res.
Enfin, la croissance de poudres peut de´clencher des instabilite´s du plasma : les instabilite´s
de croissance des poudres. Ces instabilite´s suivent un sche´ma de´volution pre´cis constitue´ de
diffe´rentes phases d’amplitudes et de fre´quences de´finies. La valeur des fre´quences associe´es
aux instabilite´s indique que les poudres jouent un roˆle majeur dans leur apparition et leur
de´veloppement. Certaines de ces phases peuvent eˆtre compare´es aux modex filamentaire et “great
void” pre´ce´demment observe´s durant des expe´riences ou` les poudres e´taient forme´es par pulve´-
risation RF [74]. Deux re´gimes d’instabilite´s sont observe´s : un re´gime lent caracte´rise´ par
des basses fre´quences et une e´volution lente, et un re´gime rapide caracte´rise´ par des hautes
fre´quences et une e´volution rapide. Ces re´gimes peuvent eˆtre relie´s a` la cine´tique de croissance
des poudres, une cine´tiques lente induisant le re´gime lent (les fre´quences faibles impliquant des
densite´s faibles et/ou des poudres de grandes tailles).
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Chapter 5
Dust cloud instabilities in a complex
plasma
After the growth of the dust particles, the gap between the electrodes is filled with a dense
cloud of dust particles. The discharge therefore behaves in a completely different manner than
a pristine discharge. As the dust particles are charged, the plasma can exhibit many new phe-
nomena directly linked to the dust particles. As the dust particles are massive compared to the
other species of the plasma, the phenomena involving dust particle dynamics are relatively slow
allowing experimental observation at the fundamental level.
In a complex plasma, a region free of dust particles in the centre of the discharge called a ”void”
is very often observed [59, 61, 73]. The void is characterised experimentally by a sharp boundary
where the dust density changes abruptly (Fig.5.1). Much theoretical work has been devoted to19.5 DEUTSCHE PHYSIKALISCHE GESELLSCHAFT
Figure 2. Void region in typical dust particle clouds: (a) mixture of grown and
injected particles; (b) various sizes of grown particles with crystalline regions and
vortex motions (see also movie).
Figure 3. (a) SEM image of injected and grown particles; (b) x-ray fluorescence
analysis showing the carbon structure of the grown particles.
of this region takes a few minutes. Indeed, the formation of this void is caused by an evolution
of the plasma properties or an evolution of the dust particle population (in size or density). Due
to these observations, the influence of impurities from sputtering or from wall outgassing is
certainly predominant. Typical clouds showing a void region are shown in figure 2. Figure 2(b)
shows various sizes of grown particles with smaller ones near the centre of the plasma and bigger
ones near the sheath boundaries. In figure 2(a), the size of the grown particles is compared to
calibrated injected particles (3.4 µm) occupying the lowest layers of the cloud. Voids with
micrometre particles can also be obtained in the laboratory using thermophoretic force [25].
We can also report the frequent observation of the self-generated oscillation of the void
usually called the ‘heartbeat’ instability [23]. The oscillation frequency can be controlled through
the RF power; it can be increased by increasing the power.
The possibility of observing the void region and the heartbeat instability in laboratory dusty
plasmas is a very interesting tool needed to investigate the physics involved in these phenomena.
New Journal of Physics 5 (2003) 19.1–19.12 (http://www.njp.org/)
Figure 5.1: Void region in typical dust particle clouds with various sizes of grown particles with
crystalline regions and vortex motions (Image from Ref. [61]).
the formation and behaviour of dust voids in complex plasmas [8, 58, 76, 142–147]. The current
theory can be summarised as follows: the void is thought to be triggered by an ionisation insta-
bility. The ion drag force due to ions flowing from the plasma is thought to maintain the void
by balancing the electrostatic forces on the charged dust particles, pressure gradient forces and
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other forces on the dust particles at the sharp boundary of the void. It has also been suggested
that convective effects can have a significant influence on void formation, size and evolution
[146, 148]. However there is no unified theory for the dust void formation.
Under some conditions, the stable void can be disturbed and exhibits oscillations. This insta-
bility is named the heartbeat instability due to the contraction-expansion sequence of void size
which resembles the heartbeat motion of living bodies [58, 60, 76]. It was first reported during
microgravity experiments with injected micrometre dust particles [58] and has since been stud-
ied in laboratory experiments with grown sub-micrometer dust particles [60, 66–68]. In these
experiments, the investigations have been performed using both electrical measurements and
spatially resolved optical diagnostics and have revealed the complex behaviour in the heartbeat
instability and roughly described the dust particle motion. Furthermore, it has been found that
the self-excited heartbeat instability exhibits threshold behaviour [67, 68]: it was shown that
the instability can be triggered by increasing the power or decreasing the pressure. However, the
existence of the heartbeat instability is not fully understood theoretically and some experimental
data are still not well understood (the sharp peak in RF current signal for example).
In a discharge where the dust particles are grown by RF sputtering, continuous growth of dust
particles inside the plasma bulk can occur if the discharge parameters are suitable. Thus, even
if a dense cloud of dust particles is already present new dust particles can grow in the discharge.
In chemically active plasmas, it has been reported that the dust particles growth follows a gener-
ation scheme, i.e. dust particles are grown in a homogeneous group (small dispersion in size and
shape) called a dust particle generation which appears regularly during the life of the discharge
[37, 149]. It has been shown that a new generation of dust particles grows in the void region
of the old dust particle cloud [149, 150]. Successive generations of dust particles have also been
reported in discharges where the particles were grown by RF sputtering and the new generations
also appeared in the the void of the older dust particle cloud [61].
In this chapter, instabilities of the so-called “void” region of a dusty plasma are reported.
The next two sections are devoted to the experimental studies of two types of void instability.
• The first type of instability is a self-excited instability of the dust void (the heartbeat
instability). It was first reported in microgravity with injected dust particles (Ref. [58]
and references therein) and has been observed on ground experiments with dust particles
directly grown in the plasma [60]. Here, different regimes of the heartbeat instability are
reported.
• Sometimes the appearance of a new generation of dust particles triggers an instability of
the older dust void. Here, two classes of instability due to the growth of a new generation
of dust particle inside the void (the delivery instability and the rotating void) are reported.
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5.1 The heartbeat instability
The equilibrium between the inward electrostatic force and the outward ion drag force maintain-
ing a stable void can in some conditions be disturbed and the void size exhibits oscillations. This
self-excited instability is called the heartbeat instability and has been observed during micrograv-
ity experiments, studied in the laboratory and investigated theoretically [58, 60, 76, 151, 152].
Typical unstable voids have a size of about a few millimetres. Beyond a certain size (> 1 cm),
voids are usually stable and no instability has been observed in the parameter range explored:
their stability cannot be disturbed by decreasing the pressure or increasing the power (such
changes are known to be able to initiate the heartbeat instability [60]).
The heartbeat instability has different signatures, and measurements (electrical and optical)
show a wide range of signal shapes and frequencies. Nevertheless, two extreme cases exist:
• A high repetition rate (HRR) which consists of a continuous motion of the void and
surrounding dust particles. It occurs when the heartbeat instability is well-established
and the power delivered by the RF generator is high.
• A low repetition rate (LRR) which consists of contraction-expansion sequence (CES) of
the void size well separated in time. In between each sequence, the original conditions (i.e.
stable void) are nearly restored. It occurs when the instability tends to slow down before
stopping when the power delivered by the RF generator is low.
In between these two extreme cases (which we name “classical heartbeats”), the heartbeat
instability can exhibit failed contractions between full sequences.
The extreme cases are studied in Sec.5.1.1 and failed contractions are studied in Sec.5.1.2. The
experiments have been performed in the PKE-Nefedov chamber where the heartbeat instability
is easily observable through large windows. The heartbeat instability was characterised by its
discharge current amplitude signature and was also studied by a direct visualization of the
void and its surrounding dust cloud as well as visualization of the plasma glow in the whole
interelectrode volume.
5.1.1 Classical heartbeats
Isolated contraction (or low repetition rate (LRR))
Images extracted from a LRR heartbeat video and showing the different steps of a contraction-
expansion sequence (CES) are presented in Fig.5.2(a). The video was taken at an angle of
∼ 30◦ with respect to the laser sheet that was illuminating the dust cloud in the PKE-Nefedov
chamber and consequently, the aspect ratio is distorted due to the angle of view compressing
the horizontal direction. The image numbers appear on the top left hand side of each image.
The frame rate of the video was 1,789 fps.
The stable void position is determined from image 30 and an ellipse was drawn on each image in
order to be able to compare the void shape and size to its stable configuration. The CES starts
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at image 40 where a small but detectable motion of the void boundaries is observed. In image
42, the motion appears clearly and the void boundaries are now inside the drawn ellipse. The
contraction lasts up to image 55 where the void reaches its minimum size (the contraction time
is ∼ 9 ms). From this instant, the dust-free inner part slowly increases in size while a light grey
corona region (detectable from image 80) slowly reduces in size. These two regions meet and a
stable open void is regained in image 265 (the ”reopening” time is ∼ 120 ms)
In order to better depict a CES, the time evolution of a column profile is shown in Fig.5.2(b).
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Figure 5.2: LRR heartbeat instability observed on the dust cloud. (a) Some images of the
void region during a CES. The blue ellipse delineates position of the stable open void. (b) Time
evolution of the central column profile (vertical line passing through the void centre) constructed
from the entire video (False colours from dark red to bright yellow)
This false colour image was constructed by extracting the vertical line going through the centre
of the void from each frame of the video. Time is represented by the image number on the
x-axis (1 frame is ∼ 0.56 ms) and the column profile is given on the y-axis. This representation
gives in one single image a clear characterisation of the instability in both space and time.
The low dust density region appears dark while the high dust density region are bright. Three
CES can be clearly seen and the corresponding frequency is about 7 Hz. Before the first CES
(images 1 to 40), high dust density regions are observed at the void boundaries. Then, the
CES starts: the contraction takes place and the void reaches its minimum size approximately
2.5 times smaller than the stable void region. From this moment, the size increase of the dark
dust-free inner part and the size decrease of the intermediate corona region are well resolved:
the regular size increase of the dust-free inner part can be correlated with void size increase
(i.e. a void ”reopening”) assuming that the term ”void” refers only to the zero dust density
region. From Fig.5.2, the corona region seems to correspond to the motion of dust particles
attracted to the plasma centre during the contraction and returning to their original position:
this motion is characterised by a moving boundary between a region of high dust density and
a region of low dust density. The speed of the moving boundary decreases when it approaches
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the original position. The dust particles which come closest to the centre during the contraction
react last with the smallest speed. As can be seen, the corona region at its maximum extension
is much larger than the stable void. It clearly indicates that the dust particle cloud is affected
over a long distance and not only in the vicinity of the void boundary. Collective motions can
take place over long distances due to the strong interactions between the dust particles and
their strong coupling with plasma parameter changes. Finally, Fig.5.2(b) shows that the inner
and corona regions meet (around image 280) and high dust density boundaries are restored just
before another CES occurs.
To complete these observations, the interference filter was removed from the high speed camera
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: LRR heartbeat instability observed on the plasma glow (in false colour from dark
red to bright yellow). (a) Some images of the void region during a CES (image 354 is equivalent
to image 30 in Fig.5.2). The blue ellipse delineates position of the stable open void. (b)
Intermediate images of (a) during fast plasma glow modifications
in order to record the plasma glow evolution without changing the camera position. The acquired
video was obtained ∼2 s after the first one. The electrical measurements were used to check
that the instability characteristics (frequency and shape) remained unchanged. In order to
synchronise the dust cloud images with the plasma glow images, the small residual plasma
glow signal passing through the interference filter was used (slightly visible in Fig.5.2(b) at the
beginning of each contraction). Typical images are presented in Fig.5.3(a). In order to bring out
changes, a reference image corresponding to a stable void configuration is subtracted from each
image and false colours are used. The plasma glow images presented in Fig.5.3(a) correspond
to the dust cloud images presented in Fig.5.2(a) (image 30 in Fig.5.2(a) corresponds to image
354 in Fig.5.3(a)and so on). The ellipse corresponding to the stable void that was used on the
dust cloud images is also superimposed onto the glow images to facilitate the comparison.
From Figs.5.2(a) and 5.3(a) it clearly appears that the void contraction corresponds to a glow
enhancement in the plasma centre. Intermediate images of the fast glow variation occurring
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during the contraction are shown in Fig.5.3(b). It appears that the glow is enhanced in a region
bigger than the original void even though the larger values are inside the void region. This
phenomenon can explain why the corona region observed in Fig.5.2 has a maximum extension
bigger than the original void since the plasma is affected over a large volume. The first image
showing a glow increase is image 361 in Fig.5.3(b). At this time, the enhanced glow region is
already bigger than the drawn ellipse. Due to camera speed limitations (0.56 ms per image) some
data are missing between images 360 and 361. Consequently, it cannot be concluded, whether
at the very beginning the glow enhancement is bounded by the void and then propagates, or
it affects directly a large volume of the plasma bigger than the void region. After reaching its
maximum luminosity (around image 364) the plasma glow decreases and reaches a minimum
below the mean glow value (darker image 369 in Fig.5.3(a)). Due to dust inertia, the void
continues to shrink (Fig.5.2(a)) but when the central glow (i.e. ionisation and consequently
ion drag force) starts to increase slowly, the contraction stops and the void starts to reopen
(image 55 in Fig.5.2(a) and image 379 in Fig.5.3(a)). The column profiles of these different
Figure 5.4: LRR heartbeat instability: current amplitude superimposed on column profile for
(a) only dust cloud; (b) dust cloud and plasma glow; (c) plasma glow only. Parts (a), (b) and
(c) are in false colours from dark blue to red
series are compared in Fig.5.4. This figure shows synchronised profiles obtained from videos
showing (a), the dust cloud (obtained using the laser and the interference filter), (b) the dust
cloud and the plasma glow (using the laser and the camera without the interference filter) and
(c) the plasma glow only (neither laser nor interference filter). The amplitude of the discharge
current is superimposed with its mean value (dotted line) corresponding to the stable open void.
There is a particularly good correlation between the current and the plasma glow as the main
variations are related (Fig.5.4(c)):
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• The fast current increase (∼ 0.5 ms) corresponds to the glow enhancement; it is followed
by a decrease in both sets of data.
• A small slope change appearing in the current amplitude is related to a faster decrease of
the central plasma glow.
• Both parameters values reach their minimum at almost the same time
• Finally, the plasma glow increases to its mean value and the current amplitude slowly
tends towards its mean value
The void contraction is therefore related to glow and current amplitude increase (Figs.5.4(a)
and 5.4(b)), implying that it is correlated to an increase of the ionisation in the plasma centre.
As mentioned, global variations of the glow and the current amplitude are similar but some
discrepancies exists due to the fact that the current integrates all the plasma and thus contains
information about plasma variations occurring outside the plasma centre.
Consequently, in order to see the global evolution of the plasma glow and to be able to identify
some side effects already suggested (relation between a sharp peak in the current amplitude and
glow enhancement in the horizontal direction near plasma boundaries [60]), the plasma glow has
been recorded over the whole inter-electrode space. The camera was facing the PKE-Nefedov
reactor and focussed on the centre of the chamber.
The total plasma glow recorded by fast video imaging (1,789 fps) during CES is presented
in Fig.5.5(a). The CES was not exactly the same as the one described previously but was
very similar (the frequency was lower). The presheath region above the upper and the lower
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Figure 5.5: Total plasma glow during a CES of LRR heartbeat instability: (a) some raw images
in grey scale directly extracted from the video; (b) same image as (a) with post-processing and
false colours (from dark red to bright yellow)
electrodes can clearly be seen in the images in Fig.5.5(a). They correspond to bright regions at
the top and the bottom (the electrodes cannot be seen). Before the CES, the central plasma
region is uniform with moderate brightness (image 691). Then the glow increases quickly and
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concentrates in the discharge centre before disappearing and leaving a darker region in the centre
as described previously. In order to emphasise the changes in the plasma luminosity, the glow
of a stable configuration has been chosen as a reference image and has been subtracted from
every other images. The results are presented in false colour in Fig.5.5(b). As can be seen,
the relatively homogeneous glow (image 691) changes into a bright central region (i.e. with
higher ionisation) and dark edges (i.e. with lower ionisation) during the contraction. A reverse
situation (dark centre and bright edges) starts just before the reopening (image 699). Finally
the plasma glow slowly returns to a uniform configuration.
The time evolution of a line profile is presented in Fig.5.6(a) and magnified in Figs.5.6(b) and
Figure 5.6: LRR heartbeat instability: (a) Line profile (in false colours from dark blue to red)
extracted from the image series presented in Fig.5.5; (b) and (c) are different magnifications of
(a)
5.6(c). This image was constructed by extracting the line passing through the middle of the
discharge from each video frame. This line was chosen because it passes trough the region with
the biggest luminosity variations. In order to emphasise the glow variation, the temporal average
value of the pixels of the line was subtracted from each corresponding pixel. A smoothing filter
was also applied for noise reduction and a better delineation of the changing regions. Column
profiles were also extracted for the plasma glow analysis but are not presented here since no
original information could be obtained partly due to limitations imposed by the electrodes.
Nearly isolated CES often have very short time duration. In Fig.5.6, the frequency of the
instability is around 3 Hz. In between each CES, the original conditions have time to be restored.
The complete analysis of the evolution of the plasma glow is easily performed from Figs .5.6(b)
and 5.6(c). First some small oscillations are observed before the real CES and correspond to
failed contractions appearing near the instability threshold. This behaviour does not change the
following analysis and is described in details in Sec.5.1.2. Fig.5.6 confirms that when the void
contracts, the glow suddenly concentrates leaving dark edges. The void reopening occurs during
the reverse situation with two symmetrical bright regions surrounding the plasma centre. Then
these regions diffuse slowly toward the centre until a homogeneous glow is obtained once again.
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The correlation with the current amplitude is shown if Figs.5.7(a) and 5.7(b) with non-smoothed
Figure 5.7: LRR heartbeat instability: (a) Line profile (in false colours from dark blue to red)
calculated from the image series presented in Fig.5.5 with the current amplitude superimposed;
(b) zoom of a; (c) current amplitude; (d) central line (line 178) profile of (a)); (e) middle position
line (line 105) profile of (a)
images in order to get pixel precision. The dotted line represents the direct component of the
current amplitude. As can be seen, the void contraction corresponds to an increase of the
current and thus an increase of the global ionisation. Indeed an increase of the central plasma
glow corresponds to an increase of the current amplitude meaning that the central increase is
not compensated by the glow decrease at the plasma edge. Then, when the reverse situation
occurs, the ionisation appears to be below the stable situation value (current amplitude is below
its mean value): the dark central region is not balanced by the larger but slightly brighter
near edge regions. Finally these regions tend to rejoin in the centre following the slow increase
in the current amplitude. These behaviours are also visible by comparing the evolution of
the current amplitude with line profiles (Figs.5.7(c)-(e)) extracted from Fig.5.7(a) (not to be
confused with the temporal evolution of the line profile extracted from the video images) and
physically corresponding to the time evolution of individual pixels taken in (d) the plasma centre
and (e) the near edge.
Successive contractions (or high repetition rate (HRR))
The analysis of a HHR heartbeat sequence is more difficult as the dust cloud is moving fast and
constantly. Consequently, the dust cloud has no clear stable position. In Fig.5.8, images and
column profile (i.e. vertical line passing through the void) have been extract from a high speed
video of a HRR heartbeat. The frame rate was 1,789 fps. In order to increase the contrast, false
colours have been used to plot the extracted images. The frequency of the instability was in
this case 31 Hz. As can be seen, it clearly appears that the dust cloud has a constant motion.
Indeed, horizontal bright regions , corresponding to high dust density void boundaries, are not
observed in Fig.5.8. Furthermore, an inner part of the void region which is always free of dust
can be identified. This region exhibits only small variations of its size. Dust motion takes place
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Figure 5.8: HRR heartbeat instability observed on the dust cloud: (a) some images of the void
region (in false colours from dark red to bright yellow; (b) time evolution of the central column
profile constructed from the entire video.
in a low dust density region between the dense dust cloud and the dust-free inner part of the
void. In the LRR heartbeat sequence, this region has been identified as dust particles going back
to their original position. In the HRR heartbeat, a new contraction of the void occurs while
the dust particles that entered the void during the previous contraction are still inside and try
to reach their original position. As can be seen in Fig.5.8(a), a new contraction starts around
image 69 (complex motion does not allow precise determination) while dust particles are still
inside the void region. At this time the plasma glow is close to its maximum value in the centre
(determined from the video of the plasma glow correlated to the present one). This complex
behaviour leads to the relatively constant regions observed in Fig.5.8(b): a dust free black inner
region and a low dust density grey intermediate region as the constant motion of the dust cloud
maintains more or less constant spatial dust density.
The analysis of the entire plasma glow between the electrodes was also performed for a HRR
heartbeat. The experimental procedure was the same as the one described previously for a LRR
heartbeat. The frame rate was 1,789 fps. The images extracted from the video are presented in
Figs.5.9(a). Fig.5.9(b) was constructed with the same post-processing procedure as Fig.5.5(b)
(subtraction of a reference image).
In a HRR heartbeat, the frequency of the CES is such that no exact return to the original stable
conditions is achieved and the next CES occurs while the void has not reached its stable state.
However the sequences last longer (i.e. there are more CES cycles but the different parts of each
CES are not as abrupt as in a LRR heartbeat where the sequence are almost isolated cycles),
a better time resolution is obtained and the variation of the plasma glow is well in evidence
(Figs.5.9(a) and 5.9(b)). Indeed, for example, the central glow increase lasts for 3 images (∼ 1.5
ms) in the LRR case while it lasts for 17 images (∼ 9 ms) in the HRR case. In comparison with
the LRR case, the change from bright centre and dark edges to the reverse situation is more
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Figure 5.9: HRR heartbeat instability observed on the total plasma glow: (a) some raw images
directly extracted from the video during a CES; (b) same images as (a) with post processing
and false colour (from dark red to bright yellow)
strongly marked. The different phases of the CES are the same as previously described for the
LRR case but are more distinguishable in the present case.
The extracted line profile is very significant and summarises nearly all results concerning the
plasma glow evolution during the heartbeat instability (Fig.5.10). Starting from a void expan-
sion (dark inner part and bright plasma edges), the glow slowly concentrates from the plasma
edge towards the centre. This motion can be correlated to the grey corona region observed in
the dust cloud and described previously. Furthermore, it clearly appears that the brighter edge
regions do not meet completely and no homogeneous plasma is restored as can be seen for a LRR
heartbeat (Fig.5.6). The central glow increases at the expense of the plasma edges before the
Figure 5.10: (a) Line profile (in false colour from dark blue to red) calculated from the image
series presented in Fig.5.9. (b) Zoom of (a) with electrical measurement superimposed.
brighter glow regions have fully converged toward the discharge centre. This central enhance-
ment is then followed by a strong and fast reversal. The amplitude of the discharge current
during the instability is superimposed on the line profile in Fig.5.10(b). The bright regions mov-
ing from the plasma edge towards the plasma centre correspond to a continuous increase of the
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current. Then it appears that the strong reversal of the brightness is related to the presence of a
sharp peak in the current. Measurements without this peak certainly correspond to cases where
the brightness reversal between the plasma centre and the edge exists but is not as strongly
marked (see Fig.5.7 for example). This sharp peak is an interesting feature already observed
but not fully explained. In Ref.[60], Mikikian preliminary results suggested that this peak could
be correlated with a strong glow decrease in the centre and an increase at the plasma edge. The
measurements were performed thanks to a spatially resolved analysis of the argon line emission
at 750.39 nm (four different positions). Further results with five optical fibres (also used for
the characterisation of the dust particle growth instability (Sec.4.2) and integrating all plasma
wavelengths gave similar results [68] but no complete description was available. The present
results greatly enhance spatiotemporal resolution of this phenomenon and clearly correlate the
sharp peak with an enhancement of the plasma glow outside the central region. Variations of
the current amplitude are representative of global change in the plasma. Consequently, from
the present analysis, it appears that the discharge current is not dominated by the plasma core
only.
These effect are also seen in Fig.5.11 by direct comparison of (a) the evolution of the current am-15
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Figure 12. Extracted data from figure 11: (a) electrical measurements; (b) central
line profile; (c) line profile in the glow reversal region. (d) Plasma glow integrated
on a small central volume from complete image series of figure 10. Previous
measurements in similar conditions for (e) electrical measurements; (f) light
recorded by a centred optical fibre; (g) intermediate fibre; (h) edge fibre (same
observed region as (c)).
plasma edge. These measurements were performed thanks to a spatially resolved (four different
positions) analysis of an argon line emission at 750.4 nm. Further results with five optical fibres
(also used for characterisation of dust particle growth instabilities [53]) and integrating all
plasma wavelengths gave similar results [51] but no complete description was available. Present
results greatly enhance spatiotemporal resolution of this phenomenon and clearly correlate the
sharp peak with an enhancement of the plasma glow outside the central region. Variations of
electrical measurements are representative of global changes of the plasma (spatially integrated
measurement). From the present analysis it appears that electrical measurements are not only
dominated by the plasma core.
These effects are also evidenced in figure 12 by direct comparison of (a) electrical
measurements, with data extracted from figure 11: (b) central line profile (i.e. physically
corresponding to central pixel variation), (c) middle position line profile (i.e. variation of a pixel
in the glow reversal zone) and from the video in figure 10: (d) integrated central luminosity (i.e.
variation integrated in a small centred volume assumed to represent plasma core). Comparison
of figure 12(a), (b) and (d) shows that the main central plasma changes are observed in
electrical measurements. Nevertheless, it appears that the maximum value of central glow
occurs while electrical measurements have already decreased. In fact, at this time, electrical
measurements are affected by the edge plasma glow decrease as observed in figure 12(c).
Finally, the sharp peak region is well understood thanks to figure 11(b) and figure 12(a)–(d).
Opposite behaviour of electrical measurements and central glow is directly related to the strong
and fast enhancement of plasma edges while the centre becomes the less luminous part.
In order to show consistency of the new results, previous measurements performed
in similar instability conditions (i.e. similar electrical measurements) with the optical fibre
diagnostics, are presented in figure 12(e)–(h). Here, the edge fibre (figure 12(h)) observes the
region corresponding to the middle line profile of figure 12(c). The intermediate fibre observes
New Journal of Physics 9 (2007) 268 (http://www.njp.org/)
Figure 5.11: Extracted data from Fig.5.10: (a) amplitude of the current; (b) central line profile;
(c) line profile in the plasma edge (glow reversal region); (d) Plasma glow integrated over a small
central volume from complete image series of Fig.5.9
plitude with data extracted from Fig.5.10: (b) central line profile (i.e. physically corresponding
to the evolution of the signal of the central pixel), (c) middle position line profile (i.e. variation
of the signal of a pixel in the glow reversal region) and directly from the video: (d) integrated
central luminosity (i.e variation integrated over a small centred area assumed to represent the
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core of the plasma). As can be seen, the main plasma centre changes are observed in the current
amplitude evolution. Nevertheless, it appears that the maximum value of the central glow occurs
while the current has already started to decrease. In fact, at this time, electrical measurements
are affected by the edge plasma glow decrease as observed in Fig.5.11(c). Finally, the sharp peak
in current amplitude is directly related to the strong and fast enhancement of the plasma edges
while the centre become the less luminous part. This result confirms the preliminary results
obtained by Mikikian and Boufendi (Fig. 7 of Ref.[60]).
In order to have a good temporal resolution of the glow reversal, very high speed video imaging
(10,000 fps) of the plasma luminosity has been performed. The evolution of the luminosity of
the central line (line going through the plasma centre) is presented in Fig.5.12. In order to
highlight the glow variation, the temporal average value of each pixels of the line was subtracted
from the corresponding pixel. As can be seen in Fig.5.12, the glow reversal does not seem to
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Figure 5.12: (a) Evolution of the central line luminosity of the images extract from very high
speed video (10,000 fps) during a HRR heartbeat (in false colour from blue to red). (b) zoom
of (a)
correspond to a fast propagation from the centre to the edge of the plasma. Indeed the plasma
edge luminosity increases at the same time the plasma centre luminosity decreases while, in the
intermediate region, the luminosity does not vary significantly. Following the hypothesis that a
strong glow luminosity corresponds to a high ionisation rate, it indicates that the ionisation is
favoured at the plasma edges but no ionisation waves seems to propagate from the centre toward
the edge.
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Asymmetry in the void contraction during the heartbeat instability
An interesting phenomenon concerning the dust cloud motion during the heartbeat instability is
the observable delay appearing in the response of the horizontal and vertical directions. Indeed
in some conditions (currently not clearly defined) the dust cloud shrinks horizontally before
shrinking vertically [67, 68]. As an example, a record containing both the dust cloud and the
plasma glow when a stable open void suddenly became unstable and started size oscillations is
shown in Fig.5.13. The frame rate of the video was 1,789 fps and the two first CES are shown.
In Fig.5.13, image 135 clearly shows the stable open void with the corresponding drawn ellipse.
135 138 142 143 144 145
146 147 148 149 150 152
155 160 170 180 200 220
230 235 240 241 242 243
244 245 246 247 249 251
254 269 279 299 310 329
Figure 5.13: Simultaneous record of the plasma glow and the dust cloud in the void region
during the setting up of the heartbeat instability. From image 135: stable open void (delineated
by a red ellipse) followed by a first contraction. A new contraction starts at image 241 before
the original conditions have been restored
In image 142 the plasma glow starts increasing and reaches its maximum value at image 144.
In this last image, it appears that the plasma glow enhancement affects a region larger than
the void size and a correlation with the corona region previously mentioned can be suggested
again. This hypothesis is correct assuming that the intensity increase in the surrounding dust
cloud is entirely due to plasma glow changes and not due to any dust density changes. The
drawn ellipse allows us to see that the void first collapses in the horizontal direction (image 143)
followed by a contraction in the vertical direction (image 147). As the images are compressed
in the horizontal direction due to the angle of view of the camera, a detectable motion on
the horizontal axis clearly indicates a motion of the dust cloud and cannot be an artefact. The
plasma glow reaches its minimum around image 148 and, as already observed, the void continues
to shrink to its minimum size around image 155. From this point, the inner part of the void
slowly increases in size and the grey intermediate region, consisting of dust particles going back
to their original position, becomes gradually visible. The next CES occurs before the initial
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conditions have been completely restored (image 241).
These various steps are well observed on the column profile shown in Fig.5.14(a). For a better
Figure 5.14: (a) Column profile (in false colour from dark red to bright yellow) extracted from
image series presented in Fig.5.13 with central plasma glow evolution superimposed (blue curve
corresponding to line 95 of Fig.5.14(a)) (b) zoom of (a), (c) corresponding line profile.
understanding, the temporal evolution of the glow (central pixel of the void) is superimposed
at the bottom of the image. The stable void is accurately defined with its constant size and its
high dust density boundaries (between image 100 and 142). When the plasma glow increases,
the void shrinks. Its minimum size is reached while the plasma glow in the plasma centre has
already reached its minimum value and has started to slowly increase again. Then the glow stays
relatively constant in the void centre while dust particles are expelled to their original position.
It clearly appears that the void did not reach its original size when a new glow increase occurs.
This effect is characterised first by a dark inner region which does not rejoin the position of
the stable void and second by the intermediate corona region which is bigger than the original
void size. This last point means that the “wave front” formed by the returning dust particles
is still moving towards the original void boundaries. The speed of this wave front slows down
when approaching the original conditions. Furthermore, it is clear that the instability is in
a setting up phase: starting from a stable open void, the characteristics of the first and the
second CES are slightly different in terms of minimum void size and reopening time duration.
Concerning the time delay appearing in the vertical direction (see Fig.5.13) it can also be seen
by comparing column and line profiles extracted from the video. These two profiles are shown
respectively in Figs.5.14(b) and 5.14(c). Mikikian et al. suggested that the different collapse
times can be correlated with the different slopes in the current signal [67]. The reason for this
asymmetry is still unclear due to the lack of statistics and the spatiotemporal limitations of the
video acquisition. Nevertheless, one possible hypothesis is the geometry of the PKE-Nefedov
reactor and the different confining conditions in the horizontal and vertical directions. Indeed
the electrode are ∼ 4 cm in diameter and glass boundaries are ∼ 3 cm away from the electrode
edges. Consequently, the plasma usually diffuses beyond the electrodes towards the lateral sides.
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The plasma width is then nearly twice as large as the height and it is nearly the same for the
trapped dust cloud and the void. No strong electrostatic barrier exists due to the distance
to the glass boundaries and the plasma and the void changes in the horizontal direction are
relatively unconstrained. On the contrary, the electrodes impose a strong electrostatic barrier
in the vertical direction and thus changes and motion in this direction are drastically controlled
by the sheaths.
5.1.2 Failed or aborted heartbeat
It has been observed previously that sometimes the CES during an heartbeat instability are not
complete and terminate before a void contraction has occurred [68, 75]. It results in failed or
aborted peaks easily observable on the discharge current amplitude.
In Fig.5.15, the AC component of the amplitude of the discharge current has been recorded
for no failed peak in a HRR heartbeat, 1 failed peak, 2 failed peaks and 3 failed peaks. The
presented signals come from the same experiment, where the heartbeat instability exhibits more
and more failed contractions. On the time axis the 0 has been chosen at the minimum value of
the current amplitude of a complete CES in order to be able to compare its evolution during
a full CES for the different cases. As can be seen, the evolution of the current just after the
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Figure 5.15: Current during the heartbeat instability for different number of aborted peaks
sharp current decrease corresponding to the void contraction is very similar in all cases: the
current increases until it is a little above its mean value (0 in Fig.5.15 as it does not show the
DC component of the current). Then, as the signal corresponding to a heartbeat without failed
peak continues to increase and follow the same behaviour as describes previously for a HRR
heartbeat, the other signals decrease. All signals with at least one failed peak reach a minimum
at the same instant and the current starts to increase again. The signal with only 1 failed peak
exhibits then a complete sequence while the two other ones decrease again. The same difference
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is then observed between a signal with two failed peaks and 3 failed peaks. It has to be noted
that a failed peak occurs exactly at the instant a full CES is expected. This behaviour tends
to confirm that the heartbeat instability is a threshold phenomenon. Another feature that can
be observed in Fig.5.15 is the increase of the sharpness of the major peak when the number of
failed peaks increases. Indeed, as can be seen, the duration of the fast increase followed by the
fast decrease in the current amplitude is shorter when the number of failed peaks is larger.
The transition from one aborted peak to two aborted peaks on the current signal is analysed
in details in Fig.5.16. In Fig.5.16(a), the evolution of the amplitude of the current (blue curve)
is shown. The instantaneous energy (red curve) calculated from Hilbert-Huang analysis (see
App.B) is superimposed on the current. In Fig.5.16(b) the Fourier spectrogram of the current is
plotted and in Fig.5.16(c) the Hilbert-Huang spectrum is shown. As can be seen, the transition
occurs at time t ∼ 1.5 s. In the Fourier spectrogram (Fig.5.16(b)), the transition results in a
decrease of the main frequency from 12 Hz to 8.5 Hz and the appearance of more harmonics
in the signal. In the Hilbert-Huang spectrum (HHS) (Fig.5.16(b)), the transition is also ac-
companied by a decrease of the main frequency from 11.5 Hz to 8 Hz. It worth mentioning
that in the Hilbert-Huang analysis, the intensity of a frequency at a time instant represents the
probability of a wave with such frequency to develop (see App.B). The main advantage of the
HHS is that the transition can be precisely identified in the frequency domain as it records the
instantaneous frequency (see App.B). Thus, it can be seen that the red line around 11.5 Hz at
t = 1 s decreases at t = 1.5 s which is exactly when the transition occurs on the current signal
(Fig.5.16(a)). The other advantage of the HHS spectrum is that it permits identification of the
main frequency components of the signal without their harmonics. Thus, before the transition,
the signal exhibits two main components (around 12 Hz and around 22 Hz) and after the tran-
sition it exhibits three main components (8 Hz, 16 Hz and 23.5 Hz) which are visible on both
spectra but accompanied by a lot of harmonics in the Fourier spectrum. Finally, the HHS allows
us to see that the main frequency seems to be slightly modulated. The instant energy carried by
the signal (i.e. the sum over all frequencies of the intensity of each frequency) can be extracted
from the HHS (Fig.5.16(a)). It can be seen that the main peak of the heartbeat carries the most
energy: a closer look to the HHS shows that, during the main peak, the probability of local high
frequency waves appearing is high (temporally localised red lines in regions above 50 Hz in the
HHS particularly visible around t = 2 s and below the arrows in Fig.5.16(d)). It seems that for
two aborted peaks the instantaneous energy is more important than for one aborted peak. This
two last observation can be understood by the fact that the main peak is characterised by sharp
increase and decrease of the current and in the case of two aborted peaks, the main peak is even
sharper. This sharpness is then accompanied by the high probability of existence of local high
frequency components in the signal.
The evolution of the total plasma glow between the electrodes has been recorded. The
frame rate was 894 fps. Some images extracted from the video are presented in Fig.5.17.
Fig.5.17(a) shows raw images of the plasma glow during a heartbeat sequence with two failed
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(b) Fourier spectrogram (the intensity varies from dark
blue to red (logarithmic scale))
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(c) Hilbert-Huang spectrum (the intensity varies from
dark blue to red (logarithmic scale))
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(d) zoom of c). The green arrows indicate the position of a main peak in the current signal
Figure 5.16: Transition from one aborted peak to two aborted peaks
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peaks. Fig.5.17(b) shows the same images with the image of the plasma glow before the first
failed peak chosen as a reference image and subtracted from every other images.
In Fig.5.17(a) the bright presheath region of the plasma are clearly visible at the top and the
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(a) Raw images extract from the video
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(b) Images from the video after postprocessing and false
colour (dark red to bright yellow)
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(c) line profile extract from the image series of (a). The blue dash line represent
the evolution of the current amplitude.
Figure 5.17: Evolution of glow during a heartbeat with two failed peaks
bottom of the images. However as can be seen, the change in the central glow is barely visible
and only the glow increase due to the main CES is clearly identified (image 193). In Fig.5.17(b),
the relative changes are easily identified. It can be seen that for the first failed contraction, the
central glow tends to increase (image 155 and 158) while the plasma edges are less luminous.
Then the plasma edges become brighter while the central glow decreases (images 160 -165). The
main difference with the complete CES of HRR and LRR heartbeat is that, in the present case,
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the luminosity changes both at the plasma centre and the plasma edges are smaller. Then a new
failed contraction with the same glow pattern occurs (images 170-185). However, the maximum
value of the central luminosity has slightly increased. From image 190, the main CES occurs:
a strong increase of the central glow while the edges become darker is followed by an abrupt
change to bright edges and dark centre (image 195). The glow then returns slowly to its original
configuration.
This pattern can be clearly identified on the line profile presented in Fig.5.17(c). This figure
shows the evolution of the line passing trough the plasma centre (y-axis) as a function of time
(x-axis). The time average value of each pixel in the line has been subtracted from the corre-
sponding pixel in order to emphasise the relative changes of the glow. Two main contractions
are visible in this figure. As can be seen, after a main CES, the glow converges towards the
centre (but it cannot reach the same high value as for a main contraction) before the situation
is reversed and the edges are brighter than the centre. It is worth noting that the luminosity of
plasma centre does not decrease as much as for the case of a main CES. These observations can
also be correlated with the evolution of the current amplitude. As can be seen in Fig.5.17(c),
the current increase during failed peaks is quite low and the current decrease is not very abrupt.
This may explain why the plasma centre luminosity changes are smaller. On the other hand
during a main peak the current increase is much more important and the decrease is very sharp
and the current goes well below its mean value as was already observed for LRR and HRR
heartbeats.
The motion of the dust cloud has been recorded for heartbeat sequences with two failed peaks.
The frame rate was 1,789 fps and the camera was at an angle ∼ 30◦ with respect to the laser
sheet. An interference filter was used in order to cut out most of the plasma light. Raw frames
from the video are not presented as they do not bring forward much information compared to
those which were presented for the HRR heartbeat. However, the evolution of the central col-
umn profile (i.e. the column passing through the centre of the void) is presented in Fig.5.18(a)
as it allows small changes in the dust cloud configuration to be seen. In order to emphasise
those changes, the time average value of each pixel in a line has been subtracted from the cor-
responding pixel (Fig.5.18(b)). The evolution of the current amplitude has been superimposed
on both figures.
As can be seen in Fig.5.18, the dust cloud is in constant motion as for a HRR heartbeat where
only a central region (between pixels 130 and 140) is always dust free (the darker region in
Fig.5.18(a)). An intermediate region filled with moving dust particles is observed between each
main contraction. As observed previously, the void starts to contract when the current and the
central glow increase strongly. The central glow increase can be seen clearly in Fig.5.18(b) where
the changes in the residual light passing through the interference filter are magnified. Never-
theless, the most interesting feature in Fig.5.18 is the behaviour of the corona region. Indeed
as can be seen, it does not exhibit the same smooth movement as observed for the LRR and
HRR heartbeats. Indeed, the failed peaks observed on the current amplitude signal correspond
to small contractions of the dust cloud which are accompanied by sudden acceleration of the
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(a) Line profile extracted from dust cloud video (in
false colour from dark red to bright yellow)
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(b) Same as (a) except that the time mean value of
each pixels have been subtracted (in false colour from
dark red to bright yellow)
Figure 5.18: Evolution of the central column extracted from the dust cloud video during a
heartbeat instability with two failed peaks. The dashed blue line superimposed to the images
represents the evolution of the current amplitude.
corona region towards the centre. This is particularly clear in Fig.5.18(b).
It has been recently shown that the evolution pattern of the transition followed a mixed-mode
oscillation (MMO) scheme (alternation of small amplitude oscillations between two large ones)
and that the frequency of the heartbeat slightly decreases during a sequence with n failed peaks
[153]. In this article, it is shown that when the heartbeat instability is stopping, the number
of failed oscillations increases steadily and the progressive occurrence of the failed contractions
follows an incomplete devil’s staircase scheme.
5.1.3 Physical interpretation of the heartbeat instability
From the different analyses reported in the previous sections, several features of the heartbeat
instability can be brought to the fore.
• The void contraction corresponds to an increase of the central plasma glow. It suggests
that a sudden enhanced ionisation in the plasma centre changes the ratio between the
inward electrostatic force and the outward ion drag force: this enhanced ionisation may
increase the positive space charge inside the void region due the higher mobility of the
electrons that diffuse away much faster. Consequently the electric field in the plasma is
enhanced as is the ion flux. However, it has been theoretically shown that the ratio of
the ion drag-to-electric forces decreases rapidly with the electric field [104]. Hence, the
electrostatic inward force become predominant and the dust particles enter the void region.
The void centre becomes darker but the dust particles continue to move inward due to
their inertia with a more or less constant speed and stop suddenly (see for example 5.2).
The void is however not completely filled indicating that a force is preventing a further
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motion towards the centre. As the gravitational force is acting over all dust particles and,
among others, those constituting the upper part of the dust cloud, the force preventing
the void closure has to be stronger than the gravitational force. A that time, the central
glow is weak and nearly homogeneous, a property usually associated with weak electric
field. In Ref.[104], it is shown that for weak electric field the ion drag force exceeds the
electrostatic force and it is reasonable to assume that the force stopping the dust particles
is the ion drag force.
• The dust particles situated near the plasma centre are then nearly immobile while a dust
particle “wave front” coming from the plasma edge is detected. At the same time, a corona
region of brighter plasma glow and thus higher ionisation is observed at the plasma edges.
This region surrounds the plasma centre and moves slowly towards it. The correlation with
the dust cloud motion indicates that this region may correspond to the corona region. An
enhanced ionisation at the plasma edges can create an outward electrostatic force in the
vicinity of the corona region if it is assumed that in analogy with the contraction phase, a
plasma region with an enhanced glow attracts the dust particles. Thus, the central dust
particles are immobile (far from the interface) while the particles close to the corona region
are attracted to it. As the dust particles move, the local conditions change and the corona
region moves inwards attracting the inner dust particles one after the other. While the
plasma homogeneity is restored, the wave front speed decreases and the last particles to
move outward are the closest to the void centre. In the LRR case, a stable void is restored
between each CES which can be considered as isolated and independent while the HRR
case leads to a continuous motion of the dust cloud as the central dust particles are unable
to reach their initial positions.
• Asymmetry of the void contraction has been observed under some conditions. This asym-
metry can find its origin in the discharge geometry. Indeed, the plasma is confined by the
electrodes in the vertical direction and can almost freely diffuse in the horizontal direction.
The corona region confirmed this hypothesis when observed on the plasma glow images:
in the vertical direction it is merged with the bright presheath region.
• The sharp peak in the current signal can be associated with the glow reversal from bright
centre and dark edges to bright edges and dark centre when this phenomena is strongly
marked. It is replaced by a change in the slope in weaker cases. This reversal is very fast
but imaging at very high speed shows that the edge glow increase starts at the same time
as the centre glow decreases. The hypothesis of the propagation of an ionisation wave
seems thus very unlikely. It is more reasonable to assume that ionisation is favoured at
the plasma edge when the dust particles enter the void region.
Failed or aborted heartbeats have been identified from the discharge current, the plasma glow
and the dust cloud motion. It has been shown that the appearance of failed contraction reduce
the frequency of the main peaks and that the sharpness of the main peaks is increased when
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the number of failed peaks increases. The transition from n to n + 1 failed peaks is sharp in
both temporal and frequency domains. However, it has been recently shown that the evolution
pattern of the transition followed a mixed-mode oscillation (MMO) scheme (alternation of small
amplitude oscillations between two large one) and that the frequency of the heartbeat slightly
decreases during a phase with n failed peaks [153].
It has been discussed previously that for a LRR heartbeat the CES is very short. In Fig.5.6,
some oscillations are observed in the central glow of a LRR heartbeat before the main CES. We
have also mentioned that LRR heartbeats are observed when the instability is about to stop.
Consequently, when the heartbeat instability slows down before it stops, it may be possible that
a heartbeat instability evolves form HRR to LRR with a continuous increase of the number of
failed peaks following a mixed-mode oscillation scheme. Our hypothesis is, since the heartbeat
instability is a threshold phenomenon [67, 68], energy needs to be accumulated by the system and
is relaxed during a CES. Then, two possibilities can explain the stopping of the instability in a
more or less similar way: energy from the plasma is dissipated and not fully balanced by the input
power or, the plasma parameters are evolving and the instability threshold changes. In both
cases, it may be more difficult for the plasma to accumulate enough energy to trigger a full CES
and a failed peak occurs instead. It has been shown theoretically that the heartbeat instability
involves many parameters (ionisation level, ion flux, ion density, electron density, electric fields,
dust particle charge, etc) [76]. All these parameters have different time scales. It has been
demonstrated that MMO occurs in systems with multiple time scales and that varying a control
parameter (not defined yet for the heartbeat instability) can change the MMO pattern (i.e. the
number of small oscillations; see Ref.[154] and references therein). Theoretical investigations
are thus needed to fully understand the physical processes involved in the heartbeat instability
and its evolution.
5.2 Instabilities related to the growth of a new generation of
dust particles
In a discharge where the dust particles are grown by RF sputtering, continuous growth of dust
particles inside the plasma bulk can occur if the discharge parameters are suitable. Thus it
has been reported that new generations of dust particles grow in the void region in sputtering
discharges [61] or reactive plasmas [149, 150]. Under some conditions, the new generation can
trigger an instability of the old dust void.
5.2.1 The delivery instability
After dust particle growth in the PKE-Nefedov chamber, the dust particle cloud is often in the
following state (Fig. 5.19): a void in the centre of the chamber is surrounded by a cloud of dust
particles. The dust particle cloud can be composed of different dust particle generations which
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Figure 5.19: Dust cloud used for the study of the “delivery” instability.
are clearly separated. When the discharge parameters are suitable to dust particle growth, new
generations of dust particle can regularly grow and appear in the void region. Under some
conditions (not defined yet), the growth of a new generation of dust particle can trigger an
instability of the void region: the “delivery” instability.
The “delivery” instability starts with a sudden expansion of the void size followed by a con-
traction to its original size. An expansion-contraction sequence (ECS) of the delivery instability
is shown in Fig.5.20. It presents images extracted from high speed video imaging of the dust
cloud during a delivery instability. The camera was placed at an angle of ∼ 30◦ with respect to
the laser sheet that was illuminating the dust cloud in the PKE-Nefedov chamber and the frame
rate was 500 fps. One of the main differences with the heartbeat instability is that, during a
delivery instability, the minimum size of the void corresponds to its size before the instability
starts while during the heartbeat instability the maximum size of the void is its stable config-
uration. As can be seen, the expansion in the vertical direction is more pronounced than in
the horizontal direction. Fig.5.21 presents the time evolution of the video image central column
going through the void extracted from the same video images presented in Fig.5.20. Time is
represented by the frame number in the x-axis (1 frame is 2 ms) and the column profile is given
in the y-axis. It is clear that the amplitude of the void oscillation increases with time during the
delivery instability. It is also worth noting that the expansion time is longer than the contraction
time. This is also the case during the heartbeat instability but the characteristic times of the
heartbeat instability are much shorter than those of the delivery instability (see Ref.[151] and
Sec.5.1) . For example, a full ECS of the delivery instability lasts for ∼ 300 ms while a full
CES of the heartbeat instability lasts for at most a few tens of milliseconds. As can be seen in
Fig.5.22, both frequency and amplitude of the instability evolve with time. These changes must
be linked to the evolution of the plasma (and/or dust) parameters during the instability. The
delivery instability ends when the new generation of dust particles reaches critical dimensions
(size and/or density of dust particles). Indeed, soon after the void stops oscillating, the new
cloud becomes visible to the naked eye. A new delivery instability can eventually start again
when a new generation of dust begins to grow. Consequently, the evolution of the plasma pa-
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Figure 5.20: Evolution of the void during one expansion-contraction sequence of the delivery
instability. The blue ellipse delineates position of the stable open void.
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Figure 5.21: a) Evolution of the central column going through the void (frame rate: 500 fps).
b) Zoom of a) with enhance contrast. The plasma glow luminosity was not totally stopped by
the interference filter allow us to visualize major glow luminosity fluctuation at the same time
as the dust cloud.
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Figure 5.22: (a) Evolution of the delivery instability frequency. The dashed curves represent
the theoretical fit. (b) Evolution of the delivery instability amplitude (1 pixel ∼ 100 µm). The
dashed curves represent the theoretical fit.
rameters during the instability have to be correlated with the growth kinetic of the new dust
particle generation.
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Figure 5.23: Evolution of the glow during one expansion-contraction sequence of a “delivery”
instability (in false colour from blue to red). In order to improve the visibility of the luminosity
variations, the image 1 is taken as the reference image and subtract to every other images.
In order to see the global evolution of the plasma glow, the plasma glow has been recorded
over the whole inter-electrode space. The camera was facing the PKE-Nefedov reactor and
focussed on the centre of the chamber. In Fig.5.23, images extracted from a video (1,789 fps) of
the plasma during a delivery instability are presented. It shows the evolution of the plasma glow
luminosity during one expansion-contraction sequence of the delivery instability (not during the
same experiment as in Figs.5.20 and 5.21). The plasma glow starts to contract toward the centre
before it splits in two luminous vertically aligned glow bubbles. These bubbles tend to come
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closer to each other before they suddenly disappear and the outer part of the plasma becomes
brighter. The luminosity of the plasma returns then to its original configuration. These effects
are clearly seen in Fig.5.24. In Fig.5.21, it can also be seen that that the void contraction
starts before the central glow faints. The discharge current (Fig.5.24) during the instability also
exhibits interesting features: the first increase corresponds to an increase of luminosity in the
plasma centre. Then the current decreases slowly while the two plasma bubbles are formed and
converge toward each other. The abrupt decrease corresponds to a fast luminosity decrease in
the centre while the plasma edges become brighter. The current decrease indicates that the
total ionisation in the plasma decreases although localized regions of high ionisation exist.
The fact that the enhanced central glow luminosity (suggesting a higher ionisation rate) splits
into two distinctive regions during the delivery instability (Fig.5.23) tends to indicate that there
might be a cloud of very small dust particles in the centre of the void which prevents a high
ionisation rate due to the loss of charge carriers on dust particle surfaces. The complex shapes of
the enhanced ionisation area as well as the presence of this inner dust particle cloud must result
in complex ion drag force and electrostatic force directions and magnitudes. It can however be
deduced that the confining force increases on both dust clouds when the luminous central glow
regions becomes brighter as the void starts to contract before the central high luminosity regions
vanish (Fig.5.21(b)). In the case of the inner growing dust cloud, it is difficult to conclude which
of the ion drag force or the electrostatic force is the dominant force due to the complexities
exhibited by the system. When the situation reverses to dark centre and brighter edges, the
void continues to shrink until it reaches its equilibrium dimension and then a new expansion-
contraction starts again.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.24: Evolution of glow luminosity extracted from the video images presented in Fig.5.23
(in false colour from dark red to bright yellow). (a) Evolution of the central column luminosity.
(b)Evolution of the central line luminosity (frame rate: 1789 fps). In both cases, the time average
value of each pixels has been subtracted in order to enhance luminosity variations. The dashed
green line superimposed on each picture represents the discharge current (AC component) during
the delivery instability.
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As previously discussed, the instability ends with the appearance of a new generation of dust
particles inside the void. Consequently, it can be assumed that some dust particles are growing
inside the void and are modifying the plasma parameters. The evolution rate of the latter must
so be linked to the growth rate of the dust particles. It has been shown in chemically active
plasmas that during the growth of dust particles, the dust particle density ndg decreases at the
beginning when dust particles are growing by agglomeration and then the dust density stays
almost constant when the dust particles are growing by surface molecular deposition [34]. As
the first stage is very short compared to the second one, let’s assume that the density of the
growing dust particles is constant inside the void and that the dust particle radius rdgevolves
as:
rdg(t) = rdmax · (1− exp(−(t− t0)/τG)) (5.1)
where τG is some growth time constant, rdmax is the maximum radius a dust particle can reach
and t0 the time when the dust particles begin to grow in the discharge. Let’s assume that,
as a first approximation, the void contraction frequency ωd during the delivery instability is a
function of the dust plasma frequency of the growing dust particles ωpdg and the dust plasma
frequency of the old dust particles ωpdo :
ωd = f(ωpdg ,ωpdo) (5.2)
If we assume that the properties of the old dust particle cloud remain constant during the
delivery instability, the simplest assumption that can be made is a linear dependence of ωd with
ωpdg and the delivery instability frequency ωd is thus proportional to the dust plasma frequency
of the growing dust particles ωpdg =
√
ndgQ
2
dg
/mdg#0 where Qdg is the electric charge on the
growing dust particles and mdg = (4/3)piρr3dg their mass and ρ their mass density. According to
the OML theory, the dust particle charge is (see Chap.2):
Qdg = Cc · (4pi#0rdgkBTe/e) ln((ni/ne) · (meTe/miTi)1/2) (5.3)
So it can be considered that in first approximation:
Qdg(t) ∝ rdg(t) (5.4)
Thus it can be deduced that the delivery instability frequency evolves as:
ωd(t) ∝ ωpdg(t) ∝
√
r−1dg (t) (5.5)
The delivery instability frequency has been fitted by such a function and the results is presented
in Fig.5.22. As can be seen, there is good agreement and a growth time constant τg = 2.35s has
been found. This value is in good agreement with the dust particle appearance time measured
in other sputtering experiments [59].
A strong electrostatic repulsion force between the two clouds of dust particles as the major
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process seems to be, as a first approximation, a good assumption. Consequently, if we assume
that in the ”void” ne ∼ ni (assuming that the density and/or size of the growing dust particles
is not large enough to significantly affect the electron density), by applying Gauss theorem it
can be found that the force exerted on the old dust particle cloud by the growing one Fog evolves
as:
Fog(t) ∝ rdg(t) (5.6)
Thus the amplitude of the void oscillation during the delivery instability has the same evolution.
In Fig.5.22, the delivery instability amplitude has been fitted by a function proportional to the
function rdg(t) obtained by fitting the delivery instability frequency. As can be seen, it matches
well for small amplitude oscillations but some discrepancies appear for larger oscillations. This
was expected as the model neglected other forces such as ion drag force and furthermore, for
big amplitudes non-linear effects have to be taken into account.
Nevertheless, the delivery instability frequency evolution as well as its amplitude evolution con-
firm that the delivery instability is associated with the growth of dust particles inside the void.
These new dust particles cannot be seen by laser light scattering from the beginning of the
instability because they are too small.
5.2.2 The rotating void
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Figure 5.25: (a) Rotating void: the void is not in the centre of the discharge and can be observed
on the right or on the left of the laser sheet alternatively. (b) Line profile during a rotating void
instability (in false colour from dark red to bright yellow).
In some cases (not well defined yet), the delivery instability evolves into another instability.
The void starts to rotate around the axis of symmetry of the chamber. A typical image of
this situation is presented in Fig.5.25(a). As can be seen, the dust free region is not located
in the centre of the discharge anymore but it is slightly decentred. This behaviour can also be
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observed on the time evolution of the the plasma glow luminosity. Indeed, in Fig.5.25(b), the
central line profile evolution (i.e. line going through the centre of the discharge) is presented.
The camera was focussed on the centre of the discharge and the frame rate was 1,789 fps. As
can be seen, the bright glow goes from one side of the reactor to the other side. This rotating
glow is associated with the dust void also rotating around the axis of symmetry of the chamber
as the plasma luminosity is most of the time increased inside the void (except for very short
time during heartbeat and delivery instability when the plasma edges are brighter then the void
plasma centre).
5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, instabilities that can occur when a dense cloud of dust particles is present in the
plasma have been described experimentally. All these instabilities are linked to the presence of
a dust-free void in the centre of the discharge. They can be observed via the discharge current
evolution, the plasma glow evolution and the dust cloud motion. Two types of void instabilities
have been presented:
1. Self-excited instability of the void: the heartbeat instability which can been divided in two
distinct cases: the high-repetition rate heartbeat and the low repetition rate heartbeat.
The last one is characterised by isolated contraction-expansion sequences and the dust-
void has time to reach its equilibrium size before a new contraction occurs while the first
one is characterised by a constant motion of the dust cloud and a constant evolution of
the plasma glow. Intermediate heartbeat cases characterised by the presence of failed or
aborted contractions have also been presented. The asymmetry in the void contraction
that can sometimes occurs was also presented
2. Instability of the void due to the growth of a new generation of dust particles: when
dust particles are growing inside the old dust particle void, it can trigger large amplitude
and low frequency oscillation of the dust void. The amplitude and the frequency of the
void oscillation have been linked to the new generation of dust particles. This instability
can sometimes evolve to a rotation of the dust void around the axis of symmetry of the
discharge.
Thus, the presence of dust particles inside a plasma can lead to unusual instabilities. Theoretical
investigations are needed to fully understand the physical processes involved in the appearance
of these instabilities and the parameters driving their evolution with time.
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5.4 Résumé du !apitre en français
Dans ce chapitre, nous nous sommes inte´resse´ aux instabilite´s d’un nuage dense de poudres
pie´ge´ dans le plasma. Une re´gion sans poudre, appele´e « void »d’environ 1 cm de diame`tre
et aux contours clairement de´limite´s, est souvent pre´sente au centre du plasma. Les the´ories
actuelles de´crivent commune´ment ce « void »comme de´coulant d’un e´quilibre entre une force
e´lectrostatique confinante et une force de friction des ions ayant tendance a` expulser les poudres
du plasma. Sous certaines conditions, ce « void »devient instable. Ces instabilite´s peuvent alors
eˆtre repe´re´es sur les parame`tres e´lectriques de la de´charge, sur la luminosite´ du plasma et sur la
dynamique du nuage du poudres. Deux types d’instabilite´s ont e´te´ observe´e :
– Le premier type est une instabilite´ auto-excite´e du « void »appele´e l’instabilite´ « heartbeat ».
Elle correspond a` des battements, c’est a` dire des se´quences de contraction-expansion
(SCE) des dimensions du « void ». Ce type d’instabilite´ a e´galement e´te´ observe´ lors
d’expe´riences en microgravite´ avec des poudres microme´triques injecte´es. Le « heartbeat »
pre´sente deux cas extreˆmes : un cas avec un taux de re´pe´tition faible qui se compose
de SCE tre`s rapides se´pare´es par de longues pe´riodes durant lesquelles le syste`me a le
temps de retourner a` l’e´quilibre (ce cas est observe´ lorsque l’instabilite´ est sur le point de
s’arreˆter), et un cas avec un fort taux de re´pe´tition compose´ de SCE plus lentes mais qui se
succe`dent rapidement sans retour a` l’e´quilibre. Dans les deux cas la contraction s’accom-
pagne d’une forte augmentation de la luminosite´ du plasma a` l’inte´rieur du « void »(aussi
associe´e a` une forte augmentation du courant) sugge´rant un accroissement de l’ionisation
induisant une rupture de l’e´quilibre entre la force e´lectrostatique et la force de friction des
ions. Quelques millisecondes apre`s le de´but de la contraction du « void », la luminosite´ au
centre du plasma diminue fortement alors que la pe´riphe´rie devient brillante. Cela sugge`re
que les re´gions de forte ionisation se sont de´place´es a` cause de l’entre´e des poudres dans
le void. Lorsque l’instabilite´ ralentie avant de s’arreˆter, elle pre´sente des SCE avorte´es
entre les SCE comple`tes. Plus le nombre de SCE avorte´es est grand entre chaque SCE
comple`te, plus ces dernie`res sont rapides. Il a e´te´ montre´ que ces SCE avorte´es suivies de
SCE comple`tes sont des « mixed-mode oscillations »[153]. Ces derniers sont connus pour
apparaˆıtre dans les syste`mes ou` diffe´rentes e´chelles de temps coexistent [154].
– Le second type d’instabilite´ est amorce´e par la croissance d’une nouvelle ge´ne´ration de
poudres dans le « void ». Il est en effet possibe d’avoir une formation continue de poussie`res
dans le plasma lorsque les parame`tres de la de´charge sont favorables, et de nombreuses
ge´ne´rations de poudres peuvent ainsi se succe´der. Lorsqu’une nouvelle ge´ne´ration de poudres
croˆıt dans le « void »de l’ancienne ge´ne´ration, elle peut, sous certaines conditions (non-
de´termine´es pour l’instant), de´clencher une instabilite´ du « void »qui ne s’arreˆte que
lorsque les poudres de la nouvelle ge´ne´ration ont atteint un taille et/ou une densite´ cri-
tiques. Cette instabilite´ est marque´e par des se´quences d’expansion-contraction des di-
mensions du « void »a` basse fre´quence et grande amplitude. La diffe´rence la plus no-
toire avec le « heartbeat »est que dans le cas cette instabilite´, les dimensions minimales
du « void »correspondent a` la situation stable. De plus, l’augmentation de la lumino-
site´ au centre du plasma n’est pas homoge`ne : deux re´gions distinctes de forte lumino-
site´ (sugge´rant une ionisation plus importante) apparaissent dans les parties supe´rieures
et infe´rieures du « void »sugge´rant ainsi la pre´sence d’un nuage interne de poudres en
formation. L’e´volution temporelle de la fre´quence et de l’amplitude des oscillations est di-
rectement relie´e a` la croissance de la nouvelle ge´ne´ration de poudres. Cette instabilite´ se
transforme parfois en une rotation du void autour de l’axe de syme´trie de la de´charge.
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Chapter 6
Complex plasma afterglow and
residual charge
After the studies of the effect of dust particle growth on discharge parameters and the related
instabilities, and the studies of the instabilities of a well established dust particle cloud filling
the interelectrode gap, it is time to investigated the last stage of the life of a complex plasma:
the discharge afterglow. When the power input to the discharge is turned off, the RF field
rapidly disappears and the ionisation processes become negligible compared to the plasma loss
processes. In low pressure monatomic plasmas, plasma losses are essentially diffusion losses and
the charge carriers recombine on the reactor wall. However it is known that, in a complex plasma
afterglow, the dust particles have a strong effect on the plasma loss processes. It has indeed
been shown experimentally that the presence of dust drastically shortens the plasma decay time
[21]. Moreover, as the particles are charged in a running discharge, the dust particle charge has
to relax during the discharge afterglow. The decharging process of the dust particles must be
linked to the diffusion of the charge species. It has also been observed that dust particles can
keep a small residual electric charge in the late afterglow of a dusty plasma [77].
Consequently, in this chapter the influence of dust particles on plasma decay, the dust particle
decharging process and dust particle residual charge have been investigated both theoretically
and experimentally.
6.1 Afterglow in dust free plasma
When a discharge is switched off, the electrons and the ions diffuse to the walls of the reactor.
In a monatomic gas such as argon, the plasma losses are mainly due to diffusion-recombination
at the walls while in molecular gases such as nitrogen, volume recombination must also be
considered. This last process can be neglected in low pressure monatomic gases because it needs
three body collisions which are very unlikely due to small cross sections.
In the following sections, we consider the diffusion of charged species in the dust-free plasma
afterglow of a monatomic gas. Experimental measurements of electron density decay in both
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nitrogen and argon plasma are presented and compared.
6.1.1 Diffusion in dust free plasma
In most low temperature laboratory discharges, the electron temperature is not in equilibrium
with the ion and neutral atom temperature. Consequently when the discharge is switched off,
the electron temperature relaxes to room temperature following [77, 137]:
dT˜e
dt
= − T˜e − 1
τT
(6.1)
where T˜e = Te/Ti, τ−1T =
√
pi/2
√
me/mivT i/len
√
T˜e =
√
T˜e/τ∞T , len is the mean free path of
electron-neutral collision, and τT is the electron temperature relaxation time. The ∞ exponent
stands for the limiting value at very long time.
In the discharge afterglow, ions and electrons diffuse to the wall of the reactor. The ion and
electron density evolution ni(e)(t) are linked to the fluxes of ions and electrons Γi(e):
∂ne
∂t
+∆Γe = Se (6.2)
∂ni
∂t
+∆Γi = Si (6.3)
where Si(e) is the ion (electron) source term. In the plasma afterglow, Si(e) = 0 because the
ionization rate is null and there is no sink term. The fluxes of electrons and ions are strongly
linked to the ion and electron densities and the electric field. When there are no external field,
diffusion flux and space charge electric field E are given by::
Γe = −De∇ne − µeneE (6.4)
Γi = −Di∇ni + µiniE (6.5)
where µe(i) = e/me(i)νe(i)n is the mobility of electrons (ions) where νe(i)n is the electron (ion)-
neutral collision frequency, and De(i)/µe(i) = kbTe(i)/e is the diffusion coefficient of electrons
(ions).
The electric field E is determined using the Gauss equation:
∇E = e
#0
(ni − ne) (6.6)
At the very beginning of the afterglow, the ion and electron densities are high enough to couple
the diffusion process of the ions and the electrons. Indeed, as the electrons have a diffusion
coefficient which is larger than the ion one, they tend to diffuse faster to the wall of the reactor.
This induces a break in the neutrality condition and creates a space electric field E. This
electric field will slow down the electrons and accelerate the ions. When the plasma density is
high (typically > 108 cm−3 [155]), the electric forces are important and space charge separation,
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and thus the electric field, will adjust in order that the ions and the electrons diffuse together:
this is the ambipolar diffusion regime. During this regime, ion and electron fluxes are equal
(Γe = Γi = Γ) and have the same ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da. During this regime, we
have ne = ni = n. As Γe = Γi = Γ, Eq.6.4 and Eq.6.5 can be combined giving:
(µini + µene)Γ = −Deµini∇ne − µeµineniE −Diµene∇ni + µeµineniE (6.7)
Thus,
Γ = −(Deµi +Diµe)∇n
µi + µe
(6.8)
So, in laboratory plasma where µe & µi the ambipolar diffusion coefficient is (using the definition
of µα and Dα [20]):
Da ≡ Deµi +Diµe
µi + µe
% Di(1 + Te
Ti
) (6.9)
The solution of Eqs.6.2 and 6.3 can be solved easily for 1D ambipolar diffusion. The density n
of the plasma follows:
∂n
∂t
−Da∇2n = 0 (6.10)
The variables can be separated, giving:
n(x, t) = X(x)T (t) (6.11)
which when substituted into Eq.6.10 gives:
X
dT
dt
= DaT
d2X
dx2
(6.12)
If Eq.6.12 is divided by XT , the left hand side becomes time dependant only and the right hand
side becomes space dependant only. Consequently both must be equal to a constant we call
−1/τD. It can then be deduced:
T = T0 exp(−t/τD) (6.13)
and for the spatial part:
d2X
dt2
= − X
DaτD
(6.14)
The solution in 1D has the form [20]:
X = A cos
x
Λ
+B sin
x
Λ
(6.15)
where Λ = (DaτD)1/2 is the diffusion length. Solving Eq.6.14 for a slab geometry of length l
and taking the symmetric lowest-order solution, X and T can be combined to give:
n(x, t) = n0 exp(−t/τD) cos(pix/l) = n0 exp(−t/τD) cos(x/Λ) (6.16)
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This equation can be generalized to 3D. The diffusion length Λ depends on the geometry of the
reactor. Integrating Eq.6.16 over space, it can be found that in the afterglow the density will
decrease exponentially in time with a time constant τD.
n(t) = n0 exp(−t/τD) (6.17)
When the plasma density is low enough the electrons and the ions start to diffuse with different
speeds and finally diffuse freely. This process is the transition from ambipolar to free diffusion.
Let’s consider that during the transition, the electron flux and ion flux are equal (Γe = Γi = Γ)
but ne 0= ni and ve 0= vi. The hypothesis of proportionality that allows to treat the transition
from ambipolar to free diffusion is [155]:
ni(r)
ne(r)
= Ct (6.18)
where Ct is a constant. Eq.6.18 can be rewritten as:
ni∇ne = ne∇ni (6.19)
From Eq.6.7, it is possible to derive Γ:
Γ = −
[
(Deµi +Diµe)ni
µini + µene
]
∇ne = −Deff∇ne (6.20)
The electric conductivity is:
σ = (µini + µene)e (6.21)
and the charge density is:
ρ = (ni − ne)e (6.22)
Using Eqs. 6.9, 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22, the effective electron diffusion coefficient can be written as:
Deff = Da
(
1 +
µeρ
σ
)
(6.23)
As can be seen the effective electron diffusion coefficient is directly linked to the conductivity
and the space charge. As Γe = −De∇ne − µeneE = −Deff∇ne, the electric field is:
E = −(De −Deff )
µe
∇ne
ne
(6.24)
with the Poisson equation:
∇ · E = ρ
#0
= −(De −Deff )
µe
∇
(
∇ne
ne
)
(6.25)
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and thus:
ρ = −#0(Deff −De)
µe
[(∇ne
ne
)2 − ∇2ne
ne
]
(6.26)
For free diffusion Deff = De and consequently ρ = 0, i.e. the space charge is negligible.
Let’s consider that the plasma is symmetric and derive Deff as a function of the conductivity
σ0 on the axis of symmetry. On this axis, ∇ne = 0 and ∇2ne/ne = −1/Λ2 [155]. Consequently
with Eqs.6.23 and 6.26:
Deff = Da
(
1 +
#0(Deff −De)
Λ2σ0
)
= Da
(
1 + Λ
2σ0
De&0
Da
De
+ Λ2σ0De&0
)
(6.27)
If we suppose that the conductivity is mainly electronic (σ0 ≈ µenee), then:
Deff ≈ Da
(
1 + Λ
2
λ2De
Da
De
+ Λ2
λ2De
)
(6.28)
The evolution of the electron diffusion coefficient derived from Eq.6.28 is presented in Fig.6.1. As
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Figure 6.1: Evolution of the electron and ion diffusion coefficient (Ds; s = i, e) as a function of
(Λ/λDe)2
can bee seen in Fig.6.1, the deviation from ambipolar diffusion using the analytic approximation
starts to be important when (Λ/λDe)2 ∼ 1. A common approximation for the transition from
ambipolar to free diffusion is to consider that ambipolar diffusion takes place until (Λ/λDe)2 = 1
and then electrons and ions diffuse freely.
However, experimental measurements in helium discharge have shown that the deviation from
ambipolar diffusion starts when (Λ/λDe) ∼ 100 [128, 156]. The experimental results extracted
from Refs.[128, 156] are presented in Fig.6.1.
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6.1.2 Measurement of plasma decay in dust-free plasma
Measurements of the electron density decay in afterglow plasma have been performed in two
kinds of dust-free plasma: a molecular gas plasma (nitrogen N2) and a monatomic gas plasma
(argon Ar). The microwave cavity resonance technique (see Sec.3.2.5) was used to measure the
electron density.
In the case of the argon plasma, the Ar flow was 41.8 sccm. The operating pressure was
P = 1.1 mbar and the RF power was PW = 20 W. In order to reconstruct the resonance curves,
the plasma was pulsed with times ton = 10 s and toff = 30 s. These times were necessary to
obtain the same conditions for each run and construct accurate resonance curves.
In the case of the pure nitrogen plasma, the N2 flow was 43.5 sccm. The operating pressure was
P = 0.9 mbar and the RF power was PW = 40 W. In order to reconstruct the resonance curves,
the plasma was pulsed with times ton = 10 s and toff = 30 s.
As can be seen on Fig. 6.2 , the electron density decay is slightly different for nitrogen afterglow
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Figure 6.2: (a) Evolution of the microwave cavity resonant frequency in an Ar afterglow plasma.
(b) Evolution of the microwave cavity resonant frequency in an N2 afterglow plasma. (c) Evo-
lution of the relative electron densities in Ar and N2 afterglow plasmas
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plasma and argon afterglow plasma. The plasma decay time of the nitrogen afterglow plasma
is found to be τ0LN2 ∼ 200 µs at the beginning of the afterglow and evolves to τLN2 ∼ 350 µs
at the end of the data span. The plasma decay time of the argon afterglow plasma is found to
be τ0LAr ∼ 150 µs at the beginning of the afterglow and evolves to τLAr ∼ 550 µs at the end
of the data span. The differences between the decay time are partially due to the difference in
pressures. Moreover for a molecular gas plasma, volume losses of charges species are the most
important process while in a monatomic gas plasma, losses are mainly by diffusion (i.e. diffusion
and recombination on to the walls of the reactor). In an argon plasma, the diffusion time is
inversely proportional to the electron temperature (Eq.6.9), whereas in a nitrogen plasma the
recombination coefficient is α(N+2 ) ∝ T−0.4e [157], and so the evolution of the decay time is more
pronounced in the case of the argon plasma than the nitrogen plasma.
6.2 Afterglow in complex plasma
In a complex plasma afterglow, the dust particles interact with the ions and the electrons and
thus surface recombinations of the charge carriers occur at the dust particle surfaces. Conse-
quently, the dust particles act as a sink for charge species and sink terms must be added in
Eqs.6.2 and 6.3:
Se = −νedne (6.29)
Si = −νidni (6.30)
where νe(i)d is the dust-electron (ion) collection frequency. The plasma losses are, in complex
plasmas, a combination of diffusion losses and losses by absorption-recombination on dust par-
ticle surfaces.
In the first part of this section, the plasma losses due to the presence of dust particles are inves-
tigated theoretically. Then electron density decay measurement in the afterglow of chemically
active dusty plasmas is presented and compared to dust-free plasma electron density decay. Fi-
nally, the possible use of the plasma loss time measurement as a complementary diagnostic for
dusty plasma is presented and supported by the comparison with available experimental data.
6.2.1 Diffusion in complex (dusty) plasma
When a discharge is switched off, the ions and electrons of the plasma starts to diffuse and the
plasma density decreases as follows:
dn˜
dt
= − n˜
τL
(6.31)
where n˜ = ni(e)/n0 and τL the plasma decay time. In a complex plasma, plasma losses are due
to the diffusion of the ions and the electrons toward the wall of the reactor and by recombination
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onto the dust particle surfaces. Consequently, the plasma decay time τL is:
τ−1L = τ
−1
D + τ
−1
A (6.32)
where τD is the plasma diffusion time and τA the dust particle absorption time. As the dust
particles are charged due to the fluxes of ions and electrons flowing to their surfaces, the dust
particle absorption time will depend on the charge (and surface potential) of the dust particle.
Using the orbital motion limited approach the charge on a dust particle is given by [86]:
dQd
dt
= Ji − Je = −pier2d[nevTee−ϕ − nivTi(1 +
Te
Ti
ϕ)] (6.33)
where Qd is the dust particle charge, Ji(e) is the ion (electron) flux, rd is the dust particle radius,
ni(e) is the ion (electron) density, vTi(e) the ion (electron) thermal speed, Ti(e) is the ion (electron)
temperature and ϕ is the dimensionless dust surface potential. The latter can be linked to the
dust charge number Zd by:
ϕ =
Zde2
4pi#0rdkBTe
(6.34)
It has been shown that when Ti $ Te and (rd/λD)2 $ Ti/Te where λD is the Debye length,
the trapped ions play a significant role in the charging process of dust particles [87, 88] and
Eq.6.33 has to be modified appropriately. However, for the conditions we are interested in,
(rd/λD)2 ∼ Ti/Te.
In a complex plasma afterglow, the recombination on dust particle surfaces is directly linked to
the flux of ions onto the dust particles as the dust particles are negatively charged in a laboratory
plasma. Consequently, the dust particle absorption time τA can be written as :
τ−1A = pir
2
dndvT i(1 +
Te
Ti
ϕ) (6.35)
In a dust-free plasma (ne = ni), the equilibrium surface potential of an isolated dust particle
can be found by solving dQd/dt = 0 and thus by solving:(Ti
Te
me
mi
)1/2
(1 +
Te
Ti
ϕ0) exp(ϕ0) = 1 (6.36)
Nevertheless, in a complex plasma, the ion density ni and the electron density ne are different
due to the charging of the dust particles. However, as the plasma is quasi-neutral, the electron
density can be deduced using the neutrality equation:
ne = ni − Zd · nd (6.37)
The ratio of the electron density to the ion density can be thus written as:
ne
ni
= 1− Zdnd
ni
= 1− PH (6.38)
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where PH = Zdnd/ni is the Havnes parameter. As can be seen from Eq.6.37 and Eq.6.38, for
very low dust density, the electron density is very close to the ion density (ne % ni and PH ∼ 0).
Consequently, the surface potential of the dust particle will be the same as for isolated dust
particles and the dust particle absorption time τA0 is inversely proportional to the dust density:
τ−1A0 = pir
2
dndvT i(1 +
Te
Ti
ϕ0) (6.39)
However, when the dust density increases, the electron and ion densities start to deviate from
each other and the Havnes parameter increases. Consequently, as already mentioned in Sec.2.1.3,
solving dQd/dt = 0, the dust surface potential follows:(Ti
Te
me
mi
)1/2
(1 +
Te
Ti
ϕ) exp(ϕ) = 1− PH (6.40)
This equation has to be solved numerically and the value of the surface potential explicitly
depends on the dust particle density. This will directly affect the dust particle absorption
time. However,if the dust density is not to high, the deviation of the dimensionless dust surface
potential from the isolated dust particle surface potential will be small so one can write ϕ =
ϕ0 +∆ϕ. Using a first order approximation, Eq.6.40 can be rewritten as:(Ti
Te
me
mi
)1/2(
1 +
Te
Ti
(ϕ0 +∆ϕ)
)
exp(ϕ0)(1 +∆ϕ)
= 1− Zdnd
ni
(6.41)
From Eq.6.34 and Eq.6.36, it can then be deduced that:
∆ϕ = −
(
1 +
(Te
Ti
me
mi
)1/2
exp(ϕ0) +
4pi#0rdkBTend
e2ni
)−1
× 4pi#0rdkBTe
e2
ϕ0nd
ni
(6.42)
In a typical laboratory plasma, (Teme/Timi)1/2 exp(ϕ0) ∼ 10−2 and (4pi#0rdkBTend)/(e2ni) ∼
10−1, thus:
∆ϕ % −4pi#0rdkBTe
e2
ϕ0nd
ni
∼ −Zd0ndni (6.43)
where Zd0 = |Qd0/e| is the charge number of an isolated dust particle. The dust particle
absorption time can be rewritten as:
τ−1A % pir2dndvT i
(
1 +
Te
Ti
ϕ0
)
−pir2dn2dvT i ·
Te
Ti
4pi#0rdkBTe
e2
ϕ0
ni
(6.44)
The dust particle absorption time is no longer inversely proportional to the dust density. There
is a term in n−2d which tends to attenuate the effect of the dust particles on plasma losses. Indeed
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when the dust density is high the dust surface potential is lower as is the dust charge number
Zd. Consequently the ion flux is reduced and the dust particle absorption time is increased
compared to the value it would have if the dust particles can be considered as isolated.
Numerical results
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Figure 6.3: Particle absorption time as a function of the dust density. a) With or without taking
into account the dust density effect. b) For different Te/Ti
In this section, exact numerical solutions of Eq.6.40 are presented and compared to the
approximate solution of Eq.6.44.
In Fig.6.3, the absorption frequency τ−1A has been computed for ni = 10
8 cm−3, Te = 0.3 eV
(close to the experimental value of Ref.[21]) and the dust particle radius is rd = 10 µm. As can be
seen in Fig.6.3(a), for low dust densities the dust absorption frequency τ−1A is increasing linearly
as expected. On the contrary, for high dust density the absorption frequency τ−1A deviates from
the linear evolution τ−1A0 . The exact solution and the first order approximation are in agreement
even though some small discrepancies are observed at high dust density. In Fig.6.3(b), the
exact solution is presented for different ratio Te/Ti. As can be seen, the absorption frequency
τ−1A increases when this ratio increases. Indeed, when the electron temperature is higher than
the ion temperature, ion and electron fluxes are greater at equilibrium (Eq.6.6) resulting in an
increased dust particle absorption frequency.
In Fig.6.4, the ratio τ−1A /τ
−1
A0
as well as the Havnes parameter PH have been computed for
different dust and ion densities. As can be seen in Fig.6.4(a), the deviation from τ−1A0 is marked
at high dust density and low ion density. In Fig.6.4(b) the latter corresponds to a Havnes
parameter close to 1. For small Havnes parameters (i.e. small dust density and high ion density),
it can be seen that τ−1A /τ
−1
A0
∼ 1. This confirms that when dust particles can be considered as
isolated inside the plasma the absorption frequency is directly proportional to the dust density
while for high dust density the charge carried by a dust particle is reduced as the dust density
increases and consequently the dust absorption frequency does not evolve linearly with the dust
density.
In a plasma afterglow, the plasma density decreases with time. Consequently the effect of the
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Figure 6.4: (a) Ratio of the dust particle absorption frequency taking into effect dust density
effect τ−1A relative to the dust particle absorption frequency not taking into effect dust density
effect τ−1A0 for different values of dust and plasma densities. (b) Havnes parameter PH for different
values of dust and plasma densities.
dust particles can become more and more important over time. In order to see this effect,
the first instant of the decay of a complex plasma has been computed using Eq.6.31, Eq.6.32,
Eq.6.35 and Eq.6.38. The results are presented in Fig.6.5. The plasma diffusion loss is taken into
account by choosing a diffusion frequency τ−1D = 500 Hz (which is a typical value for a laboratory
discharge with an argon pressure around 1 Torr and these plasma parameters). As can be seen in
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Figure 6.5: (a) Evolution of ion density ni during the first microsecond of a plasma afterglow
for different dust densities. (b) Evolution of the dust particle absorption frequency τ−1A during
the first microseconds of a plasma afterglow for different dust densities. The diffusion frequency
is τ−1D = 500 Hz
Fig.6.5(a), the dust particles enhance plasma losses and the greater the dust density, the greater
the effect on plasma losses. In Fig.6.5(b), it can be seen that at the very beginning of the plasma
afterglow, the absorption frequency is roughly proportional to the dust density. This is due to
the high value of the plasma density at this time which allows a small Havnes parameter and
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thus dust particles can be considered as isolated. However, as the density decreases, the effect
of the dust particles become more and more important and the particle absorption frequency
decreases. Indeed the Havnes parameter increases with time as the plasma density decreases.
Consequently the dust particles are more and more affected by the presence of the other dust
particles. The ion flux as well as the dust particle charge number decrease leading to a decrease
of the dust absorption frequency. This effect is clearly visible in Fig.6.5(b) for high dust density.
6.2.2 Measurement of plasma decay in complex plasmas
In order, to check the influence of the presence of dust particles in an afterglow plasma, the elec-
tron density decay has been measured for different gas mixtures in chemically active plasmas.
Dust particles have been grown in Ar/CH4 plasma, Ar/SiH4 plasma and N2/CH4 plasma. The
microwave resonant cavity technique (see Sec.3.2.5) was used to measure the electron density.
In the case of the Ar/CH4 plasma, an argon flow of 41.8 sccm and a methane flow of 0.8 sccm
were used. The dilution rate was thus 1.9%. The operating pressure was P =1.1 mbar and the
RF power was PW = 20 W. In order to reconstruct the resonance curves, the plasma was pulsed
with ton = 40 s and toff = 80 s. These times are necessary to obtain the same conditions for
each plasma and achieve good resonance curves.
In the case of the N2/CH4 plasma, an argon flow of 43.5 sccm and a methane flow of 1.3 sccm
were used. The dilution rate was thus 3%. The operating pressure is P =0.9 mbar and the RF
power was PW = 40 W. In order to reconstruct the resonance curves, the plasma was pulsed
with ton = 30 s and toff = 60 s.
In the case of the Ar/SiH4 plasma, an argon flow of 20 sccm and a silane flow of 1.2 sccm were
used. The dilution rate was thus 6%. The operating pressure was P =0.12 mbar and the RF
power was PW = 10 W. In order to reconstruct the resonance curves, the plasma was pulsed
with ton = 0.8 s and toff = 20 s.
The plasma decay times have been estimated just after the RF power supply has been turned
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Figure 6.6: Electron density decay in dusty and dust-free plasmas.
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off for the various plasmas (Fig.6.6). It has to be noted that before the discharge is switched off
the electron density is always smaller in the dusty plasma than in the dust-free plasma at the
same pressure.
For the Ar/CH4 plasma (in which 200 nm diameter dust particles are grown), the decay time
is τ0LAr/CH4 ∼ 83 µs which is much shorter than the decay time measured for a pristine argon
plasma at the same pressure (τ0LAr ∼ 150 µs). It has also to be noted that in this Ar/CH4
plasma the electron density does not decrease immediately and a small increase of the electron
density is even observed at the very beginning of the afterglow. This effect has also been re-
ported in argon-acetylene discharge [158].
For the Ar/SiH4 plasma (in which 50 nm diameter dust particles are grown), the decay time
is τ0LAr/CH4 ∼ 25 µs which is much shorter than the decay time measured for a pristine argon
plasma at the same pressure (τ0LAr ∼ 60 µs)1. However, no increase of the electron density is
observed at the very beginning of the afterglow.
For the N2/CH4 plasma (in which 150 nm diameter dust particles are grown), the decay time
is τ0LAr/CH4 ∼ 40 µs which is much shorter than the decay time measured for a pristine argon
plasma at the same pressure (τ0LN2 ∼ 200 µs). Again, in this case, no increase is observed at the
very beginning of the afterglow.
To conclude, measurements of the electron density decay in various dusty plasmas have shown
that the presence of dust particles drastically shorten the plasma decay time as predicted the-
oretically. However, in one particular gas mixture (Ar/CH4), the electron density decay does
not take place immediately but is preceded by a short and small increase of the electron density.
Such an increase has been also reported in a C2H4/Ar afterglow plasma (in which the dust
density can be very high (nd % 4.5 · 106 cm−3)) [158, 159]. Berndt et al. attributed this increase
to an electron release by the dust particle [158, 159]. Such an increase has already been observed
in pulsed helium discharges and attributed to a re-ionisation due to metastable-metastable col-
lisions [160, 161], and as the presence of high dust particle density in an argon dilution plasma
enhances the metastable density [33]. The fact that this electron density increase is not observed
in other mixtures suggests that this release of electrons may be dependant on the dust particles
material.
6.2.3 Complex plasma afterglow as a diagnostics
As we demonstrated in Sec.6.2.1, the dust density influences greatly the dust absorption-
recombination process in an afterglow plasma. Thus, the dust absorption frequency does not
increase linearly with the density, and for high density it is smaller than the absorption frequency
that would occur if each dust particle could be considered as isolated in the plasma. Moreover,
it was shown in Sec.6.2.1 that if the dust density is not too high, a first order approximation
of the absorption frequency matches very well with the exact solution. In Eq.6.44, there are
only a few parameters to know (Te, Ti, rd, ϕ0 and ni). Consequently, it is possible to use the
1A break can be seen in the curve corresponding to the electron density decay in a pristine argon plasma at
P = 0.12 mbar (Fig.6.6). This break is not physical and is due to an experimental problem.
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measurement of the absorption frequency in the afterglow of a complex plasma in parallel with
other diagnostics to deduce some important parameters of the plasma.
For example, in Ref.[21], the dust particle absorption frequency has been measured in the after-
glow of a linear pulsed discharge. The argon pressure was 1.9 Torr and the density of dust varied
from 0 to 104 cm−3. The dust particles had a mean radius rd % 15µm. It is reported that the
electron temperature was roughly equal to the ion temperature (Te ∼ Ti) [21]. Consequently,
the influence of trapped ions on the dust particle charge can be neglected. In Fig.6.7, experi-
mental results from Ref.[21] are fitted using Eq.6.36 and Eq.6.44. The fit gives Ti % 0.042 eV ,
(Te/Ti)ϕ0 = 4.4 and thus assuming Ti ≤ Te ≤ 5Ti (depending when the measurement has been
performed in the plasma afterglow), it gives 107cm−3 ≤ ni ≤ 5 · 107cm−3. The range for the
ion density and the ion temperature are much lower than those that were supposed in Ref.[21]
but it could be due to the fact that their measurements were performed quite late in the plasma
afterglow and temperature relaxation needed to be taken into account.
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Figure 6.7: Fit of experimental results of Ref.[21] using the first order approximation (Eq.6.44)
6.2.4 Conclusion
The influence of the dust density on plasma losses has been studied. It has been shown that
the presence of dust particles can drastically shorten the plasma loss time and that the increase
of the dust absorption frequency does not depend linearly on the dust particle density. Finally,
by comparing our results with existing experimental data, the possible use of absorption fre-
quency measurement as a diagnostic for complex plasma is mentioned. Comparison with existing
experimental data [21] supports this idea.
6.3 Residual dust charge
As the charge carries are lost during the afterglow stage, the charge on dust particles must evolve
at the same time. There are many publications reporting on the investigation of dust charging
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in discharge plasma [80, 86, 98, 162–167] . However there are only few papers devoted to dust
charging, or decharging to be more specific, in the discharge afterglow. In [168] a diffusion of
fine dust particles (8-50nm) in the afterglow of a dusty plasma has been studied. From the
afterglow decay of dust number density the charged fraction of particle was measured. It was
found that some particles carried a very small residual charge and some were neutral. A model
has been proposed to explain charges on particles in the late afterglow of a dusty plasma. In
microgravity experiments, it was shown that dust particles keep about 2% of the charge ac-
quired in the plasma [77]. Experiments were performed in the PKE-Nefedov reactor [64] under
microgravity conditions on board the ISS. The existence of negative residual charges was shown
and a simple theoretical model that describes data obtained was proposed. The residual charges
were attributed to the presence of an excitation electric field that was used for dust charge mea-
surements. Limitations of the Space Station experiment prevented further investigation of this
hypotheses. Theoretical predictions on an effect of RF plasma parameters on residual charges
has not been verified.
So any new experimental evidence of residual dust charges in afterglow plasma will lead to a bet-
ter understanding of the decharging of complex plasma. Indeed the value and nature of residual
charges after plasma extinction is of great importance. The dust particle charge in afterglow
plasma could induce problem in future single-electron devices where a residual charge attached
to deposited nanocrystals would be the origin of dysfunction. It could make easier industrial
plasma processing reactor decontamination using a specially designed electric field. The residual
charges on dust particles in fusion reactors (such as ITER) could also make the cleaning process
much easier.
Furthermore, complex plasma afterglow provides a unique opportunity to perform measurements
of the dust charge distribution (DCD). In a decaying complex plasma, the dust particle charges
as well as the DCD evolve with the other plasma parameters such as the plasma density and
the electron temperature. In the late stages of plasma decay the dust charge is frozen and does
not change further and the DCD remains unchanged for a long time.
In this section, laboratory measurements of dust residual charges are reported. These exper-
iments have been performed using dust particles directly grown in the plasma which can be
confined in the volume of the reactor after the plasma is turned off by using an upward ther-
mophoretic force which balance the gravity force. The residual electric charge of the dust particle
is deduced by inducing oscillations of the dust particle using a well-known sinusoidal electric
field. Thus dust residual charge distributions have been measured for different experimental
conditions
A model taking into account the transition from ambipolar to free diffusion has been developed
to explain the existence of residual charge and the measured dust residual charge distribution.
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6.3.1 Evidence and measurement of residual dust charge
Evidence of the existence of residual dust charge
High speed video recording of the laser light scattered by the dust particles during the fall of the
dust particles cloud grown in the PKE-Nefedov chamber with PAr = 1.6 mbar and PW = 3.6 W
has been done for different bias voltages applied to the bottom electrode. The evolution of the
central column intensity is presented in Fig.6.8. The intensity of the light is roughly proportional
to the density of dust particles. As can be seen in Fig.6.8, when no bias is applied the dust cloud
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Figure 6.8: Line profile of a high speed video imaging during the fall of the dust particle cloud
in discharge afterglow at P = 1.6 mbar (in false colour from blue to red). (a) No bias on the
lower electrode. (b) -10V bias on the powered electrode. (c) +10 V bias on the power electrode
is less dispersed that when a positive or negative bias is applied. This is a strong indication that
the dust particles are charged in the discharge afterglow and are interacting with the applied
electric field. Moreover, the observed spread for both positive and negative bias condition is a
strong indication that positively and negatively charged dust particles coexist in the discharge
afterglow.
Measurement of residual dust charge distribution
For the study concerning residual charges, the top electrode was cooled (Fig. 6.9). An upward
thermophoretic force was applied to dust particles in order to counterbalance gravity [78] when
the plasma is off. To study particle charges, a sinusoidal voltage produced by a function genera-
tor with amplitude ±30 V and frequency of 1 Hz was applied to the bottom electrode. Induced
low frequency sinusoidal electric field E(r, t) generated dust oscillations for dust particles that
have a residual electric charge.
An important effect that must be considered in the estimation of the thermophoretic force is
an influence of the finite volume of gas (Fig.6.10). If the pressure is low enough, the gas mean
free path can become comparable to the length scale of experimental apparatus and the gas can
no longer be treated as a continuous medium. Under such conditions, an additional Knudsen
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Figure 6.9: Schematic of the experimental apparatus
number must be considered [105]KnL = lg/L where lg is the mean free path of buffer gas species
and L is the length scale of the reactor. In this experiment, the length between electrodes is
L = 3 cm giving KnL ∼ 5 ·10−3 which means the gas can be considered as a continuous medium.
The temperature gradient between the electrodes was calculated using the FEMLAB c© code
2 rd
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Τ 8 particle
Gas
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Figure 6.10: Thermophoresis in finite volume of gas
(steady state analysis of heat transfer through convection and conduction with heat flux, con-
vective and temperature boundary conditions using Lagrange-Quadratic element). The temper-
atures on the electrodes were measured by a thermocouple and used as boundary conditions
for the problem. The contour-plot obtained is presented in Fig.6.11. It shows that the vertical
component of the temperature gradient is constant near reactor centre. The value of the temper-
ature gradient is about 2 K/cm for our experiment. There is also a small horizontal component
of the temperature gradient. This is the reason for the particle drift in horizontal direction.
Such drifts allowed us to resolve particle trajectories and made particle charge measurement
more convenient.
The residual charge measurements have been performed as follows. First the chamber was
pumped down to the lowest possible pressure (base pressure ∼ 2 · 10−6 mbar) and the cooling
system was turned on. After this, argon was injected until the operating pressure was reached,
the discharge was started and particles were grown, forming familiar structures such as a void
(see for example [60]). Then, the discharge was switched off and a sinusoidal voltage was applied
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Figure 6.11: Temperature profile and gradient
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Figure 6.12: Superimposition of video frames taken with a large field of view CCD camera.
Arrows 1 and 2 represent respectively the vertical and the horizontal components of the tem-
perature gradient. Edge effects as well as falling dust particles can be seen.
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to the bottom electrode.
In the afterglow plasma, the dynamics of dust particles is determined by the temperature gra-
dient and excitation electric field. Fig.6.12 presents a superimposition of images taken after
the discharge had been switched off. There are two different types of motion observable. Dust
particles drift upwards, downwards and to the side due to existing temperature gradients and
they oscillate due to the electrostatic force. It is obvious that the thermophoretic force acts
on any dust particle in chamber, while the electrostatic force acts only on particles that have
charge in afterglow. Thus the presence of oscillating particles (see Fig.6.12) clearly indicates
that dust particles do have residual charges after the discharge has been switched off. Dust
particles oscillating in opposite phases as well as non-oscillating dust grains have been observed
indicating that negatively charged, positively charged and non-charged dust particles coexist
after plasma extinction.
It is worth mentioning that in order to observe dust oscillations the discharge must be switched
off abruptly. It was shown that if the power was decreased slowly until the plasma disappears
there are no residual charges (no oscillations of dust particles in the sinusoidal electric field were
observed). Another interesting fact is that residual charge on dust particles has a long relax-
ation time and does not depend on time over which the excitation electric field was applied.
Dust oscillations were observed for more than one minute after plasma extinction and in both
cases when the function generator was switched on during the discharge or few seconds after the
discharge is turned off.
As can be seen in Fig.6.12, there are dust particles falling after the discharge is switched off.
These particles are too big to be sustained by the thermophoretic force. Other particles drift
horizontally at constant height; this means for these particles the gravity force is balanced by
the vertical component of the thermophoretic force. These particles have been used to measure
residual charges. It is clear from Fig.6.12, that use of a large field of view camera gives us good
pictures of the decaying dusty plasma but it is not suitable for residual charge measurement
because edge effects cannot be neglected. Thus a camera with the small field of view was used
for the charge measurement (see Fig.6.12). The superimposition of images from this camera
is shown in Fig.6.13. These images show clear tracks of dust oscillations allowing dust grain
trajectories to be reconstructed
Particle size (mass) and residual charge measurements are strongly related in this experiment.
Charge, size and mass of the dust particles have to be determined. Considering that dust
particles levitating in reactor at a constant height after plasma extinction are the ones for which
the gravitational force is exactly balanced by the thermophoretic force, the dust particle radius
can be found using Eq.2.37 and Eq.2.38:
rd = − 85piρg
ktr
vth
∇T (6.45)
The dust particles are assumed to be spherical and mainly made of carbon based on the recent
results for dust particles grown in the PKE-Nefedov chamber by sputtering of a polymer material
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Figure 6.13: Left: Superimposition of video frames 10 seconds after plasma extinction. Dust
particle oscillations can clearly be seen. The temperature gradient has a slight horizontal com-
ponent. Therefore, trajectories are in the 2D laser plane. Right: Oscillation of 6 dust grains 10
seconds after plasma extinction. Non oscillating dust grain and oscillations of opposite phase
are also observed.
[61]. It has been also shown in Samsonov and Goree [74] that particles are mainly spherical
for carbonized dust particles (such as those in the present study). Bouchoule and Boufendi
showed in silane discharges that when dust particles grow, the shape tends to be spherical [34]
while for sizes of a few tens of nanometres more complex agglomerated structures are observed.
Consequently the mass of the dust particles md can be deduced from Eq.6.45:
md =
4
3
pir3d · ρ (6.46)
where ρ is the mass density of graphite. For our experimental conditions, the radius of the
levitating dust grains is estimated to be rd % 190 nm and their mass is md % 6.5 · 10−17 kg.
From the measurements of oscillation amplitude, the residual charge on a dust particle can be
obtained. As the gravitational force is compensated by the thermophoretic force, the equation
of motion for one dust particle, neglecting its interactions with other dust particles, is reduced
to:
mdz¨ = FE(z, t) + Fnd(z˙) (6.47)
Taking E(t) = E0(zmean) cos(ωt) (the amplitude of the electric field E0 is the one at the mean
dust levitation height zmean) and using Eq.2.27, Eq.2.29 and Eq.6.47, the dust particle oscillation
amplitude b can be obtained [169]:
b(ω, Qd, E0) =
QdE0(zmean)
mdω
√
ω2 + 4γ2/m2d
(6.48)
where γ = (4/3)
√
2pir2dmnnnvTn(1 + αac(pi/8)) is the damping coefficient and ω = 2pif where f
is the frequency imposed by the function generator.
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Eq.6.48 can easily be inverted to yield the dust residual charge:
Qdres =
mdb(ω, Qd, E0(zmean))ω
√
ω2 + 4γ2/m2d
E0(zmean)
(6.49)
The sign of the dust particle charge is deduced from the phase of the dust particle oscillation
with respect to the excitation electric field. Oscillation amplitudes up to 1.1 mm have been
measured (depending on the operating pressure) and charges from −12e to +6e are deduced
where e is the elementary charge. By measuring the oscillations of many dust particles, dust os-
cillation amplitude distributions have been constructed and were converted to DCDs (Fig.6.14).
The DCD obtained at P =0.7 mbar is difficult to analyse due to the lack of statistics and it can
hardly be compared to the other experimental DCDs because the particle were not of the same
size. It has been found that, for dust particles of similar sizes, at high pressures dust particles
keep a higher mean residual charge (Fig.6.14 and Tab.6.1). The distributions have been fitted
by a Gaussian function (red line). The mean residual charges are negative for every pressures
and their values correspond to a few electrons (Q¯dres ∼ −3e) for P =0.4 mbar, Q¯dres ∼ −3e)
for P =0.7 mbar and (Q¯dres ∼ −5e) for P =1.2 mbar. Positive residual charges were observed
for the every cases. The standard deviation of the DCD is of the same order of magnitude for
every pressures (σ ∼ 2e), see Fig.2. The coefficient δ = σ(Qdres)/
√|Q¯dres | is about unity.
The error on the measurement need to be discussed. The assumption that dust particles in
the experiment are almost mono-size is based on the fact that only particles of particular size
can be levitated when the discharge is switched off. Taking into account that the temperature
on the electrodes is known with a precision of ±0.5 K, dust particles with radius 190 ± 15 nm
will be levitated under our conditions. In order to avoid as much as possible uncertainties in
relation to dust particle size, measurements have been performed a few seconds after plasma
extinction. Just after the plasma extinction, various sizes of dust particles can coexist. At this
time, the heaviest dust particles (not sustained by the thermophoretic force) fall down, whereas
lightest ones move upwards. Thus, waiting few seconds allows these particles to be eliminated
and restricts size dispersion. Furthermore, measurements have been performed on horizontal
trajectories, meaning that gravity is closely counterbalanced by thermophoresis.
The uncertainty on the neutral drag force is mainly due to the knowledge of the dust particle
radius and the accommodation coefficient αac. In an argon discharge, the accommodation coef-
ficient is often taken to be αac = 1 (see for example Ref.[170]). However, it has been measured
that for carbon particles at room temperature, αac=0.90 [171]. Consequently, the overall preci-
sion on the damping coefficient is about 17%
Taking into account all sources of errors (radius, mass, electric field, neutral drag force), the
residual charge on each particle is known with a precision of ±50%.
If we apply the potential error of the experimental procedure to a theoretically predicted Gaus-
sian distribution of residual charges with δ = σ/
√
Qmean = 0.5 and |Qmean| = 5e we will obtain
a distribution with the same Qmean but broadened to δ = 0.75. This value of δ is below the
measured value of δ = 1 for a comparable DCD (pressure =1.2 mbar). For the measurement at
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0.4 mbar (with a different Qmean), the same procedure will lead to an broadened DCD with δ
changing from 0.5 to 0.80. In this case we are also below the measured value of 0.91.
By addressing the problem in a reverse way (if we consider that the measured DCDs have been
enlarged by the error), we can artificially remove this potential error on the DCDs. For 0.4 mbar
we find an estimated error-free width of δ = 0.72 and for 1.2 mbar an estimated error-free width
of δ = 0.79.
We can also analyse the error that can arise from the limited statistics. It is known that the
relative uncertainty of the variance for m experimental points is ∆σ =
√
2/(m− 1) which leads
to ∆σm = 12% for the measurement at 1.2 mbar (and thus an experimental width of δ = 1±0.07
and an estimated error-free width of δ = 0.79±0.09), and ∆σm = 17% for 0.4 mbar (and thus an
experimental width of δ = 0.91± 0.09 and an estimated error-free width of δ = 0.72± 0.11). In
both cases the estimated values of δ is larger than the δ = 0.5 predicted for a running discharge
[56, 79, 90, 93, 94].
Table 6.1: Measured maximum, minimum and mean dust particle residual charges for two
operating pressures.
P = 1.2 mbar P = 0.4 mbar
∇T −190 K ·m−1 −177 K ·m−1
rd 194 nm 180 nm
md 6.9 · 10−17 kg 5.4 · 10−17 kg
γ 1.36 · 10−13 kg · s−1 0.39 · 10−13 kg · s−1
Qdresmax +2e +6e
Qdresmin −12e −13e
Qdresmean −5e −3e
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Figure 6.14: Measured residual dust charge distributions. From the left to the right: P =
1.2 mbar with grown dust particles; P = 0.7 mbar with injected rd = 250 nm dust particles;
P = 0.4 mbar with grown dust particles.
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6.3.2 Modelling of dust particle decharging
The evolution of dust charge in afterglow plasma depends on the evolution of plasma parameters.
In a decaying plasma (afterglow plasma), the kinetic of plasma losses is mainly governed by the
electron temperature relaxation, plasma diffusion and recombination processes [137].
A four stage model
The charging (decharging) process of dust particle in a plasma is governed by the contributions
of all currents entering (or leaving) the dust surface, involving plasma electron and ion currents,
photoemission and thermionic emission currents, etc:
dQd
dt
=
∑
Ia +
∑
Il (6.50)
where Ia and Il are currents absorbed and emitted by the particle (with appropriate sign). As
already mentioned, in most cases for discharge plasmas we can ignore the emission current and
kinetics of the particle charge is given by Eq.6.33. According to Eq.6.33, the charge on a dust
particle depends on the electron-ion masses, temperatures and density ratios me/mi, ne/ni,
Te/Ti. Thus to analyse the decharging of dust particle in afterglow plasma one need to consider
the kinetics of plasma decay.
The plasma diffusion loss and electron temperature relaxation determine the kinetics of the
discharge plasma decay [137]. In presence of dust particles, plasma loss is due to diffusion
to the walls complemented by surface recombination on dust particles. Equations for electron
temperature relaxation and plasma density decay are given by Eqs.6.1 and 6.31 [137, 172]. The
expressions for the time scales are [137, 172]:
τ−1L = τ
−1
D + τ
−1
A (6.51)
τ−1D %
linvTi
3Λ2
(1 + T˜e) ≡ 12(1 + T˜e)
1
τ∞D
(6.52)
τ−1A % pir2dndvTi(1 + ϕT˜e) ≡
(
1 + ϕT˜e
1 + ϕ
)
1
τ∞A
(6.53)
τ−1T =
√
pi
2
√
me
mi
vTi
len
√
T˜e ≡
√
Te
τ∞T
(6.54)
where τD is the ambipolar diffusion time scale onto the walls, τA is the particle absorption
time scale, li(e)n is the mean free path of ion (electron)-neutral collision, Λ is the characteristic
diffusion length (Λ ∼ 1 cm in this experiment). The ∞ exponent stands for the limiting value
at very long time.
For charging time scales less than the plasma decay or temperature relaxation time scales the
charge on dust particle is in equilibrium, i.e. ion and electron fluxes balance each other, ϕ % ϕeq
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Table 6.2: Values of the different time scales for two operating pressures.
P = 0.4 mbar P = 1.2 mbar
τ0D 90 µs 260 µs
τ∞D 4.5 ms 13 ms
τ0A 0.4 ms 0.4 ms
τ∞A 30 ms 30 ms
τ0L 75 µs 160 µs
τ∞L 3.9 ms 9 ms
τ0T 90 µs 38 µs
τ∞T 900 µs 380 µs
τ0Q 4 µs 4 µs
tc 50 ms 110 ms
τQ(tc) 1.4 s 1.4 s
and using Eq.6.33, ϕeq is given by:
ne
ni
√
T˜ee
−ϕeq =
√
me
mi
(1 + T˜eϕeq) (6.55)
In this case, expressions for charge fluctuation and charge fluctuation time scale τQ are:
dQd
dt
% −Qd −Qdeq
τQ
(6.56)
τ−1Q %
vTird
4λ2i0
(1 + ϕeq)n˜ ≡ n˜
τ0Q
(6.57)
where λi0 =
√
#0kBTi/n0e2 is the initial ion Debye length.
It should be noted that the time scale for dust charge fluctuations strongly depends on plasma
density and can vary from microseconds at the initial stages of plasma decay up to seconds for
an almost extinguished plasma. Taking into account Eq.6.31 and Eq.6.57, the time dependence
of τQ can be expressed as [77]:
τ−1Q =
1
τ0Q
exp(−t/τL) (6.58)
To understand the dusty plasma decharging dynamics we have to compare different time scales.
In Tab.6.2, time scales for this experiment are presented. It can be seen that the initial charge
fluctuation time scale is the shortest. The temperature relaxation time scale is shorter or becomes
comparable (for 0.4 mbar) to the plasma density decay time scale, and plasma losses are mainly
determined by diffusion. The latter means that for our experimental conditions dust particles
did not affect the initial stages of plasma decay. Fig.6.15 presents the qualitative dependence
of the main plasma and dust particle parameters during the afterglow. Four stages of the dust
plasma decay can be labelled.
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Figure 6.15: Qualitative time evolution of dust charge, plasma density and electron temperature
during the afterglow. Four stages of the dust plasma decay can be identified: I - temperature
relaxation stage up to tT II - plasma density decay stage up tp, III- dust charge volume stage
tc, IV - frozen stage.
1. As we can see the first stage of the plasma decay (t < τT ) is characterized by the electron
temperature Te falling to room temperature, while the plasma density (especially in case
τ0T < τ
0
L) is only slightly decreased. As the charging time scale is almost independent of
T˜e (Eq.6.57), the charge is still determined by its equilibrium value (Eq.6.55). During the
temperature relaxation stage the particle charge should decrease to the value [77]:
QdrT =
1
T˜e0
(
ϕeq(1)
ϕeq(T˜e0)
)
Qd0 % Qd062 % −15e (6.59)
where Qd0 is the initial dust charge in the plasma and QdrT the value of the residual dust
charge at the end of the first decay stage. The dust charge in the plasma Qd0 was esti-
mated as Qd0 = −950e by solving numerically Eq.6.55, with given parameters Ti = 300 K
and Te % 3 eV , for argon plasma with ni ∼= ne. It has been shown that when Ti $ Te and
(rd/λD)2 $ Ti/Te where λD is the Debye length, the trapped ions play a significant role
in the charging process of dust particles [87, 88]. However, as the electron temperature
decreases very fast the effect of the trapped ions rapidly becomes negligible and thus is
not taken into account in our model.
2. At the next stage of decay, electron temperature is stabilised while the plasma density is
still decreasing (see fig 6.15). So τQ continues increasing according to Eq.6.33 and Eq.6.57.
When τQ becomes comparable to τL, the particle charge can not be considered to be in
equilibrium and to determine particle charge we should use Eq.6.33. The time scale when
the particle charge starts sufficiently deviating from the equilibrium value can be estimated
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as (Eq.6.51 and Eq.6.57):
td ∼ −τ∞L ln
(8
3
·
(λi0
Λ
)2 · lin
rd
)
∼ 7τ∞L (6.60)
However, according to Eq.6.33, as long as plasma is neutral (ne = ni) the charge on dust
particles does not change. The plasma will maintain quasineutrality until the decay rates
for the electrons and ions are the same. This will be the case for ambipolar diffusion.
When the nature of the diffusion changes, electrons and ions start to diffuse independently
resulting in a changing ne/ni ratio and consequently a changing dust charge change.
3. The nature of the plasma diffusion changes when the particle volume charge cannot be
ignored or when the plasma screening length becomes comparable to the chamber size.
In first case the ion diffusion will be influenced by the negatively charged dust particles,
while the electrons will diffuse freely. In second case, large density differences appear over
distances less than the screening length and electrons and ions diffuse independently. Lets
us estimate the characteristic times for both cases.
The influence of the overall particle charge is determined by the value of the Havnes
parameter PH = −ndQd/ene. Based on the model discussed, the qualitative evolution
of the Havnes parameter PH in the dusty plasma afterglow can be plotted as shown
in Fig.6.16. The initial value of PH is small (∼ 0.06 with an estimated dust density
nd ∼ 2 · 105 cm−3 and n0 % ne0 ∼ 5 · 109 cm−3) and there is no influence from dust. At
the first stage of decay (temperature relaxation stage) PH decreases due to a dramatic
decrease of dust charge while the plasma density decreases by a factor of 1.1. At t = τT ,
PH reaches its minimum value of ∼ 10−3. After this, PH starts increasing. During this
stage the dust particle charge changes slowly while plasma number density decays quickly
(see Fig.6.15). The time at which PH becomes ∼ 1 can be estimated as (Eqs.6.31-6.54):
tp ∼ τ∞L ln
((Te0
Tn
)(−en0
QdN
))
∼ 8τ∞L (6.61)
The screening length becomes comparable to the chamber size, i.e. λi(n˜c) ∼ Λ when the
density drops down to n˜c = λ2i0/Λ
2. This occurs at [77]:
tc ∼ τ∞L ln n˜−1c ∼ 12τ∞L (6.62)
At time t = min[tp, tc], electrons start running away faster than ions and the ratio ni/ne
grows. For our experimental conditions tp < tc, thus the neutrality violation due to the
presence of dust particles happens before the Debye length exceeds the chamber size. So the
third stage of dusty plasma decay starts at tp. During this stage the charge on dust particles
changes due to the changing ne/ni ratio. At this stage td < tp, thus Eq.6.33 should be used
for estimating the charge variation. The upper limit of the charge change can be estimated
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Figure 6.16: Qualitative time evolution of the Havnes parameter after the power is switched off.
by ignoring the electron current and considering the time interval between tp and tc,
dQ
dt
< Ji
tc
tp
(6.63)
< pier2dni(tp)vTi
(
1− e
4pi#0kBrdTi
Qd
)tc
tp
(6.64)
Solving Eq.6.63, the charge should evolve following:
Qd =
(
QdT − 1α
)
exp
(
−Kα∆t
)
+
1
α
(6.65)
where α = e/4pi#0kBrdTi ∼ 0.28/e, K = pier2dni(tp)vTi ∼ 190e, and thus (Kα)−1 ∼
20 ms ∼ ∆t = (tc − tp).
Therefore, the charge during the third stage decreases to −3e.
4. At the forth stage of plasma decay, t > tc, the plasma density decreases such that any
further changes of dust charge become negligible and charge remains constant for a while.
Thus the final residual charge for our condition is expected to be about Qdres ∼ −3e which
is well correlated with the charges measured in the experiment.
This model predicts the existence of a negative residual charge of a few electrons but it is
unable to predict a positive residual charge. The limits of the model are the step transition
from ambipolar to free diffusion and the failure to properly take account of the influence of dust
particles. Indeed the effect of the dust particles is ignored until the dust charge density is the
same as the electron density, which leads to an abrupt change from ambipolar to free diffusion
of ions and electrons. The assumption of the step transition from ambipolar to free diffusion is
quite unphysical and contradicts existing experimental data [128, 156, 173, 174]. As previously
mentioned, electrons and ions are diffusing at different rates very early in the decay process.
This smooth transition must lead to a change in dust charges as the ratio ni/ne will be modified
early in the decaying process. Under the conditions of our experiments, the ratio (Λ/λDe) ∼ 50
when the discharge is switched off. Consequently, this must result in a different dust particle
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charge evolution in the afterglow compared to previous assumptions [77, 92]. For this reason, in
the next sections, a modified model taking into account the gradual transition from ambipolar
to free diffusion is used to simulation of complex plasma afterglow.
A Fokker-Planck model
In plasma afterglow, the electron temperature relaxes due to energy exchange in collisions with
neutrals. At the initial stage of plasma decay the electron temperature Te0 is much higher than
the neutral temperature T . In our model, the electron temperature Te decreases during the
afterglow period and tends asymptotically to T (Eq.6.1).
In the presence of dust particles in the plasma, the temperature relaxation and diffusion losses
may be different from those for a dust-free plasma. However, no experimental data nor the-
oretical estimations of the transition from ambipolar to free diffusion in dusty plasma exist.
Consequently, in our model, we will assume that the electron temperature relaxation and diffu-
sion processes of ions and electrons are not significantly affected by the presence of dust particles,
allowing us to treat ion and electron diffusion in a similar way to dust-free plasma. In the model,
electron and ion density diffusion losses are thus treated separately and follow:
dni
dt
= − ni
τDi
(6.66)
dne
dt
= − ne
τDe
(6.67)
where ni(e) is the ion (electron) density and τDi(e) = Λ
2/Di(e) is the ion (electron) diffusion time.
In the simulation, electron and ion densities are studied in a fluid manner solving numerically
Eqs.6.66 and 6.67 using the same constant time step tf << τDi(e)0 where τDi(e)0 is the diffusion
time for ions (electrons) at the beginning of the simulation (i.e the very beginning of the decaying
plasma).
The diffusion times were computed taking into account experimental data on the transition from
ambipolar to free diffusion and are a function of the ratio (Λ/λDe)2 and are calculated using
experimental results from Gerber and Gerardo [156] or Freiberg and Weaver [128] (Fig.6.1).
These data give the ratio of ion and electron diffusion coefficients to the ambipolar diffusion
coefficient Da as a function of the ratio (Λ/λDe)2 in helium plasma where λDe is the electron
Debye length. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient is:
Da ∝ ((kBTi)3/2)/(Pσinm1/2i ) (6.68)
where P is the neutral gas pressure and σin is the ion-neutral collision cross section. As
σinAr+ ∼ 2.5σinHe+ [106] and miAr+ ∼ 10miHe+ , DaAr ∼ (1/8) ·DaHe for equal pressures. Conse-
quently, it can be assumed that the diffusion of an argon plasma with argon pressure PAr has the
same behaviour as an helium (He) plasma with helium pressure PHe % 8 · PAr. The available
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experimental data for Helium are in the range of pressure 0.4− 4 Torr [128] and 9− 22.8 Torr
[156] which correspond to 0.05− 0.5 Torr and 1.13− 2.85 Torr respectively in equivalent argon
pressure. Our simulations were performed in the range 0.3 − 1 Torr (0.4 − 1.3 mbar) Conse-
quently, the data from Ref.[128] are used to compute the diffusion time of electrons and data
from Ref.[156] are used for ions as they are only data available.
As the diffusion is treated as in a dust-free plasma, it restricts the validity of our simulations
to the case of low dust particle densities. In this case, the influence of dust particles will be re-
stricted to plasma absorption losses on the particle surface. Indeed, when immersed in a plasma,
a dust particle acquires a net electric charge due to ions and electrons ”falling” on its surface
[5, 83, 86]. In dusty plasmas, ions and electrons captured by dust particles can be considered as
”lost” by the plasma and thus the charging process of dust particles is also a loss process.
A dusty afterglow plasma is not a steady case but the OML approach can be used to obtain
the charge on dust particles. A Fokker-Planck model of dust charging due to the discreetness of
the charge currents (ion and electron) can be used to obtain dust particle charge distributions.
Indeed, the plasma particle absorption time interval as well as the sequence in which electrons
and ions arrive at the dust particle surface vary randomly but observe probabilities that depend
on the dust particle potential φd. The probability per unit of time for absorbing an electron
pe(φd) or an ion pi(φd) are calculated from the OML currents [93]:
pe = −Ie/e (6.69)
pi = Ii/qi (6.70)
The ion and electron currents can be calculated using Eq.2.11 and Eq.2.12 (the equation used
for the selected species depends on the charge of the dust particle). The effect of trapped ions
is neglected as the electron temperature decrease very fast during the afterglow.
The contribution of dust particles to plasma losses is taken into account in the following way:
The charges of Nd dust particles are computed. Knowing the dust density nd in the plasma, an
equivalent volume Veq to these Nd dust particles can be calculated.
For a dust particle, a time step tpj for which the probability of collecting an ion or an electron
of the plasma is computed [93]:
tpj = −
ln(1−R1)
ptot
(6.71)
where 0 < R1 < 1 is a random number and ptot = pe + pi is the total probability per unit of
time to absorb an ion or an electron.
While
∑
j tpj ≤ tf , an electron or an ion is absorbed during the time step tpj and the nature
of the absorbed particle is determined comparing a second random number 0 < R2 < 1 to the
ratio pe/ptot. If R2 < pe/ptot, then the collected particle is an electron otherwise it is an ion.
The probability pe and pi are recalculated and a new time step tpj+1 is computed.
When
∑
j tpj > tf , one more iteration is applied to the dust particle. Nevertheless, the
probability of collecting an ion or an electron in the time interval ∆t = tf −
∑j−1
k=1 tpk is
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p(∆t) = 1− exp(−∆t · ptot) (if tp1 > tf then p(tp1) is computed). A random number 0 < R3 < 1
is then generated and if R3 < p(∆t) a plasma particle (ion or electron) is absorbed. The choice
between ion and electron is decided as previously described.
When all the Nd dust particles have been treated, the number of absorbed ions and electrons
Niabs and Neabs respectively by the Nd dust particles during the time step tf is known and can
be transformed using the equivalent volume Veq into absorbed ion and electron densities niabs
and neabs respectively which are subtracted from the ion density ni and electron density ne
before the next iteration of time step tf .
For each iteration, we calculate the mean time t¯p necessary for one particle to collect a plasma
particle (i.e. an ion or an electron) as well as the ratio rloss = ne(i)diff /ne(i)abs where ne(i)diff
is the density of electron (ion) lost by diffusion. The program is stopped when t¯p >> τDi (
t¯p > 10 · τDi in this simulation) when the charge on dust particles can be considered as frozen
due to a plasma loss time becoming less than the particle charging time.
The numerical dust particle charge distributions are reconstructed by simulating the charge
of Nd = 500 dust particles corresponding to a density nd = 5·104 cm−3. The initial ion density is
ni0 = 5·109 cm−3 and the initial dust particle charge distribution is computed using a Cui-Goree
algorithm [93] and the quasi-neutrality condition:
Zdnd + ne = ni (6.72)
The initial electron density ne0 is deduced from this calculation. Many iterations of the algorithm
are necessary to obtain the initial dust charge distribution and the initial electron density: the
first iteration assumes ne0 = ni0 = 5 · 109 cm−3, and for the next iteration ne0 is calculated
using Eq.6.72 and the dust particle charges of the first iteration. A new dust particle charge
distribution is then computed. This process is performed again and again until ne0 and the dust
charge distribution are stabilised. The obtained dust particle charge distribution is presented in
Fig.6.17 The mean charge is Qmean % −952e and the standard deviation σ(Qd) % 17e. Eq.6.55
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Figure 6.17: Dust charge distribution for 190 nm radius dust particles with ni0 = 5 · 109 cm−3
and nd = 5 · 104 cm−3
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predicts dust particle charges Qd = −950e which is in very good agreement with our simulation
results.
The decay of a dusty argon plasma is then simulated using the algorithm previously described
for two gas pressures (P = 0.4 mbar and P = 1.2 mbar (Fig.6.18)).
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Figure 6.18: Decay of an argon plasma at P = 1.2 mbar with a fast ambipolar-to-free diffusion
transition. a) Electron temperature relaxation; b) density evolution; c) evolution of diffusion
time.
The ion-neutral mean free path is calculated using the cross section from Varney [106] and
the electron-neutral mean free-path is calculated using the cross section from Kivel [175]. The
initial electron temperature is taken as Te0 = 3 eV and the ion temperature is assumed to be
equal to the neutral temperature Ti = T = 0.03 eV. The diffusion length is taken Λ = 1 cm
which is approximately the diffusion length of the PKE-Nefedov reactor in which experiments
on residual dust charge have been performed [77, 92]. The transition from ambipolar to free
diffusion is based on either experimental results from Gerber and Gerardo [156] or experimental
results from Freiberg and Weaver [128] (the former suggest a slower transition from ambipolar
to free diffusion than the latter, see Fig.6.1).
As can be seen in Fig.6.18, the first decrease of the dust particle charge corresponds to the
electron temperature relaxation. Then, while electrons and ions diffuse ambipolarly, the charge
remains constant. Finally, when the transition occurs (after tens of ms), electron and ions
densities deviate from each other and the dust charge decreases until it freezes.
For a pressure P = 0.4 mbar (P = 0.3 Torr), the simulated final dust charge distributions
(i.e. t¯p > 10 · τDi) are presented in Fig.6.19. The residual charge is Qdres % −16e when no
transition in the diffusion process is taken into account (Fig.6.19a). When using a model based
on an abrupt transition from ambipolar to free diffusion at a Havnes parameter of PH = 0.5, the
residual charge is smaller (in absolute value) Qdres % −13e but still far from experimental value
(Fig.6.19b). It should be noted that, typically, the Havnes parameter reaches 0.5, after 10 ms;
it corresponds to a Λ/λDe ratio close to unity. Using Gerber and Gerardo data (slow transition,
lower curve in Fig.6.1) , the mean residual charge Qdres % −13e(see Fig.6.19c) whereas it is
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Figure 6.19: Numerical results for 190 nm radius dust particles with argon pressure P =
0.4 mbar (P = 0.3 Torr) and nd = 5 · 104 cm−3. a) Ambipolar diffusion until the end of the
decay process. b) Abrupt transition from ambipolar to free diffusion when PH = 0.5. c) Using
data from Gerber and Gerardo for transition from ambipolar to free diffusion [156]. d) Using
data from Freiberg and Weaver for transition from ambipolar to free diffusion [128]
Qdres % −1e (see Fig.6.19d) using Freiberg and Weaver data (fast transition, higher curve in
Fig.6.1). In the slow transition case, there are no positive particles observed in the simulated
dust particle charge distribution whereas there are in the case of the fast transition. The residual
charge distribution for the fast transition is similar to the experimental results (see Fig.6.14).
For a pressure P = 1.2 mbar (P = 0.9 Torr), the simulated final dust particle charge distributions
are presented in Fig.6.20. The residual charge is Qdres % −16e when no transition in the diffusion
process is taken into account (Fig.6.20a). When using a model based on an abrupt transition
from ambipolar to free diffusion (at a Havnes parameter of PH = 0.5), the residual charge is
smaller (in absolute value) Qdres % −7e but still far from experimental value (Fig.6.20b). A
dependence on the ambipolar to free diffusion transition is again seen with Qdres % −14e for
the slow transition and Qdres % −2e for the fast transition. The latest charge distribution is the
closest to experimentally measured distribution (Fig.6.14). The results for both pressures are
summarised in Tab.6.3
In Fig.6.21, the simulated DCDs at different time in the plasma afterglow are presented. The
resulting mean dust charge evolution is in agreement with qualitative predictions of the four
stage model (Fig.6.15).
During the first stage of the plasma decay, the charging time of dust particles tQ0 is very short
compared to the plasma loss time τL (typically tQ0 ∼ 1 − 10 µs << τL ∼ 1 − 10 ms) so the
charge on dust particles can be considered to be in equilibrium with the surrounding plasma. The
electron temperature relaxes to the room temperature leading to a strong decrease of the dust
charge. In Fig.6.21, this corresponds to the first milliseconds. Then during the plasma decay
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Figure 6.20: Numerical results for 190 nm radius dust particles with argon pressure P = 1.2 mbar
(P = 0.9 Torr) and nd = 5 · 104 cm−3.a) Ambipolar diffusion until the end of the decay process.
b) Abrupt transition from ambipolar to free diffusion when PH = 0.5. c) Using data from Gerber
and Gerardo for transition from ambipolar to free diffusion [156]. d) Using data from Freiberg
and Weaver for transition from ambipolar to free diffusion [128]
Table 6.3: Dust particle residual charges for two operating pressures.
P = 1.2 mbar P = 0.4 mbar
Experimental results −5e −3e
Ambipolar diffusion −16e −16e
Havnes transition −7e −13e
Slow transition [156] −14e −13e
Fast transition [128] −2e −1e
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Figure 6.21: Simulated DCDs at different times in the afterglow plasma (P = 1.2 mbar and∑
Nd = 1500).
stage dust charge stabilizes. During the third stage charge decreases until it becomes frozen.
The simulation is stopped during the fourth stage when the charging time becomes much bigger
than the diffusion time. Drastic DCD broadening is observed in the third stage when the charge
of the particles continues to decrease (from t = 15 ms in Fig.6.21) and δ is steeply increasing.
The broadening of the distribution was observed until the end of the simulation. As can be seen
in Fig.6.21 (t = 110 ms), the frozen DCD is very wide with a tail in the positive charge region.
The simulated DCD is in good agreement with the experimental one (Fig.6.14).
We now discuss the results and limits of our model. In general, we found that the transition
from ambipolar to free diffusion plays a major role in the decharging process of the dust particle.
It is instructive to see how the transition affects the residual dust charge, in particular, the width
of dust charge distribution. The fact that electrons and ions began to diffuse independently at
an early stage of afterglow changes the dust charge distribution function drastically.
As we can see from data in Fig.6.19(a,b,c) for the pressure of 0.4 mbar the distributions for
ambipolar diffusion, abrupt and slow transitions do not differ significantly. So any difference
in diffusion in the late afterglow (low ratio of Λ/λDe) has little effect on residual charge. In
contrast, a slight difference at an early stage has a large influence on the final dust charge dis-
tribution and leads to the appearance of positively charge particles (Fig.6.19d). For the higher
pressure (1.2 mbar) this effect is not so pronounced, and the diffusion in the late afterglow plays
a noteworthy role. In this case an abrupt transition, due to the influence of the dust charge
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particle volume effect, tends to decrease the residual dust particle charge (Fig.6.20b). It does
not, however, give us the experimentally observed value of residual charge or the positive tail of
the charge distribution. So the results obtained let us conclude that the four stage model can
be used only for the rough estimation of residual charge. For a more accurate calculation one
has to take into account the actual diffusion rates for the electrons and ions.
We now discuss the validity of the model. This model is valid only for low dust particle densities.
As the losses by diffusion are treated as in a dust-free plasma, the influence of dust particle has
to be very small compared to the total process. Indeed if losses due to dust particles are similar
to or greater than those due to diffusion, this last process must be significantly affected. It has
thus been shown that the presence of a high density of dust particles significantly reduces the
plasma loss time [21]. Moreover, if the total dust charge is not negligible compared to that of
ions and electrons, the diffusion process must also be modified as the dust particles will repel
the electrons and attract the ions.
Consequently, the influence of dust particles can be treated independently from the other loss
processes only if the total charge carried by the dust particles is small compared to the charge
carried by electrons or ions during the decay process. Furthermore, losses on dust particle sur-
faces must not be the main loss process (i.e. rloss & 1) to allow ion and electron diffusions to
be treated in the same way as in dust-free plasma. This condition is definitely satisfied for a
discharge plasma but could change during the afterglow so we have to calculate evolution of the
ratio nidiff /niabs in discharge afterglow where nidiff is the ion density lost by diffusion and niabs
the ion density lost by absorption onto the dust particle surfaces. Fig.6.22 shows that this ratio
stay more or less above 5 during the whole decay process regardless of the conditions of pressure
or data used to take into account the transition from ambipolar to free diffusion (only results
using Gerber and Gerardo data are presented in fig.6.22). It means that during the plasma
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Figure 6.22: Evolution of nidiff /niabs using data from Gerber and Gerardo for transition from
ambipolar to free diffusion [156]. a) P = 0.4 mbar. b) P = 1.2 mbar
decay, losses to dust particles are very small compared to the losses to the reactor walls and our
model for plasma decay is valid to the end of the afterglow. Furthermore, looking at the ratio
|Q¯dnd/eni| presented in Fig.6.23, it can be seen that, except at the very end of the afterglow
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(i.e. a few ms before the residual charges freeze), the total dust charge volume is much smaller
than the total charge of ions. The charge on the dust particles thus represents a negligible part
of the total charge during the major part of the decay process.
The data presented in Figs.6.23(a) and 6.23(b) confirmed that, in our case, the overall influence
of dust particles on the plasma decay can be neglected and, consequently, the assumption of
dust-free plasma diffusion can be considered as valid for the whole decay process.
It should be noted that the transition from ambipolar to free diffusion is not the only process
that influences the dust residual charge. Indeed, it has been shown that in reactive plasmas such
as C2H4/Ar plasma [158, 159] in which the dust density can be very high (nd % 4.5 · 106 cm−3)
[159]), the afterglow electron density shows an unexpected increase at the very beginning of the
decay process. We obtained a similar result in CH4/Ar plasma (Fig.6.6). Berndt et al. at-
tributed this increase to an electron release by the dust particle [158, 159]. However, as such an
increase has already been observed in pulsed helium discharges and attributed to a re-ionisation
due to metastable-metastable collisions [160, 161], and as the presence of high dust particle den-
sity in an argon dilution plasma enhances the metastable density [33], the reason of the increase
of the electron density at the very beginning of the afterglow is still not clear. In all cases, these
”extra electrons” must affect the charge on dust particles and consequently the residual charge
distributions.
Moreover, it has been shown that the pressure in noble gases such as argon and neon significantly
influences the diffusion coefficient [176]. Indeed, at low pressure the electron diffusion cooling
process, i.e. the fast loss of energetic electrons to the walls of the reactor which are imperfectly
compensated through elastic collisions of the electrons with gas atoms resulting in an electron
temperature below that of the gas, causes a reduction of DaP and thus an enhancement of the
ambipolar diffusion time τD = Λ2/Da. As mentioned previously, the dust particle charges are
related to ion and electron density. Diffusion cooling can also affect dust particle charge distri-
bution evolution. Nevertheless, the present model does not take into account the phenomena of
diffusion cooling (see Eq.6.1) and its importance has to be investigated.
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Figure 6.23: Evolution of |Q¯dnd/eni|. a) P = 0.4 mbar. b) P = 1.2 mbar
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6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the last stage of the life of a complex plasma discharge has been investigated.
The influence of the dust particles on the complex plasma decay has been discussed.
It has been shown experimentally and theoretically that the dust particles can drastically shorten
the plasma decay time as they act as an absorption-recombination sink for the charge carriers
of the plasma. It has been demonstrated that the dust absorption frequency does not increase
linearly with the dust density due to the increase in dust particle-dust particle interactions
when the dust density rises. Under certain conditions, the decay time measurement can be
used as a complementary diagnostics for complex plasmas. This last statement is supported by
comparison with available data.
Moreover, It has been found that the dust particles do retain a small residual charge. Complex
afterglow plasmas offer therefore the unique opportunity to measure the residual dust charge
distribution. The mean residual charge is negative and the dust charge distribution has a tail
that extends into the positive charge region. It is found that the width of the residual dust charge
distribution is larger than the width of the dust charge distribution predicted theoretically for
running discharges. Simulations have shown that the residual dust charge distributions are
very sensitive to the transition from ambipolar-to-free diffusion. The experimental dust charge
distribution is explained by a transition starting early in the plasma decay stage.
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6.5 Résumé du !apitre en français
Ce chapitre est consacre´ a` l’e´tude de la phase post-de´charge des plasmas poussie´reux.
Dans un plasma sans poudre, lorsque l’alimentation de la de´charge est coupe´e, le taux d’ioni-
sation diminue fortement et devient rapidement ne´gligeable. Les porteurs de charge du plasma
diffusent et se recombinent en gaz neutre sur les parois du re´acteur. La diffusion des espe`ces
charge´es se fait selon l’un des deux re´gimes suivant : la diffusion ambipolaire durant laquelle les
ions et les e´lectrons diffusent a` la meˆme vitesse car la charge de´space est suffisament importante
pour maintenir un champ e´lectrique ambipolaire qui acce´le`re les ions et ralentit les e´lectrons, et
la diffusion libre durant laquelle les ions et les e´lectrons diffusent inde´pendament. La transition
d’un re´gime a` l’autre se fait de manie`re progressive et est fonction du rapport entre la longueur
de diffusion du re´acteur et la longueur de Debye e´lectronique.
Dans un plasma poussie´reux, les poudres, charge´es de par les interactions avec les ions et les
e´lectrons du plasma, jouent un roˆle significatif dans la disparition du plasma. Elles agissent
comme des pie`ges sur lesquels les porteurs de charge se recombinent et ainsi re´duisent forte-
ment le temps d’extinction du plasma. Cet effet a e´te´ mis en e´vidence expe´rimentalement en
comparant les temps d’extinction dans des de´charges avec ou sans poudres. En revanche, il est
de´montre´ que le fre´quence d’absorption des porteurs de charge par les poudres n’augmente pas
line´airement avec la densite´ de poussie`res. Ceci est duˆ au fait que les interactions poudre-poudre,
augmentant avec la densite´ de poudres, re´duisent la charge e´lectrique de ces dernie`res et donc
les flux de porteurs de charge. Il est ainsi propose´ d’utiliser la mesure du temps d’extinction du
plasma comme un diagnostic comple´mentaire pour les plasmas poussie´reux. La comparaison avec
des donne´es expe´rimentales existantes [21] soutient cette ide´e.
Comme les poudres se chargent durant la phase plasma, cette charge e´lectrique doit disparaˆıtre
durant la phase post-de´charge. Cependant, il a e´te´ observe´ que les poudres gardent une faible
charge re´siduelle et que celle-ci peut eˆtre positive ou ne´gative. Le temps de chargement des
poudres e´tant extreˆmement long a` la fin de la phase post-de´charge, des fonctions de distribution
de charges ont pu eˆtre mesure´es pour diffe´rentes conditions. Ainsi, la charge moyenne des poudres
est ne´gative mais les queues des distributions s’e´tendent vers les charges positives. L’e´cart type
des distributions est aussi plus grand que celui pre´dit the´oriquement pour les distributions de
charge en phase plasma. Les simulations nume´riques montrent que la diffusion des porteurs de
charge et plus particulie`rement la transition de la diffusion ambipolaire vers la diffusion libre
joue un roˆle majeur pour expliquer les distributions de charges re´siduelles observe´es. Ainsi, une
transition abrupte lorsque la longueur de Debye e´lectronique atteint la longueur de diffusion du
re´acteur est incapable d’expliquer l’existence de charges re´siduelles positives. En effet, la vitesse
de transition est essentielle pour expliquer la charge moyenne et l’e´cart type des distributions
mesure´es. Des transitions rapides aboutissent a` des charges re´siduelles moyennes plus faibles
(en valeurs absolues) et des distributions plus larges.
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General conclusion
7.1 General conclusion in English
In this thesis, we focussed on the influence of dust particles on RF discharges from the plasma
ignition to the discharge afterglow. Experimental investigations under different discharge con-
ditions have been performed. Different diagnostics have been used in order to understand the
different processes involved in plasma-dust particle interactions. These allowed us to carefully
analyse the possible effects of dust particles on RF discharges during different times in the life
of the discharge:
1. The first stage of the life of dusty RF discharges is the plasma ignition and the growth
of dust particles. It has been shown that dust particle growth by RF sputtering can be
followed by monitoring plasma and discharge parameters. Therefore, the self bias voltage
evolution in discharges where dust particles are grown by RF sputtering is shown to be
very similar to its evolution in chemically active dusty discharges. Qualitatively the effect
of particle growth on the self-bias can be seen as a consequence of reduction in electron
density due to negative charge accumulation on the dust particles. A reduced self-bias
voltage reduces the ion flux and allows a longer period of electron flow so that a new
equilibrium is established. Collections of dust particles and measurements of their size
for different discharge running times, corresponding to different times during the self bias
voltage evolution pattern, showed that the dust particles increase in size as a function of
time. However strong changes in the self bias voltage do not seem to be correlated to
strong modifications of the particles sizes. The effect of the dust particle growth is also
clearly shown from the evolution of the RF current amplitude which decreases with time
confirming the reduction of electron density due to accumulation of negative charges on
the dust particles.
In order to estimate how much the electrons are affected by growing dust particles, Lang-
muir probe measurements and spectroscopic measurements were performed. They showed
that the EEDF is not Maxwellian and that effective electron temperature increases dur-
ing dust particle growth process. Spectroscopic measurements suggest a depletion of the
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energetic electron tail.
The influence of plasma conditions has also been studied. It has been shown that high
pressures are favourable to the dust particle growth in flowing and static gas. The gas
purity also plays an essential role in the dust particle growth process. It has indeed been
reported that very low base pressure and long pumping time in between experiments are
necessary to achieve high dust particle density and fast dust growth kinetics. The influ-
ence of the input power or RF peak to peak voltage has also been investigated. It has
been found that high power or high RF peak to peak voltage tend to favour dust particle
growth.
Finally it has been observed that the dust particle growth can trigger instabilities in the
plasma: the dust particle growth instabilities (DPGI). It has been found that these insta-
bilities followed a well defined pattern separated into different phases with characteristic
frequencies and amplitudes. Some of these phases have been related to the filamentary
mode and the great void mode previously reported in experiments where the dust particles
were grown by RF sputtering [74]. It has also been found that the growth kinetics have an
influence on the DPGI. Slow growth kinetics lead to DPGI with lower frequencies which
evolve over longer periods of time than for fast growth kinetics.
2. The second stage of the dusty RF discharge life corresponds to the existence of a well
established dense cloud of dust particles. The dust cloud very often exhibits a centimetre
size dust free region with very sharp boundaries in the centre of the plasma called the dust
“void”. It is generally admitted that the dust void is the result of an equilibrium between
an inward electric force that confines the dust particles inside the plasma bulk and an
outward ion drag force which tends to repel the dust particles from the plasma. Under
specific conditions, the dust void can exhibit some instabilities which can be identified
from the electric parameters of the discharge, the plasma glow, and the dust particle cloud
motion. Two kinds of instabilities have been reported.
The first kind of instability is a self excited instability of the dust void consisting of
contraction-expansion sequences (CES) of its size, called the “heartbeat instability”. This
instability was also observed under microgravity conditions with injected dust particles.
This instability exhibits two extreme cases: a low repetition rate case which consists of
fast CES events separated by long periods of time in which the dust void can reach its
equilibrium size, and a high repetition rate case which consists of slower CES events which
follow each other without re-establishment of the equilibrium condition. In both cases,
the void contraction is accompanied by a strong increase of the plasma glow inside the
void region (identified also by a strong increase of the discharge current) which suggests
an ionisation increase that can break the equilibrium between the electric force and the
ion drag force. Between these two extreme cases, the instability exhibits failed or aborted
CES events between the full sequence. It is observed that the more failed CES there are
in between full sequences, the faster the complete CES.
The second kind of instability is due to the growth of a new generation of dust particles
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inside the void region. Continuous growth of dust particles inside the plasma bulk can
occur if the discharge parameters are suitable, and many generations of dust particles can
follow each other. A new generation of dust particles grows inside the void region of an
older generation and, under specific conditions not yet well understood, this can trigger
an instability of the “void” which stops when the new dust particles are big enough:
the “delivery instability”. This instability is characterised by low frequency and large
amplitude expansion-contraction sequences of the dust void size. The time evolution of
the frequency and the amplitude of the instability is directly linked to the growth kinetics
of new dust particles. This instability sometimes evolves into another one where the dust
void is rotating around the axis of symmetry of the discharge.
3. The last stage is the discharge afterglow. The charge carriers of the plasma diffuse onto
the walls of the chamber and recombine into neutral gas. In a complex plasma, the
charged dust particles play a significant role in the plasma decay. They act as absorption-
recombination sinks and thus drastically shorten the plasma decay time. This has been
very well observed by comparison of measurements of electron density decay in dust-free
afterglow plasma and dusty afterglow plasma. It has been shown that the dust particle
absorption frequency does not depend linearly on the dust particle density. This is due to
strong dust-dust interactions which increase with the dust density and reduce their mean
charge and thus the fluxes of charge carriers on dust particles. It is proposed to use the
plasma decay time measurement as a complementary diagnostic for complex plasma.
As the dust particles are electrically charged, their charges must also relax during the
afterglow phase. However, it has been shown experimentally that the dust particles do
keep a small residual electric charge which can be either positive or negative. As the dust
particle charge time becomes very long in the late discharge afterglow, it has been possible
to measure the residual dust charge distribution. It has thus been shown that the mean
residual charge is negative but the tail of the distribution extends in the positive charge
region. It has also been found that the standard deviation of the dust charge distribution in
the afterglow plasma is larger than the one predicted for a running discharge. Simulations
have shown that the diffusion process for charge carriers and especially the transition
from ambipolar-to-free diffusion is essential in explaining the experimental dust charge
distributions. Indeed an abrupt transition from ambipolar-to-free diffusion, when the
electron Debye length reaches the diffusion length, is not able to explain the existence of
positively charged dust particles in the late afterglow. It has also been shown that the
speed of the transition is essential to explain the mean residual charge and the width of the
distribution. A fast transition leads to smaller mean residual charge and larger standard
deviation of the dust charge distribution.
To conclude, a detailed analysis of different phenomena that can occur in RF dusty discharges
has been performed. The work presented in this thesis has led us to a better understanding of
complex plasmas at every stage of the life of the discharge.
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7.2 Conclusion générale en français
Dans cette the`se, l’influence de la pre´sence de poudres sur des de´charges RF depuis leur
allumage jusqu’a` leur extinction a e´te´ e´tudie´e. Des expe´riences sous diffe´rentes conditions ont
e´te´ re´alise´es. Diffe´rents diagnostics ont e´te´ utilise´s afin de comprendre les diffe´rents processus
implique´s dans les inte´ractions plasma-poussie`re. Cela nous a permis d’analyser finement les
diffe´rents phe´nome`nes pouvant affecter une de´charge RF poussie´reuse aux diffe´rents instants de
son e´volution.
– La premie`re e´tape dans la vie d’une de´charge RF poussie´reuse est l’allumage du plasma et la
croissance des poudres. Il a e´te´ de´montre´ que la formation des poussie`res par pulve´risation
peut eˆtre suivie a` l’aide des parame`tres de la de´charge et du plasma. Ainsi, l’e´volution de
la tension d’autopolarisation est tre`s similaire a` celle des de´charges ou` les poudres sont
forme´es dans des plasmas re´actifs : qualitativement, l’effet de croissance des poussie`res
sur la tension d’autopolarisation peut eˆtre vu comme une conse´quence de la diminution
de la densite´ e´lectronique due a` l’accumulation de charges ne´gatives sur les poudres. Une
re´duction de la tension d’autopolarisation induit une re´duction du flux d’ions positifs et
un allongement de la dure´e du flux d’e´lectrons ne´cessaires au nouvel e´quilibre. La collecte
des poudres et la mesure de leurs tailles pour diffe´rentes dure´es du plasma ont montre´ que
les poudres grossissent avec le temps mais que les fortes modifications de la tension d’au-
topolarisation ne sont pas accompagne´es d’une forte variation de la taille des poussie`res.
La croissance des poudres peut aussi eˆtre suivie graˆce a` l’e´volution de l’amplitude de l’har-
monique fondamentale du courant RF. En effet, celle-ci diminue durant la formation des
poussie`res confirmant la re´duction de la densite´ e´lectronique due a` l’accumulation des
charges ne´gatives sur les poudres.
Afin d’estimer l’effet des poudres sur la fonction de distribution en e´nergie des e´lectrons,
des mesures de sonde de Langmuir associe´es a` de la spectroscopie d’emission ont e´te´ ef-
fectue´es. Il a ainsi e´te´ de´montre´ que la fonction de distribution en e´nergie des e´lectrons
n’est pas maxwellienne et que la tempe´rature e´lectronique effective croˆıt durant la forma-
tion des poudres. La spectroscopie d’emission semble indiquer que la queue e´nerge´tique de
la fonction de distribution se de´peuple dans le meˆme temps.
L’influence des diffe´rents parame`tres de la de´charge sur la croissance des poudres a aussi
e´te´ e´tudie´e. Il a ainsi e´te´ montre´ que les pressions e´leve´es sont favorables a` la formation
de poussie`res que ce soit avec ou sans flux de gaz. La purete´ du gaz joue aussi un roˆle
essentiel dans le processus de croissance. En effet, des pressions de base tre`s basses ainsi
que de longues pe´riodes de pompage entre chaque expe´rience sont ne´cessaires pour obtenir
des densite´s de poudres e´leve´es et des cine´tiques de croissance rapides. L’influence de la
puissance injecte´e ou de la tension RF a aussi e´te´ e´tudie´e. Il apparaˆıt que de fortes puis-
sances ou des tensions RF e´leve´es favorisent la formation des poussie`res.
Enfin, la croissance de poudres peut de´clencher des instabilite´s du plasma : les insta-
bilite´s de croissance des poudres. Ces instabilite´s suivent un sche´ma d’e´volution pre´cis
constitue´ de diffe´rentes phases de fre´quences et d’amplitudes de´finies. Certaines de ces
phases peuvent eˆtre compare´es aux modes filamentaire et “great void” pre´ce´demment ob-
serve´s durant des expe´riences ou` les poudres e´taient forme´es par pulve´risation RF [74].
La cine´tique de croissance des poudres a une influence sur les instabilite´s : des cine´tiques
lentes induisent des instabilite´s basses fre´quences qui e´voluent sur des pe´riodes de temps
bien plus longues que dans le cas de cine´tiques rapides.
– La seconde e´tape de la vie d’une de´charge RF poussie´reuse co¨ıncide avec l’existence d’un
nuage dense de poudres pie`ge´ dans le plasma. Une re´gion sans poudre, d’environ 1 cm
de diame`tre et aux contours clairement de´limite´s, est souvent pre´sente dans le nuage au
centre du plasma. Cette re´gion est appele´e « void ». Il est commune´ment admis que ce
« void » est le re´sultat d’un e´quilibre entre une force e´lectrostatique confinante et la force
de friction des ions qui a tendance a` expulser les poudres du plasma. Sous certaines condi-
tions, ce « void »devient instable. Ces instabilite´s peuvent eˆtre repe´re´es sur les parame`tres
e´lectriques de la de´charge, sur la luminosite´ du plasma et sur la dynamique du nuage du
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poudres. Deux types d’instabilite´s ont e´te´ observe´s :
Le premier type est une instabilite´ auto-excite´e du « void » appele´e l’instabilite´ « heart-
beat ». Elle se compose de battements, c’est a` dire de se´quences de contraction-expansion
(SCE) des dimensions du « void ». Ce type d’instabilite´ a e´galement e´te´ observe´ lors
d’expe´riences en microgravite´ avec des poudres microme´triques injecte´es. Le « heartbeat »
pre´sente deux cas extreˆmes : un cas avec un taux de re´pe´tition faible qui se compose de SCE
tre`s rapides se´pare´es par de longues pe´riodes durant lesquelles le syste`me a le temps de re-
tourner a` l’e´quilibre, et un cas avec un fort taux de re´pe´tition compose´ de SCE plus lentes
mais qui se succe`dent rapidement sans retour a` l’e´quilibre. Dans les deux cas la contrac-
tion s’accompagne d’une forte augmentation de la luminosite´ du plasma a` l’inte´rieur du
« void » (aussi associe´e a` une forte augmentation du courant) sugge´rant un accroissement
de l’ionisation rompant l’e´quilibre entre la force e´lectrostatique et la force de friction des
ions. Entre ces deux cas extreˆmes, l’instabilite´ pre´sente des SCE avorte´es entre les SCE
comple`tes. Plus le nombre de SCE avorte´es est grand entre chaque SCE comple`te, plus ces
dernie`res sont rapides.
Le second type d’instabilite´ est amorce´ par la croissance d’une nouvelle ge´ne´ration de
poudres dans le « void ». Lorsque les parame`tres de la de´charge sont favorables, il peut y
avoir une formation continue de poussie`res dans le plasma et de nombreuses ge´ne´rations
peuvent ainsi se succe´der. Lorsqu’une nouvelle ge´ne´ration de poudres croˆıt dans le « void »
de l’ancienne ge´ne´ration, elle peut, sous certaines conditions (non-de´termine´es pour l’ins-
tant), de´clencher une instabilite´ du « void » qui ne s’arreˆte que lorsque les poudres de la
nouvelle ge´ne´ration ont atteint une taille et/ou une densite´ critiques. Cette instabilite´ est
marque´e par des se´quences d’expansion-contraction des dimensions du « void » a` basse
fre´quence et de grande amplitude. L’e´volution temporelle de la fre´quence et de l’amplitude
des oscillations est directement relie´e a` la croissance de la nouvelle ge´ne´ration de poudres.
Cette instabilite´ se transforme parfois en une rotation du void autour de l’axe de syme´trie
de la de´charge.
– La dernie`re e´tape est la phase post-de´charge. Les porteurs de charge du plasma diffusent et
se recombinent en gaz neutre. Dans un plasma poussie´reux, les poudres charge´es jouent un
roˆle significatif dans la disparition du plasma. Elles agissent comme des pie`ges sur lesquels
les porteurs de charge se recombinent et ainsi re´duisent fortement le temps d’extinction
du plasma. Cet effet a e´te´ mis en e´vidence expe´rimentalement en comparant les temps
d’extinction dans des de´charges avec ou sans poudres. Il a e´te´ de´montre´ que la fre´quence
d’absorption des porteurs de charge par les poudres n’augmente pas line´airement avec la
densite´ de poussie`res. Ceci est duˆ au fait que les interactions poudre-poudre, augmentant
avec la densite´ de poudres, re´duisent la charge e´lectrique de ces dernie`res et donc les flux
de porteurs de charge. Il a ainsi e´te´ propose´ d’utiliser la mesure du temps d’extinction du
plasma comme un diagnostic comple´mentaire pour les plasmas poussie´reux.
Comme les poudres se chargent durant la phase plasma, cette charge e´lectrique doit donc
disparaˆıtre durant la phase post-de´charge. Cependant, il a e´te´ observe´ que les poudres
gardent une faible charge re´siduelle et que celle-ci peut eˆtre positive ou ne´gative. Le temps
de chargement des poudres e´tant extreˆmement long a` la fin de la phase post-de´charge, des
fonctions de distribution de charges ont pu eˆtre mesure´es pour diffe´rentes conditions. Ainsi,
la charge moyenne des poudres est ne´gative mais les queues des distributions s’e´tendent
vers les charges positives. L’e´cart type des distributions est aussi plus grand que celui
pre´dit the´oriquement pour les distributions de charge en phase plasma. Les simulations
nume´riques montrent que la diffusion des porteurs de charge et plus particulie`rement la
transition de la diffusion ambipolaire vers la diffusion libre joue un roˆle majeur pour expli-
quer les distributions de charges re´siduelles observe´es. Ainsi, une transition abrupte lorsque
la longueur de Debye e´lectronique atteint la longueur de diffusion du re´acteur est incapable
d’expliquer l’existence de charges re´siduelles positives. En effet, la vitesse de transition est
essentielle pour expliquer la charge moyenne et l’e´cart type des distributions mesure´es. Des
transitions rapides aboutissent a` des charges re´siduelles moyennes plus faibles (en valeur
absolue) et des distributions plus larges.
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En conclusion, une analyse de´taille´e des diffe´rents phe´nome`nes pouvant survenir dans des
de´charges RF poussie´reuses a e´te´ re´alise´. Les travaux pre´sente´s dans cette the`se nous ont permis
de mieux comprendre les diffe´rents processus physiques implique´s dans les inte´ractions plasma-
poudre.
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Appendix A
Dust charge distribution in running
discharges
The Eq.2.18 can be solved this way. Taking x = Qd−Qmean and τ = t/τQ and then introducing
the dimensionless variable ξ = x/σ, Eq.2.18 can be rewritten as:
∂W
∂τ
=
( ∂2
∂ξ2
+
∂
∂ξ
ξ
)
W (A.1)
In the following, the initial condition is:
W (Qd, 0) = δ(Qd −Q0) (A.2)
with Q0 a value of Qd within the linear range of the current. This condition can be rewritten
as:
W (ξ, 0) = δ(ξ − ξ0) (A.3)
As W is a probability we have:∫ +∞
−∞
dQdW (Qd, t) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dξW (ξ, t) = 1 (A.4)
We introduce the time dependant position variable y = ξeτ . We thus have :
∂
∂ξ
= eτ
∂
∂y
(A.5)
and thus
∂
∂τ
W (y(τ), τ) =
∂
∂τ
W (y(τ), τ) +
∂y
∂τ
∂
∂y
W (y(τ), τ) (A.6)
∂
∂τ
W (y(τ), τ) =
∂
∂τ
W (y(τ), τ) + y
∂
∂y
W (y(τ), τ) (A.7)
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Eq.A.1 can be rewritten as
∂
∂τ
W (y(τ), τ) = e2τ
∂2
∂y2
W (y(τ), τ) +W (y(τ), τ) (A.8)
We take W = eτf , Eq.A.8 becomes
∂
∂τ
f = e2τ
∂2
∂y2
f (A.9)
which is the equation of diffusion with a time-dependant diffusion coefficient D˜(τ) = e2τ . The
solution is [177]:
f(y, τ) =
(
4pi
∫ τ
0
dτ ′D˜(τ ′)
)−1/2
exp
(
− (y − y0)
2
4
∫ τ
0 dτ
′D˜(τ ′)
)
(A.10)
which gives [91]:
W (Qmean + x, t) =
1
σ
√
2pi(1− e−2t/τQ)
exp
(
− (x− x0e
−t/τQ)2
2σ2(1− e−2t/τQ)
)
(A.11)
From Eq.A.11, it is clear that the charge distribution is Gaussian at all the times and approaches
with a time constant τQ a steady states with a mean dust particle charge Qmean and a variance
σ which depend on the charging currents. From Eq.2.19 and Eq.2.20, the variance σ can be
rewritten as: (σ
e
)2
=
τQ
2τc
(A.12)
where τC = e/(I¯i − I¯e). It has been shown that τQ represents the time for charge fluctuations
and τc represents the mean time for collisions between a dust particles and a charge species [91].
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Appendix B
Empirical Mode Decomposition
(EMD) and Hilbert-Huang (HH)
spectrum
Data analysis is a procedure which allows us to understand the physical processes implicated in
observed phenomena. However, problems are often encountered when one tries to analyse data:
• the total data span is too short
• the process which generates the data is non-linear
• the data are non stationary
The most common way to analyse data is Fourier analysis, but this is very limited for analysis
of non-linear and/or non-stationary data. Indeed Fourier analysis supposes that the data are
stationary and that the signal may be decomposed using trigonometric functions with fixed
amplitudes over the whole span of the data. Consequently, local time variations of a signal are
very hard to track. Moreover, non-linear data need to be decomposed over a wide range of
harmonics and as a result, the energy will be spread over a large frequency range.
The characteristics of the function used to analyse a signal can be misinterpreted and taken
as characteristic of the signal itself. Consequently, it is better to choose analysis functions in
accordance with the intrinsic structure of the analysed signal. For this purpose, Huang et al.
introduced a new method to analyse non-linear and non- stationary time series [178]. It is based
on the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT). The
key aspect of this method is to decompose the signal into a finite number of intrinsic mode
functions (IMF) based on local characteristic time scales of the data and then to determine the
instantaneous frequency of these IMFs using the HHT.
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B.1 The empirical mode decomposition
The main idea in EMD is to consider oscillations in the signal at a very local level. It is needed
to identify the time scale that will reveal the physical characteristics of the studied process.
Then, these time scales have to be extracted into intrinsic mode functions (IMF). Consequently,
the EMD is a data sifting process which eliminates locally riding waves as well as the local
asymmetry in the time series profile [179]. For a signal X(t), the effective algorithm for EMD
can be summarized as [178]:
1. Identify all extrema of X(t)
2. Interpolate between maxima using cubic spline line to obtain the envelope emax(t) and
interpolate between minima to obtain the envelope emin(t)
3. Calculate the mean m(t) = (emax(t)− emin(t))/2
4. Extract the first component h1(t) = X(t)−m(t)
5. Iterate on m(t)
The step 1 to 4 may have to be repeated several times until the component h(t) can be considered
as zero mean according to some stopping criterion[178]: each hi(t) is treated as the signal and
when it fits the stopping criterion, it is considered as the IMF and m(t) is treated as the signal.
At the end of the process, the signal X(t) is decomposed into a finite number n of IMFs Cj(t)
and a residue rn(t). The original signal can be reconstructed by superimposition of the IMFs
and the residue as follows:
X(t) = rn(t) +
n∑
j=1
Cj(t) (B.1)
By definition an IMF has to satisfy two conditions [178]:
• The number of extrema must be equal or differ at most by one from the number of zero
crossings. It is similar to the narrow band requirements for a stationary Gaussian process
• At any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maxima and the envelope
defined by the local minima is zero. It ensures phase function without bias and modifies
the classical global requirement to a local one. This is necessary so that the instantaneous
frequency will not have unwanted fluctuations induced by asymmetric wave forms.
The stopping criterion is thus very important in order to obtain physically meaningful IMFs.
The sifting process is terminated when two conditions are fulfilled:
1. The number of extrema must differ at most by one from the number of zero crossings.
2. The mean between the upper and lower envelope must be close to 0 according to some
criterion
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The stopping criterion is based on two thresholds θ1 and θ2 [180]. It aims at guaranteeing
globally small fluctuations while taking into account locally large excursions. It is based on the
mode amplitude a(t) = (emax(t)− emin(t))/2 and the evaluation function σ(t) = |m(t)/a(t)| so
that the sifting is iterated until σ(t) < θ1 for some prescribed fraction of the signal (1−α) while
σ(t) < θ2 for the remaining fraction. The set of values used in this thesis is α = 0.01 θ1 = 0.05
and θ2 = 0.5.
B.2 The Hilbert Huang spectrum
After the signal X(t) has been decomposed into IMF, the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) can
be applied. The HHT on an IMF Cj(t) is defined as:
Ĉj(t) =
1
pi
P
∫ +∞
−∞
Cj(t′)
t− t′ dt
′ (B.2)
where P indicates the Cauchy principal value. It is then possible to deduce the amplitude aj ,
the phase ϕj and the instantaneous frequency ωj :
aj(t) =
√
C2j (t) + Ĉ
2
j (t) (B.3)
ϕj(t) = arctan
( Ĉj(t)
Cj(t)
)
(B.4)
ωj(t) =
dϕj(t)
dt
(B.5)
The original signal can be expressed as:
X(t) = Re
n∑
j=1
aj(t) exp
(
ı
∫
ωj(t)dt
)
(B.6)
where Re stands for real part.
By definition IMFs have positive frequencies because they are symmetric with respect to the
local mean and consequently admit a well-behaved HHT 1.
As can be seen from Eq.B.6, IMFs represent a generalized Fourier expansion. The main improve-
ment is that the variable amplitude and the instantaneous frequency enable the expansion to
accommodate non-stationary data. The frequency and amplitude modulations are also clearly
separated.
From Eq.B.6, it is also possible to construct the frequency-time distribution of the amplitude
designated as the Hilbert-Huang amplitude spectrum H(ω, t) (HHS) [178]. The time resolution
in the HHS can be as precise as the sampling rate of the data and the frequency resolution is
arbitrary. The lowest extractable frequency is fmin = 1/T where T is the time duration of the
data and the highest frequency extractable is fmax = 1/(k∆t) where ∆t is the sampling rate of
1It is shown in Ref.[178] that the Hilbert transform can lead to non-physical negative frequencies if the signal
is not locally symmetric with respect to the zero mean level.
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the data and k the minimum number of points necessary to define the frequency accurately. For
a sine wave, k = 5 [178, 179].
From the HHS, it is possible to extract the marginal Hilbert spectrum defined as [178]:
h(ω) =
∫ T
0
H(ω, t)dt (B.7)
h2(ω) =
∫ T
0
H2(ω, t)dt (B.8)
It represents the cumulative amplitude (or squared amplitude) over the entire data span and
offers a measure of the total energy contribution from each frequency. It is different from the
Fourier spectrum in a sense that in the Fourier spectrum the existence of energy at a frequency
ω means that a sine or cosine wave with this frequency persists during all the data span while
for the marginal Hilbert spectrum it only means that during the whole span of the data such a
wave with frequency ω has a high probability to appear locally.
It is also possible to define the instantaneous energy density level IE as [178]:
IE(t) =
∫
ω
H2(ω, t)dω (B.9)
As IE depends on time, it can be used to check the energy fluctuations of the signal.
B.3 Examples
B.3.1 Analysis of an analytic non-linear signal
Let’s considered the following signal X(t) 2:
X(t) = cos
(
ωt+ # sinωt
)
(B.10)
where ω = 125.6 Hz (frequency f = 20 Hz) and # = 0.1 (Fig.B.1). This is a non-linear wave with
a small frequency modulation. The function is solution of the following non-linear equation:
d2x
dt2
+ (ω + #ω cosωt)2x− #ω2 sinωt(1− x2)1/2 = 0 (B.11)
As X(t) is already an IMF, the Fourier spectrogram and the HHS are presented in Fig.B.2.
As it can be seen, the Fourier analysis enlightens the main frequency at 20 Hz but also shows
harmonics which are necessary to reproduce the non-linear signal. On the other hand, the HHS
shows only one frequency around 20 Hz which is modulated at a frequency of 20 Hz.
The harmonic content obtained from the Fourier analysis arises only from the decomposition of
2A more detailed description of this example with parameter values is given in Ref.[178]
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Figure B.1: Non-linear signal of a wave with small frequency modulation and pure cosine wave
with the same mean frequency
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Figure B.2: Fourier spectrogram and Hilbert-Huang spectrum of a non-linear wave signal with
small frequency modulation
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a non-linear wave as a sum of linear waves. Indeed Eq.B.10 can be written as:
X(t) = cos
(
ωt+ # sinωt
)
= cosωt cos(# sinωt)− sinωt sin(# sinωt)
% cosωt− # sin2 ωt % (1− 1
2
#) cosωt+
1
2
# cos 2ωt (B.12)
Consequently this example shows that the harmonic components of a signal can be the result
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Figure B.3: Evolution of the frequency of the non-linear wave
of using a linear system to simulate a non-linear one.
From Eq.B.10, it is also possible to obtain frequency modulation from classical wave theory:
Ω =
dθ
dt
= ω(1 + # cosωt) (B.13)
In Fig.B.3, the frequency obtained from the Hilbert transform is compared to the theoretical
one obtained from Eq.B.13. As can be seen, it is in very good agreement. It thus confirms that
a deformed sinusoidal wave can be interpreted as an intra-wave frequency modulated wave.
B.3.2 EMD of a heartbeat signal
The empirical mode decomposition has been applied to a heartbeat signal (AC current; see
Chap.5). The results are presented in Fig.B.4. As can be seen, the signal is composed of a finite
number of modes.
The modes with the highest amplitude (IMF 5 to 7) are the main modes of the signal. Indeed
as can be seen in Fig.B.5, the sum of these modes reproduce the main characteristics of the
measured signal.
The Hilbert transform has been applied to the IMFs. The HHS and marginal spectrum have
been plotted (Fig.B.6). As can be seen in Fig.B.6(a), the signal has a main frequency centred
around 20 Hz and exhibits a slightly weaker component with large frequency excursion centred
around 40 Hz.
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The marginal Hilbert spectrum is also compared to the Fourier spectrum of the signal (Fig.B.6(b)).
The two frequencies previously observed are present in both spectra. However, in the marginal
Hilbert Spectrum they are not represented by sharp peaks indicating that the frequencies are
effectively varying around their mean values while in the Fourier spectrum those frequencies are
observed with sharp peaks and accompanied by additional harmonics necessary to reconstruct
the non-linear data. This suggests the additional harmonics are not characteristic of the physical
process leading to the non-linear signal, but merely provide a linear reconstruction.
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Figure B.6: HHS and marginal Hilbert spectrum of the heartbeat signal
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Appendix C
Matlab program for dust resisual
charge simulation
C.1 Main program
%electrons and ions density are computed idependantly
%dust charge computed through a Focker Planck algorithm
function [ni,ne,CR,CRevol,t,tde,tdi,tabs,Te]=ModelResCharge3(ts,nd,n0)
%ts: simulation time
%n0: initial density
%nd: dust density
ttinfty=0.900e-3; %electron temperature relaxation time (to modify as a function of studied conditions)
te0=100; %initial Te/Ti)
tdinfty=3.5e-3; %diffusion time (to modify as a function of studied conditions)
ldi0=18e-6; %initial debye length for ni=5e9 cm-3
lambda=1e-2; %reactor diffusion length
%time step and number of step
dt=1e-6; %time step
N=ts/dt; %numner of step
%Number of dust particles
Np=500;
rd=190e-9;%dust radius
Veq=Np/nd; %equivalent volume of the Nd dust particles
%initialisation of parameters
t=zeros(1,N);
Te=zeros(1,N);
td=zeros(1,N);
tabs=zeros(1,N);
tde=zeros(1,N);
tdi=zeros(1,N);
ni=zeros(1,N);
ne=zeros(1,N);
CRevol=zeros(int16(N/10)+1,Np);
% %initialisation de la charge sur les poudres
[CR,ne(1),ni(1)]=PlasmaActif(Np,nd,n0,rd,10e-7,te0,-700);
disp(’*************’);
disp(’initialisation finished’);
disp(’*************’);
wx=1; %time step to save charge distribution
for i=1:N
if (mod(i,100)==0)
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disp(’still running’);
disp(i);
end
Te(i)=CalculerTe(dt*(i-1),ttinfty,te0);
%density of electrons and ions
if i =1
nev=ne(i-1);
niv=ni(i-1);
else
nev=ne(1);
niv=ni(1);
end
niabs=0;
neabs=0;
tabs(i)=0;
for j=1:Np
temps=0;
tm1=0; %charging time until now for the jth dust particle
k=0;
while temps<dt
%calcul des courants d’ions et d’electrons
%Calcul du potentiel de surface de la poudre traitee
PhiS=CR(j)*1.602e-19/(4*pi*8.854e-12*rd);
if nev<0;
nev=0;
disp(’ne neg’);
disp(i);
return;
%break;
end
if niv<0;
niv=0;
disp(’ni neg’)
disp(i);
return;
%break;
end
I0i=4*pi*rd*rd*niv*1.602e-19*sqrt(1.38e-23*(1.602e-19*0.03/1.38e-23)
/(2*pi*6.63e-26))*(1+30e-3*Te(i));
I0e=-4*pi*rd*rd*nev*1.602e-19*sqrt(1.38e-23*(1.602e-19*0.03/1.38e-23)*Te(i)
/(2*pi*9.11e-31));
%ion current
if PhiS<0
Ii=I0i*(1-PhiS/(0.03));
else
Ii=I0i*exp(-PhiS/(0.03));
end
%electron current
if PhiS>0
Ie=I0e*(1+PhiS/(Te(i)*0.03));
else
Ie=I0e*exp(PhiS/(Te(i)*0.03));
end
%proba collection electron
pre=-Ie/1.602e-19;
%proba collection ion
pri=Ii/1.602e-19;
ptot=pre+pri;
%charging time step
R1=rand(1);
while (R1==1 — R1==0)
R1=rand(1);
end
deltat=-log(1-R1)/ptot;
if k==0
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tabs(i)=tabs(i)+deltat;
end
tm1=temps;
temps=temps+deltat;
if temps<dt
%choice of the absorbed particles
R2=rand(1);
if R2<(pre/ptot)
CR(j)=CR(j)-1; %electrons
neabs=neabs+1;
else
CR(j)=CR(j)+1;%ions
niabs=niabs+1;
end
end
if temps>dt
R3=rand(1);
P=1-exp(-(dt-tm1)*ptot);
if R3<P
R2=rand(1);
if R2<(pre/ptot)
CR(j)=CR(j)-1; %electrons
neabs=neabs+1;
else
CR(j)=CR(j)+1;%ions
niabs=niabs+1;
end
end
end
if deltat<0
disp(’crash);
disp(temps);
disp(deltat);
return;
end
k=k+1;
if k>1000000
disp(’crash2’);
disp(i);
disp(deltat);
return;
end
end
end
t(i)=(i-1)*dt;
tabs(i)=tabs(i)/Np;
if i==1
td(i)=Calcultd(t,tdinfty,ttinfty,Te(i));
ldi=sqrt(8.85e-12*0.03/(ni(1)*1.602e-19));
lde=sqrt(8.85e-12*Te(1)*0.03/(ne(1)*1.602e-19));
else
ldi=sqrt(8.85e-12*0.03/(ni(i-1)*1.602e-19)); %longuer de debye ionique
if ne(i-1)>0
lde=sqrt(8.85e-12*Te(i)*0.03/(ne(i-1)*1.602e-19));
else
lde=10000; %artefact for ne=0 w/o numerical pb
end
ld=lde*ldi/sqrt(lde^2 +ldi^2);
[corr De,corr Di]=CorrectionDiffusion2(lambda,lde);
%Correction to ambipolar diffusion
td(i)=Calcultd(t,tdinfty,ttinfty,Te(i)); %diffusion time
%
if td(i)<0
disp(’td neg’);
return;
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end
%correction diffusion times
%Phys Rev A 7,781 (1972)
tde(i)=td(i)./corr De;
tdi(i)=td(i)./corr Di;
%evolution of ion and electrondensities
ne(i)=ne(i-1)-dt*ne(i-1)*(1/(tde(i)*1))-neabs/Veq;
ni(i)=ni(i-1)-dt*ni(i-1)*(1/(tdi(i)*1))-niabs/Veq;
if ne(i)<0
ne(i)=0.;
end
end
if ( i==1 — mod(i,10)==0)
CRevol(wx,:)=CR(:);
wx=wx+1;
end
%stop when charging time biger than diffusion time
if (tabs(i)>20.*tdinfty)
disp(’i fin’);
disp(i);
disp(ldi);
return;
end
end
C.2 Subprogram
C.2.1 Initialisation of dust particle charges
function [CR,ne,ni]=PlasmaActif(Np,nd,n0,rd,dt,Te,c0)
%charge on dust taking ito account quasi neutrality and dust density
%some parameters such as dt and the starting dust charge must be adjust manually to improve speed
%land stability
Veq=Np/nd; %volume occupe par les 500 poudres
ni=n0;
ne=n0;
neprev=ne+0.5*ne;
Zdmeanprev=5000;
Zdvarprev=5000;
diff=100.*abs(neprev-ne)/ne;
diff2=100;
diff3=100;
%dt=1e-6;
k=1;
%Te=100;
CR=c0*ones(1,Np);
while (diff>0.05 | diff2>0.05 | diff3>0.05 | k<25)
i=1;
disp(k);
Zdmeanprev=mean(CR);
Zdvarprev=std(CR); for j=1:Np
%disp(j);
temps=0;
while temps<dt
%disp(temps);
%calcul des courants d’ions et d’electrons
%Calcul du potentiel de surface de la poudre traitee
PhiS=CR(j)*1.602e-19/(4*pi*8.854e-12*rd);
I0i=4*pi*rd*rd*ni*1.602e-19*sqrt(1.38e-23*(1.602e-19*0.03/1.38e-23)
/(2*pi*6.63e-26));
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I0e=-4*pi*rd*rd*ne*1.602e-19*sqrt(1.38e-23*(1.602e-19*0.03/1.38e-23)*Te
/(2*pi*9.11e-31));
%courant d’ion
if PhiS<0
Ii=I0i*(1-PhiS/(0.03)); %car Te(j)=Te/Ti en realite
else
Ii=I0i*exp(-PhiS/(0.03));
end
%courant d’electrons
if PhiS>0
Ie=I0e*(1+PhiS/(Te*0.03));
else
Ie=I0e*exp(PhiS/(Te*0.03));
end
%proba collection electron
pre=-Ie/1.602e-19;
%proba collection ion
pri=Ii/1.602e-19;
ptot=pre+pri;
%calcul pas temps
R1=rand(1);
if (R1==1 — R1==0)
R1=rand(1);
end
deltat=-log(1-R1)/ptot;
temps=temps+deltat;
if temps<dt
%choix particule absorbee
R2=rand(1);
if R2<(pre/ptot)
CR(j)=CR(j)-1;
else
CR(j)=CR(j)+1;
end
end
if deltat<0
disp(’crash’);
disp(temps);
return;
end
end
end
end
neprev=ne;
ne=ni+sum(CR)/Veq;
diff=100.*abs(neprev-ne)/ne;
diff2=100.*abs(Zdmeanprev-mean(CR))/mean(CR);
diff3=100.*abs(Zdvarprev-std(CR))/std(CR);
k=k+1;
end
figure(5);
clf;
hist(CR,20);
xlabel(’Charge (e)’,’fontsize’,16);
ylabel(’Number of dust particles’,’fontsize’,16);
C.2.2 Characteristic times and coefficients
function [Te]=CalculerTe(t,tautinfty,te0)
%fonction pour Calculer la temperature electronique (Te/Ti) dans l’afterglow
%d’un dusty plasma
%On a resolu analitiquement l’equation 3 de
%Phys. Rev. Lett. 90(5), 055003 (2003)
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fte0=abs((sqrt(te0)-1)/(sqrt(te0)+1));
Te=((fte0*exp(-t/tautinfty)+1)/(1-fte0*exp(-t/tautinfty)))^2;
function [td]= Calcultd(t,tdinfty,ttinfty,Te)
%Calcul pour calculer le temps caracteristique de
%perte du plasma par diffusion
%d’apres Phys. Rev. Lett. 90(5), 055003 (2003)
%Te=CalculerTe(t,ttinfty,te0);
td=1./(0.5*(1+Te)/tdinfty);
function [corr De,corr Di]=CorrectionDiffusion(lambda,lde)
%program pour calculer les corrections a la diffusion ambipolaire suivant
%les donnees tirees de l’article Phys Rev A 7, 781 (1973)
%rapport de la longueur de diffusion sur la longueur de Debye electronique
ratio2=(lambda/lde)^2;
%calcul des coefficeints de correction
if ratio2<= 1e-1
pente1=(9.-8.)/(7e-2 - 1e-1);
b1=9-pente1*7e-2;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
if corr De>100;
corr De=100;
end
corr Di=0.5;
end
if ( ratio2>1e-1 & ratio2<=5e-1)
pente1=(8-5.5)/(1e-1 - 5e-1);
b1=5.5-pente1*5e-1;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(5e-1 - 6e-1)/(1e-1 - 5e-1);
b2=6e-1 -pente2*5e-1;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>5e-1 & ratio2<=1)
pente1=(5.5-4.8)/(5e-1 - 1.);
b1=4.8-pente1*1;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(6e-1 - 7e-1)/(5e-1 - 1.);
b2=7e-1 -pente2*1;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>1 & ratio2<=5)
pente1=(4.8-2.9)/(1 - 5);
b1=2.9-pente1*5;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(7e-1 - 1.1)/(1 - 5);
b2=1.1-pente2*5;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>5 & ratio2<=10)
pente1=(2.9-2.4)/(5-10);
b1=2.4-pente1*10;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.1-1.2)/(5-10);
b2=1.2-pente2*10;
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corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>10 & ratio2<=50)
pente1=(2.4-1.3)/(10 - 50);
b1=1.3-pente1*50;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.2-1.25)/(10 - 50);
b2=1.25-pente2*50;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>50 & ratio2<=100)
pente1=(1.3-1.25)/(50 - 100);
b1=1.25-pente1*100;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.25-1.25)/(50 - 100);
b2=1.25-pente2*100;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>100 & ratio2<=500)
pente1=(1.25-1.20)/(100 - 500);
b1=1.20-pente1*500;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.25-1.15)/(100 - 500);
b2=1.15-pente2*500;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>500 & ratio2<=1e3)
pente1=(1.20-1.15)/(500 - 1e3);
b1=1.15-pente1*1e3;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.15-1.1)/(500 - 1e3);
b2=1.1-pente2*1e3;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>1e3 & ratio2<=5e3)
pente1=(1.15-1.1)/(1e3 - 5e3);
b1=1.1-pente1*5e3;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.1-1)/(1e3 - 5e3);
b2=1.-pente2*5e3;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>5e3 & ratio2<=1e4)
pente1=(1.1-1)/(5e3 - 1e4);
b1=1.-pente1*1e4;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.-1.)/(5e3 - 1e4);
b2=1.-pente2*1e4;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ratio2>1e4
corr De=1;
corr Di=1;
end
function [corr De,corr Di]=CorrectionDiffusion2(lambda,lde)
%program pour calculer les corrections a la diffusion ambipolaire suivant
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%les donnees tirees de l’article Phys Rev A 7, 781 (1973)
%avec resultats de freiberg pour les electrons
%rapport de la longueur de diffusion sur la longueur de Debye electronique
ratio2=(lambda/lde)^2;
%calcul des coefficeints de correction
if ratio2<= 1e-1
pente1=(40.-30.)/(7e-2 - 1e-1);
b1=40-pente1*7e-2;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
if corr De>100;
corr De=100;
end
corr Di=0.5;
end
if ( ratio2>1e-1 & ratio2<=5e-1)
pente1=(30-15)/(1e-1 - 5e-1);
b1=15-pente1*5e-1;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(5e-1 - 6e-1)/(1e-1 - 5e-1);
b2=6e-1 -pente2*5e-1;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>5e-1 & ratio2<=1)
pente1=(15-10)/(5e-1 - 1.);
b1=10-pente1*1;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(6e-1 - 7e-1)/(5e-1 - 1.);
b2=7e-1 -pente2*1;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>1 & ratio2<=5)
pente1=(10-7)/(1 - 5);
b1=7-pente1*5;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(7e-1 - 1.1)/(1 - 5);
b2=1.1-pente2*5;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>5 & ratio2<=10)
pente1=(7-3)/(5-10);
b1=3-pente1*10;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.1-1.2)/(5-10);
b2=1.2-pente2*10;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>10 & ratio2<=50)
pente1=(3-2.5)/(10 - 50);
b1=2.5-pente1*50;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.2-1.3)/(10 - 50);
b2=1.3-pente2*50;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>50 & ratio2<=100)
pente1=(2.5-2.1)/(50 - 100);
b1=2.1-pente1*100;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
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%
pente2=(1.3-1.3)/(50 - 100);
b2=1.3-pente2*100;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>100 & ratio2<=500)
pente1=(2.1-1.9)/(100 - 500);
b1=1.9-pente1*500;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.3-1.15)/(100 - 500);
b2=1.15-pente2*500;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>500 & ratio2<=1e3)
pente1=(1.9-1.5)/(500 - 1e3);
b1=1.5-pente1*1e3;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.15-1.1)/(500 - 1e3);
b2=1.1-pente2*1e3;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>1e3 & ratio2<=5e3)
pente1=(1.5-1.1)/(1e3 - 5e3);
b1=1.5-pente1*1e3;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.1-1)/(1e3 - 5e3);
b2=1.-pente2*5e3;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ( ratio2>5e3 & ratio2<=1e4)
pente1=(1.1-1)/(5e3 - 1e4);
b1=1.-pente1*1e4;
corr De=(pente1*ratio2) + b1;
%
pente2=(1.-1.)/(5e3 - 1e4);
b2=1.-pente2*1e4;
corr Di=(pente2*ratio2) + b2;
end
if ratio2>1e4
corr De=1;
corr Di=1;
end
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Publications related to this thesis
D.1 Publications related to Chapter 4
• Mikikian, M.; Cavarroc, M.; Coue¨del, L. & Boufendi, L., “Low frequency instabilities
during dust particle growth in a radio-frequency plasma”, Phys. Plasmas, 13, 092103
(2006)
• Mikikian, M.M.; Coue¨del, L.L.; Cavarroc, M.M.; Tessier, Y.Y. & Boufendi, L.L.,“Plasma
Emission Modifications and Instabilities Induced by the Presence of Growing Dust Parti-
cles”, IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci., In press (2008)
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In
this
paper
,instabilities
appearing
in
a
dusty
plasm
a
are
experim
entally
investigated.These
low
frequency
self-excited
instabilities
appear
during
dustparticle
grow
th
and
are
characterized
by
a
frequency
spectrum
ev
olving
during
this
process.
The
o
n
set,
the
tim
e
ev
olution
and
the
m
ain
characteristics
of
these
instabilities
are
investigated
thanks
to
electrical
and
optical
m
easu
rem
ents.
B
oth
signals
show
a
clear
ev
olution
schem
e
w
ith
a
w
ell-defined
su
ccession
of
phases.From
the
beginning
to
the
end
of
this
schem
e,
regular
o
scillations
and/or
chaotic
regim
es
are
observed.
Finally
,instabilities
stop
w
hen
the
dustparticle
size
reaches
a
few
hundreds
of
n
an
o
m
eters
and
a
stable
three-dim
ensional
dust
cloud
is
obtained.A
dust-free
region
called
v
oid
is
then
u
su
ally
observed
in
the
plasm
a
center
.©
2006
Am
erican
Institute
ofPhysics
.#D
O
I:10.1063/1.2337793$
I.IN
TRO
DUCTIO
N
In
a
plasm
a,dustparticles
can
be
grow
n
u
sing
reactive
gases
like
silane 1–3
o
r
by
ion
bom
bardm
ent
o
n
m
aterials. 4
–9
This
form
ation
is
actively
studied
due
to
strong
co
n
se-
quences
that
can
arise
from
the
presence
of
dustin
plasm
a
processing
reactors 10,11
for
m
icroelectronics
w
here
cleanli-
n
ess
is
a
m
ajor
requirem
ent. 12
Furtherm
ore,
the
interest
is
actually
increasing
due
to
the
fact
that
n
an
o
m
eter
dustpar
-
ticles
can
be
u
seful
for
industrial
applications
like
solar
cells 13
o
r
m
em
o
ries. 14
Laboratory
dusty
plasm
as
are
also
a
v
ery
efficient
w
ay
to
produce
and
study
astrophysicaldusty
m
edia
like
planet
atm
ospheres. 15
In
capacitively
co
upled
radio-frequency
discharges,
a
dense
cloud
of
subm
icrom
eter
dustparticles
filling
the
w
hole
space
betw
een
the
electrodes
can
be
obtained.D
uring
theirgrow
th,dustparticles
acquire
a
n
egative
charge
by
attaching
m
o
re
and
m
o
re
electrons. 16
–18
Consequently
,
the
grow
th
can
be
studied
through
its
influ-
en
ce
o
n
the
plasm
a
characteristics
and
in
particular
o
n
the
discharge
cu
rrent
harm
onics.
Indeed,
the
cu
rrent
third
har
-
m
o
nic
is
a
robust
tool
to
accu
rately
follow
and
identify
grow
th
steps. 19
D
ustparticle
grow
th
strongly
affects
plasm
a
properties
and
can
induce
plasm
a
instabilities.Self-excited
instabilitieshave
been
observed
in
silane
plasm
as 20!frequen-
cies
of
few
kH
z
for
dust
particles
of
few
n
an
o
m
eters"
and
also
in
dusty
plasm
as
produced
by
sputtering
a
carbon
target 7,8!frequencies
aro
u
nd
100
H
z
fordustparticles
aro
u
nd
hundred
n
an
o
m
eters"
.In
thislast
experim
ent,the
authorsde-
scribe
tw
o
differentinstability
m
odes
called
the
filam
entary
m
ode
and
the
great
v
oid
m
ode.
The
first
o
n
e
appears
ap-
proxim
ately
1
m
in
after
the
plasm
a
ignition
and
is
character
-
ized
by
a
broadband
spectrum
centered
aro
u
nd
100
H
z.
It
co
rresponds
to
a
beam
like
striation
of
dust
density
and
plasm
a
glow
.A
sdustparticles
are
stillgrow
ing,this
stage
is
then
follow
ed
by
the
great
v
oid
m
ode,
w
hich
co
rresponds
to
the
form
ation
of
a
dust-free
region
called
v
oid
7,9,21–23
and
its
rotation
in
a
horizontalplane
in
betw
een
the
electrodes.The
v
oid
region
is
due
to
the
equilibrium
betw
een
v
arious
forces
acting
o
n
the
n
egatively
charged
dustparticles.These
forces
are
principally
due
to
ion
drag,
electric
fields,therm
algradi-
ents,gas
flow
,
and
gravity
,
and
they
define
the
cloud
shape.
The
ion
drag
force
is
presently
actively
studied
because
itis
su
spected
to
be
the
m
ain
responsible
of
the
v
oid
form
ation, 8,24
–33
pushing
the
dust
particles
aw
ay
from
the
discharge
center
.In
this
paper
,
observations
and
an
alyses
of
instabilities
appearing
during
dust
particle
grow
th
are
per
-
form
ed.
These
instabilities
look
like
the
filam
entary
and
great
v
oid
m
odesin
so
m
e
stage
of
their
ev
olution.N
everthe-
less,
their
tim
e
ev
olution
is
m
u
ch
m
o
re
co
m
plicated
and
sev
en
different
regim
es
can
be
identified.
Indeed,
w
ell-
defined
frequencies
are
observed
and
the
asso
ciated
spectrum
strongly
ev
olves
during
the
grow
th
process.The
instability
co
m
plex
shape
u
nderlines
the
co
existence
of
differentphe-
n
o
m
en
a
that
co
uld
interact
and
give
regular
o
r
chaotic
o
scil-
lations.
The
instability
tim
e
ev
olution
rev
eals
drastic
and
sudden
changes
in
shape
and
frequency
that
co
uld
n
ot
be
easily
co
rrelated
to
dustparticle
size
and
density
.A
detailed
an
alysis
of
the
instability
m
ain
characteristics
is
perform
ed
in
o
rder
to
u
nderline
and
bring
to
the
fore
the
co
m
plex
phe-
n
o
m
en
a
that
co
uld
arise
in
a
plasm
a
co
ntaining
changing
dustparticles.
II.EXPER
IM
EN
TA
L
B
ASIS
A
.Experim
ental
setup
The
w
o
rk
presented
here
is
perform
ed
in
the
PK
E-
N
efedov
!Plasm
a
K
ristallExperim
ent"
cham
berdesigned
for
m
icrogravity
experim
ents. 34The
experim
ental
setup
co
n
sists
of
a
parallel
plate
rf
discharge
w
here
an
argon
plasm
a
!0.2
–2
m
bar"
is
created
in
a
push-pull
ex
citation
m
ode
!0
–4
W
"
.
The
electrodes
are
separated
by
3
cm
and
their
diam
eter
is
4
cm
.
The
dust
cloud
is
illum
inated
by
a
thin
laser
sheetperpendicular
to
the
electrodes
and
the
scattered
light
is
reco
rded
at
90°
w
ith
tw
o
standard
charge-coupled
device
!CCD
"
cam
eras
at25
im
ages
per
seco
nd.In
the
first
a"Electronic
m
ail:
m
axim
e.m
ikikian@
univ-orleans.fr PH
Y
SICS
O
F
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SM
A
S
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!2006"
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stages
of
grow
th,dustparticles
are
v
ery
sm
all
and
the
scat-
tered
lightis
m
axim
um
in
the
laserdirection.Consequently
,
a
third
cam
era
is
w
atching
the
cloud
w
ith
an
angle
lying
approxim
ately
betw
een
20°
and
30°
w
ith
respect
to
the
inci-
dent
laser
direction.
Instabilities
are
characterized
by
tw
o
differentdiagnostics.First,
the
tim
e
ev
olution
of
the
am
pli-
tude
of
the
discharge
cu
rrent
fundam
ental
harm
onic
is
re-
co
rded.This
electrical
m
easu
rem
entis
representative
ofglo-
bal
changes
in
plasm
a
properties,
especially
co
n
cerning
the
electron
density
.The
seco
nd
diagnostic
is
based
o
n
spatially
resolved
optical
m
easu
rem
ents.Five
opticalfibers
are
hori-
zo
ntally
aligned
!5
m
m
in
betw
een
each
fiber"
and
reco
rd
the
total
plasm
a
light
w
ith
a
spatial
resolution
of
about3
m
m
.
This
diagnostic
gives
local
m
easu
rem
ents
that
are
ofinterest
to
detect
any
plasm
a
m
otion
o
rlocalized
changes
in
o
rder
to
better
u
nderstand
the
integrated
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents.
B
.D
ustparticle
grow
th
D
ustparticles
are
grow
n
by
sputtering
a
polym
er
layer
deposited
o
n
the
electrodes
and
co
m
ing
from
previously
in-
jected
dust
particles
!3.4
!
m
,
m
elam
ine
form
aldehyde"
.A
typical
w
o
rking
pressure
is
aro
u
nd
1.6
m
bar
and
rfpow
eris
about2.8
W
.W
ith
these
param
etersdustparticles
startto
be
detected
by
the
cam
eras
approxim
ately
1
m
in
after
the
plasm
a
ignition.A
m
o
re
co
m
plete
description
of
the
experi-
m
ental
setup
and
so
m
e
results
co
n
cerning
dust
particle
grow
th
are
given
in
R
ef.
9.
The
grow
th
process
leads
to
v
arious
shapes
of
the
dust
cloud
!few
layers,dom
elike
shape,
three-dim
ensionaldense
cloud"due
to
the
factthat
w
e
do
n
ot
co
ntrolprecisely
the
size
and
density
ofgrow
n
dustparticles.
Indeed,
the
grow
th
process
seem
s
to
be
highly
sen
sitive
to
gas
purity
.This
effect
is
am
plified
by
the
fact
that
experi-
m
ents
are
perform
ed
at
static
pressure
!n
o
gasflow
"
.A
tleast
1
h
ofpum
ping
betw
een
each
experim
entis
n
eeded
to
elim
i-
n
ate
species
form
ed
during
the
previous
ru
n
and/or
co
m
ing
from
the
o
utgassing
of
the
w
alls
and/or
from
the
sputtered
m
atter
.Thisbehavioris
w
ell
observed
o
n
su
ccessive
ru
n
sby
u
sing
em
ission
spectroscopy
.Im
purities
like
N
2
and
O
H
are
observed
and
their
effect
o
n
dustparticle
form
ation
is
u
nder
investigation.U
ntil
n
o
w
itis
n
ot
clearif
theirpresence
pre-
v
ents
the
sputtering
o
rif
the
sputtering
o
ccu
rsbutthe
grow
th
can
n
ot
takes
place.
This
effect
of
the
gas
purity
has
been
previously
reported
in
sim
ilar
experim
ents. 8Possible
precur
-
so
rs
like
carbon
m
olecules
C
2
,CN
,
and
CH
appear
and
the
C
2
m
olecule
seem
s
to
be
a
good
indicator
of
dust
form
ation. 35
A
v
ery
high
dustdensity
is
obtained
w
hen
base
pressure
before
an
experim
entis
sufficiently
low
!few
10
−6
m
bar"
.A
base
pressure
of
few
10
−5
m
bar
drastically
reduces
the
am
o
u
nt
of
grow
n
dust
particles.This
base
pressure
depen-
dence
is
ev
en
m
o
re
drastic
o
n
the
instability
appearance.In-
deed,in
o
u
r
experim
ental
co
nditions,they
are
observed
o
nly
if
the
base
pressure
is
low
er
than
4
"
10
−6
m
bar.
Conse-
quently
,
u
n
stable
co
nditions
depend
o
n
gas
purity
and/or
o
n
dustparticle
density
.
III.DUST
PA
R
TICLE
G
RO
W
TH
INSTA
B
ILITIES
D
ust
particle
grow
th
instabilities
!D
PG
I"
typically
ap-
pear
a
few
tens
of
seco
nds
after
plasm
a
ignition.Their
ap-
pearance
is
w
ell
observed
o
n
both
electrical
and
optical
m
easu
rem
ents. 36,37
D
ue
to
their
low
frequency
and
strong
am
plitude,
the
beginning
of
D
PG
I
is
also
w
elldetected
by
the
n
aked
eye
looking
at
the
plasm
a
glow
.
W
hen
dustparticles
are
grow
ing
in
a
plasm
a,the
am
pli-
tude
of
the
discharge
cu
rrent
fundam
ental
harm
onic
is
de-
creasing
due
to
the
electron
attachm
ent
o
n
the
dustparticle
su
rface.Thisdecrease
is
w
ell
observed
in
Fig.1
from
aro
u
nd
20
s
!plasm
a
ignition"
to
800
s
.The
appearance
of
D
PG
Iis
also
clearly
evidenced
by
an
increase
of
the
fluctuation
am
-
plitude
becom
ing
a
real
o
scillation.
D
PG
I
can
last
sev
eral
m
inutes
!m
o
re
than
12
m
in
in
Fig.1"
and
different
regim
es
are
evidenced.Their
starting
tim
e
is
slightly
changing
from
o
n
e
experim
entto
an
otherdue
to
differences
in
dustparticle
density
,
w
hich
is
strongly
dependent
o
n
gaspurity
.N
everthe-
less,
statisticsperform
ed
o
n
sev
eral
experim
ents
allow
to
de-
duce
so
m
e
generalbehavior
.For
ex
am
ple,
the
pressure
de-
pendence
is
show
n
in
Fig.
2.
A
decreasing
exponential
v
ariation
ofD
PG
I
appearance
tim
e
as
a
function
ofpressure
is
observed:
the
higher
the
pressure,
the
shorter
the
appear
-
an
ce
tim
e.This
v
ariation
u
nderlines
the
relation
betw
een
the
instability
appearance
and
dust
particle
density
.
Indeed,
D
PG
I
are
observed
o
nly
w
hen
a
huge
dustparticle
density
is
obtained.
From
o
u
r
previous
experim
ents, 35
w
e
define
the
threshold
pressure
perm
itting
dustparticle
grow
th
at
aro
u
nd
1.2
m
bar.A
thigherpressures,
a
shorterdelay
before
form
a-
tion
of
a
dense
cloud
is
m
easu
red.This
delay
is
w
ell
evi-
denced
in
Fig.2.A
t1.4
m
bar,
n
early
2
m
in
are
n
ecessary
to
initiate
D
PG
I
w
hile
o
nly
40
s
are
required
at1.8
m
bar.T
w
o
possibilities
can
explain
this
delay
atlow
pressures:
either
a
longer
tim
e
is
required
to
attain
the
criticaldustdensity
n
ec-
essary
to
initiate
D
PG
I
o
r
the
dustdensity
is
low
er
and
for
D
PG
I
to
begin
it
n
eeds
bigger
dust
particles
!i.e.,
longer
FIG
.
1.
!Color
o
nline"
Tim
e
ev
olution
of
the
am
plitude
of
the
discharge
cu
rrentfundam
entalharm
onic
during
dustparticle
grow
th.Instabilities
ap-
pear
aro
u
nd
40
s
afterplasm
a
ignition.
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tim
e"
.These
explanations
are
co
n
sistent
w
ith
an
other
obser
-
v
ation:
the
low
er
the
rf
pow
er
,
the
longer
the
appearance
tim
e.
IV
.PH
ASE
ID
EN
TIFICATIO
N:ELECTRICAL
A
N
D
O
PTICAL
M
EASUREM
ENTS
A
s
can
be
seen
in
Fig.1,different
regim
es
characterize
D
PG
I.These
differentphases
are
easily
brought
to
lightby
perform
ing
the
sam
e
electrical
m
easu
rem
entsbutin
ac
m
ode
in
o
rder
to
im
prove
o
scilloscope
v
ertical
resolution.The
re-
sulting
cu
rv
e
is
presented
in
Fig.3.The
beginning
of
D
PG
I
isdetected
aro
u
nd
40
s
and
clearphases,
n
u
m
bered
from
1
to
7,
are
observed.These
differentphases
are
better
evidenced
by
perform
ing
Fourier
an
alysis
of
the
electrical
signals.A
typical
spectrogram
is
given
in
Fig.4.In
o
rder
to
em
phasize
sm
all
o
rdered
dom
ains,
the
spectrogram
intensity
has
been
n
o
rm
alized
inside
each
100
s
range
!from
0
to
100
s
inten-
sity
has
been
n
o
rm
alized
to
its
m
axim
um
v
alue
inside
this
tim
e
dom
ain
and
so
o
n"
.
The
sam
e
Fourier
an
alysis
per
-
form
ed
o
n
spatially
resolved
optical
m
easu
rem
ents
show
s
ro
ughly
the
sam
e
spectrogram
features
and
phases.
From
Figs.
3
and
4
w
e
can
identify
sev
en
different
regim
es
!a
precise
an
alysis
of
these
differentphases
w
illbe
presented
in
the
follow
ing
sections":
•
Three
o
rdered
phases
P1,
P2,
P3
!from
%
40
s
to
%
80
s"
.
•
Chaotic
phase
P4
!from
%
80
s
to
%
405
s"
.
•
H
igh
frequency
phase
P5
!from
%
405
s
to
%
435
s"
.
•
Chaotic
phase
becom
ing
m
o
re
and
m
o
re
regular
P6
!from
%
435
s
to
%
600
s"
.
•
R
egular
o
scillation
phase
P7
!from
%
600
s
to
%
680
s"
.
A
ll
these
phases
are
observed
o
n
both
electrical
and
optical
m
easu
rem
ents,
co
nfirm
ing
their
real
co
rrelation
to
an
u
n
-
stable
state
of
the
plasm
a-dust
particle
system
.
The
global
schem
e
of
these
instabilities
is
different
from
the
o
n
e
de-
scribe
in
R
efs.7
and
8,
w
here
a
filam
entary
m
ode
!that
co
uld
be
related
to
o
u
r
chaotic
regim
e"
is
follow
ed
by
a
regular
phase
!great
v
oid
m
ode"
.In
o
u
r
experim
ent,instabilities
be-
gin
w
ith
regular
o
scillations
!P1,P2,P3"follow
ed
by
a
long
chaotic
regim
e
!P4"
.This
chaotic
phase
!P4"
suddenly
ends
w
ith
a
high-frequency
phase
!P5"
and
starts
again
!P6"
,be-
co
m
ing
m
o
re
and
m
o
re
o
rdered.Finally
,the
system
reaches
a
regular
phase
!P7"
that
can
be
su
stained
for
a
long
tim
e
!in
the
ex
am
ple
given
here
the
plasm
a
has
been
sw
itched
off
at
680
s"
.
A
.Firstthree
o
rdered
phases
D
PG
I
begin
w
ith
a
su
ccession
of
three
o
rdered
phases
separated
by
clear
transitions
!Fig.5"
.The
P1
and
P2
phases
are
short
and
are
n
otdetected
in
all
experim
ents
w
hile
the
P3
phase
lasts
longer
and
is
regularly
observed.
The
three
phases
are
w
ell
separated
and
ev
olve
as
a
function
of
tim
e.
T
o
explain
the
observed
transitionsbetw
een
phases,itis
n
ec-
essary
to
also
an
alyze
the
co
rresponding
tim
e
series.A
s
an
ex
am
ple,
Fig.
6
represents
an
electrical
m
easu
rem
ent
ob-
tained
w
ith
a
v
ery
shortP2
phase
in
o
rder
to
illustrate
o
n
the
FIG
.2.
!Color
o
nline"
Instability
appearance
tim
e
as
a
function
of
argon
pressure.
FIG
.3.
!Color
o
nline"
Tim
e
ev
olution
of
the
am
plitude
of
the
discharge
cu
rrentfundam
entalharm
onic
during
dustparticle
grow
th
!ac
co
m
ponent"
.
Instabilities
appear
aro
u
nd
40
s
afterplasm
a
ignition.Successive
phases
are
n
u
m
bered
from
1
to
7.
FIG
.4.
!Color
o
nline"Spectrogram
of
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents
co
rrespond-
ing
to
Fig.3
and
describing
the
frequency
ev
olution
ofD
PG
I
as
a
function
of
tim
e.
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sam
e
figure
the
P1–P2
and
P2–P3
transitions.In
Fig.6,
the
P1
phase
is
characterized
by
w
ide
separated
peaks
w
ith
a
m
ean
frequency
of
about40
H
z.The
transition
from
P1
to
P2
co
rresponds
to
the
grow
th
of
tw
o
sm
allpeaks
betw
een
these
higher
am
plitude
patterns.The
Fourier
an
alysis
traduces
this
change
by
a
frequency
decrease
from
about
40
H
z
in
P1
to
about
30
H
z
in
P2.
The
sm
all
peaks
co
ntinue
to
grow
!P2
phase"
and
the
higher
am
plitude
o
n
es
decrease.Finally
,
all
peaks
reach
the
sam
e
am
plitude
characterizing
the
P3
phase.The
frequency
of
the
P3
phase
is
then
approxim
ately
three
tim
es
the
P2
frequency
!aro
u
nd
94
H
z"
.The
P3
phase
is
robust
!n
early
alw
ays
observed
in
o
u
r
experim
ents"
and
lasts
a
sufficiently
long
tim
e
to
ev
olve
w
ith
dust
particle
grow
th
!Fig.5"
.Its
frequency
tim
e
ev
olution
is
alw
ays
the
sam
e,
it
decreases,
reaches
a
m
inim
um
v
alue,
and
then
slightly
increases
u
ntil
D
PG
I
enter
in
the
chaotic
regim
e.
Furtherm
ore,
the
frequency
range
of
the
P3
phase
seem
s
to
be
linearly
dependent
o
n
the
phase
duration:
the
higher
the
frequency
,
the
shorter
the
tim
e
duration.The
tim
e
ev
olution
of
these
three
o
rdered
phases
is
better
observed
o
n
the
fre-
quency
harm
onics
appearing
due
to
the
n
early
saw
tooth
shape
of
the
electrical
signals
!Fig.6"
.
O
ptical
m
easu
rem
ents
reco
rding
the
plasm
a
light
!inte-
grated
o
n
all
w
av
elengths"
atdifferent
positions
also
show
three
o
rdered
phases!Fig.7"
.N
evertheless,these
P1,P2,
and
P3
phases
have
different
characteristics
than
the
o
n
es
ob-
serv
ed
o
n
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents.Concerning
the
o
scilla-
tion
shape,
the
transition
betw
een
the
P1
and
P2
phases
is
here
rev
ealed
by
an
increase
of
o
scillation
am
plitude
!Fig.7"
.
The
P3
phase
is
strongly
m
arked
by
a
clear
am
plitude
m
odu-
lation,
w
hich
is
better
evidenced
n
ear
the
plasm
a
edge
than
in
the
plasm
a
center
.Concerning
the
o
scillation
frequency
,
so
m
e
sm
all
discrepancies
w
ith
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents
are
also
observed,
especially
o
n
the
P3
phase
!Figs.5
and
8"
.
Indeed,
the
P1
and
P2
phases
are
sim
ilar
but
w
hen
D
PG
I
enterin
the
P3
phase,the
typicalfrequency
is
n
ottripled,like
in
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents,
but
rem
ains
aro
u
nd
the
sam
e
v
alue
than
during
the
P2
phase.
Furtherm
ore,
optical
m
ea-
su
rem
ents
of
this
P3
phase
are
slightly
differentdepending
o
n
the
observed
plasm
a
region.The
signal
reco
rded
by
the
opticalfiber
w
atching
the
plasm
a
center#Figs.8!a"
and
8!c"$
is
n
ot
ex
actly
the
sam
e
as
the
o
n
e
reco
rded
n
ear
the
plasm
a
edge
#Figs.8!b"
and
8!d"$
.Indeed,
the
centralfiber
gives
a
m
ain
frequency
aro
u
nd
26
H
z
and
a
sm
all
am
plitude
co
m
po-
n
ent
aro
u
nd
31
H
z
#Fig.8!c"$
.The
n
ear
plasm
a
edge
fiber
gives
the
sam
e
frequencies
but
also
additional
o
n
es:
o
n
e
in
betw
een
26
and
31
H
z
and
an
other
o
n
e
aro
u
nd
3
H
z
#Fig.
8!d"$
that
co
rresponds
to
the
strong
m
odulation
observed
in
Fig.7.These
observations
u
nderline
that
so
m
e
spatial
co
n
-
siderations
m
u
stbe
m
ade
to
interpretthis
P3
phase.The
first
local
indication
co
n
cern
s
the
frequency
that
is
three
tim
es
low
er
than
for
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents.This
point
seem
s
to
signify
that
a
phenom
enon
o
scillating
at
aro
u
nd
94
H
z
af-
fects
the
plasm
a,
and
co
n
sequently
the
electrical
m
easu
re-
m
ent,butisdetected
o
nly
o
n
e
tim
e
o
ut
ofthree
by
the
optical
fibers.O
ne
possible
explanation
is
that
a
plasm
a
m
odification
either
appears
su
ccessively
in
differentplaces,
o
r
m
o
v
es
and
co
m
es
back
in
front
of
an
opticalfiber
w
ith
a
frequency
of
about30
H
z.This
plasm
a
m
odification
appears
su
ccessively
FIG
.5.
!Color
o
nline"First
three
o
rdered
phases
ofD
PG
I
and
transition
to
a
chaotic
regim
e.
FIG
.6.
!Color
o
nline"
T
ran
sitions
betw
een
the
first
three
o
rdered
phases
observed
o
n
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents.
FIG
.
7.
!Color
o
nline"
T
ran
sitions
betw
een
the
first
three
o
rdered
phases
observed
o
n
optical
m
easu
rem
ents
perform
ed
n
ear
the
plasm
a
edge.
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in
distinctlocations
of
the
plasm
a
because
itis
n
otdetected
at94
H
z
by
any
opticalfiberlooking
atthe
plasm
a
center
o
r
edge.Investigations
co
n
cerning
this
hypothesis
are
cu
rrently
u
nderw
ay
u
sing
a
high
speed
cam
era.The
seco
nd
localindi-
cation
giving
credit
to
this
hypothesis
is
the
difference
be-
tw
een
observations
given
by
each
opticalfiber
.Indeed,
ev
en
if
their
Fourier
spectrum
is
n
early
sim
ilar
and
show
s
o
nly
sm
alldiscrepancies,
the
reco
rded
tim
e
series
bring
m
o
re
in-
form
ation.
O
ptical
m
easu
rem
ents
perform
ed
by
the
n
ear
plasm
a
edge
fiberis
in
phase
opposition
w
ith
the
o
n
es
in
the
center
.This
behavior
,
co
upled
w
ith
the
fact
that
a
stronger
m
odulation
is
observed
n
ear
the
plasm
a
edge,
co
uld
co
nfirm
a
possible
m
otion,
o
r
appearance
in
different
places,
of
a
m
odified
plasm
a
region.
B
.Chaotic
regim
e
A
fter
three
different
o
rdered
phases,
D
PG
I
enter
in
a
chaotic
regim
e
P4
!Fig.5
after80
s"
w
ith
a
strong
increase
in
D
PG
I
am
plitude
!Fig.
3"
.
Then,
the
am
plitude
slow
ly
de-
creases
during
the
w
hole
phase.P4
is
also
characterized
by
structured
o
scillations
appearing
in
a
transient
m
an
n
er
.These
structured
regions
are
identified
by
so
m
e
bright
spots
o
n
electrical
and
optical
spectrogram
s.O
n
tim
e
series
they
ap-
pear
asbursts
of
o
rder
.In
Fig.9!a"
,
electrical
signals
rev
eal
a
clear
transition
betw
een
the
P3
phase
and
the
chaotic
regim
e.
This
regim
e
change
is
indicated
by
an
arro
w
and
a
burst
of
o
rderis
en
circled.A
zo
o
m
of
this
burst
of
o
rderis
show
n
in
Fig.9!b"
.D
uring
the
chaotic
regim
e,
structured
o
scillations
in
electrical
signals
alw
ays
appear
follow
ing
a
three
peak
structure
#see,for
ex
am
ple,betw
een
94
s
and
94.04
s
in
Fig.
9!b"$
that
co
uld
be
related
to
the
three
peaks
observed
in
the
P2
o
r
P3
phases.Indeed,it
co
uld
be
a
reem
ergence
of
these
phases
during
the
chaotic
regim
e.T
o
co
m
pare
o
u
r
observa-
tions
w
ith
the
filam
entary
m
ode, 7,8
a
Fourier
spectrum
of
the
w
hole
chaotic
regim
e
!from
80
to
405
s"hasbeen
perform
ed
in
Fig.10.For
electrical
signals
#Fig.10!a"$
,
a
n
oisy
m
ain
frequency
aro
u
nd
28
H
z
is
observed
and
is
equal
to
the
fre-
quency
at
the
end
of
the
P2
phase,
co
nfirm
ing
the
possible
reem
ergence
of
thisphase.Thisfrequency
co
rresponds
to
the
o
ccu
rren
ce
frequency
of
the
three
peak
structure
regularly
appearing
during
the
chaotic
regim
e
#Fig.9!b"$
.D
ue
to
these
structures,
m
ultiple
frequencies
!54
H
z,83
H
z,
and
107
H
z
co
rresponding
to
the
frequency
betw
een
tw
o
su
ccessive
peaks
of
o
n
e
single
three
peak
structure"
are
also
detected
in
Fig.
10!a"
.
For
optical
m
easu
rem
ents
#Fig.
10!b"$
,
differ
-
en
ces
w
ith
electrical
o
n
es
are
the
sam
e
than
in
the
P3
phase:
o
n
e
optical
o
scillation
co
rresponds
to
a
three
peak
structure
and
co
n
sequently
o
nly
the
28
H
z
frequency
appears
#Fig.
10!b"$
.These
spectra
are
v
ery
sim
ilar
to
the
o
n
e
obtained
for
the
filam
entary
m
ode 8
ev
en
if
in
o
u
r
experim
ents
the
pres-
en
ce
of
m
o
re
o
rdered
dom
ains
is
observed.
Thus,
w
e
can
su
rm
ise
that
the
chaotic
regim
e
w
e
observe
co
uld
be
sim
ilar
to
this
filam
entary
m
ode.
C.High-frequency
phase
In
so
m
e
experim
ents,the
chaotic
regim
e
is
suddenly
in-
terrupted
by
a
strong
frequency
change
!at405
s
in
Figs.3
and
4"
.
Indeed,
this
phase
P5
is
n
ot
alw
ays
observed
but
w
hen
it
is
present,its
general
characteristics
are
n
early
al-
w
ays
the
sam
e.This
n
ew
phase
appears
after
a
co
ntinuous
FIG
.8.!Color
o
nline"Spectrogram
of
optical
m
easu
re-
m
ents
reco
rded
!a"
in
the
plasm
a
center
,
!b"
n
ear
the
plasm
a
edge.!c"
Zoom
of!a"
,!d"
zo
o
m
of!b"
.
FIG
.9.
!Color
o
nline"
Electrical
m
easu
rem
ents:!a"
transition
betw
een
P3
and
P4
phases
and
en
circled
burst
of
o
rder
,!b"
zo
o
m
of
the
en
circled
part
of
!a"
.
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decrease
of
the
P4
phase
am
plitude
and
is
defined
by
a
radi-
cal
change
in
D
PG
I
am
plitude
and
frequency
.Indeed,D
PG
I
turn
into
a
low
-am
plitude
and
high-frequency
!aro
u
nd
500
H
z"
o
scillations
as
show
n
in
Fig.11.This
change
hap-
pens
suddenly
w
hen
n
o
fast
m
odifications
in
dust
particle
size
and
density
are
expected.
Furtherm
ore,
the
phase
fre-
quency
increases
w
ith
tim
e.In
Fig.4,this
increase
is
n
early
linear
but
n
o
nlinear
behaviors
have
also
been
observed
in
certain
cases.A
s
previously
m
entioned,this
phase
is
n
ot
al-
w
ays
observed,
w
hich
m
ean
s
relatively
precise
co
nditions
m
u
st
be
fulfilled
for
its
existence.This
effect
is
w
ell
co
n
-
firm
ed
in
the
experim
ent
described
in
Fig.
12,
w
here
this
phase
is
interrupted
before
starting
again.
Sm
all
m
odifica-
tions
in
plasm
a
o
rdustparticle
properties
can
easily
turn
the
system
from
the
high-frequency
phase
to
the
chaotic
o
n
e.
Furtherm
ore,this
P5
phase
can
also
be
transform
ed
in
regu-
lar
o
scillations
as
show
n
in
Fig.12
at
t
=294
s
.From
these
experim
ental
results
it
can
be
assu
m
ed
that
this
high-
frequency
phase
is
a
particular
case
of
D
PG
I,
obtained
in
a
tight
set
of
param
eters
and
that
can
be
easily
turned
in
o
r
-
dered
o
r
chaotic
regim
es.
D
.Second
chaotic
regim
e
A
fter
the
high-frequency
phase,
a
seco
nd
chaotic
regim
e
is
u
su
ally
observed.T
w
o
differenttypes
of
this
P6
phase
are
observed.The
m
o
st
u
su
alis
presented
in
Fig.4
betw
een
435
and
600
s
.It
co
rresponds
to
a
phase
sim
ilar
to
P4
but
w
ith
m
o
re
and
m
o
re
o
rdered
regions.Figure
4
clearly
show
s
that
D
PG
I
tend
to
stabilize
to
regular
o
scillations
!%
600
s"
.This
transition
appears
as
a
sm
all
and
co
ntinuous
increase
in
D
PG
I
frequency
.
N
evertheless,
so
m
e
experim
ents
show
a
slightly
different
behavior
as
in
Fig.
13.
Instead
of
slow
ly
increasing,the
frequency
decreases
and
enters
!stilldecreas-
ing"in
a
regular
o
scillation
phase.Thisbehavior
co
rresponds
to
v
oid
rotation
in
a
horizontalplane,
w
hich
is
clearly
evi-
FIG
.10.
!Color
o
nline"
.Fourier
spectrum
of
the
first
chaotic
regim
e
o
n
!a"
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents,!b"
central
opticalfiber
m
easu
rem
ents
FIG
.11.
!Color
o
nline"
!a"A
ppearance
of
the
high-frequency
phase
in
be-
tw
een
tw
o
chaotic
regim
es.!b"
Zoom
of!a"
.
FIG
.
12.
!Color
o
nline"
Spectrogram
of
a
particular
case
of
the
high-
frequency
phase.This
phase
is
interrupted
by
a
chaotic
regim
e
and
is
trans-
form
ed
in
regular
o
scillationsjustbefore
turning
again
in
a
chaotic
regim
e.
FIG
.
13.
!Color
o
nline"
Spectrogram
of
a
particular
case
of
the
seco
nd
chaotic
regim
e
co
rresponding
to
v
oid
rotation
in
a
horizontalplane.
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denced
thanks
to
CCD
cam
era
im
ages.
The
co
rresponding
spectrogram
is
n
early
sim
ilar
to
the
o
n
e
obtained
in
R
ef.8
and
related
to
the
great
v
oid
m
ode.
E.Final
regular
o
scillation
phase
The
final
step
of
D
PG
I
often
co
rresponds
to
a
regular
o
scillation
phase
characterized
by
a
spectrogram
w
ith
a
typi-
calfrequency
aro
u
nd
18
H
z
!Fig.4"
and
its
harm
onics.The
co
rresponding
electrical
signalis
show
n
in
Fig.14.The
sig-
n
al
shape
is
in
particular
m
arked
by
a
sharp
peak
appearing
at
each
period.
This
shape
is
sim
ilar
to
w
hat
is
obtained
during
the
“heartbeat”
instability
, 23,38
w
hich
co
rresponds
to
regular
co
ntractions
and
expansions
of
the
v
oid
size.A
t
this
stage
of
D
PG
I,
this
regular
o
scillation
phase
can
last
for
m
inutes
and
is
robust,
m
eaning
that
o
n
ce
itis
set
up
itdoes
n
otturn
in
an
other
regim
e.O
ptical
m
easu
rem
ents
perform
ed
in
the
plasm
a
center
show
an
ev
olution
sim
ilar
to
the
elec-
trical
o
n
e
ex
cept
n
ear
the
sharp
peak
region
as
observed
in
R
ef.36.Furtherm
ore,the
n
ear
edge
opticalfiber
signalis
in
phase
opposition
w
ith
the
central
o
n
e
!asin
R
ef.36"
,
em
pha-
sizing
the
sim
ilarity
w
ith
the
heartbeatinstability
.
V
.D
ISCUSSIO
N
A
N
D
CO
NCLUSIO
NS
In
thispaper
,
self-excited
instabilitiesinduced
by
the
for
-
m
ation
of
subm
icrom
eter
dust
particles
are
investigated.
These
instabilities
appear
w
hen
a
sufficiently
high
dustpar
-
ticle
density
is
reached.
Instability
frequency
and
shape
change
during
the
grow
th
process
and
direct
co
rrelation
w
ith
dustparticle
size
and
density
can
n
otbe
easily
deduced.In-
deed,
effects
of
both
param
eters
o
n
discharge
behavior
are
difficult
to
separate:
a
high
density
of
sm
all
particles
can
have
ro
ughly
the
sam
e
effect
than
a
low
erdensity
ofbigger
particles,
assu
m
ing
that
the
total
collection
su
rface
is
identi-
cal
and
co
n
sequently
the
sam
e
am
o
u
nt
of
electrons
can
be
captured.The
o
nly
w
ay
to
co
n
clude
o
n
this
pointis
to
m
ea-
su
re
dustparticle
size
and
density
but
m
o
st
co
m
m
o
nly
u
sed
in
situ
diagnostics
can
n
otbe
im
plem
ented
o
n
o
u
r
experim
en-
tal
setup.Furtherm
ore,
an
easy
system
atic
collection
ofdust
particles
co
m
ing
from
o
n
e
and
o
nly
o
n
e
experim
ent
is
n
ot
possible
in
o
u
r
reactor
.D
PG
I
reproducibility
can
be
obtained
o
nly
w
ith
v
ery
low
base
pressures
n
ot
reached
in
the
case
of
regular
reactor
opening.By
co
m
paring
Fig.1
w
ith
electrical
characteristics
obtained
in
silane
based
discharges, 39
w
e
can
speculate
that
D
PG
I
o
ccu
r
during
the
“co
alescence
phase”
and
last
during
the
so
-called
“su
rface
deposition
phase.”
These
phases 40
are
characterized
by
a
significant
am
o
u
nt
of
n
egatively
charged
dust
particles
strongly
im
pacting
o
n
plasm
a
stability
.This
co
m
parison
w
ith
dustparticle
grow
th
process
in
silane
based
chem
istry
m
u
st
be
taken
carefully
because
the
an
alogy
has
n
otbeen
strictly
proven
yet.From
visual
observations
w
e
know
that
w
hen
D
PG
I
o
ccu
r
,
dust
particles
are
n
ot
detected
yet
by
o
u
r
video
system
and
are
certainly
sm
aller
than
100
n
m
.W
hen
instabilities
stop,
the
dustparticle
size
co
uld
be
of
a
few
hundreds
of
n
an
o
m
eters.
The
instability
developm
ent
follow
s
a
w
ell-defined
su
cces-
sion
ofphases
that
can
be
o
rdered
o
r
chaotic.A
tleast
sev
en
different
regim
es
have
been
evidenced
and
their
o
ccu
rren
ce
is
strongly
dependent
o
n
plasm
a
and
dustparticle
properties.
Com
plex
transitions
betw
een
different
o
rdered
phases
o
rbe-
tw
een
o
rdered
and
chaotic
o
n
es
have
been
evidenced
and
u
nderline
the
n
o
nlinear
behavior
of
these
instabilities.T
w
o
observed
phases
seem
to
co
rrespond
to
the
o
n
es
reported
in
previouspapers. 7,8These
phases,
called
the
filam
entary
m
ode
and
the
great
v
oid
m
ode,
can
be
a
part
of
a
m
o
re
general
behavior
described
in
this
paper
.The
n
ew
phases
described
here
u
nderline
the
co
m
plexity
of
the
phenom
ena
behind
ob-
serv
ations
and
theirhigh
sen
sitivity
to
plasm
a
and
dustpar
-
ticle
properties.
Indeed,
the
co
m
plete
schem
e
w
ith
sev
en
phases
can
be
observed
in
v
ery
specific
experim
ental
co
ndi-
tions
u
su
ally
en
co
u
ntered
in
this
w
o
rk.
Striations
!in
o
u
r
case,
enhanced
ionization
regions
appearing
as
bright
spots
o
r
filam
ents"
seem
to
be
responsible
for
the
different
ob-
serv
ed
phases.The
v
arious
regim
es
co
uld
be
related
to
the
w
ay
striations
appear
.
Indeed,
w
e
can
su
rm
ise
that
the
o
r
-
dered
regim
es
co
uld
be
striations
appearing
periodically
and
n
early
at
the
sam
e
places.Follow
ing
this
hypothesis,the
of-
ten
observed
three
peak
structure
can
co
rrespond
to
three
different
striations.By
an
alogy
,
chaotic
regim
es
can
be
due
to
random
ly
appearing
!in
tim
e
and
in
space"
striations.O
p-
tical
m
easu
rem
ents
perform
ed
in
differentplasm
a
positions
bring
to
the
fore
that
these
instabilities
n
eed
to
be
an
alyzed
w
ith
spatial
co
n
siderations.D
ifferences
w
ith
w
o
rks
reported
in
R
efs.7
and
8
can
be
the
co
n
sequence
ofdifferentplasm
a
and/ordustparticle
properties,geom
etrical
co
n
siderations,
o
r
gas
flow
.Furtherm
ore,
o
u
r
observations
show
that
v
oid
for
-
m
ation
is
n
ot
a
co
n
sequence
of
these
instabilities
asproposed
in
R
ef.24.The
v
oid
can
be
form
ed
w
ith
o
r
w
ithoutinstabili-
tiespreceding
its
appearance.In
so
m
e
co
nditions,the
v
oid
is
form
ed
before
instability
begins.In
this
case,
the
instability
ev
olution
schem
e
does
n
otdescribe
all
the
phases
presented
here.Sim
ilarities
betw
een
the
final
regular
o
scillation
phase
and
the
heartbeatinstability
co
n
cerning
the
v
oid
region
have
been
observed.
It
co
uld
indicate
that
dust
particle
grow
th
instabilities
and
the
heartbeat
instability
co
uld
be
different
aspects
of
the
sam
e
physicalphenom
ena.
FIG
.14.
!Color
o
nline"
Electrical
m
easu
rem
ents
co
rresponding
to
the
final
regular
o
scillation
phase.
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Abstract
—
F
o
rm
ation
ofdustparticlesin
a
plasm
a
ca
n
stro
ngly
change
its
properties
due
to
electro
n
attachm
ent
o
n
dust
su
rface.
A
n
ea
sy
w
ay
to
detectdustfo
rm
ation
isto
a
n
alyze
m
odifications
of
theplasm
a
em
ission.In
thispaper
,changesin
theplasm
a
em
ission
a
re
related
to
the
gro
w
th
ofdustparticles.W
e
particularly
sho
w
that
dust
fo
rm
ation
induces
lo
w
-frequency
plasm
a
instabilities.
A
notherinteresting
induced
effectisthefo
rm
ation
of
a
n
enhanced
em
ission
region
w
hich
isdustfree
a
nd
u
su
ally
n
a
m
ed
“
v
oid.”
Index
T
erm
s
—
C
om
plex
plasm
a,
dust
particle
gro
w
th,
dusty
plasm
a,instabilities,
o
scillations,plasm
a
em
ission,
v
oid.
P
LA
SM
A
S
A
RE
w
idely
en
co
u
ntered
in
n
ature
and
indus-
tries.In
m
any
environm
ents,
these
plasm
as
also
co
ntain
dust
particles
(i.e.,
solid
bodies
from
a
few
n
an
o
m
eters
to
centim
eters)
and
are
thus
called
dusty(or
co
m
plex)plasm
as.In
astrophysics,these
m
edia
are
found
in
co
m
ettails
o
rplanetary
atm
ospheres.In
artificialplasm
as,these
dustparticles
are
fatal
forprocessesin
m
icroelectronics(where
cleanlinessis
n
eeded)
and
forfusion
deviceslik
e
ITER
(InternationalTherm
onuclear
Experim
entalR
eactor).N
ev
ertheless,in
n
an
otechnology
,these
m
edia
are
u
sefulin
b
uilding
n
an
o
structured
film
s
o
r
n
an
o
m
eter
-
sizedevices.D
ustparticles
can
beproduced
from
reactiv
eg
ases
(silane
and
m
ethane)
o
r
m
aterial
sputtering
injecting
m
olecular
precursors
o
r
solid
bodiesin
the
plasm
a.M
olecularprecursors
co
m
ing
from
reactiv
eg
ases
o
r
sputtering
thusinitiate
a
co
m
plex
su
ccession
of
chem
ical
and
physical
reactions,leading
to
the
gro
w
th
of
dustparticles.A
s
these
dustparticles
are
gro
w
ing,
they
attach
plasm
a
electrons,leading
to
adisturbance
ofplasm
a
equilibrium
w
hen
the
dustparticle
density
ishigh[1]–[3].
In
this
paper
,
m
odifications
of
plasm
a
em
ission
and
self-
ex
cited
instabilities
induced
by
the
gro
w
ing
particles
are
visually
an
alyzed.
These
experim
ents
are
perform
ed
in
the
PK
E-N
efedo
v
reactor[4]
w
here
dust
particles
are
gro
w
n
by
sputtering
a
polym
er
layer
exposed
to
a
lo
w
-pressure
radio-
frequency(13.56
M
H
z)
argon
plasm
a.The
capacitiv
ely
co
upled
discharge
is
m
aintained
by
parallel
electrodes
of4
cm
in
diam
-
M
anuscript
receiv
ed
N
o
v
em
ber
28,2007;
revised
February
4,2008.This
w
o
rk
w
as
supported
by
the
CN
ES
u
nderContract02/CN
ES/4800000059.
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Color
v
ersions
of
o
n
e
o
r
m
o
re
ofthefiguresin
thispaper
are
av
ailable
o
nline
athttp://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
D
igitalO
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Fig.1.
Plasm
a
em
ission
ev
olution
induced
by
the
presence
ofdustparticles:
(a)
5
s
after
ignition
(AI):
N
o
dust
particles;(b)
1
m
in
A
I:
B
eginning
of
instabilities(striationlik
e)
induced
by
the
gro
w
ing
dust
particles;(c)
2
m
in
A
I:
Instabilities
w
ith
increasing
intensity;(d)
7
m
in
A
I:
Plasm
a
em
ission
enhancem
entdue
to
the
presence
ofbiggerdustparticles;instabilities
co
n
sist
of
a
single
enhanced
em
ission
region(v
oid)
rotating
aro
u
nd
the
v
ertical
axis
of
sym
m
etry;(e)15
m
in
A
I:Plasm
a
em
ission
enhancem
ent
and
less
off-centered
rotation;
and(f)16
m
in
A
I:Centered
v
oid
region
w
ith
o
scillating
size.
eter
separated
by
3
cm
.The
typicalpressure
is
about1.4
m
bar
,
and
the
injected
po
w
eris
3.5
W
.Plasm
a
em
ission
is
reco
rded
by
u
sing
a
standard
color
charge-coupled
device
cam
era
at
25
fram
es/s.Sim
ultaneously
,thedischarge
cu
rrentis
m
o
nitored
to
identify
the
gro
w
ing
step
and
the
o
ccu
rring
instability
type.
Fig.1
sho
w
s
the
plasm
a
em
ission
atdifferentinstants
after
plasm
a
ignition.
Fig.
1(a)
has
been
tak
en
5
s
after
plasm
a
ignition
and
is
co
n
sidered
to
be
representativ
e
of
a
dust-free
plasm
a
as
the
gro
w
ing
kinetics
is
slo
w
in
o
u
r
experim
ental
co
nditions.This
figure
is
thus
o
u
r
reference
for
the
follo
w
ing
discussion.It
clearly
sho
w
s
the
tw
o
presheath
regions
of
en
-
hanced
em
ission
and
the
plasm
a
colum
n.Fig.1(b)
co
rresponds
to
the
beginning
of
self-ex
cited
instabilities
induced
by
the
high
density
of
n
eg
ativ
ely
charged
dustparticles[5]disturbing
the
plasm
a
electrical
equilibrium
.These
dustparticle
gro
w
th
0093-3813/$25.00
©
2008
IEEE
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instabilities[1]
are
co
m
posed
of
a
co
m
plex
su
ccession
of
w
ell-
defined
phases.In
Fig.1(b),theinstability
is
characterized
by
a
striationlik
e
behavior[1],[6],
and
tw
o
slightly
brighter
regions
appear
o
n
both
sides
ofthe
center
.In
this
regim
e,bright
regions
appear
alternativ
ely
in
different
places
of
the
discharge.
O
n
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents,
the
instability
signature
co
rresponds
to
regular
o
scillations
of
a
few
tens
ofhertz.Ev
en
if
the
sam
-
pling
rate
of
the
cam
era
is
n
ot
sufficient
to
finely
an
alyze
this
o
scillation,itgiv
esim
portantinform
ation
o
n
plasm
a
ev
olution
as
a
m
ajor
co
m
plem
ent
of
electrical
m
easu
rem
ents.A
fter
this
relativ
ely
regular
regim
e,
a
chaotic
phase
o
ccu
rs
w
ith
bright
regions
appearing
in
a
m
o
re
erratic
m
an
n
er
.This
chaotic
regim
e
ispartly
characterized
by
a
slightincreasein
theintensity
ofthe
bright
regions,
as
sho
w
n
in
Fig.1(c).This
regim
e
can
last
a
few
m
inutes
and
slo
w
ly
tends
to
w
ard
a
m
o
re
and
m
o
re
o
rdered
phase
described
by
a
single
bright
region
that
can
be,
at
this
stage,
easily
link
ed
to
a
dust-free
region
called
“v
oid.”
This
region,
w
hich
can
appear
w
ith
o
r
w
ithoutprecursory
instability
,
is
related
to
the
co
m
petition
of
an
inw
ard
electrostatic
force
and
an
o
utw
ard
ion
drag
force
acting
o
n
dustparticles.O
nce
a
clear
v
oid
region
exists
in
a
dusty
plasm
a,differentkinds
of
instabilities
are
observ
ed.In
Fig.1(d),tak
en
aro
u
nd
7
m
in
after
plasm
a
ignition,this
v
oid
rotates
aro
u
nd
the
v
ertical
sym
m
etry
axis
of
the
discharge.The
v
oid
is
clearly
identifiable
slightly
o
n
the
right-hand
side.The
dust
cloud
at
this
instantis
m
ade
of
a
high
density
of
big
dust
particles
(a
few
hundreds
of
n
an
o
m
eters).Their
influence
o
n
the
plasm
a
is
im
portant
and
resultsin
a
strong
increase
of
the
plasm
a
em
ission
as
observ
ed
in
the
v
oid
and
abo
v
e
the
presheath
regions.
The
rotation
slo
w
sdo
w
n
,
and
the
rotation
radiusdecreases[Fig.1(e)].Then,
the
enhanced
em
ission
v
oid
region
stabilizes
its
position
in
the
discharge
center
.A
t
this
tim
e,
an
other
type
of
instability
is
able
to
disturb
the
plasm
a
and
the
dust
cloud.
It
co
n
sists
of
su
ccessiv
e
co
ntraction
and
expansion
of
the
v
oid
size
[7]
[Fig.1(f)].D
ue
to
its
characteristicbehavior
,thisinstability
has
been
n
am
ed
the
“heartbeat”
instability
.
In
this
paper
,
w
e
presented
an
easy
visualindicator
of
the
presence
of
a
high
dustparticle
density
in
a
plasm
a.Changes
in
plasm
a
em
ission
intensity
and
appearance
of
self-ex
cited
instabilities
easily
detected
by
cam
eras
are
co
n
sequences
ofthe
drastic
loss
offree
electrons
to
the
dustparticle
su
rface.
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Abstract.
W
henathree-dimensionaldustcloudispresentinaplasma,adust-
freeregion,calledavoid,isusuallyobtainedintheplasmacentre.Undercertain
conditions,this
region
exhibits
a
self-excited
unstable
behaviourconsisting
ofsuccessive
contractionsand
expansionsofitssize.In
thispaper,thislow
frequencyinstability(few
Hz),calleda‘heartbeat’,ischaracterisedbyvarious
diagnostics.Electricaland
opticalmeasurements
both
correlated
with
high
speed
imaging
broughtto
theforethemain
featuresofthisinstability.Forces
involvedinthevoidexistenceareaninwardelectrostaticforceandanoutward
ion
drag
one.The
force
balance
ensures
an
open
void
butthis
equilibrium
can
be
disturbed,leading
to
the
observed
instabilities.As
these
forces
are
stronglydependentonlocalionisationconditions,correlationsbetweenphysical
processesin
the
plasma
volume
and
the
dustcloud
motion
are
investigated
throughexperimentalresults.
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1.Introduction
Dustyplasmasarerelativelycomplexsystemswherenew
phenomenaarisefrom
thepresence
ofsoliddustparticlestrappedinsidetheplasma.Usually,thistrappingisaconsequenceofthe
negativechargeacquiredbythedustparticles[1]–[6]immersedinamedium
partlycomposed
offree
electrons.The
fulldustparticle
dynamics
is
then
described
by
charge
dependent
forces(mainly
electric
and
ion
drag
forces)and
otheroneslike
gravity,neutraldrag
and
thermophoresis.Relativeamplitudesoftheseforcesarestronglydependentonthedustparticle
size.Inthemicrometrerange,dustparticlesareusuallydirectlyinjectedintheplasmavolume.
Theirweightisnon-negligibleand
somephenomenaareonly
observed
undermicrogravity
conditions
[7,8].Nevertheless,theirbig
size
allows
an
easy
and
precise
visualisation
in
laboratory
experiments.In
thesubmicrometrerange,dustparticlesareusually
grown
in
the
plasmausingmethodsbasedonreactivegasesormaterialsputtering.
Reactivegasesareused
dueto
theirability
to
form
dustparticlesby
following
arather
complicatedsuccessionofgrowthphases.Oneofthemoststudiedandwell-knownreactivegas
issilane(SiH
4 )[9]–[15].Theinterestforsilanebasedchemistryismainlyduetoitsimplication
inmicroelectronicsand/ornanotechnology.Indeed,inthelate1980s,dustparticleformation
in
the
gasphase
hasbeen
evidenced
in
reactorsused
forsilicon
based
device
fabrication
[9,16].Insomeprocesses,cleanlinessisamajorrequirementandalotofstudiesbeganfor
understanding
dustparticle
formation
and
growth
in
orderto
avoid
theirdeposition.M
ore
recently,silicon
nanocrystalformation
[17]became
ofhigh
interestfortheirincorporation
in
thin
filmsin
orderto
improvetheirproperties.Indeed,theirusein
solarcelltechnology
enhancesoptoelectronicpropertiesofdepositedfilms[18].Singleelectrondevices(SED)like
transistors[19]ormemories[20]canalsobebuilt,thankstothesesiliconnanocrystals.Dust
particle
formation
in
hydrocarbon
based
gaseslike
methane
(CH
4 )[21]–[23]oracetylene
(C
2 H
2 )[21,22,24,25]hasalsobeenstudied.Indeed,CH
4 andC
2 H
2 areusedfordeposition
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3ofdiamond-likecarbon(DLC)films[26]ornanocrystallinediamond[27]usedinindustryfor
theiruniquepropertieslikeextremehardness.Hydrocarbongasesarealsoofgreatinterestfor
theastrophysicalcommunitydealingwithplanetatmosphereslikeTitan,wheredustparticles
arecreatedfrom
amixtureofmethaneandnitrogen[28].
Another
process
for
dust
particle
production
is
material
sputtering
[29]–[32].This
phenomenon
can
appear
in
industrialreactors
and
also
in
fusion
devices
[33]
like
Tore
Supra[34]wheregraphitewallscanbeseverelyerodedbyionbombardment.Produceddust
particlescanstronglylimitperformancesofthefusionplasma.Thisaspectisofgreatimportance
forthefutureITER
reactor.
Dustparticleslevitating
in
thefullplasmavolumecan
beobtained
undermicrogravity
(for
micrometre
dust
particles)
or
in
the
laboratory
(for
submicrometre
dust
particles).
Usually,
the
three-dimensional
dust
cloud
exhibits
a
specific
feature
consisting
of
a
centred
egg-shaped
region
free
ofdustparticles.This
region,called
a
‘void’[7,31,32],
[35]–[47],
seems
to
be
controlled
by
an
equilibrium
between
the
charge
dependent
forces
(inward
electrostatic
and
outward
ion
drag
forces).This
stable
state
is
sometimes
disturbed
and
void
size
oscillation
can
occur.This
self-excited
instability
is
named
the
‘heartbeat’instability
[36,46,48,49].Ithasbeen
previously
observed
during
microgravity
experimentswith
injected
micrometre
dustparticlesand
hassince
also
been
studied
in
the
laboratory
with
grown
submicrometre
dustparticles
[49]–[52].In
these
lastexperiments,
investigations
of
the
heartbeatinstability
have
been
performed
using
both
electricaland
spatially
resolved
optical
diagnostics.These
measurements
allowed
to
identify
complex
behaviours
in
recorded
signals
roughly
related
to
dust
particle
motion.
Furthermore,
the
threshold
behaviour
of
this
self-excited
instability
has
been
brought
to
the
fore
[51,52].Nevertheless,thepresenceofasharppeakinelectricalmeasurementsanditsabsence
inopticaloneswasstillunclear.Furtherinvestigationshavebeenconductedusinghighspeed
imaging
to
record
dustparticle
cloud
motion.These
preliminary
resultsgave
firstinsights
concerning
dustcloud
motion
and
void
sizeevolution
correlated
with
electricalsignals[51,
52].Inthepresentpaper,new
resultsontheheartbeatinstabilityareobtainedthankstoasecond
highspeedimagingexperiment.Behaviourofbothdustcloudandplasmaglow
isinvestigated
and
correlations
between
both
types
ofdata
are
deduced.These
results
are
compared
to
electricalmeasurementsandpreviousspatiallyresolvedopticalones.Thevoiddynamicsduring
theinstability
isnow
bettercharacterised
and,forexample,thesharp
peak
presencecan
be
correlatedwithplasmaglow
changes.
2.Experim
entalset-up
2.1.Reactor
ExperimentsareperformedinthePlasmaKristallExperiment(PKE)-Nefedovchamber[8,32].
Theplasmaisproduced
by
acapacitively
coupled
radio
frequency
(rf)dischargeoperating
inpush–pullmodeat13
.56M
Hz.Theplanarparallelelectrodesare4cm
indiameterandare
separatedby3cm.Inthischamber,argonisintroducedtoatypicalpressureof1
.6mbarand
theplasmaisignitedwitharfpoweroftypically2
.8W
.Dustparticlesaregrownbysputtering
apolymerlayerdepositedontheelectrodesandconstitutedofpreviouslyinjectedmelamine
formaldehydedustparticles.
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42.2.Diagnostics
Growndustparticlesareobservedbylaserlightscatteringusingathinlasersheetproducedby
alaserdiodeat685nm
andthreestandardchargecoupleddevice(CCD)cameras(25frames
persecond)equippedwithnarrow-bandwidthinterferencefilters.Twoofthesecamerasrecord
thescatteredlightat90 ◦withdifferentmagnifications.Thethirdonelooksatthecloudwithan
anglelyingapproximatelybetween20 ◦and30 ◦withrespecttotheincidentlaserdirection.This
cameraallowstheobservationofgrowndustparticleswhentheirsizeistoosmalltoobserve
them
at90 ◦.
Plasmaanddustparticlecloudbehavioursarestronglylinkedandamodificationinoneof
thesemediaisusuallyreflectedintheother.Therefore,diagnosticsabletoanalysebothsystems
areusedinordertobettercharacterisetheheartbeatinstability.
Thefirstoneconsistsofthemeasurementofthetimeevolutionoftheamplitudeofthe
dischargecurrentfundamentalharmonic.Indeed,thisdiagnosticsisrepresentativeofglobal
changesin
plasmapropertiesand
can
berelated
to
electron
density
variations.Itallowsto
monitorthetotalcurrentduring
thevariousphasesoftheinstability
very
easily.Thus,itis
usedasourreferencediagnostics.Itshowsthattheheartbeatinstabilityhasdifferentsignatures
dependingonthepressure,poweranddustparticledensity[49].
Theseconddiagnosticsisbasedonspatiallyresolvedopticalmeasurementsperformedin
twodifferentways.Thetimeevolutionofeithertheintensityofanargonlineorthetotalplasma
lightisrecordedindifferentplasmaregions.Forthetotalplasmalightrecording,fiveoptical
fibresarehorizontallyaligned(separatedby5mm)withaspatialresolutionofabout3mm.This
diagnosticiscomplementarytotheelectricalonebecauseitcandetectanyplasmamotionor
localbehavioursthatcannotbeevidencedbyaglobalmeasurement.
Thethirddiagnosticsconsistsofhighspeedimaging.Theobservedinstabilityoscillates
atrelativelylow
frequencies(10–200Hz)buttoohightobefinelycharacterisedbystandard
CCD
camerasat25
framespersecond.Indeed,aspreviously
observed
[49],somefeatures
oftheinstability,likethesharppeak,takeplaceduringatypicaltimescaleofabout1ms.A
highspeedvideocamerasystem
with1789framespersecond(M
ikrotronM
C
1310)isused
toobserveeithertheplasmaglow
orthedustcloud.Thus,twosuccessiveframesareseparated
byaround560
µs.Forthelastobservation,thehighspeedcameratakestheplaceofthethird
standardCCD
camerainordertorecordmorelightscatteredbythedustcloud.
Asalreadymentioned,theheartbeatinstabilityhasdifferentsignaturesandmeasurements
show
a
wide
variety
offrequenciesand
shapes.In
the
following
sections,both
dustcloud
and
plasmaglow
willbeanalysed
in
two
differentcasesconsidered
assufficiently
different
to
coverawiderangeofexperimentalobservations:alow
repetition
rateone(contraction–
expansion
sequencesare
wellseparated
and
originalconditions,i.e.stable
void,are
nearly
restored
between
each
sequence)and
a
high
repetition
rate
one
(continuousmotion
ofthe
void).Thehigh
repetition
rateoccurswhen
theinstability
iswellestablished
(highervalues
ofinjectedrfpower)whereaslow
repetitionrateoccursatlowerpowerswhentheinstability
tendstoslow
downbeforestopping.Plasmaglow
willbemainlydiscussedthroughitsintensity
(thus‘glow
intensity’isreferredas‘glow’inthefollowing),exceptwhenspatialconcernsare
wellspecified.Followingresultswillmainlyconcernthefullydevelopedinstability.Another
interestingphenomenon,consistingoffailedcontractions[51,52]appearingneartheinstability
existencethreshold,willbeanalysedinafurtherarticle.
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Figure
1.Heartbeatinstability
foralow
repetition
rateobserved
on
thedust
cloud.(a)Someimagesofthevoid
region
during
onecontraction–expansion
sequence.Theyellow
ellipsedelineatespositionofthestableopenvoid.(b)Time
evolutionofcentralcolumnprofile(verticallinepassingthroughthevoidcentre)
constructedfrom
theentirevideoinfalsecolours(from
darkredtobrightyellow)
(seealsomovie1,3
.9M
B
M
PEG).
3.Dustcloud
and
plasm
a
glow
behaviours
nearthe
void
region
Inordertocharacterisetheheartbeatinstability,afirstapproachconsistsofadirectvisualisation
ofthevoidwithitssurroundingdustcloud.Typicalunstablevoidshaveasizeofaboutafew
millimetres.Beyondacertainsize,voidsareusuallystableandnoinstabilityhasbeenobserved
in
theexplored
parameterrange.Indeed,in
thiscase,theirstability
isnotdisturbed
even
by
decreasingthepressureorincreasingthepower(thesechangesareknowntobeabletoinitiate
theheartbeatinstability[49]).
3.1.Sequenceswithalow
repetitionrate
A
video
corresponding
to
a
low
repetition
rate
and
showing
three
successive
contraction–
expansion
sequencesisavailablein
figure1.Someextracted
imagesfrom
thefirstsequence
areshowninfigure1(a).Imageaspectratioisdistortedduetotheview
anglecompressingthe
horizontaldirection.Imagenumbersappearon
thetop
rightpartofeach
image.Thedrawn
ellipserepresentstheposition
ofthestableopen
void
determined
from
image30.Smallbut
detectablemotionstartsatimage40(notshown)andclearlyappearsatimage42wheredust
cloudboundariesareclearlyinsidethedrawnellipse.Contractionlastsuptoimage55wherethe
voidreachesitsminimum
size.From
thisinstant,theemptyinnerpartslowlyincreasesinsize
whilealightgreycoronaregion(i.e.lowerdustdensityregion)startstobedetectedinimage
80andslowlyreducesinsize.Thesetworegionsmeetandthestableopenvoidstateisnearly
reachedanew
inimage265.
In
orderto
betterdepictthiscontraction–expansion
sequence,the
time
evolution
ofa
columnprofileisshowninfigure1(b).Toconstructthisfalsecolourimage,theverticalline
passing
through
the
void
centre
is
extracted
from
each
video
image.Time
is
represented
by
imagenumberin
the
x-axisand
column
profileisgiven
in
the
y-axis.Using
the
video
asareference,thisrepresentation
isofinterestin
thatitgivesin
onesingleimageaclear
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6characterisation
ofthe
instability
in
both
time
and
space.Low
dustdensity
regionsappear
dark
whilehigh
dustdensity
onesappearbright.Threecontractionsand
two
expansionsare
clearlyevidencedandgiveafrequencyofabout7Hz.Forthefirstsequence,images1–40show
thehigherdustdensityregionusuallyobservedinthevoidboundaries.Then,thecontraction
takesplaceand
thevoid
reachesitsminimum
sizeapproximately
2
.5
timessmallerthan
the
stablevoid
size.Atthismoment,thetwo
previously
described
phenomena(sizeincreaseof
thedarkinnerpartandsizedecreaseofanintermediategreycoronaregion)arewellresolved
intime.Theregularsizeincreaseoftheinnerpartcanbedirectlycorrelatedtothevoidsize
increaseassumingthattheterm
‘void’standsforthenulldustdensityregion.From
figure1,
thebehaviourofthecoronaregionseemstocorrespondtothemotionofdustparticlesattracted
to
theplasmacentreduring
thecontraction
and
going
back
to
theiroriginalstableposition.
Thismotionischaracterisedbyamovingboundarybetweenaregionofhighdustdensityand
anotheroneoflow
dustdensity.Itappearsthatthespeedofthismovingboundarydecreasesas
itapproachestheoriginalvoidposition.Thedustparticleswhicharetheclosesttothecentre,
reactlastwiththesmallestspeed.Furthermore,thecoronaregioninitsmaximum
extensionis
largerthanthesizeofthestablevoidindicatingthattheinstabilityaffectsthedustcloudovera
longdistanceandnotonlyintheclosevicinityofthevoid.Collectivemotionscantakeplaceon
longdistancesduetothestronginteractionbetweendustparticlesandtheirstrongcouplingwith
plasmachanges.Finally,figure1(b)showsthatinnerandcoronaregionsmeet(aroundimage
280)andthehighdustdensityboundariesarerestoredjustbeforeanothercontractionoccurs.
To
completetheseobservations,theinterferencefilterisremoved
from
thehigh
speed
camerainordertorecordplasmaglow
evolutionwithoutchangingthecameraposition.The
obtainedimageseriesisacquiredapproximately2saftertheonepresentedinfigure1,checking
thattheinstabilitydoesnotchangeneitherinfrequencynorinshape.Inordertosynchronise
dustcloudimageswithplasmaglow
ones,smallresidualplasmaglow
signalpassingthrough
interferencefilterisused(slightlyvisibleinfigure1(b)intheblackinnerpartofthevoidbut
notallowinganalysis).Electricalmeasurementsareusedtocheckthatinstabilitycharacteristics
remainunchanged.Typicalimagesarepresentedinfigure2(a).Inordertobringoutchanges,
a
reference
image
issubtracted
and
false
coloursare
used.Plasma
glow
imagesshown
in
figure2(a)correspondtothedustcloudonesshowninfigure1(a).Forcomparison,thesame
ellipseasinfigure1(a)issuperimposedontheglow
images.Bycorrelatingbothdustcloud
and
glow
images,itclearly
appearsthatthevoid
contraction
seemsto
correspond
to
aglow
enhancementin
theplasmacentre.Intermediateimagesoftheglow
variation
areshown
in
figure2(b).Itappearsthattheconcernedplasmaregionisbiggerthantheoriginalvoidregion
evenifmaximum
glow
valuesareinsidethevoid.Thisaspectcanexplainwhythelightgrey
coronaregionobservedinfigure1hasamaximum
extensionbiggerthanthestablevoid.Infact,
thefirstimageshowingtheglow
increaseisimage10infigure2(b),wherethebrightregionis
alreadybiggerthanthedrawnellipse.Duetocameraspeedlimitation,somedataaremissing
betweenimages9and10.Consequentlyitcannotbeconcludedif,attheearlybeginning,the
enhancementisbounded
by
thevoid
and
then
propagates,orifitconcernsdirectly
abigger
sizeregion.Afterreachingitsmaximum
value(aroundimage13),plasmaglow
decreasesand
reachesaminimum
below
themeanglow
value(darkerimage19infigure2(a)).Certainlydue
to
dustparticleinertia,thevoid
continuesto
shrink
(figure1(a))butwhen
thecentralglow
(i.e.ionisation
and
consequently
ion
drag
force)startsto
increaseslowly
(from
image26
in
figure2(a)correspondingtoimage55infigure1(a)),thecontractionstopsandexpansionoccurs.
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Figure
2.Heartbeatinstabilityforalow
repetitionrateobservedontheplasma
glow.(a)Someimagesofthevoidregion(infalsecoloursfrom
darkbluetored)
duringonecontraction–expansionsequence(image1correspondstoimage30
offigure1andsoon).Theyellow
ellipsedelineatespositionofthestableopen
void.(b)Intermediateimagesof(a)duringfastplasmaglow
modifications.
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Figure
3.Heartbeatinstabilityforalow
repetitionrate:electricalmeasurements
superimposedoncolumnprofilesfrom
(a)onlydustcloud;(b)dustcloudand
plasmaglow,(c)onlyplasmaglow.Parts(a),(b)and(c)infalsecolours(from
darkbluetored).
Columnprofilesofthesedifferentseriescanbecompared.Figure3showssynchronised
profilesobtainedfrom
videosshowing(a)thedustcloud(laserandcamerawithinterference
filter),(b)dustcloudandglow
(laserandcamerawithoutinterferencefilter)and(c)plasmaglow
(neitherlasernorinterferencefilter).Electricalmeasurementsaresuperimposedwiththeirmean
value(dottedline)correspondingtothestableopenvoid.Infigure3(c)itappearsthatthereisa
goodcorrelationbetweenplasmaglow
andelectricalmeasurementsasthemainvariationsare
related.Thefastsignalincreasecorrespondstoglow
enhancement.Itisfollowedbyadecrease
inbothsetsofdata.A
smallshoulderappearinginelectricalmeasurements(slopechange)is
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Figure
4.Heartbeatinstability
forahigh
repetition
rateobserved
on
thedust
cloud:(a)someimagesofthevoid
region
(in
falsecoloursfrom
dark
red
to
brightyellow)during
onecontraction–expansion
sequence;(b)timeevolution
ofcentralcolumnprofileconstructedfrom
theentirevideo(seealsomovie2,
2
.3M
B).
relatedtoamoredrasticdecreaseofthecentralplasmaglow.Then,thefollowingminimum
valuesofbothdataarecloseintime.Afterthispoint,thenextplasmaglow
increasetowardsthe
meanstateiswellobservedinelectricalmeasurementsslowlytendingtowardsthemeanvalue.
Asmentioned,globalvariationsaresimilarbutsomediscrepanciesexistdueto
thefactthat
electricalmeasurementsareintegratedonalltheplasmavolume,andcontaininformationon
plasmavariationoccurringoutsidetheplasmacentre.Thisaspectwillbeexploredinsection4,
whereapreciseanalysisoftheentireplasmaglow
isperformed.Concerningthedustcloud,
the
void
contraction
isrelated
to
glow
and
electricalsignalincrease
(figures3(a)and
(b)),
meaning
thatitcorrespondsto
ionisation
increasein
theplasmacentre.Nevertheless,itcan
beobserved
thatcontraction
continueseven
when
theelectricalsignalstartsdecreasing
and
isstillnotstopped
when
electricalmeasurementsand
plasmaglow
arebelow
theiroriginal
value.Itconfirmsthedirectcomparisonbetweendustcloudandplasmaglow
performedthrough
figures1and2.
3.2.Sequenceswithahighrepetitionrate
Analysisofahighrepetitionratesequenceismorefussyduetothefastandconstantmotionof
thedustcloudwithoutanyclearstablepositiongivingafixedreference.A
movieisavailable
infigure4andinthesamewayasinthelow
repetitionratecase,extractedimagesandcolumn
profilearegivenrespectivelyinfigure4(a)and(b).Inordertoincreasecontrast,falsecolours
arealsousedforextractedimages.Theconstantmotionclearlyappears:nohorizontalbright
regions,correspondingtohighdustdensityvoidboundaries,areobservedinfigure4(b).This
figuregivesafrequency
instability
ofabout31Hz.Furthermore,theinnerpartofthevoid
region,whichisneverfilledwithdustparticles,exhibitsonlysmallvariations.Indeed,allthe
motiontakesplaceinthelow
dustdensityregionbetweenthedensedustcloudandthevoid
innerpart.From
thenearlyisolatedcase(figure1),thisregionhasbeenidentifiedtoconsist
ofdustparticlesgoingbacktotheiroriginalposition.Inthehighrepetitionratecase,thenew
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9contractionoccurswhiledustparticlesfrom
thepreviouscontractionarestillinsidethevoid
and
try
to
reach
theiroriginalposition.Indeed,anew
contraction
startsaround
image69
of
figure4(a)(complexmotionsdonotallow
precisedetermination)whiledustparticlesarestill
insidethevoidregion.Atthistimetheplasmaglow
isclosetoitsmaximum
valueinthecentre
(determinedfrom
aplasmaglow
videocorrelatedtothepresentone).Thiscomplexbehaviour
leadstotherelativelyconstantregions(blackinnerpartandgreyintermediatepart)observedin
figure4(b).Thedustcloudisalwaysmovingevensospatialdustdensityappearsmoreorless
constant.
3.3.Asymmetryinvoidcontraction
Anotherinterestingphenomenonconcerningdustcloudmotionduringtheheartbeatinstability,
istheobservabledelayappearingintheresponseofhorizontalandverticaldirections.Indeed,
in
someconditions(currently
notclearly
defined)thedustcloud
shrinkshorizontally
before
shrinkingvertically[51,52].Asanexample,arecordcontainingbothdustcloudandplasma
glow
informationhasbeenperformedforasequencewhereastableopenvoidsuddenlystartsa
sizeoscillation.Firstandsecondcontraction–expansionsequencesareshowninfigure5where
amoviecanalsobefound.Image135clearlyshowsthestableopenvoidwiththecorresponding
drawnellipse.Inimage142plasmaglow
startsincreasingandreachesitsmaximum
valueat
144.Inthislastimage,itappearsthattheplasmaglow
enhancementaffectsaregionbiggerthan
thevoidsizeandcorrelationwiththecoronaregionwellobservedinfigure1canbesuggested
again.Thishypothesisiscorrectassumingthattheintensityincreaseinthesurroundingdust
cloud
isentirely
dueto
plasmaglow
changesand
notdueto
any
dustdensity
modification.
Thanksto
the
drawn
ellipse,itclearly
appearsthatthe
void
shrinksfirstin
the
horizontal
direction(startingfrom
image143)andthenintheverticalone(startingaroundimage147).As
imagesarealreadycompressedinthehorizontaldirection,adetectablemotioninthisdirection
clearlyindicatesarealdustcloudresponseandcannotbeanopticalillusion.Theplasmaglow
reachesitsminimum
valueinimage148and,asalreadyobserved,thevoidcontinuestoshrink
to
itsminimum
sizein
image155.From
thispoint,thevoid
innerpartslowly
increasesin
sizeandthegreyintermediateregion,constitutedofdustparticlesgoingbacktotheiroriginal
position,becomesgraduallyvisible.Thenextcontractionoccursbeforetheoriginalstatehas
beencompletelyreachedagain(image241).
Thesevariousstepsarewellobserved
on
thecolumn
profileshown
in
figure6(a).For
betterunderstanding,temporalevolution
ofplasma
glow
in
the
centralpixelofthe
void
is
superimposedatthebottom
oftheimage.Thestableopenvoidisaccuratelydefinedwithits
constantsizeanditshighdustdensityboundaries(betweenimages100and142).W
henplasma
glow
increases,thevoidshrinks.Itsminimum
sizeisreachedwhileplasmaglow
inthecentre
hasalreadyreacheditsminimum
valueandhasstartedtoslowlyincreaseagain.Then,theglow
staysrelatively
constantin
thevoid
centrewhiledustparticlesareexpelled
to
theiroriginal
position.Itclearly
appearsthatthevoid
did
notreach
itsoriginalsizewhen
thenew
glow
increaseoccurs.Thiseffectistraduced,firstly
by
thedark
innerpartwhich
doesnotrejoin
thepositionofthestablevoidandsecondlybytheintermediatecoronaregionwhichisbigger
than
theoriginalvoid
size.Thislastpointmeansthatthe‘wavefront’formed
by
returning
dustparticlesisstillmoving
towardsthe
originalvoid
boundaries.The
speed
ofthiswave
frontappearstoslow
downwhenapproachingtheoriginalconditions.Furthermore,itisclearly
visiblethattheinstability
isin
asetting
up
phase.Indeed,starting
from
astableopen
void,
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Figure
5.Simultaneousrecordofdustcloudandplasmaglow
inthevoidregion
duringthesettingupoftheheartbeatinstability.From
image135:stableopen
void
(delineated
by
a
pink
ellipse)followed
by
a
firstcontraction,and
new
contraction
atimage241
whileoriginalconditionsarenotrestored
(seealso
movie3,2
.6M
B).Im
age num
ber
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Figure
6.(a)Columnprofile(infalsecoloursfrom
darkredtobrightyellow)
calculated
from
image
seriespresented
in
figure
5
with
centralplasma
glow
evolution
superimposed
(blue
curve
corresponding
to
line
95
offigure
6(a)),
(b)zoom
of(a),(c)correspondinglineprofile.
thecharacteristicsoffirstandsecondcontraction–expansionsequencesareslightlydifferentin
termsofminimum
voidsizeandre-openingtimeduration.Concerningthetimedelayappearing
in
the
verticaldirection
(as
observed
in
figure
5)itcan
also
be
evidenced
by
comparing
columnandlineprofilesextractedfrom
thevideo.Thesetwoprofilesareshownrespectively
in
figures
6(b)and
(c).Previous
results
also
showed
thatsome
correlation
can
be
found
between
thedifferenttimesofcollapseand
differentslopesin
electricalmeasurements[52].
Reasonswhy
thiseffectappearsin
some
casesare
uncleardue
to
a
lack
ofstatisticsand
spatiotemporallimitationsofvideoacquisition.Nevertheless,onepossibleexplanationisrelated
toreactorgeometrywhereconfiningconditionsaredifferentinthetwodirections.Theelectrode
diameterisaround4cm
andglassboundariesareatapproximately3cm
oftheelectrodeedges.
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Figure
7.Heartbeatinstability
foralow
repetition
rateobserved
on
thetotal
plasmaglow:(a)someimagesintruecoloursduringonecontraction–expansion
sequence,(b)sameimagesasin(a)withpost-processingandfalsecolours(from
darkbluetored).
Consequently,theplasmausuallyextendsbeyondtheelectrodestowardsthelateralsides.The
plasmawidthisthennearlytwiceaslargeastheheightanditisnearlythesameforthetrapped
dustcloudandthevoid.Nostrongelectrostaticbarrierexistsduetothedistancetotheglass
boundaries,thus,plasmaandvoidmodificationsinthesedirectionsarerelativelyfree.Onthe
contrary,theelectrodesimposed
astrong
electrostaticbarrierand
verticalmodificationsand
motionsarethendrasticallycontrolledbythesheaths.
4.Plasm
a
glow
behaviourin
the
whole
discharge
Plasmaglow
inthewholeinterelectrodevolumeisrecordedduringtheinstabilityinthetwo
differentcases(low
andhighrepetitionrate).Thisanalysisisperformedinordertounderstand
globalevolutionoftheplasmaandnotonlycentralpartbehaviourasintheprevioussection.
Itcanidentifysomesideeffectsalreadysuggested(relationbetweenasharppeakinelectrical
measurementsandbrighterglow
regionsnearplasmahorizontalboundaries[49,51])andthat
areinaccessiblethroughtheanalysispresentedinsection3.
4.1.Sequenceswithalow
repetitionrate
Thetotalplasmaglow
recorded
by
fastimaging
during
acontraction–expansion
sequenceis
showninfigure7(a).Bothbrightpresheathregionsareclearlyevidencedontheupperandlower
partsoftheimages(electrodesarenotvisible).Beforethecontraction–expansion
sequence
(stablesituationwithanopenvoid),thecentralplasmaregionisrelativelyuniform
andnotvery
bright(image691).Then,theglow
increasesfastandconcentratesinthedischargecentrebefore
disappearingandleavingadarkerregioninthecentreasobservedintheprevioussection.This
schemeisbetterevidencedbyrepresentingthesameimagesinfalsecoloursandbysubtracting
areferenceimage(stablesituation)asshowninfigure7(b).Therelativelyhomogeneousglow
(image691)changesinto
abright(i.e.higherionisation)centralregion
and
dark
(i.e.lower
ionisation)edgesduringthecontraction(image697).A
reversesituation(darkcentreandbright
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Figure8.(a)Lineprofile(infalsecoloursfrom
darkbluetored)calculatedfrom
theimageseriespresentedinfigure7;(b)and(c)aredifferentmagnifications
of(a).
edges)startsjustbeforethere-opening(image699).Then,theglow
becomesslowlyuniform
again(image736).
Timeevolutionofalineprofileispresentedinfigure8(a)andmagnifiedinfigures8(b)
and
(c).To
constructthisfalsecolourimage,thehorizontallinepassing
through
themiddle
ofthe
discharge
isextracted
from
each
video
image.Thisline
hasbeen
chosen
because
it
passesthroughtheregionofbiggestchanges.Inordertoextractchangesoccurringduringthe
instability,atemporalaveragevalueissubtracted.A
smoothingfilterisalsoappliedfornoise
reductionandbetterdelimitationofchangingregions.Columnprofilinghasalsobeenperformed
fortheplasmaglow
analysisbutnooriginalinformationhasbeenextractedpartlyduetothe
limitingconditionsimposedbyelectrodes.
Nearlyisolatedcontraction–expansionsequencesoftenhaveashorttimeduration.Figure8
showsan
instability
frequency
ofabout3Hz.In
between
each
sequence,originalconditions
havetimetoberestored.From
figures8(b)and(c),plasmaglow
behaviouriswellobserved
anditscompleteevolutionanalysisismoreeasilyperformedthanfrom
directimageslikein
figure7.First,somesmalloscillationsareobservedbeforetherealsequence.Thisphenomenon
hasalreadybeenobserved[51,52]andcorrespondstofailedcontractionsappearingsometimes
neartheinstabilityexistencethreshold.Thisbehaviourdoesnotchangethefollowinganalysis
andwillbedescribedinafuturearticle.Figure8confirmsthatwhenthevoidcontracts,the
plasmaglow
suddenly
concentratesin
thecentreleaving
dark
borderregions.Thevoid
re-
openingoccursduringthereversesituationwithtwosymmetricalbrightregionssurrounding
theplasmacentre.Then,theseregionsseem
todiffuseslowlytothecentreuntilahomogeneous
glow
isobtainedonceagain.
In
the
previous
section,only
the
centralpartofthe
plasma
was
observed
when
the
interference
filterwasremoved.Indeed,the
observed
region
wastoo
smalland
due
to
the
viewing
angle,outoffocalplaneinformation
waslost.Thewholeplasmarecording
allows
to
identify
thedark
(during
contraction)and
bright(during
expansion)plasmaedgeregions.
Theseobservationsshow
thattheincreaseofplasmaglow
inthecentreisreallyaconcentration
oftheplasmatowardsthecentreattheexpenseoftheplasmaedges.Afterthat,thereverse
situationoccurswithplasmaedgesbrighterthaninthestablevoidsituation.
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Figure
9.(a)Lineprofile(in
falsecoloursfrom
dark
blueto
red)calculated
from
theimageseriespresentedinfigure7withelectricalmeasurementssuper-
imposed;(b)zoom
of(a);(c)electricalmeasurements;(d)centralline(line178)
profileof(a);(e)middlepositionline(line105)profileof(a).
Correlationwithelectricalresultsispresentedinfigures9(a)and(b)withnonsmoothed
imagesinordertogetpixelprecision.Thedottedcurveisthecurrentcontinuouscomponent.
From
thissuperimposition
itcan
bededuced
thatthecontraction
correspondsto
an
increase
in
the
globalionisation
(i.e.electron
density).Indeed,increase
of
centralplasma
glow
correspondstoanincreaseofelectricalsignalamplitudemeaningthatthiscentralincreaseis
notcompensated
by
thedecreasein
thenearplasmaedge.Then,when
thereversesituation
occurs,ionisation
appearsto
be
below
the
stable
situation
value
(asindicated
by
electrical
measurements).Indeed,the
dark
centralregion
is
notbalanced
by
the
largerbutslightly
brighternearedgeregions.Finally,theseregionstendtorejoininthecentrefollowingtheslow
increaseobservedinelectricalmeasurements.Thesebehavioursarealsovisiblebycomparing
electricalmeasurementswithlineprofiles(figures9(c)–(e))extractedfrom
figure9(a)(notto
beconfusedwithtemporalevolutionoflineprofileextractedfrom
videoimages)andphysically
correspondingtothetimeevolutionofindividualpixelstakenin(d)plasmacentreandin(e)the
nearedge.
4.2.Sequenceswithahighrepetitionrate
W
hentheheartbeatinstabilityfrequencyincreases,contraction–expansionsequencesarecloser
intime,andnoexactreturntooriginalstableconditionsisachieved.Indeed,thenextsequence
happens
while
the
void
size
has
notreached
its
stable
state.The
case
presented
here
is
quitesimilarto
theoneshown
in
figures5
and
6.Thecorresponding
video
ispresented
in
figure10
showing
threesuccessivecontraction–expansion
sequences.Imagesextracted
from
onesequenceappearinfigure10(a).Figure10(b)isobtainedfrom
figure10(a)inthesameway
asfigure7(b).Asthesequencelastslonger,bettertimeresolutionisobtainedandvariationof
plasmaglow
iswellevidenced.Incomparisonwiththelow
repetitionratecase,thechangefrom
brightcentreanddarkedgestothereverseisheremorestronglymarked.Thedifferentphasesof
thecontraction–expansionsequencethathavebeenalreadydescribed,arehighlyvisiblehere.
Thededucedlineprofileisverysignificantandsummarisesnearlyallresultsconcerning
plasmaglow
evolutionduringtheheartbeatinstability(figure11).Indeed,startingfrom
avoid
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Figure
10.Heartbeatinstabilityforahighrepetitionrateobservedonthetotal
plasmaglow:(a)someimagesintruecoloursduringonecontraction–expansion
sequence;(b)sameimagesasin(a)withpost-processingandfalsecolours(from
darkbluetored)(seealsomovie4,2.7M
B).
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Figure11.(a)Lineprofile(infalsecoloursfrom
darkbluetored)calculatedfrom
imageseriespresentedinfigure10;(b)zoom
of(a)withelectricalmeasurements
superimposed.
expansion(darkinnerpartandbrightplasmaedges),slow
concentrationoftheglow
from
the
plasmaedgetowardsthecentretakesplace.Thismotioncanbecorrelatedtothegreycorona
regionobservedinthedustcloudandpresentedinsection3.Furthermore,itclearlyappearsthat
thetwobrighteredgeregionsdonotmeetcompletelyandnohomogeneousplasmaisrestored
asin
figure8.Indeed,thecentralglow
increasesattheexpenseofplasmaedgesbeforethe
brighterglow
regionsfullyconvergetowardstheplasmacentre.Thiscentralenhancementis
thenfollowedbyastrongandfastreversal.Electricalmeasurementsaresuperimposedonthe
lineprofileinfigure11(b).Thebrightregionmovingfrom
theplasmaedgetowardstheplasma
centrecorrespondsto
acontinuousincreaseofthecurrent.Then,itappearsthatthestrong
brightnessreversalisrelated
to
thepresenceofasharp
peak
in
thecurrent.M
easurements
withoutpeakcertainlycorrespondtocaseswherethebrightnessreversalbetweenplasmacentre
andedgesexists,butisnotstronglymarked(figure9).Thissharppeakisaninterestingfeature
already
observed
butnotfully
explained.Indeed,in
[49],preliminary
resultssuggested
that
thispeak
could
be
correlated
to
a
strong
glow
decrease
in
the
centre
and
increase
in
the
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Figure12.Extracteddatafrom
figure11:(a)electricalmeasurements;(b)central
lineprofile;(c)lineprofileintheglow
reversalregion.(d)Plasmaglow
integrated
on
asmallcentralvolumefrom
completeimageseriesoffigure10.Previous
measurementsin
similarconditionsfor(e)electricalmeasurements;(f)light
recordedbyacentredopticalfibre;(g)intermediatefibre;(h)edgefibre(same
observedregionas(c)).
plasmaedge.Thesemeasurementswereperformedthankstoaspatiallyresolved(fourdifferent
positions)analysisofanargonlineemissionat750
.4nm.Furtherresultswithfiveopticalfibres
(also
used
forcharacterisation
ofdustparticle
growth
instabilities[53])and
integrating
all
plasmawavelengthsgavesimilarresults[51]butnocompletedescriptionwasavailable.Present
resultsgreatlyenhancespatiotemporalresolutionofthisphenomenonandclearlycorrelatethe
sharppeakwithanenhancementoftheplasmaglow
outsidethecentralregion.Variationsof
electricalmeasurementsarerepresentativeofglobalchangesoftheplasma(spatiallyintegrated
measurement).From
thepresentanalysisitappearsthatelectricalmeasurementsarenotonly
dominatedbytheplasmacore.
These
effects
are
also
evidenced
in
figure
12
by
directcomparison
of(a)electrical
measurements,with
data
extracted
from
figure
11:(b)centralline
profile
(i.e.physically
correspondingtocentralpixelvariation),(c)middlepositionlineprofile(i.e.variationofapixel
intheglow
reversalzone)andfrom
thevideoinfigure10:(d)integratedcentralluminosity(i.e.
variationintegratedinasmallcentredvolumeassumedtorepresentplasmacore).Comparison
offigure
12(a),(b)and
(d)shows
thatthe
main
centralplasma
changes
are
observed
in
electricalmeasurements.Nevertheless,itappearsthatthe
maximum
value
ofcentralglow
occurswhileelectricalmeasurementshavealready
decreased.In
fact,atthistime,electrical
measurementsare
affected
by
the
edge
plasma
glow
decrease
asobserved
in
figure
12(c).
Finally,thesharppeakregioniswellunderstoodthankstofigure11(b)andfigure12(a)–(d).
Oppositebehaviourofelectricalmeasurementsandcentralglow
isdirectlyrelatedtothestrong
andfastenhancementofplasmaedgeswhilethecentrebecomesthelessluminouspart.
In
order
to
show
consistency
of
the
new
results,previous
measurements
performed
in
similarinstability
conditions(i.e.similarelectricalmeasurements)with
the
opticalfibre
diagnostics,arepresentedinfigure12(e)–(h).Here,theedgefibre(figure12(h))observesthe
regioncorrespondingtothemiddlelineprofileoffigure12(c).Theintermediatefibreobserves
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valueappearingbeforetheoneof
figure12(f)traducestheplasmaconcentration
towardscentre.M
ain
featuresconcerning
the
sharppeakregionareobserved:thepeakcorrespondstoaglow
reversalbetweenthecentreand
theedge.Thiscomparisonisofmajorinterestbecauseitconfirmsthatnoartefacts,neitherinthe
waymeasurementsareperformednorindataretrievalfrom
images,areimpliedforexplanation
ofthesharppeakregion.
5.Discussion
and
conclusion
From
the
differentanalyses,severalfeaturesofthe
heartbeatinstability
can
be
broughtto
thefore:thevoid
contraction
correspondsto
an
increaseofthecentralplasmaglow.These
observationstend
to
show
thatasudden
higherionisation
in
theplasmacentreenhancesthe
ratiobetweentheinwardelectrostaticforceandtheoutwardiondragforce.Then,thevoidcentre
becomesdarkerbutdustparticlescontinuetomovetowardsthecentreduetotheirinertia.Their
motionseemsmoreorlesscontinuous(atrelativelyconstantspeed)andisstoppedsuddenly
(see
forexample
figure
1).The
void
isnotentirely
filled
by
dustparticlesmeaning
thata
forcepreventsfurthermotion
towardsitscentre.Thisforcealso
exceedsgravity
thatshould
inducevoidcollapsebyactingon,amongothers,dustparticlesconstitutingtheupperpartof
thevoid.Atthistimethecentralglow
isnotverybright.Furthermore,itappearsmoreorless
homogeneous,apropertyusuallyassociatedwithaweakelectricfield.Theforcestoppingdust
particlesisthensupposedtobetheiondrag.
Dustparticleslocatedneartheplasmacentrearethennearlyimmobilewhileadustparticle
‘wavefront’comingfrom
theplasmaedgestartstobedetected.Atthistime,acoronaregionof
higherionisationisobservedinplasmaglow
images.Thisregionsurroundstheplasmacentre
andmovesslowlytowardsit.Correlatingdustcloudimageswithplasmaglow
ones,thismoving
regionseemstocorrespondtothedustparticlewavefront.Darkercentreandbrighteredgecan
createan
outward
electrostaticforcenearthecoronaregion.Thishypothesisisassumed
by
analogywiththecontractionphasewhenanenhancedglow
regionattractsdustparticles.Thus,
centraldustparticlesareimmobile(farfrom
thisinterface)andthewavefrontcorrespondsto
dustparticlesclosetothecoronaregionandmovingtowardsit.Asdustparticlesmove,local
conditionschangeandthecoronaregionmovestowardsthecentreattractinginnerdustparticles
oneaftertheother.Astheplasmabecomesmoreandmorehomogeneous,thewavefrontspeed
decreasesandthelastdustparticlestomovearefinallytheclosesttotheplasmacentre.
In
thecaseoflow
repetition
ratesequences,theoriginalstableposition
ofthevoid
is
restored
between
each
sequencethatcan
beconsidered
asisolated
and
independent.On
the
contrary,highrepetitionrateconditionsleadtoacontinuousmotionofthedustparticles.Indeed,
whilecentraldustparticlesreturntotheiroriginalposition,anew
contractionoccurs.
Anasymmetryinvoidcontractionhasbeenevidencedinsomecases.Thisbehaviourcan
finditsorigininthedischargegeometry,confinedbyelectrodesintheverticaldirectionand
morefreeto
diffusein
thehorizontalone.Itisconfirmed
by
theobserved
coronaregion
in
plasmaglow
images.Indeed,itisbetterobservednearthehorizontaledgesthannearthevertical
oneswhereitismergedwiththebrightpresheathregions.
Thesharppeakinelectricalmeasurementscanbeassociatedwiththeglow
reversalfrom
brightcentreanddarkedgestobrightedgesanddarkcentre.Itappearswhenthisphenomenon
isstronglymarked.Itisreplacedbyachangeinsignalslopeinothercases.Thisreversalis
veryfastandourcamerasystem
doesnotallow
toresolvethisphenomenonintime.Theoptical
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notshow
ifthereisawavepropagationbetweencentretoedgeduringthereversal.Thereversal
seemstobeinstantaneousanditsphysicaloriginisunderinvestigation.
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Instabilitiesin
dusty
plasm
as
arefrequentphenom
ena.W
e
sho
w
that
so
m
einstabilities
can
bedescribed
by
m
ixed-m
ode
o
scillations
often
en
co
u
ntered
in
chem
ical
system
s
o
r
n
eu
ro
n
aldynam
ics
and
studied
through
dynam
ical
system
theories.The
tim
e
ev
olution
ofthese
instabilitiesis
studied
through
the
change
in
the
asso
ciated
w
av
eform
.
Frequency
and
interspike
interv
al
are
an
alyzed
and
co
m
pared
to
results
obtained
in
other
scientific
fields
co
n
cern
ed
by
m
ixed-m
ode
o
scillations.
D
O
I:10
.1103/PhysRevLett.100
.225005
PA
CS
n
u
m
bers:52
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.Lw
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g
Solid
dust
particles
from
a
few
n
an
o
m
eters
to
centi-
m
eters
are
often
presentin
plasm
as
and
are
at
the
o
rigin
of
a
w
ide
v
ariety
of
n
ew
phenom
ena.Plasm
as
co
ntaining
dustparticles
are
called
dusty
o
r
co
m
plex
plasm
as.These
m
edia
are
en
co
u
ntered
in
m
any
en
vironm
ents
su
ch
as
astrophysics,
industrial
processes,
and
fusion
devices.
D
ustparticles
can
co
m
efrom
regionsin
theplasm
a
vicinity
o
r
can
be
form
ed
in
the
plasm
a
due
to
the
presence
of
m
olecularprecursors.In
m
o
st
cases,they
acquire
a
n
eg
a-
tiv
e
charge
by
attaching
plasm
a
free
electrons.In
plasm
a
reactors,dust
clouds
are
often
characterized
by
a
central
dust-free
region.This
region,u
su
ally
n
am
ed
‘
‘v
oid’
’[1
–6],
is
co
n
sidered
to
be
m
aintained
by
an
equilibrium
betw
een
inw
ard
electrostatic
and
o
utw
ard
ion
drag
forces.U
nder
certain
co
nditions,
this
equilibrium
can
be
disturbed,
re-
sulting
in
self-excited
lo
w
frequency
o
scillations
of
the
v
oid
size.The
obtained
instability
,
co
n
sisting
of
su
ccessiv
e
co
ntractions
and
exp
an
sions
of
the
v
oid,is
n
am
ed
‘
‘heart-
beat’
’[1
,4
,7
,8]due
to
its
apparent
sim
ilarity
w
ith
abeating
heart.N
ev
ertheless,the
dust
cloud
behavioris
m
o
re
co
m
-
plex
than
it
co
uld
be
supposed
[7
,8].
This
self-excited
instability
can
stop
by
its
o
w
n
through
an
ending
phase
characterized
by
failed
co
ntractions
that
appear
m
o
re
and
m
o
re
n
u
m
ero
u
s
as
the
end
approaches.
The
phenom
ena
su
staining
the
instability
ev
olv
e
progressiv
ely
u
ntil
a
n
ew
stable
state
is
reached.
This
phase
can
be
studied
by
an
alyzing
the
discharge
cu
rrent
o
r
the
plasm
a
glo
w
em
is-
sion.These
signals
hav
e
a
w
ell-defined
shape
that
seem
s
sim
ilar
to
m
ix
ed-m
ode
o
scillations(M
M
Os).
M
M
O
s
are
co
m
plex
phenom
ena
co
n
sisting
of
an
alter-
n
ation
of
a
v
arying
n
u
m
ber
of
sm
all
am
plitude
o
scillations
in
betw
een
tw
o
larger
o
n
es(also
n
am
ed
spikes).Sm
all
and
large
am
plitude
o
scillations
are
often
co
n
sidered
as,
re-
spectiv
ely
,
subthreshold
o
scillations
and
relaxation
m
echa-
nism
s
of
the
system
.These
M
M
O
s
are
en
co
u
ntered
in
a
w
ide
v
ariety
offields.In
chem
istry
,
reaction
kinetics
can
take
the
form
of
M
M
O
s
[9
,10]
like
in
the
intensiv
ely
studied
B
elouso
v
-Zhabotinskii
reaction[11
,12].In
n
atural
sciences,M
M
O
s
are
the
subject
of
an
intense
research[13
–
15]
since
their
observ
ation
in
the
H
odgkin-H
uxley
m
odel
of
n
eu
ro
n
al
activity
[15
,16].
In
this
co
ntext,
they
are
strongly
related
to
spiking
and
b
u
rsting
activities
in
n
eu
-
ro
n
s[17
,18].In
plasm
aphysics,M
M
O
shav
ebeen
reported
in
dc
glo
w
discharge[19
,20]b
utto
the
best
of
o
u
rkno
w
l-
edge,
n
o
evidence
of
M
M
O
s
in
dusty
plasm
as
hav
e
been
reported
yet.B
ecause
of
the
broad
div
ersity
of
scientific
dom
ains
co
n
cern
ed
by
M
M
O
s,
they
induced
a
lot
of
re-
searches
and
sev
eral
approacheshav
ebeen
explored.These
studies
are
based
o
n
dynam
ical
system
theories,like,for
ex
am
ple,
can
ards[13
,15
,21],
subcriticalH
opf-hom
oclinic
bifurcation[16
,22]
o
rShilniko
v
hom
oclinic
o
rbits[23
,24].
In
thisLetter
,w
e
reportforthefirsttim
e
o
n
the
existence
ofM
M
O
sin
dusty
plasm
as.A
n
ex
am
pleis
an
alyzed
and
its
m
ain
characteristics,like
typicalfrequencies
and
ev
olution
ofinterspike
interv
al,
are
explored.Particular
attention
is
paid
to
the
ev
olution
of
the
n
u
m
ber
of
sm
all
am
plitude
o
scillationsin
betw
een
co
n
secutiv
e
spikes.W
e
thus
u
nder
-
line
v
ery
close
sim
ilarities
w
ith
typicalM
M
O
s
observ
ed
in
n
eu
ro
n
al
activity
and
chem
istry
.
Experim
ents
are
perform
ed
in
the
PK
E-N
efedo
v
reactor
[2
,25].
A
capacitiv
ely
co
upled
radiofrequency
(rf
at
13
.56
M
H
z)discharge
is
created
betw
een
tw
o
planarpar
-
allel
electrodes.
The
static
argon
pressure
is
co
m
prised
betw
een
0
.5
and
1.6
m
bar
and
the
applied
rf
po
w
er
is
aro
u
nd
2
.8
W
.
D
ust
particles
are
gro
w
n
by
sputtering
a
polym
erlayerdeposited
o
n
the
electrodes
and
co
n
stituted
ofpreviously
injected
m
elam
ine
form
aldehyde
dustparti-
cles.A
few
tens
of
seco
nds
afterplasm
a
ignition,
a
three-
dim
ensional
dense
cloud
of
visible
gro
w
n
dust
particles
(size
of
a
few
hundreds
of
n
an
o
m
eters)
is
form
ed.
This
observ
ation
is
perform
ed
by
laser
light
scattering
w
ith
standard
CCD
cam
eras.The
discharge
cu
rrent(related
to
electron
density)
is
m
easu
red
o
n
the
bottom
electrode.
Plasm
a
em
ission
in
the
center
is
reco
rded
thanks
to
an
opticalfiber
w
ith
a
spatial
resolution
of
a
few
m
illim
eters
[8].These
tw
o
diagnostics
giv
e
rather
sim
ilar
results
and
are
u
sed
to
characterize
the
ending
phase
of
the
heartbeat
instability
.W
hen
v
oid
co
ntraction
o
ccu
rs,ahigh
am
plitude
peak
is
observ
ed
in
the
signals[8].Failed
v
oid
co
ntractions
appear
as
sm
all
am
plitude
o
scillations,i.e.,failed
peaks.
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Thefirsttw
o
o
scillationsin
Fig.1(a)
are
representative
of
a
typical
fully
dev
eloped
heartbeat
signal[7]
w
ithout
any
failed
peak.The
observ
ed
shape
is
the
o
n
e
u
sed
as
refer-
en
ce,
w
ith
a
m
ain
peak
co
rresponding
to
the
fast
co
ntrac-
tion
and
a
slo
w
ly
increasing
signal(like
a
shoulder)during
the
slo
w
v
oid
reopening[8].Then,a
transition
betw
een
this
regim
e
and
a
regim
e
w
ith
o
n
e
failed
co
ntraction[arro
w
in
Fig.1(a)]
o
ccu
rs.A
t
the
instant
w
here
a
large
am
plitude
o
scillation
is
exp
ected,
adecreasein
the
signal
o
ccu
rs.The
spike
o
ccu
rren
ce
is
then
delayed.
A
sim
ilar
behavior
is
obtained
in
the
optical
signal,
as
observ
ed
in
Fig.1(b)for
a
transition
betw
een
o
n
e
and
tw
o
failed
peak
regim
es.Signal
shape
clearly
co
rresponds
to
typicalM
M
O
s
and
is
rem
ark-
ably
sim
ilar
to
w
av
eform
s
m
easu
red
o
r
m
odeled
in
chem
i-
cal
system
s
[9
,10
,12
,24]
o
r
in
n
eu
ro
n
al
dynam
ics
[13
,15
,18
,26
,27].Fo
r
the
sake
of
sim
plicity
,
classical
n
o
-
tation
forM
M
O
s[9
,12]
w
illbe
u
sed
in
thefollo
w
ing.Thus,
a
pattern
characterized
by
L
high
am
plitude
o
scillations
and
S
sm
all
am
plitude
o
n
es
w
ill
be
n
oted
L
S
.
A
s
an
ex
am
ple,Fig.1(a)is
a
transition
betw
een
1
0
and
1
1
states,
w
hereas
Fig.
1(b)
co
rresponds
to
a
1
1
–1
2
transition.
A
closerlook
to
thislasttransition
is
sho
w
n
in
Fig.1(c)
w
here
the
first
1
2
state
is
superim
posed
o
n
the
last
1
1
state.A
v
erticaldotted
line
m
arks
theplace
w
here
signalsdiffer
.A
s
it
can
be
observ
ed,
signals
are
n
early
identical
u
ntil
this
tim
e
and
n
o
clearindication
an
n
o
u
n
ces
this
n
ext
change.In
dynam
ical
system
s,
n
oise
can
induce
drastic
changes
in
system
behavior
.In
thepresent
study
,due
to
alo
w
signalto
n
oise
ratio,
an
alyses
can
n
ot
be
perform
ed
o
n
raw
data.
Thus,data
in
Fig.1
hav
e
been
processed
u
sing
w
av
elet
techniques(checking
that
n
o
signaldistortion
w
as
added)
in
o
rder
to
rem
o
v
e
n
oise
and
thus
its
effect
w
ill
n
ot
be
in
v
estigated.
A
s
the
sim
ilarity
betw
een
o
u
r
signals
and
M
M
O
s
is
established,
a
m
o
re
co
m
plete
study
can
be
perform
ed.
Fo
r
thatpurpose,
electrical
signal
ev
olution
has
been
re-
co
rded
u
ntil
the
co
m
plete
end
of
the
instability
.A
typical
sequence
is
sho
w
n
in
Fig.2(a)
.The
signal
m
ean
v
alue
is
alm
ost
co
n
stant
and
the
instability
co
n
sists
of
a
su
ccession
ofhigh
am
plitude
spikes
separated
by
an
interspikeinterv
al
(ISI)
increasing
as
o
n
e
goes
along.
A
s
in
Fig.
1
,
lo
w
am
plitude
o
scillations
appearin
betw
een
these
spikesgiv
-
ing
the
classical
shape
ofM
M
O
s.Theincrease
in
the
ISIis
thus
a
co
n
sequence
of
the
o
ccu
rren
ce
of
m
o
re
and
m
o
re
failed
peaks.A
s
an
ex
am
ple,the
insertin
Fig.2(a)
sho
w
s
a
1
4
–1
5
transition(this
tim
e
series
startsduring
the
1
3
state).
Just
after
the
transition,
the
m
em
o
ry
that
a
transition
o
c-
cu
rred
is
visible.
Indeed,
the
n
ew
failed
peak
[Fig.2(a)
inset]has
a
higher
am
plitude
than
the
other
o
n
es,keeping
partly
the
characteristics
of
a
spike.Then,its
am
plitude
decreases
during
the
n
extfew
patterns
u
ntil
reaching
the
sam
e
am
plitude
as
the
other
failed
peaks.These
M
M
O
s
can
be
also
characterized
by
their
co
rresponding
phase
space.Figures
2(b)
and
2(c)
are,
respectiv
ely
,3D
and
2D
phase
spaces
of
a
representativ
e
part
of
the
tim
e
series
presented
in
Fig.2(a)
.T
o
obtain
these
attractors,
an
appro-
priate
tim
e
delay
!
has
been
calculated
u
sing
the
m
utual
inform
ation
m
ethod
proposed
in[28]in
the
fram
ew
o
rk
of
the
B
elouso
v
-Zhabotinskii
reaction.The
m
ain
large
trajec-
tory
in
phase
space
co
rresponds
to
the
large
am
plitude
v
ariation
during
spikes.A
sm
aller
loop
(indicated
by
an
arro
w
labeled
1)
co
rresponds
to
a
short
additional
peak
so
m
etim
es
observ
ed
o
n
the
rightpart
of
the
m
ain
spikes
[7
,8].This
phenom
enon
is
observ
ed
in
Fig.1(a)
and
does
n
ot
alterthepresent
study
.Sm
all
am
plitude
o
scillations
are
represented
by
loopsin
a
tiny
region
indicated
by
an
arro
w
labeled
2[Figs.2(b)
and
2(c)].In
this
region,the
n
u
m
ber
of
loops
co
rresponds
to
the
n
u
m
ber
offailed
peaks(3
loops
for
the
1
3
state,for
ex
am
ple)
like
observ
ed
in
[15].The
an
alysis
through
ISIs
is
often
u
sed
in
n
eu
ro
science
for
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(color
o
nline).
(a)
Electrical
signal
w
ith
a
transition
betw
een
1
0
and
1
1
states(arro
w
:failed
peak).(b)O
ptical
signal
w
ith
a
transition
betw
een
1
1
and
1
2
states.(c)Superim
position
of
the
tw
o
co
n
secutiv
e
states
sho
w
n
in(b).
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(a)
Ev
olution
of
the
electrical
signal
during
the
instability
ending
phase.The
insertis
a
zo
o
m
of
a
transition
betw
een
1
4
and
1
5
states.Corresponding
phase
space
is
represented
in(b)3D
and(c)2D
.A
rro
w
slabeled
1
and
2
sho
w
,
respectiv
ely
,the
loop
due
to
the
additionalpeak
observ
ed
o
n
the
right-hand
side
of
spikes[see
Fig.1(a)]
and
the
region
co
ntaining
the
loops
co
rresponding
to
failed
peaks.
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characterizing
n
eu
ral
activity
[18
,29].Figure
2(a)
sho
w
s
thatthe
ISIincreasesby
the
progressiv
e
addition
offailed
peaks
u
ntil
the
instability
stops.
This
behavior
is
better
observ
ed
by
perform
ing
a
spectrogram
,
i.e.,
a
tim
e-
resolved
fastFo
u
rier
transform
(FFT)
of
this
tim
e
series
[Fig.
3(a)].
This
an
alysis
clearly
sho
w
s
a
step-by-step
decrease
of
the
characteristic
frequencies
u
ntil
n
o
m
o
re
o
scillations
are
observ
ed(at"
17:7
s).The
m
ain
frequency
co
rresponding
to
the
spike
o
ccu
rren
ce
is
indicated
by
an
arro
w
labeled
1.B
ecause
of
the
shape
of
the
tim
e
series,
harm
onics
are
also
obtained.Figure3(a)
clearly
sho
w
s
that
the
frequency
jumps
becom
e
sm
aller
as
tim
e
increases.
M
oreo
v
er
,the
duration
of
a
giv
en
L
S
state
decreases
w
ith
tim
e.These
lasttw
o
properties
are
also
broughtto
the
fore
by
perform
ing
a
globalFFT
of
the
tim
e
series[Fig.3(b)].
Clearly
separated
peaks
are
observ
ed,
co
nfirm
ing
the
step-
by-step
ev
olution
of
the
frequency
.
The
m
ain
peaks
are
located
at20
.5,17
.5,15
.1,13
.3,
and
11.8
H
z.Their
am
pli-
tude
isproportionalto
the
duration
of
each
L
S
state.A
sin
Fig.3(a)
,itis
observ
ed
that
this
duration
decreases
w
ith
tim
e(as
the
frequency).The
am
plitude
of
the
firstpeak
at
20
.5
H
zis
n
ot
representativ
ebecause
the
tim
e
series
started
to
be
reco
rded
during
the
20
.5
H
z
phase(1
3
state)
and
part
of
this
phase
is
thus
m
issing.A
nother
co
rrelation
that
can
be
m
ade
w
ith
Fig.3(a)
,is
the
decrease
of
the
frequency
jumps.Indeed,the
frequencyjumps
are
equal
to
!
f#
3
,
2
.4,
1.8,
and
1.5
H
z.
Finally
,
Fig.
3(a)
giv
es
also
the
frequency
of
the
failed
peaks
(arro
w
labeled
2).
It
is
interesting
to
n
ote
that
this
frequency
does
n
ot
strongly
ev
olve
b
ut
o
nly
slightly
decreases
w
ith
tim
e(v
ariation
of
about10%).
In
o
rder
to
im
prov
e
the
an
alysis
of
ISI,the
o
ccu
rren
ce
tim
e
of
each
spike
is
deduced
from
the
tim
e
series
pre-
sented
in
Fig.2(a)
.Spike
position
is
obtained
by
detecting
points
ex
ceeding
a
co
rrectly
chosen
threshold.The
direct
tim
e
ev
olution
of
the
ISI
can
thusbe
obtained
as
sho
w
n
in
Fig.4(a)(bluedots).A
v
ery
clear
step-by-step
behavior
,
as
in
[14
,16],
is
obtained
w
ith
ISIs
v
arying
from
"
0:05
s
("
20:5
H
z
,
1
3
state)
to"
0:4
s("
2:5
H
z
,
1
40
state).Each
step
co
rresponds
to
the
o
ccu
rren
ce
of
a
n
ew
failed
peak,
i.e.,transition
from
a
L
S
to
a
L
S$
1
state.Close
to
the
end
of
the
instability
(after
15
s),
the
system
ev
olv
es
faster
and
faster
w
ith
transitions
betw
een
L
S
and
L
S$
n
states
w
ith
n
increasing
from
2
to
5
.The
globaltim
e
dependence(with-
o
ut
taking
into
acco
u
nt
the
steps)
of
ISI
ev
olv
es
as
a$
b=%t0 !
t&
asin[16
,22].Param
eters
a
,b
and
t0
are
fitted
to
the
exp
erim
ental
data
and
the
co
rresponding
cu
rv
e
is
superim
posed
in
Fig.4(a)(orange
cu
rv
e).The
param
eter
t0
co
rresponds
to
the
tim
e
of
the
asym
ptotic
lim
it("
19
s)
w
here
ISI
tends
to
infinity
w
hich
is
often
co
n
sidered
to
be
characteristic
of
a
hom
oclinic
transition
[16
,30].
Fig-
u
re
4(a)
also
sho
w
s
that
the
ISI
during
a
L
S
state
is
n
ot
perfectly
co
n
stant
and
slightly
increases(left
hand
side
insert).
This
increase
is
n
o
nlinear(like,
for
ex
am
ple,
in
[16])
and
seem
s
to
becom
e
faster
close
to
the
transition
betw
een
L
S
and
L
S$
1
states.
Thus,
it
appears
that
this
transition
is
the
co
n
sequence
of
a
progressiv
e
increase
of
the
ISI.It
can
be
n
oted
thatthisISIincrease
during
a
giv
en
L
S
state
can
also
be
fitted
by
a
function
a$
b=%t0 !
t&
(blue
cu
rv
ein
lefthand
side
insert)
w
ith
differenta
,b
,
and
t0
than
the
o
n
es
obtained
from
the
fit
of
the
global
cu
rv
e.
Thisbehavior
w
as
n
ot
so
clearly
m
arked
in
Fig.3(a)due
to
the
sm
o
othing
induced
by
the
tim
e
w
indo
w
u
sed
for
cal-
culating
the
tim
e
resolv
ed
FFT
.
N
ev
ertheless,
a
slight
decreasein
frequency
during
each
L
S
state
can
be
observ
ed
o
n
the
high
o
rderharm
onics.A
sin
Fig.3(b)
,the
duration
of
each
L
S
state
can
also
be
an
alyzed
by
perform
ing
a
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(a) 
(b) 
FIG
.3(color
o
nline).
(a)Spectrogram
of
the
tim
e
series
pre-
sented
in
Fig.2(a)
.A
rro
w
slabeled
1
and
2
sho
w
the
o
ccu
rren
ce
frequency
of,
respectiv
ely
,
spikes
and
sm
all
am
plitude
o
scilla-
tions.(b)Po
w
er
spectraldensity
of
the
sam
e
signal.
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FIG
.4
(color
o
nline).
(a)
Ev
olution
of
the
ISI
during
the
instability
ending
phase:
m
easu
rem
ents(blue
dots)
and
co
rre-
sponding
fit(orange
cu
rv
e).The
tw
o
inserts
are
zo
o
m
s
sho
w
ing,
Left:
slight
ev
olution
of
ISIduring
a
L
S
phase,Right:
u
n
stable
transition
betw
een
tw
o
phases.(b)Corresponding
histogram
of
ISIs
w
ith
an
exponentialfit(green
cu
rv
e).
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histogram
ofISIs[Fig.4(b)].This
histogram
is
character
-
ized
by
a
clear
m
ultim
odalpattern
that
can
be
fitted
by
a
decreasing
exp
o
n
entialfunction
[green
cu
rv
e,firstbar
is
n
ottaken
into
acco
u
ntdue
to
m
issing
data
asin
Fig.3(b)].
Sam
e
co
n
clusions
can
be
draw
n
:
w
hen
ISIincreases,du-
ration
of
the
co
rresponding
state
decreases.
This
ISI
an
alysis
rev
eals
also
a
particular
behavior
w
hich
is
the
u
n
stable
transition
betw
een
a
L
S
and
a
L
S$
1
state
[right-hand
side
inset
in
Fig.
4(a)].
The
system
changes
from
a
L
S
state
to
a
L
S$
1
o
n
e
b
ut
returns
to
the
L
S
state
o
n
ce
again
before
changing
of
state
definitiv
ely
.
Experim
ental
observ
ations,
n
otpresented
here,
sho
w
that
an
alternation
oftw
o
statesdiffering
by
o
n
efailed
peak
can
be
observ
ed
during
sev
eralperiods.Thus,
transitions
can
take
place
through
the
progressiv
e
o
ccu
rren
ce
of
L
S$
1
patterns
during
a
L
S
state.
It
suggests
that
the
step-by-
step
ev
olution
ofFig.4(a)
co
uld
be
co
m
pared
to
thedevil’s
staircase
w
hich
is
an
infinite
self-sim
ilar
staircase
struc-
ture.This
specific
structurehasbeen
observ
ed
in
chem
istry
in
the
fram
ew
o
rk
ofM
M
O
s[9
,10
,12
,31]b
ut
also
in
a
w
ide
range
of
other
fields
like
in
physiology
[32]
o
r
in
w
av
e-
particleinteraction[33].In
chem
ical
system
s,this
structure
is
often
obtained
by
representing
the
firing
n
u
m
ber
F
#
L
=%L$
S&
as
a
function
of
the
co
ntrol
param
eter
.
The
n
u
m
ber
of
steps
is
then
n
early
infinite
and
in
betw
een
tw
o
parent
states,
an
interm
ediate
state
exists
w
ith
a
firing
n
u
m
ber
related
to
the
o
n
es
ofthe
parent
statesby
the
Farey
arithm
etic
[9
,12
,31].
Thus,
the
structure
obtained
in
Fig.4(a)
can
be
an
incom
plete
devil’s
staircase
w
ith
an
u
nidentified
co
ntrolparam
eter
ev
olving
w
ith
tim
e
and
n
ot
perfectly
flatplateaus.M
ore
interm
ediate
states
co
uld
be
obtained
w
ith
a
m
o
re
slo
w
ly
v
arying
system
and
thusit
can
be
speculated
thatthe
staircase
co
uld
be
partly
co
m
pleted.
In
this
Letter
,
w
e
evidenced
and
characterized
m
ix
ed-
m
ode
o
scillations
in
dusty
plasm
as.This
w
o
rk
highlights
n
ew
situations
ofM
M
O
s
that
can
be
ofinterestforim
prov-
ing
dynam
ical
system
theories
related
to
these
structures.
The
obtained
structures
are
v
ery
sim
ilarto
w
hatis
observ
ed
in
o
scillating
chem
ical
system
s
and
in
n
eu
ro
n
al
activity
.
Thesefields
u
se
w
ell-kno
w
n
sets
of
equationsgiving
rise
to
M
M
O
s.
This
scientific
background
can
thus
be
u
sed
to
explore
and
dev
elop
n
ew
theoretical
approaches
in
dusty
plasm
a
dynam
ics.
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D.3 Publications related to Chapter 6
• Coue¨del, L.; Mikikian, M.; Boufendi, L. & Samarian, A. A., “Residual dust charges in
discharge afterglow Phys. Rev. E, 74, 026403 (2006)
• Coue¨del, L.; Samarian, A.; Mikikian, M.& L.Boufendi, “Dust-Cloud Dynamics in a com-
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• Coue¨del, L.; Samarian, A.; Mikikian, M. & L.Boufendi, “Influence of the ambipolar-to-
free diffusion transition on dust particle charge in a complex plasma afterglow”, Phys.
Plasmas, 15, 063705 (2008)
• Coue¨del, L.; Samarian, A.; Mikikian, M. & L.Boufendi, “Dust density influence on complex
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A
n
o
n
-ground
m
easu
rem
ent
of
dust-particle
residual
charges
in
the
afterglow
of
a
dusty
plasm
a
w
as
per
-
form
ed
in
a
rfdischarge.A
n
upw
ard
therm
ophoretic
force
w
as
u
sed
to
balance
the
gravitationalforce.It
w
as
found
thatpositively
charged,
n
egatively
charged,
and
n
eutraldustparticles
co
existed
for
m
o
re
than
1
m
in
after
the
discharge
w
as
sw
itched
off.The
m
ean
residual
charge
for200-n
m
-radiusparticles
w
as
m
easu
red.The
dustparticle
m
ean
charge
is
about
−5
e
at
a
pressure
of1.2
m
bar
and
about
−3
e
at
a
pressure
of0.4
m
bar.
D
O
I:10.1103/PhysRevE.74.026403
PA
CS
n
u
m
ber!s":
52.27.Lw
I.IN
TR
O
D
U
C
TIO
N
D
usty
o
r
co
m
plex
plasm
as
are
partially
ionized
gas
co
m
-
posed
of
n
eutral
species,
ions,
electrons,
and
charged
dust
particles.
In
laboratory
experim
ents,
these
particles
can
be
eitherinjected
o
rgrow
n
directly
in
the
plasm
a.Injected
dust
particles
are
u
su
ally
m
icron-size
particles.D
ue
to
their
m
ass,
they
are
co
nfined
n
ear
the
bottom
electrode
w
here
the
elec-
tric
force
co
u
nterbalances
gravity
.The
m
icrogravity
co
ndi-
tion
is
n
ecessary
to
study
dust
clouds
of
m
icrom
eter
-size
particles
filling
the
w
hole
plasm
a
cham
ber
#1$
.In
the
labo-
ratory
,dense
clouds
of
subm
icron
particles
light
en
o
ugh
to
co
m
pletely
fill
the
gap
betw
een
the
electrodes
can
be
ob-
tained
u
sing
reactive
gases
su
ch
as
silane
#2
,3$
o
r
u
sing
a
target
sputtered
w
ith
ions
from
plasm
a
#4
–7$
.
D
ust-particle
charge
is
a
key
param
eter
in
co
m
plex
plasm
a.Itdeterm
ines
the
interaction
betw
een
a
dustparticle
and
electrons,ions,its
n
eighboring
dustparticles,
and
elec-
tric
field.
The
determ
ination
of
the
dust-particle
charge
is
thus
o
n
e
of
the
basic
problem
s
in
any
co
m
plex
plasm
a
ex
-
perim
ents.K
now
ledge
ofdust
charge
w
ill
allow
u
s
to
u
nder
-
stand
the
basic
properties
ofdusty
plasm
a,particle
dynam
ics
in
dust
clouds,
and
m
ethods
to
m
anipulate
the
particles.
The
particle
charge
co
ntrols
the
dust
dynam
ics
both
in
laboratory
and
technological
plasm
a
reactors,
and
also
in
space
plasm
as.
Thus
o
n
e
of
the
m
ain
dusty
plasm
a
chal-
lenges
is
to
u
nderstand
the
dust
charging
in
a
w
ide
range
of
experim
ental
co
nditions,
w
hich
sim
ulates
industrial
and
space
plasm
as.For
ex
am
ple,in
m
o
stindustrialprocesses
in
the
m
icroelectronics
industry
w
hich
u
ses
silane
as
the
reac-
tive
gas,dust
co
ntam
ination
is
a
vitalproblem
#8$
.The
dust
dynam
ics
and
co
agulation
in
space
plasm
a
are
also
phenom
-
en
a
governed
by
dust-particle
charges
#9
,10$
.
There
are
m
any
publications
reporting
o
n
the
investiga-
tion
of
dust
charging
in
discharge
plasm
a;
see
#11
–18$
and
references
therein.H
ow
ever
there
are
o
nly
a
few
papers
de-
v
oted
to
dust
charging,
o
rdecharging
to
be
m
o
re
specific,in
the
discharge
afterglow
.In
#19$
a
diffusion
offine
dustpar
-
ticles!8
–50
n
m
"in
the
afterglow
of
a
dusty
plasm
a
hasbeen
studied.From
the
afterglow
decay
ofdust
n
u
m
berdensity
the
charged
fraction
ofparticleshasbeen
m
easu
red.It
w
asfound
that
so
m
e
particles
carried
a
v
ery
sm
all
residual
charge
and
so
m
e
w
ere
n
eutral.A
m
odel
has
been
proposed
to
explain
charges
o
n
particles
in
the
late
afterglow
of
a
dusty
plasm
a.
A
n
observation
of
decay
,
o
r
“decharging,”
of
an
rf
plasm
a
w
ith
dust
particles
after
sw
itching
off
the
discharge
pow
er
w
as
reported
in
#20$
.
Experim
ents
w
ere
perform
ed
in
the
PK
E-N
efedov
reactor
#1$
u
nder
m
icrogravity
co
nditions
o
n
board
the
InternationalSpace
Station.The
existence
of
n
ega-
tive
residual
charges
has
been
show
n.A
sim
ple
theoretical
m
odel
that
describes
data
obtained
w
as
proposed.
The
re-
sidual
charges
w
ere
attributed
to
the
presence
of
an
ex
cita-
tion
electric
field
that
w
as
u
sed
for
dust
charge
m
easu
re-
m
ents.
The
lim
itations
of
the
Space
Station
experim
ent
ro
utine
co
uld
n
otprove
this
hypothesis.Theoreticalpredic-
tions
o
n
an
effect
of
rfplasm
a
param
eters
o
n
residual
charges
has
also
n
otbeen
v
erified.
So
any
n
ew
experim
ental
evidence
of
residual
dust
charges
in
afterglow
plasm
a
w
illlead
to
a
better
u
nderstand-
ing
in
the
decharging
of
co
m
plex
plasm
a.Indeed
the
v
alue
and
n
ature
of
residual
charges
after
plasm
a
extinction
is
of
great
im
portance.
The
dust-particle
charge
in
afterglow
plasm
a
co
uld
induce
a
problem
in
future
single-electron
de-
vices
w
here
a
residual
charge
attached
o
n
deposited
n
an
o
-
crystals
w
o
uld
be
the
o
rigin
of
dysfunction.It
co
uld
m
ake
easier
industrialplasm
a
processing
reactor
decontam
ination
thanks
to
the
u
se
of
specially
designed
electric
fields.The
residual
charges
o
n
dustparticles
in
fusion
reactors
!su
ch
as
ITER"
also
can
m
ake
the
cleaning
process
m
u
ch
easier
.
In
this
paper
,
w
e
report
an
o
n
-ground
experim
ent
o
n
the
residual
charge
m
easu
rem
ent
ofdustparticles
after
the
decay
of
a
dusty
plasm
a.
The
experim
ent
w
as
perform
ed
in
the
PK
E-N
efedov
reactor
w
here
the
dust
particles
w
ere
physi-
cally
grow
n
in
the
plasm
a.A
tem
perature
gradient
w
asintro-
duced
in
the
cham
ber
to
create
an
upw
ard
therm
ophoretic
force
to
balance
gravity
.
The
residual
charges
w
ere
deter
-
m
ined
from
an
an
alysis
ofdust
o
scillations,
w
hich
w
ere
ex
-
cited
by
applying
a
sinusoidalbias
to
the
bottom
electrode.A
co
existence
of
positively
and
n
egatively
charged
dust
par
-
*Electronic
address:lenaic.couedel@
univ-orleans.fr
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ticles
as
w
ell
as
n
o
n
charged
o
n
es
w
as
found
for
m
o
re
than
1
m
in
after
the
discharge
w
as
sw
itched
off.
The
residual
charges
for200-n
m
-radius
particles
have
been
m
easu
red
for
tw
o
different
pressures.
It
w
as
rev
ealed
that
dust
particles
kept
the
residual
charges
o
nly
w
hen
the
discharge
w
as
abruptly
sw
itched
off.In
the
case
w
hen
the
discharge
pow
er
is
decreased
slow
ly
u
ntil
the
plasm
a
disappeared,
there
w
as
n
o
residual
charge
o
n
the
dustparticles.It
w
as
also
show
n
that
the
presence
of
the
low
-frequency
ex
citation
electric
field
did
n
ot
play
any
role
in
keeping
the
charge
o
n
dust
particles
in
the
afterglow
plasm
a.
The
article
is
o
rganized
as
follow
s.Section
II
is
devoted
to
a
generaldescription
of
the
experim
ental
setup.In
Sec.III
w
e
an
alyze
the
forces
acting
o
n
dustparticles,paying
m
o
st
attention
to
the
therm
ophoretic
force.In
Sec.IV
w
e
discuss
a
procedure
of
residual
charge
m
easu
rem
ent
and
present
ex
-
perim
entaldata
obtained,
and
in
Sec.V
w
e
an
alyze
discharg-
ing
of
dust
particle
in
afterglow
plasm
a.Section
V
I
is
the
co
n
clusion.
II.EX
PER
IM
EN
TA
L
SETU
P
The
w
o
rk
presented
here
is
perform
ed
in
the
PK
E-
N
efedov
!Plasm
a
K
ristallExperim
ent"
cham
berdesigned
for
m
icrogravity
experim
ents
#1$
.Itis
an
rfdischarge
operating
in
push-pull
ex
citation
m
ode.It
co
n
sists
of
4
-cm
-diam
par
-
allel
electrodes
separated
by
3
cm
.The
injected
pow
er
v
aries
in
the
range
0
–4
W
.D
ust
particles
are
grow
n
in
an
argon
plasm
a
!0.2
–2
m
bar"from
a
sputtered
polym
erlayerdepos-
ited
o
n
the
electrodes
and
co
m
ing
from
previously
injected
dustparticles
!3.4
!
m
,
m
elam
ine
form
aldehyde"
.A
detailed
description
of
this
experim
ent
and
previous
results
are
pre-
sented
in
R
efs.#1
,4
,5$
.
For
the
study
co
n
cerning
residual
charges,
the
top
elec-
trode
w
as
co
oled
!Fig.1"
.A
n
upw
ard
therm
ophoretic
force
w
as
applied
to
dustparticlesin
o
rder
to
co
u
nterbalance
grav-
ity
#21$
w
hen
the
plasm
a
is
off.T
o
study
particle
charges,
a
sinusoidal
v
oltage
produced
by
a
function
generator
w
ith
am
plitude
±30
V
and
frequency
of
1
H
z
w
as
applied
to
the
bottom
electrode.
The
induced
low
-frequency
sinusoidal
electric
field
E
!r
,t"generated
dust
o
scillations
if
they
kept
a
residual
electric
charge.
A
thin
laser
sheetperpendicular
to
the
electrodes
illum
i-
n
ates
dustparticles
and
the
scattered
lightis
reco
rded
at90°
w
ith
standard
charge
co
upled
device
!CCD
"
cam
eras
w
ith
25
im
ages
per
seco
nd.Video
signals
w
ere
transferred
to
a
co
m
-
puter
via
a
fram
e-grabber
card
w
ith
8
-bit
gray
scale
and
560
"
700
pixel
resolution.In
o
rder
to
av
oid
edge
effect,
a
field
of
view
o
v
er8.53
"
5.50
m
m
2
restrained
to
the
center
of
the
cham
ber
w
as
u
sed
for
residual
charge
m
easu
rem
ent.By
superim
position
of
video
fram
es
particle
trajectories
have
been
obtained.
The
co
o
rdinates
of
the
particles
w
ere
m
ea-
su
red
in
each
third
fram
e.The
am
plitude
of
the
o
scillations
w
as
figured
o
utfrom
the
m
easu
red
particle
positions.A
bso-
lute
v
alues
for
the
o
scillation
am
plitude
w
ere
obtained
by
scaling
the
picture
pixels
to
the
know
n
size
of
the
field
of
view
.
III.FO
R
C
ES
A
C
TIN
G
O
N
D
U
ST
PA
R
TIC
LES
D
ustparticlesin
laboratory
plasm
as
are
subjected
to
v
ari-
o
u
s
forces
that
co
nfine
them
in
the
plasm
a
o
rdrag
them
o
ut
!to
the
w
alls
o
r
pum
p
o
utlet"
#8$:
the
co
nfining
electrostatic
force,
the
gravity
,
the
therm
ophoretic
force,
the
ion
drag
force,
and
the
n
eutraldrag
force.
A
fter
the
discharge
is
sw
itched
off,the
forces
still
acting
o
n
dustparticles
are
the
gravity
F
g
,the
therm
ophoretic
force
F
T
,
the
n
eutral
drag
force
F
dn
,
and,
if
dust
particles
keep
residual
charges,the
electric
force
F
E
due
to
the
electric
field
induced
by
the
sinusoidal
v
oltage
applied
to
the
low
er
elec-
trode.In
this
experim
ent
the
therm
ophoretic
force
balanced
the
gravity
force
and
the
electrostatic
force
w
as
the
reaso
n
for
the
dust
o
scillations
w
hile
the
n
eutraldrag
force
dam
pens
the
last
o
n
es.
The
expression
for
the
gravity
force
is
F
g
=
43
#
rd 3$g
,
!1"
w
here
g
is
the
gravity
acceleration,
rd
the
dust
particle
ra-
dius,
and
$
its
m
ass
density
.
The
n
eutraldrag
force
w
as
taken
as
#22$
F
dn
=
−
83 %2#
rd 2m
n n
n v
Tn & 1
+
%
a
c #8 ' !v
d
−
v
n "
,
!2"
w
here
m
n is
the
n
eutral
atom
m
ass,
n
n
the
n
eutral
atom
den-
sity
,v
Tn
= %8k
B T
n /#
m
n
the
therm
al
speed
w
ith
T
n
=
T
the
n
eu
-
tralgas
tem
perature,k
B
the
B
oltzm
ann
co
n
stant,
%
a
c
the
ac-
co
m
m
odation
co
efficient,
v
d
dust
particle
speed,
and
v
n
a
m
ean
speed
of
n
eutral
atom
s.In
o
u
r
experim
ent
v
n
can
be
taken
as
0
because
there
is
n
o
gas
flow
.
The
electric
force
can
be
w
ritten
as
F
E !r
,t"
=Q
d E
!r
,t"
,
!3"
w
hereQ
d is
the
dustparticle
electric
charge
and
E
!r
,t"is
the
electric
field
betw
een
the
electrodes
after
the
plasm
a
is
sw
itched
off.In
the
late
afterglow
the
plasm
a
density
is
v
ery
sm
all
and
E
!r
,t"
can
be
approxim
ated
by
the
v
acu
u
m
field
above
a
charged
disk.
T
aking
into
acco
u
nt
the
size
of
the
cam
era
field
of
view
,
the
size
of
the
electrode,
and
the
fact
that
cam
era
w
as
directed
to
the
region
n
ear
center
of
the
cham
ber
,
w
e
are
interested
in
the
electric
field
v
ertical
co
m
-
ponent
E
!r
,t"(
E
z !z
,t"e !
z )
E!z
,t"e !
z
o
nly
.
The
calculated
v
alue
of
E!z
,t"
at
the
central
axis
is
presented
in
Fig.2
.
The
expression
for
the
therm
ophoretic
force
m
u
stbe
cho-
sen
carefully
.
Indeed,
it
depends
strongly
o
n
the
K
nudsen
ELEC
TR
O
D
E
ELEC
TR
O
D
E
C
O
O
LIN
G
 SY
STEM
GLASS
GLASS
plasm
a &
 particles
laser
sheet
field of
view
FIG
.
1.
!Color
o
nline"
Schem
atic
of
the
experim
ental
apparatus.
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n
u
m
berK
n
=l/rd #23$
w
here
lis
the
m
ean
free
path
ofbuffer
gas
species.In
o
u
r
experim
ent,
w
e
w
o
rk
at
an
operating
pres-
su
re
aro
u
nd
1
m
bar.
In
a
previous
paper
#4$
,
the
size
of
grow
n
dust
particles
w
as
reported
betw
een
200
n
m
and
800
n
m
.Itgives,
u
sing
resultsfrom
V
arn
ey
#24$for
an
atom
-
atom
cro
ss
section,K
nudsen
n
u
m
ber250
&
K
n
&
1000.Con-
sequently
w
e
operate
in
a
free
m
olecular
regim
e
w
here
a
dust
particle
is
sim
ilar
to
a
v
ery
large
m
olecule.
M
any
theories
have
been
developed
#23
,25
–28$
and
u
sed
#21
,23
,29$
for
therm
ophoresisin
the
free
m
olecular
regim
e.The
m
o
st
co
m
-
m
o
nly
u
sed
equation
is
the
W
aldm
ann
equation
#28$
w
hich
has
been
v
erified
experim
entally
#30
,31$:
F
T
=
−
3215
rd 2 k
tr
v
Tn
!
T
,
!4"
w
here
!
T
is
the
tem
perature
gradientin
the
gas
and
k
tr
the
translational
part
of
the
therm
al
co
nductivity
given
for
a
m
o
n
o
atom
ic
gas
by
#32$
k
tr
=
15k
B
4
m
n
!
ref &
TTref '
'
,
!5"
w
here
!
ref is
the
reference
viscosity
at
reference
tem
perature
T
ref
=273
K
and
the
exponent
'
results
from
a
best
fit
of
experim
ental
viscosity
n
ear
the
reference
tem
perature.
For
argon,
!
ref
=2.117
"
10
−5
Pa
s
and
'
=0.81
#32$
.
A
nother
im
portant
effect
that
m
u
stbe
co
n
sidered
in
the
estim
ation
of
therm
ophoretic
force
is
the
influence
of
a
finite
v
olum
e
of
gas.If
the
pressure
is
low
en
o
ugh,
the
gas
m
ean
free
path
can
becom
e
co
m
parable
to
a
length
scale
of
experi-
m
ental
apparatus
and
the
gas
can
n
o
longer
be
treated
as
a
co
ntinuous
m
edium
.U
nder
su
ch
a
co
ndition,
an
additional
K
nudsen
n
u
m
ber
m
u
stbe
added
#23$
,K
n
L
=l/L
,
w
here
L
is
the
length
scale
of
the
reactor
.In
this
experim
ent,the
length
betw
een
electrodes
is
L
=3
cm
giving
K
n
L *
5
"
10
−3
w
hich
m
ean
s
the
gas
can
be
co
n
sidered
as
a
co
ntinuous
m
edium
.
The
tem
perature
gradientbetw
een
the
electrodes
w
as
cal-
culated
w
ith
FEM
LA
B
!steady-state
an
alysis
of
heat
transfer
through
co
n
v
ection
and
co
nduction
w
ith
heatflux,
co
n
v
ec-
tive
and
tem
perature
boundary
co
nditions
u
sing
the
Lagrange-Quadratic
elem
ent"
.The
tem
peratures
o
n
the
elec-
trodes
w
ere
m
easu
red
by
a
therm
ocouple
and
u
sed
asbound-
ary
co
nditions
for
the
problem
.The
co
ntourplot
obtained
is
presented
in
Fig.3
.It
show
s
that
the
v
ertical
co
m
ponent
of
the
tem
perature
gradientis
co
n
stant
n
ear
the
reactor
center
.
The
v
alue
of
tem
perature
gradientis
about2
K
/cm
for
o
u
r
experim
ent.There
is
also
a
sm
all
horizontal
co
m
ponent
of
the
tem
perature
gradient.This
is
the
reaso
n
forparticle
drift
in
the
horizontaldirection.Such
a
drift
allow
ed
u
s
to
resolve
particle
trajectories
!see
n
ext
section"
and
m
ade
particle
charge
m
easu
rem
ent
m
o
re
co
n
v
enient.
IV
.EX
PER
IM
EN
TA
L
PR
O
C
ED
U
R
E
A
N
D
R
ESU
LTS
In
this
section,dust-particle
size
estim
ation
and
residual
charge
m
easu
rem
ent
are
presented.The
residual
charge
m
ea-
su
rem
ents
have
been
perform
ed
by
the
follow
ing
ro
utine.
Firstthe
cham
ber
w
aspum
ped
dow
n
to
low
estpossible
pres-
su
re
!base
pressure
*
2
"
10
−6
m
bar"
and
the
co
oling
system
w
as
turned
o
n
.A
fter
this,
argon
w
as
injected
up
to
the
oper
-
ating
pressure,
the
discharge
w
as
started,
and
particles
w
ere
grow
n,form
ing
fam
iliar
structures
su
ch
as
a
v
oid
!see,for
ex
am
ple,#5$"
.Then,the
discharge
w
as
sw
itched
off
and
the
bottom
electrode
w
as
biased
by
sinusoidal
v
oltage.
In
afterglow
plasm
a,the
dynam
ics
ofdustparticles
is
de-
term
ined
by
a
tem
perature
gradient
and
ex
citation
electric
field.
Figure
4
presents
a
superim
position
of
im
ages
taken
afterdischarge
had
been
sw
itched
off.There
are
tw
o
differ
-
enttypes
of
m
otion
observable.D
ustparticlesdrift
upw
ards,
dow
nw
ards,
and
to
the
side
due
to
existing
tem
perature
gra-
dients
and
they
o
scillate
due
to
electrostatic
force.Itis
obvi-
o
u
s
thatthe
therm
ophoretic
force
acts
o
n
any
dustparticle
in
the
cham
ber
,
w
hile
the
electrostatic
force
acts
o
nly
if
par
-
ticles
have
charge
in
afterglow
.Thus
the
presence
of
o
scil-
lating
particles
!see
Fig.
4"
clearly
indicates
that
dust
par
-
ticles
do
have
residual
charges
after
the
discharge
has
been
sw
itched
off.D
ustparticles
o
scillating
in
opposite
phases
as
w
ell
as
n
o
n
o
scillating
dustgrains
have
been
observed,indi-
cating
that
n
egatively
charged,positively
charged,
and
n
o
n
-
charged
dust
particles
co
exist
after
plasm
a
extinction.
It
is
w
o
rth
m
entioning
thatin
o
rder
to
observe
dust
o
scillations
the
discharge
m
u
stbe
sw
itched
off
abruptly
.It
w
as
show
n
thatif
the
pow
er
w
as
decreased
slow
ly
u
ntil
the
plasm
a
dis-
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istance to the low
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FIG
.2.!Color
o
nline"V
ertical
co
m
ponent
of
the
electric
field
in
the
cam
era
field
of
view
.
FIG
.3.
T
em
perature
profile
and
gradient.
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appears,there
are
n
o
residual
charges!n
o
o
scillations
ofdust
particles
in
the
sinusoidal
electric
field
w
ere
observed"
.A
n-
otherinteresting
factis
that
the
residual
charge
o
n
dustpar
-
ticleshas
a
long
relaxation
tim
e
and
does
n
otdepend
o
n
tim
e
w
hen
the
ex
citation
electric
field
w
as
applied.D
ust
o
scilla-
tions
w
ere
observed
for
m
o
re
than
1
m
in
afterplasm
a
extinc-
tion
and
in
both
cases
w
hen
the
function
generator
w
as
sw
itched
o
n
during
the
discharge
o
r
a
few
seco
nds
after
the
discharge
is
turned
off.
A
s
can
be
seen
in
Fig.4
,
there
are
dustparticles
falling
after
the
discharge
is
sw
itched
off.These
particles
are
too
big
to
be
su
stained
by
the
therm
ophoretic
force.O
ther
particles
are
horizontally
adrift
at
co
n
stantheight;
this
m
ean
s
thatfor
these
particles
the
gravity
force
is
balanced
by
the
therm
o-
phoretic
force.
These
particles
have
been
u
sed
to
m
easu
re
residual
charges.Itis
clear
from
Fig.4
that
u
se
of
a
large-
field-of-view
cam
era
gives
u
s
a
nice
o
v
erallpicture
ofdecay-
ing
dusty
plasm
a
but
it
is
n
ot
suitable
for
residual
charge
m
easu
rem
entbecause
edge
effects
can
n
otbe
n
eglected.Thus
a
cam
era
w
ith
a
sm
allfield
of
view
w
as
u
sed
for
the
charge
m
easu
rem
ent
!see
Fig.
4"
.
The
superim
position
of
im
ages
from
this
cam
era
ispresented
in
Fig.5
.These
im
agesgive
u
s
a
clear
track
of
the
dust
o
scillations,
so
dustgrain
trajectories
can
be
reco
n
structed
!Fig.6"
.
A
.Size
a
nd
m
a
ss
oflevitating
dustgrains
in
discharge
afterglow
Particle
size
!m
ass"
and
residual
charge
m
easu
rem
ent
are
strongly
related
in
this
experim
ent.Charge,
size,
and
m
ass
of
dustparticles
have
to
be
determ
ined.Considering
thatdust
particles
levitating
in
a
reactor
at
a
co
n
stant
height
after
plasm
a
extinction
are
the
o
n
es
for
w
hich
the
gravity
is
ex
-
actly
balanced
by
the
therm
ophoretic
force,the
dustparticle
radius
can
be
found
u
sing
Eqs.!1"
and
!4":
rd
=
−
8
5#
$g
k
tr
v
th
!
T
.
!6"
D
ustgrains
are
supposed
to
be
spherical
and
m
ainly
m
ade
of
carbon
!sputtering
of
a
carbonaceous
polym
er
m
aterial"
#4$
so
that
the
m
ass
m
d
can
be
deduced
from
Eq.!6":
m
d
=
43
#
rd 3$
,
!7"
w
here
$
is
the
m
ass
density
ofgraphite.In
o
u
r
experim
ental
co
ndition,the
radius
oflevitating
dustgrains
is
estim
ated
to
rd +
190
n
m
and
their
m
ass
is
m
d +
6.5
"
10
−17kg.
B.D
ust-charge
m
ea
su
rem
ent
From
the
m
easu
rem
ent
of
o
scillation
am
plitude,
the
re-
sidual
charge
o
n
a
dustparticle
can
be
obtained.A
s
the
grav-
ity
is
co
m
pensated
by
the
therm
ophoretic
force,the
equation
of
m
otion
for
o
n
e
dust
particle,
n
eglecting
its
interactions
w
ith
otherdustparticles,
can
be
reduced
to
m
d z¨
=
F
E !z
,t"
+
F
nd !z˙"
.
!8"
T
aking
E!t"
=
E
0 !z
m
ea
n "
co
s!(
t"
!the
am
plitude
of
the
electric
field
E
0
is
the
o
n
e
at
the
m
ean
dustlevitation
height
z
m
ea
n "
and
u
sing
Eqs.!3"
,!2"
,
and
!8"
,
the
dust-particle
o
scillation
am
plitude
b
can
be
obtained
#33$:
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FIG
.
4.
Superim
position
of
video
fram
es
taken
w
ith
a
large-
field-of-view
CCD
cam
era.A
rrow
s
1
and
2
represent,
respectively
,
the
v
ertical
and
horizontal
co
m
ponents
of
the
tem
perature
gradient.
Edge
effects
as
w
ell
as
falling
dustparticles
can
be
seen
.
FIG
.5.
Superim
position
of
video
fram
es
10
s
after
plasm
a
ex
-
tinction.D
ust-particle
o
scillations
can
clearly
be
seen
.The
tem
pera-
ture
gradienthas
a
slighthorizontal
co
m
ponent.Therefore,
o
scilla-
tions
are
in
the
tw
o-dim
ensionallaserplane.
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FIG
.6.
!Color
o
nline"
O
scillation
of
six
dustgrains
10
s
after
plasm
a
extinction.
N
onoscillating
dust
grains
and
opposite
phase
o
scillations
are
observed.
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b!(
,Q
d
,E
0 "
=
Q
d E
0 !z
m
ea
n "
m
d ( %
(
2
+
4)
2/m
d 2
,
!9"
w
here
)
=
!4/3" %2#
rd 2m
n n
n v
Tn #1+
%
a
c !#
/8"$
is
the
dam
ping
co
efficient
and
(
=2#f
w
herefis
the
frequency
im
posed
by
the
function
generator
.Equation
!9"
can
easily
be
inversed
to
derive
the
dust
residual
charge:
Q
d
res
=
m
d b„(
,Q
d
,E
0 !z
m
ea
n "…( %
(
2
+
4)
2/m
d 2
E
0 !z
m
ea
n "
.
!10"
The
sign
of
the
dust-particle
charge
is
deduced
from
the
phase
of
the
dust-particle
o
scillation
w
ith
respect
to
the
ex
-
citation
electric
field.O
scillation
am
plitudes
up
to
1.1
m
m
have
been
m
easu
red
!depending
o
n
the
operating
pressure"
and
charges
from
−12
e
to
+2
e
are
deduced
w
here
e
is
the
elem
entary
charge.
It
has
been
found
that
at
high
pressure
dustparticles
keep
a
higher
m
ean
residual
charge
!T
able
I"
but
u
n
certainties
are
of*
2
e
for
each
m
easu
rem
ent.
V
.D
ISC
U
SSIO
N
The
charging
!discharging"
process
of
dustparticles
in
a
plasm
a
isgoverned
by
the
co
ntributions
of
all
cu
rrents
enter
-
ing
!o
rleaving"
the
dust
su
rface,involving
plasm
a
electrons
and
ion
cu
rrents,
photoem
ission
and
therm
ionic
em
ission
cu
rrents,
etc.
dQ
d
dt
=,
I
a
+,
Il
,
!11"
w
here
I
a
and
Il
are
cu
rrents
absorbed
and
em
itted
by
the
particle
!w
ith
appropriate
sign"
.In
m
o
st
cases
fordischarge
plasm
as
w
e
can
ignore
the
em
ission
cu
rrent
and
the
kinetics
of
the
particle
charge
can
be
expressed
as
dQ
d
dt
=
Ji
−
J
e
=
−
#
e
rd 2#n
e v
T
e e
−
*
−
n
i v
T
i !1
+
T ˜
e *"$
,
!12"
w
here
J
e
and
Ji
are
the
fluxes
of
electrons
and
ions
o
nto
the
particle,v
T
i !e"
= %8k
B T
i!e" /#
m
i!e" the
therm
al
v
elocity
ofions
!electrons"
,T ˜
e
=
T
e /T
i is
the
electron
to
ion
tem
perature
ratio,
n
i!e"
is
the
density
of
ions
!electrons"
,
and
*
=
−
eQ
d /4#
+0 k
B
rd T
e is
the
dim
ensionless
su
rface
potential
of
a
dustparticle
w
here
+0
is
the
v
acu
u
m
dielectric
perm
ittivity
.
A
ccording
to
Eq.!12"
,
charge
o
n
a
dustparticle
depends
o
n
the
electron-ion
m
asses,
tem
peratures,
and
density
ratios
m
e /m
i ,
n
e /n
i ,
and
T
e /T
i
.Thus
to
an
alyze
the
decharging
of
dustparticle
in
afterglow
plasm
a
o
n
e
n
eeds
to
co
n
sider
the
kinetics
ofplasm
a
decay
.
The
plasm
a
diffusion
loss
and
electron
tem
perature
relax-
ation
determ
ine
the
kinetics
of
the
discharge
plasm
a
decay
#34$
.In
the
presence
ofdustparticles,plasm
a
loss
is
due
to
diffusion
o
nto
the
w
alls
co
m
pleted
by
su
rface
reco
m
bination
o
n
dustparticles.The
equations
for
the
plasm
a
density
and
electron
tem
perature
relaxation
are
#34
,35$
dn˜dt
=
−
n˜,L
,
!13"
dT ˜
e
dt
=
−
T ˜
e
−
1
,
T
,
!14"
w
here
n˜
=
n
i
,e /n
0
w
ith
n
0
the
initial
plasm
a
density
,
,
L
the
tim
e
scale
of
the
plasm
a
loss,
and
,
T
the
tim
e
scale
for
elec-
tron
tem
perature
relaxation.
The
expressions
for
the
tim
e
scales
are
#34
,35$
,
L −1
=
,
D −1
+
,A −1
,
!15"
,
D −1+
lin v
T
i
3-
2 !1
+
T ˜
e ")
12 !1
+
T ˜
e " 1,D .
,
!16"
,A −1+
#
rd 2n
d v
T
i !1
+
*T ˜
e ") &
1
+
*T ˜
e
1
+
* '
1,A .
,
!17"
,
T −1
= %
#2 %
m
e
m
i v
T
i
le
n %
T ˜
e )
%T
e
,
T .
,
!18"
w
here
,
D
is
the
am
bipolardiffusion
tim
e
scale
o
nto
the
w
alls,
,A
the
particle
absorption
tim
e
scale,li!e"n
the
m
ean
free
path
of
the
ion-!electron-"
n
eutral
collision,
and
-
the
character
-
istic
diffusion
length
!-
*
1
cm
in
this
experim
ent"
.The
.
exponent
stands
for
the
lim
it
at
v
ery
long
tim
e.
For
a
charging
tim
e
scale
low
er
than
the
plasm
a
decay
o
r
tem
perature
relaxation
tim
e
scales
the
charge
o
n
the
dust
particle
is
in
equilibrium
—
i.e.,ion
and
electron
fluxes
bal-
an
ce
each
other—
*
+
*
eq
,
and
u
sing
Eq.!12"
,*
eq isgiven
by
n
e
n
i %
T ˜
e e
−
*
eq
= %
m
e
m
i !1
+
T ˜
e *
eq "
.
!19"
In
this
case,
the
expressions
for
the
charge
fluctuation
and
charge
fluctuation
tim
e
scale
,Q
are
dQ
d
dt
+
−
Q
d
−Q
d
eq
,Q
,
!20"
,Q −1+
v
T
i rd
4/
i0 2 !1
+
*
eq "n˜
)
n˜,Q 0
,
!21"
w
here
/
i0
= %
+0 k
B T
i /n
0 e 2
is
the
initialion
D
ebye
length.
It
should
be
n
oted
that
the
tim
e
scale
for
dust
charge
fluctuations
strongly
depends
o
n
the
plasm
a
density
and
can
TA
BLE
I.
M
easured
m
axim
um
,
m
inim
um
,
and
m
ean
dust-
particle
residual
charges
for
the
tw
o
operating
pressures.
P
=1.2
m
bar
P
=0.4
m
bar
!
T
−190
K
m
−1
−177
K
m
−1
rd
194
n
m
180
n
m
m
d
6.9
"
10
−17kg
5.4
"
10
−17kg
)
1.36
"
10
−13kg
s
−1
0.39
"
10
−13kg
s
−1
Q
d
res m
a
x
+2
e
+2
e
Q
d
res m
in
−12
e
−4
e
Q
d
res m
ea
n
−5
e
−3
e
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v
ary
from
m
icroseconds
for
the
initial
stages
of
plasm
a
de-
cay
up
to
seco
ndsin
the
case
of
alm
ost
extinguished
plasm
a.
T
aking
into
acco
u
ntEqs.!13"
and
!21"
,the
tim
e
dependence
of
,Q
can
be
expressed
as
#20$
,Q −1
=
1,Q 0
exp!
−
t/,
L "
.
!22"
T
o
u
nderstand
the
dusty
plasm
a
decharging
dynam
ics
w
e
have
to
co
m
pare
different
tim
e
scales.In
T
able
II
,
the
tim
e
scales
for
this
experim
ent
are
presented.It
can
be
seen
that
the
initial
charge
fluctuation
tim
e
scale
is
the
shortest.The
tem
perature
relaxation
tim
e
scale
is
shorter
o
rbecom
es
co
m
-
parable
!for0.4
m
bar"
to
the
plasm
a
density
decay
tim
e
scale
and
plasm
a
losses
m
ainly
determ
ined
by
diffusion.The
latest
m
ean
s
thatfor
o
u
r
experim
ental
co
nditionsdustparticlesdid
n
ot
affect
the
plasm
a
decay
at
the
initial
stage.
Figure
7
presents
the
qualitative
dependence
of
the
m
ain
plasm
a
and
dustparticle
param
eters
during
the
afterglow
.Four
stages
of
the
dustplasm
a
decay
can
be
labeled.A
s
w
e
can
see,the
first
stage
of
the
plasm
a
decay
!t&
,
T "
is
characterized
by
the
electron
tem
perature
T
e
drop
dow
n
to
ro
o
m
tem
perature,
w
hile
the
plasm
a
density
!especially
in
case
,
T 0&
,
L 0"
is
slightly
decreased.A
s
the
charging
tim
e
scale
is
alm
ostin-
dependent
of
T ˜
e #Eq.!21"$
,the
charge
is
stilldeterm
ined
by
its
equilibrium
v
alue
#Eq.!12"$
.D
uring
the
tem
perature
re-
laxation
stage
the
particle
charge
should
decrease
to
the
v
alue
#20$Q
rT
=
1T ˜e0 &
*
eq !1"
*
eq !T ˜
e0 " ' Q
0 +
Q
0
62
+
−
15
e
,
!23"
w
hereQ
0 is
the
initialdust
charge
in
the
plasm
a
andQ
rT
the
v
alue
of
the
dust
residual
charge
atthe
end
of
the
firstdecay
stage.The
dust
charge
in
the
plasm
a
Q
0
w
as
estim
ated
as
Q
0
=
−950
e
,
solving
n
u
m
erically
Eq.!19"
,
w
ith
the
given
pa-
ram
eters
T
i
=300
K
and
T
e +
3
eV
,
for
argon
plasm
a
w
ith
n
i -
n
e
.A
tthe
n
ext
stage
ofdecay
,the
electron
tem
perature
is
stabilized
w
hile
the
plasm
a
density
is
still
decreasing
!see
Fig.
7"
.So
,Q
co
ntinues
increasing
acco
rding
to
Eqs.
!12"
and
!21"
.W
hen
,Q
becom
es
co
m
parable
to
,
L
,
the
particle
charge
can
n
otbe
co
n
sidered
as
in
equilibrium
and
to
deter
-
m
ine
particle
charge
w
e
should
u
se
Eq.!12"
.The
tim
e
scale
w
hen
the
particle
charge
starts
sufficiently
deviating
from
the
equilibrium
can
be
estim
ated
as
#Eqs.!15"
and
!22"$
td *
−
,
L .
ln. 83 &
/
i0
- '
2linrd /
*
6,
L .
.
!24"
H
ow
ever
,
acco
rding
to
Eq.
!12"
,
as
long
as
the
plasm
a
is
n
eutral
!n
e
=
n
i "
the
charge
o
n
the
dust
particle
does
n
ot
change.The
plasm
a
w
illkeep
quasineutrality
u
ntildecaying
ratesfor
the
electrons
and
ions
are
the
sam
e.It
w
illbe
true
in
the
case
of
am
bipolardiffusion.W
hen
the
n
ature
of
the
dif-
fusion
changes,
electrons
and
ions
start
to
diffuse
indepen-
dently
,
w
hich
w
illlead
to
a
changing
n
e /n
i
ratio
and
co
n
se-
quently
the
dust
charge
change.
The
n
ature
of
the
plasm
a
diffusion
changed
w
hen
the
par
-
ticle
v
olum
e
charge
can
n
otbe
ignored
o
r
w
hen
the
plasm
a
screening
length
becom
es
co
m
parable
to
the
cham
ber
size.In
the
first
case
the
ion
diffusion
w
illbe
influenced
by
the
n
ega-
tively
charged
dustparticles,
w
hile
the
electrons
w
illbe
free
to
go.
In
the
seco
nd
case,large
density
differences
appear
o
v
er
distances
less
than
the
screening
length
and
electrons
and
ions
diffuse
independently
.Let
u
s
estim
ate
the
charac-
teristic
tim
es
forboth
cases.
The
influence
of
the
o
v
erallparticle
charge
is
determ
ined
by
the
v
alue
of
the
H
avnes
param
eter
P
e
=
−NQ
d /e
n
e
.B
ased
o
n
the
m
odel
discussed,
the
qualitative
ev
olution
of
the
H
avnes
param
eter
P
e
in
dusty
plasm
a
afterglow
can
be
plotted
as
show
n
in
Fig.8
.The
initial
v
alue
of
P
e
is
sm
all
!*
0.06
w
ith
an
estim
ated
dustdensity
N
*
2
"
10
5
cm
−3
and
n
0 +
n
e0 *
5
"
10
9
cm
−3"
and
there
is
n
o
influence
ofdust.A
t
the
first
stage
ofdecaying
!tem
perature
relaxation
stage"
P
e
decreasesdue
to
a
dram
atic
decrease
of
the
dust
charge
w
hile
the
plasm
a
density
decreases
by
a
factor
of
1.1.A
t
,
T
,
P
e
reaches
its
m
inim
um
v
alue
of
about1
"
10
−3
.A
fter
this
P
e
starts
increasing.D
uring
this
stage
the
dust
particle
charge
TA
BLE
II.
V
alues
of
the
different
tim
e
scales
for
the
tw
o
oper
-
ating
pressures.
P
=0.4
m
bar
P
=1.2
m
bar
,D 0
30
!
s
90
!
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,D .
1.5
m
s
5
m
s
,A 0
0.4
m
s
0.4
m
s
,A .
30
m
s
30
m
s
,L 0
30
!
s
90
!
s
,L .
1.4
m
s
4.3
m
s
,T 0
100
!
s
34
!
s
,T .
1
m
s
340
!
s
,Q 0
4
!
s
4
!
s
tc
20
m
s
60
m
s
,Q !tc "
1.4
s
1.4
s
Q
d
n
/
i
n
e
n0
T
e
/Ti
n
/
i
n
e
T
e
/Ti
n0Qd
tp
tc
td
1
1
tT
IV
III
I
II
Tim
e (s)
Plasm
a
off
FIG
.7.!Color
o
nline"Qualitative
tim
e
ev
olution
ofdust
charge,
plasm
a
density
,
and
electron
tem
perature
during
the
afterglow
.Four
stages
of
the
dust
plasm
a
decay
can
be
identified:
I:
tem
perature
relaxation
stage
up
to
tT
.II:plasm
a
density
decay
stage
up
tp
.III:
dust
charge
v
olum
e
stage
tc
.IV
:frozen
stage.
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changes
slow
ly
w
hile
the
plasm
a
n
u
m
berdensity
decaysfast
!see
Fig.7"
.The
tim
e
at
w
hich
P
e becom
es
*
1
can
be
esti-
m
ated
as
#Eqs.!13"
–!18"$
tp *
,
L .
ln. & T
e0
T
n ' &
−
e
n
0
Q
d N '/
*
8,
L .
.
!25"
The
screening
length
becom
es
co
m
parable
to
the
cham
ber
size—
i.e.,
/
i !n˜
c "*
-
—
w
hen
the
density
drops
dow
n
to
n˜
c
=
/
i0 2/-
2
.This
o
ccu
rs
at#20$
tc *
,
L .
ln
n˜
c −1*
10,
L .
.
!26"
A
t
tim
e
m
in#tp
,tc $
,
electrons
start
ru
n
ning
aw
ay
faster
than
ions
and
the
ratio
n
i /n
e
grow
s.For
o
u
r
experim
ental
co
ndi-
tions
tp &
tc ;thus,the
n
eutrality
violation
due
to
the
presence
of
dust
particles
happens
before
the
D
ebye
length
ex
ceeds
the
cham
ber
size.So
the
third
stage
of
dusty
plasm
a
decay
starts
at
tp
.D
uring
this
stage
the
charge
o
n
the
dustparticles
is
changed
due
to
the
changing
of
the
n
e /n
i
ratio.A
t
this
stage
td &
tp
,
thus,
the
kinetic
equation
!12"
should
be
u
sed
for
estim
ations
of
the
charge
v
ariation.The
upperlim
it
of
the
charge
change
can
be
estim
ated
ignoring
the
electron
cu
rrent
and
co
n
sidering
the
tim
e
intervalbetw
een
tp
and
tc
,
0 dQdt
&
Ji 0
tp tc
!27"
&
#
e
rd 2n
i !tp "v
T
i 0& 1
−
e
4#
+0 k
B
rd T
i Q
d ' 0
tp tc
.
!28"
Solving
Eq.!28"
,the
charge
should
ev
olve
as
follow
s:
Q
d
=& Q
dT
−
1% '
exp!
−
K
%
0
t"
+
1%
,
!29"
w
here
%
=
e/4#
+0 k
B
rd T
i *
0.28/e
,
K
=
#
e
rd 2n
i !tp "v
T
i *
190
e
,
and
thus
!K
%"
−1*
20
m
s*
0
t
=
!tc
−
tp "
.
Therefore,
the
charge
during
the
third
stage
decreases
to
−3
e
.A
t
the
fourth
stage
of
plasm
a
decay
,
t1
tc
,
the
plasm
a
density
decreases
su
ch
that
any
further
changes
of
the
dust
charge
becom
e
n
egligible
and
the
charge
rem
ains
co
n
stant
for
a
w
hile.Thus
the
final
residual
charge
for
o
u
r
co
ndition
is
expected
to
be
aboutQ
d
res *
−3
e
w
hich
is
w
ell
co
rrelated
w
ith
the
charges
m
easu
red
in
the
experim
ent!T
able
I"
.
The
observation
of
n
eutral
and
positively
charged
par
-
ticles
in
o
u
r
experim
ents
can
be
explained
by
the
particle
charge
distribution.The
charge
distribution
in
a
dust-particle
en
sem
ble
is
due
to
charge
fluctuation
o
n
ev
ery
individual
dust
particle.
It
has
been
show
n
#36
–40$
that
the
rm
s
of
stochastic
charge
fluctuations
v
aries
as
2 %1Q
d 2
,
w
here
2
is
a
param
eter
depending
o
n
the
plasm
a
co
nditions
and
close
to
0.5.Thusfor
m
ean
charge
aro
u
nd
−3
e
the
charge
distribution
should
lie
m
ainly
betw
een
−1
e
and
−5
e
.
H
ow
ever
,
in
o
u
r
case
w
e
can
expect
a
broader
distribution,
taking
into
ac-
co
u
nt
tw
o
reaso
n
s.Firstfor
sm
allparticles
w
ith
a
charge
of
about
a
few
electrons
the
im
age
force
!polarizability"
co
rrec-
tion
starts
playing
role;
see
#37$
.A
nd
for
electron
tem
pera-
ture
less
then
0.1
eV
the
co
rrection
factor
can
be
up
to
3.
That
is
a
significantly
broadened
distribution,
so
dust
par
-
ticles
can
experience
fluctuations
to
n
eutral
and
positive
charges;
see
Fig.9
.A
nother
reaso
n
for
the
broadened
distri-
bution
co
uld
be
the
earlierfreezing
of
the
charge
distribution
so
it
rem
ains
the
sam
e
w
hile
the
m
ean
charge
decreases.
Indeed
as
t1
td
the
charge
is
n
ot
in
equilibrium
w
ith
the
su
rro
u
nding
plasm
a,
so
the
existing
charge
distribution
should
rem
ain
u
n
changed
o
r
changed
slightly
during
the
later
stages.
U
nfortunately
,in
this
experim
ent
the
ratio
betw
een
positively
and
n
egatively
charged
particleshas
n
otbeen
m
ea-
su
red
due
to
experim
entallim
itations
co
n
cern
ed
w
ith
the
fact
thatdustgrainsdo
n
ot
stay
in
the
laser
sheetfor
a
sufficiently
long
tim
e
due
to
their
o
ut-of-plane
therm
al
m
otion.Thus
to
elaborate
o
n
the
true
reaso
n
for
the
presence
of
residual
charges
ofdifferentpolarities
o
n
e
n
eeds
additional
m
easu
re-
m
ents
of
the
charge
distributions.
The
co
n
sidered
decharging
m
odel
predicts
a
higher
re-
sidual
charge
for
low
er
pressure.For
low
pressure
the
tem
-
perature
relaxation
tim
e
scale
ex
ceeds
the
plasm
a
density
decay
tim
e
!see
characteristic
tim
esfor0.4
m
barin
T
able
II"
.
This
leads
to
a
quick
increase
of
the
charging
tim
e
and
m
akes
charge
freezing
at
an
early
stage
of
decay
keeping
charge
at
a
relatively
high
v
alue.In
factlarger
charges
w
ere
m
easu
red
for
the
higherpressure.A
possible
explanation
for
P0
Pm
in
P
e
tp
1
I
II
III
Tim
e (s)
tT
FIG
.8.Qualitative
tim
e
ev
olution
of
the
H
avnesparam
eter
after
the
pow
eris
sw
itched
off.
 0
 0.05
 0.1
 0.15
 0.2
 0.25
 0.3
 0.35
 0.4
 0.45
 0.5
−2
 0
 2
 4
 6
Charge distribution
−Q
/e
FIG
.
9.
Charge
distribution
w
ith
and
w
ithout
im
age
force
co
rrection.
The
dotted
line
represents
the
distribution
w
ith
0Q
=0.5 %Q
.
The
solid
line
represents
the
distribution
w
ith
0Q
=0.87 %Q
#37$
.
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thisis
an
electron
reheating
in
late
afterglow
from
m
etastable
atom
s
#41$
.The
presence
of
a
significant
am
o
u
nt
of
argon
m
etastables
in
PK
E
discharge
have
been
established
by
plasm
a
m
odeling
#42$
and
by
experim
ental
m
easu
rem
ents
#43$
.D
ue
to
reheating,the
electrons
can
have
tem
peratures
a
few
tim
es
m
o
re
than
ro
o
m
tem
perature
w
hich
w
illlead
to
an
increase
of
the
residual
charge
o
n
dustparticles.A
s
reheating
is
m
o
re
effective
for
high
pressures,larger
charges
are
thus
expected.
V
I.C
O
N
C
LU
SIO
N
R
esidualdust-particle
charges
have
been
m
easu
red
in
the
late
afterglow
of
a
dusty
plasm
a.
D
ust
particles
have
been
grow
n
directly
in
the
plasm
a
by
sputtering
of
a
polym
er
m
a-
terialpreviously
deposited
o
n
electrodes.D
ustparticles
w
ith
a
radius
of
few
hundreds
of
n
an
o
m
eters
are
levitating
after
the
pow
er
of
the
discharge
is
sw
itched
off.The
gravity
w
as
balanced
by
an
upw
ard
therm
ophoretic
force.
R
esidual
charges
w
ere
determ
ined
from
an
an
alysis
of
dust
o
scilla-
tions,
w
hich
w
ere
ex
cited
by
applying
a
sinusoidalbias
to
the
bottom
electrode.
Positive,
n
egative,
and
n
o
n
charged
dust
particles
have
been
detected.The
m
ean
residual
charge
for
200-n
m
-radius
particles
w
as
m
easu
red.The
particle
charge
is
about
−5
e
at
a
pressure
of
1.2
m
bar
and
about
−3
e
at
a
pressure
of
0.4
m
bar.A
m
odelfor
the
dusty
plasm
a
decay
w
as
exploited
to
explain
the
experim
entaldata.A
ccording
to
this
m
odelthe
dusty
plasm
a
decay
o
ccu
rs
in
four
stages:tem
perature
relax-
ation
stage,density
decay
stage,dust-charge
v
olum
e
stage,
and
frozen
stage
!ice
age
IV
"
.The
m
ain
decrease
of
the
dust
charge
happens
during
the
first
stage
due
to
co
oling
of
the
electron
gas.The
final
residual
charge
established
during
the
third
stage
w
hen
the
density
of
ions
ex
ceeds
the
density
of
electrons
and
the
plasm
a
density
is
stillhigh
en
o
ugh
to
affect
the
charge.M
easured
v
alues
of
the
dust
residual
charges
are
in
good
agreem
ent
w
ith
v
aluespredicted
by
the
m
odel.H
ow
-
ev
er
,the
residual
charge
dependence
o
n
discharge
co
nditions
and
the
detection
ofpositively
charged
particles
show
that
a
m
o
re
detailed
m
odeltaking
into
acco
u
nt
v
arious
phenom
ena
!electron
reheating,
electron
release
#44$
,
afterglow
chem
is-
try"
in
decaying
plasm
a
has
to
be
developed
for
a
better
u
nderstanding
ofdusty
plasm
a
afterglow
.
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1
D
ust-Cloud
D
ynam
icsin
a
Com
plex
Plasm
a
A
fterglo
w
Lénaïc
Couëdel,A
lex
andre
A
.Sam
arian,M
axim
e
M
ikikian,
and
Laïfa
B
oufendi
Abstract
—
The
m
otion
of
a
dust-particle
cloud
in
the
afterglo
w
of
a
co
m
plex
plasm
a
is
reported.Itis
sho
w
n
thatthe
dust-particle
charges
stro
ngly
affect
the
dynam
ic
beha
vior
of
the
dust
cloud.
C
onsequently
,
u
sing
the
a
n
alysis
of
the
w
hole
cloud
m
otion
to
deduce
dust
residual-charge
a
nd
plasm
a-diffusion
param
eters
is
proposed.
Index
T
erm
s
—
C
harge,dust
cloud,dusty
plasm
a.
A
CO
M
PLEX
(dusty)
plasm
a
is
a
partially
ionized
g
as
in
w
hich
there
are
so
m
e
charged
dust
particles.
They
are
v
ery
co
m
m
o
n
m
edia
and
can
be
either
n
aturalplasm
as(such
as
co
m
ettails,planetary
ring,
and
n
ear
-Earth
plasm
as)
o
rhum
an-
m
ade
plasm
as(such
as
tokam
ak-edge
plasm
a,
etching
plasm
as,
and
plasm
a-enhanced
chem
ical
v
apordeposition).In
laboratory
discharges,
the
dustparticles
are
n
eg
ativ
ely
charged
due
to
a
higher
m
obility
ofthe
electrons[1],[2].
The
dustparticles
can
be
either
gro
w
n
o
r
injected
directly
into
the
plasm
a.Injected
dustparticles
are
generally
m
icrom
e-
ter
sized,
and
thus,they
are
co
nfined
in
the
sheath
region
abo
v
e
the
lo
w
er
electrode
w
here
the
force
due
to
the
electric
field
can
balance
the
gravity
force.Consequently
,
m
icrogravity
co
ndi-
tions
are
n
eeded
to
observ
e
a
cloud
ofinjected
particlesfilling
up
the
w
hole
discharge
cham
ber[3].O
n
the
other
hand,dust
particlesgro
w
n
directly
in
theplasm
a
arelight
en
o
ugh
to
fillthe
w
hole
interelectrode
space,
and
dense
clouds
ofdustparticles
can
be
observ
ed
and
can
form
structures,
su
ch
as
the
dust
v
oid,
in
o
nground
experim
ents[4].D
ustparticles
can
begro
w
n
by
u
s-
ing
reactiv
eg
ases(such
as
silane[5]
o
r
m
ethane[6])
o
rby
sput-
tering
a
target
w
ith
the
ions
co
m
ing
from
the
plasm
a[7],[8].
The
dust-particle
charge
is
a
v
ery
im
portantparam
eter
for
co
m
plex
plasm
as.Itdeterm
ines
theinteraction
of
adustparticle
w
ith
its
n
eighboring
dustparticles
and
theions
and
electrons
of
the
su
rro
u
nding
plasm
a.Consequently
,thedeterm
ination
ofthe
dust-particle
chargeis
o
n
e
ofthe
m
o
stim
portant
m
easu
rem
ents
in
any
co
m
plex
plasm
a
experim
ent.
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In
a
decaying
co
m
plex
plasm
a,the
electrons
and
ions
of
the
plasm
a
are
lost
by
diffusion
to
the
w
alls
of
the
reactor
and
by
reco
m
bination
o
n
the
dust-particle
su
rfaces.Consequently
,
the
charge
carried
by
the
dustparticles
ev
olv
es
w
ith
the
other
plasm
a
param
eters
during
the
plasm
a
afterglo
w
.A
s
the
dust-
charging
tim
e
depends
strongly
o
n
the
electron
and
ion
den-
sities[1],
the
dust-particle
charging
tim
e
becom
es
v
ery
long
in
the
late
plasm
a
afterglo
w
,
and
the
dust-particle
charges
are
co
n
sidered
frozen.
It
has
thus
been
sho
w
n
that
in
the
late
afterglo
w
of
a
co
m
plex
plasm
a,dustparticles
indeed
k
eep
a
residual
charge
of
a
few
elem
entary
charges
and
thatpositiv
ely
charged,
n
eg
ativ
ely
charged,
and
n
eutraldustparticles
co
exist
for
sev
eral
m
inutes
afterthepo
w
er
ofthedischargeis
turned
off
[9],[10].
In
a
co
m
plex
plasm
a
afterglo
w
,
the
dust-cloud
m
otion
w
ill
be
affected
by
the
dust
residual
charges
due
to
the
inv
olv
ed
electrostatic
interactions.
By
reco
rding
the
m
otion
of
a
dust
cloud
in
the
afterglo
w
of
a
co
m
plex
plasm
a,itis
thus
possible
to
deduce
so
m
e
im
portantparam
eters
su
ch
as
the
dust-particle
m
ean
charge
and
the
rem
an
ent
electric
fields.
In
this
paper
,
the
m
otion
of
a
dust-particle
cloud
in
the
afterglo
w
of
an
R
F
discharge
is
reported.
The
experim
ent
has
been
done
in
the
plasm
a
kristal
ex
-
perim
ent(PKE)-Nefedo
v
reactor[3].
It
is
an
R
F
discharge
operating
in
a
push–pull
ex
citation
m
ode.The
electrodes
are
parallel
and
are
4
cm
in
diam
eter
.They
are
separated
by
a
g
ap
of
3
cm
.The
injected
po
w
er
is
in
the
range
of
0–4
W
.The
dust
particles
w
ere
gro
w
n
in
an
argon
plasm
a(0.2–2
m
bar).
A
thin
laser
sheet
thatis
perpendicular
to
the
electrodes
w
as
u
sed
to
illum
inate
thedustparticles,
and
the
scattered
light
w
as
reco
rded
at
an
angle
Θ
∼
30 ◦
w
ith
a
fast
charge-coupled
device
cam
era
w
ith
500
fram
es/s.
Fram
esfrom
the
video
tak
en
atdifferenttim
es
ofthe
co
m
plex
plasm
a
afterglo
w
are
sho
w
n
in
Fig.1.A
s
it
can
be
seen
w
hen
the
discharge
is
o
n
(t
<
0)
,
the
interelectrode
space
is
filled
w
ith
a
cloud
ofdustparticlesin
w
hich
adust-free
region
called
a
“v
oid”
can
be
observ
ed.This
v
oid
is
a
co
m
m
o
n
feature
of
co
m
plex
plasm
as[1]–[4].The
intensity
ofthe
scattered
light
of
the
colum
n
going
through
the
center
of
the
v
oid
is
also
sho
w
n
in
Fig.1(3-D
plot).It
sho
w
sits
ev
olution
w
ith
tim
e
and,thus,
the
ev
olution
ofthe
dustdensity
.A
sim
ilar
m
ethod
w
as
u
sed
in
[4]
to
study
dust-cloud
dynam
ics
in
a
ru
n
ning
discharge.The
v
oid
is
clearly
observ
ed
becauseit
co
rresponds
to
a
strong
drop
in
the
scattered
lightintensity
.Video
fram
es
can
also
be
u
sed
to
extractdust-particle
trajectories(notpresented
here).
W
hen
the
discharge
is
turned
off,
the
dust
cloud
starts
to
fall
do
w
n
due
to
the
gravity
(in
Fig.
1,
fram
es
for
t
>
0).
N
ev
ertheless,it
can
be
seen
that
in
the
first
20
m
s
after
the
0093-3813/$25.00
©
2008
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Fig.1.
(T
op)Fram
es
extracted
from
the
video
ofthelaser
scattered
lightduring
the
plasm
a
afterglo
w
.(Bottom)Ev
olution
ofthe
scattered
intensity
ofthe
central
colum
n
going
through
the
center
of
the
dust
v
oid.The
zero
co
o
rdinate
in
the
v
erticalposition
co
rresponds
to
the
top
of
the
picture.The
discharge
w
as
sw
itched
off
att
=
0
m
s.
discharge
is
sw
itched
off,the
scattered
lightintensity
increases
drastically
.
A
s
the
scattered
light
is
ro
ughly
proportional
to
the
dust
density
,it
indicates
that
the
dust
cloud
co
ntracts
at
the
v
ery
beginning
of
the
plasm
a
decay
.
The
tim
e
scale
of
this
co
ntraction
(tc ≤
20
m
s)
is
too
short
to
be
explained
by
the
gravity
force.Consequently
,
it
im
plies
the
action
of
the
co
nfining
electric
field.
This
electric
field
co
nfines
the
dust
cloud
inside
theplasm
a
w
hen
thedischargeis
o
n
w
hile
thedust
particles
tend
to
repel
each
other
.W
hen
the
R
F
generator
is
turned
off,
the
R
F
field
decreases,
and
the
co
nfining
electric
field
ev
olv
es,
too.D
uring
this
tim
e,
the
electron
tem
perature
relax
es
to
ro
o
m
tem
perature,leading
to
a
drastic
drop
of
the
dust
charge[9].The
dust-particle
cloud
thus
co
ntracts
due
to
the
changes
in
the
repelling
and
co
nfining
forces.
K
no
w
ing
the
dust-particle
charge
ev
olution
and
looking
at
the
dust-
cloud
dynam
ics,
an
estim
ation
ofthe
ev
olution
ofthe
co
nfining
electric
field
m
ay
be
done.
A
nother
feature
of
the
dust-cloud
dynam
ics
in
the
plasm
a
afterglo
w
is
the
ev
olution
of
the
dust
v
oid.A
s
itis
sho
w
n
in
Fig.1,thedust
v
oid
rem
ains
w
elldefined
w
ith
a
sharp
boundary
for
a
v
ery
long
tim
e.
T
o
co
n
clude,
the
an
alysis
of
the
m
otion
of
the
dust
cloud
co
uld
giv
e
inform
ation
aboutdust
residual
charges,diffusion
processes,
and
electric
fieldsbecause
the
dust-cloud
dynam
ics
is
strongly
affected
by
the
dust-particle
charges.
A
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K
N
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The
influence
ofdiffusive
losses
o
n
residualdust
charge
in
a
co
m
plex
plasm
a
afterglow
has
been
investigated.
The
residual
charge
distribution
w
as
m
easu
red
and
exhibits
a
m
ean
v
alue
Q
d
res
#
!
−3
e
−5
e"
w
ith
a
tailin
the
positive
region.The
experim
ental
results
have
been
co
m
pared
w
ith
sim
ulated
charge
distributions.
The
dust
residual
charges
w
ere
sim
ulated
based
o
n
a
m
odel
developed
to
describe
co
m
plex
plasm
a
decay
.The
experim
ental
and
sim
ulated
data
show
that
the
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
in
the
decaying
plasm
a
plays
a
significant
role
in
determ
ining
the
residualdustparticle
charges.The
presence
ofpositively
charged
dustparticles
is
explained
by
a
broadening
of
the
charge
distribution
function
in
the
afterglow
plasm
a.©
2008
Am
erican
Institute
ofPhysics
.$D
O
I:10.1063/1.2938387%
I.IN
TRO
DUCTIO
N
D
usty
plasm
as!also
called
co
m
plex
plasm
as"
are
ionized
gases
co
ntaining
dustparticles.These
dustparticles
are
elec-
trically
charged
due
to
interaction
w
ith
ions
and
electrons
of
the
su
rro
u
nding
m
edium
.
In
laboratory
experim
ents,
these
particles
can
be
either
injected
o
r
grow
n
directly
in
the
plasm
a.
Injected
dust
particles
are
u
su
ally
m
icrom
eter
-size
particles.D
ue
to
their
m
ass,
they
are
co
nfined
in
the
sheath
region
w
here
the
electric
force
co
u
nterbalances
gravity
.M
i-
crogravity
co
nditions
are
thus
n
ecessary
to
study
dust
clouds
of
m
icrom
eter
-size
particles
filling
the
w
hole
plasm
a
cham
ber
. 1
In
the
laboratory
,dense
clouds
of
subm
icrom
eter
particles
light
en
o
ugh
to
co
m
pletely
fill
the
gap
betw
een
the
electrodes
can
be
obtained
u
sing
reactive
gases
su
ch
as
silane 2
,3
o
r
u
sing
a
target
sputtered
w
ith
ions
from
the
plasm
a. 4
–9The
dustparticles
are
also
subject
to
otherforces
in
the
plasm
a
su
ch
as
the
ion
drag
force,
the
n
eutral
drag
force,
and
the
therm
ophoretic
force. 10
,11
D
ust
particle
charge
is
a
key
param
eter
in
a
co
m
plex
plasm
a.Itdeterm
ines
the
interaction
betw
een
a
dustparticle
and
electrons,ions,its
n
eighboring
dustparticles,
and
elec-
tric
field. 11
,10D
ata
of
the
dust
charge
w
ill
allow
u
s
to
u
nder
-
stand
the
particle
dynam
ics
in
dust
clouds,
and
m
ethods
of
m
anipulating
the
particles.The
know
ledge
of
the
dust
charge
is
v
ery
im
portantin
ev
ery
dusty
m
edium
!co
m
plex
plasm
as,
colloidal
su
spensions,fog"
.
For
ex
am
ple,in
gas
flow
co
n
-
taining
dustparticles
the
dust
charge
and
dust
charge
distri-
bution
are
studied
because
of
their
co
n
sequences!safety
haz-
ard,
dry
co
ating,
etc."; 12
,13
the
charging
of
fog
particles
is
also
studied
as
the
electricalproperties
of
fog
are
v
ery
im
-
portantfor
the
fog
forecast
and
co
ntrol;
and
aero
sol
and
dust
system
s
influence
the
electric
fields
and
cu
rrents
in
the
atm
osphere. 14
There
are
m
any
publications
reporting
o
n
the
investiga-
tion
ofdust
charging
in
a
discharge
plasm
a
!see
R
efs.10
and
15
–22
and
references
therein"
.H
ow
ever
,there
are
o
nly
a
few
papers
devoted
to
dust
charging,
o
r
discharging
to
be
m
o
re
specific,in
the
discharge
afterglow
. 23
–25
These
papers
report
thatdust
particles
retain
residual
electric
charges
w
hen
the
pow
er
of
the
discharge
is
sw
itched
off.
N
evertheless,
the
discharging
phenom
enon
w
as
n
ot
totally
u
nderstood.
The
m
odels
proposed
do
n
ot
predict
accu
rately
residual
charge
v
alues
observed
in
those
experim
ents,
n
o
r
do
they
explain
the
existence
ofpositively
charge
particles.
O
ne
of
the
m
ain
reaso
n
s
is
that
the
m
odels
are
w
o
rking
w
ith
sim
ple
assu
m
ptions.For
ex
am
ple,it
w
as
assu
m
ed
24
that
am
bipolar
diffusion
co
ntinues
u
ntil
the
ionic
D
ebye
length
!
D
i
reaches
the
diffusion
length
"
,
and
then
an
abrupt
tran-
sition
to
free
diffusion
ofions
and
electrons
o
ccu
rs.In
co
n
-
trast,ithasbeen
show
n
thatdiffusion
of
charged
speciesin
a
plasm
a
afterglow
deviates
from
am
bipolardiffusion
as
so
o
n
as
the
ratio
!"
/!
D
e "#
100,
w
here
!
D
e is
the
electron
D
ebye
length. 26
–29These
results
indicate
that
electrons
and
ions
are
lost
atdifferent
rates
v
ery
early
in
the
decay
process
and
o
n
e
has
to
expect
that
this
w
ill
strongly
affect
the
v
alue
of
re-
sidualdust
charge.A
s
the
charge
o
n
dustparticles
is
related
to
the
ratio
n
i /n
e
,
w
here
n
i!e" is
the
ion
!electron"
density
, 10
this
m
u
st
resultin
a
differentdustparticle
charge
ev
olution
in
the
afterglow
co
m
pared
to
the
predictionsbased
o
n
previ-
o
u
s
assu
m
ptions. 24
,25
For
this
reaso
n
,
a
m
odel
taking
into
acco
u
ntthe
actualtransition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
of
electrons
and
ions
is
vital
for
the
co
rrect
calculation
of
dust
charges
in
afterglow
plasm
a.
In
thispaper
w
e
report
n
u
m
erical
sim
ulations
of
residual
electric
charge
o
n
dustparticles
in
an
afterglow
plasm
a
for
v
arious
transitions
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion.These
n
u
m
erical
results
are
co
m
pared
to
the
experim
entaldata.The
im
portance
of
the
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
in
the
decaying
plasm
a
fordeterm
ining
the
dustparticle
re-
sidual
charges
is
show
n.The
broadening
of
the
charge
dis-
tribution
function
is
found
to
be
responsible
for
the
presence
ofpositively
charged
particles.
a"Electronic
m
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II.M
O
DELING
O
F
D
ISCHARG
E
A
FTERG
LO
W
In
this
section,
w
e
firstdescribe
a
qualitative
m
odel
that
helps
u
s
to
explain
the
existence
of
residual
charges.Then
w
e
co
n
sider
dust-free
plasm
a
decay
taking
into
acco
u
nt
the
experim
entaltransition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion.W
e
then
discuss
the
plasm
a
decay
in
the
presence
of
dust
par
-
ticles
u
sing
a
m
odelfor
particle
charging
!discharging"
in
a
afterglow
plasm
a.
A
.Four-stage
m
odel
The
ev
olution
of
dust
charge
in
afterglow
plasm
a
w
ill
depend
o
n
the
ev
olution
ofplasm
a
param
eters.In
a
decaying
plasm
a
!afterglow
plasm
a"
,
the
kinetics
of
plasm
a
losses
is
m
ainly
governed
by
the
electron
tem
perature
relaxation
pro-
cess
and
plasm
a
diffusion
and
reco
m
bination
processes. 30
The
proposed
m
odel
in
R
ef.
25
predicts
ev
olution
of
dust
residual
charge
after
the
discharge
is
sw
itched
off.B
ased
o
n
the
plasm
a
decay
kinetics
w
e
can
define
four
stages
in
a
discharge
afterglow
during
w
hich
the
different
processes
!electron
tem
perature
relaxation,
am
bipolar
diffusion,
free
diffusion"govern
the
ev
olution
ofdust
charge:
!1"
Electron
tem
perature
relaxation
stage:
the
electron
tem
-
perature
decreases
to
the
gas
tem
perature
w
hile
the
plasm
a
density
rem
ains
alm
ost
co
n
stant
resulting
in
a
strong
decrease
of
dustparticle
charges
!t#
500
#
s
for
an
argon
pressure
P
A
r #
1.2
m
bar"
.
!2"
A
m
bipolardiffusion
stage:the
dustparticle
charge
stays
alm
ost
co
n
stant
w
hile
plasm
a
particles
!ions
and
elec-
trons"
are
lostby
am
bipolardiffusion
o
n
to
the
w
alls
of
the
reactor
.
The
am
bipolar
diffusion
of
ions
and
elec-
trons
co
ntinues
u
ntil
the
D
ebye
length
!
D
equals
the
diffusion
length
"
of
the
reactor
o
r
u
ntil
the
H
avnes
param
eter
P
H
=
&Q
d
¯
n
d /e
n
e &#
1
!t#
40
m
s
for
an
argon
pressure
P
A
r #
1.2
m
bar"
.
!3"
Free
diffusion
stage:
this
stage
begins
w
hen
diffusion
changes
from
am
bipolar
to
free;i.e.,
electrons
and
ions
startdiffusing
independently
.A
s
electrons
diffuse
faster
than
ions,the
ratio
n
i /n
e becom
es
m
o
re
than
1,
resulting
in
a
decrease
ofthe
dustparticle
charge
!t#
60
m
sfor
an
argon
pressure
P
A
r #
1.2
m
bar"
.
!4"
Finally
,ion
and
electron
densities
becom
e
too
sm
all
to
influence
dustparticle
charges
that
can
be
co
n
sidered
as
frozen
!i.e.,
charging
tim
e
tends
to
infinity"
.
This
m
odelpredicts
the
existence
of
a
n
egative
residual
charge
of
a
few
electrons
butis
u
n
able
to
predict
a
positive
residual
charge.The
lim
its
of
the
m
odel
are
the
step
transi-
tion
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
and
the
failure
to
prop-
erly
take
acco
u
nt
of
the
influence
of
dustparticles.Indeed,
the
effect
of
the
dustparticlesisignored
u
ntilthe
dust
charge
density
is
the
sam
e
as
the
electron
density
,
w
hich
leads
to
an
abrupt
change
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
of
ions
and
electrons.The
assu
m
ption
of
the
step
transition
from
am
bi-
polar
to
free
diffusion
is
quite
u
nphysical
and
co
ntradicts
existing
experim
entaldata. 26
–29These
data
indicate
that
elec-
trons
and
ions
are
diffusing
atdifferent
rates
v
ery
early
in
the
decay
process.This
sm
o
oth
transition
m
u
stlead
to
a
change
in
dust
charges
as
the
ratio
n
i /n
e
w
illbe
m
odified
early
in
the
decaying
process.U
nder
the
co
nditions
of
o
u
r
experim
ents,
the
ratio
!"
/!
D
e "#
50
w
hen
the
discharge
is
sw
itched
off.
Consequently
,
this
m
u
st
result
in
a
different
dust
particle
charge
ev
olution
in
the
afterglow
co
m
pared
to
previous
assu
m
ptions. 24
,25
For
this
reaso
n
,
in
the
n
ext
sections,
a
m
odified
m
odel
taking
into
acco
u
nt
the
gradual
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
is
u
sed
to
sim
ulation
of
co
m
plex
plasm
a
afterglow
.
B
.D
ust-free
plasm
a
decay
In
a
dust-free
plasm
a
of
m
o
n
o
atom
ic
gas,losses
of
the
plasm
a
are
m
ainly
due
to
diffusion
to
the
w
alls.A
t
the
v
ery
beginning
of
the
afterglow
w
hen
the
discharge
is
sw
itched
off,plasm
a
density
n
as
follow
s,
dn˜dt
=
−
n˜$D
,
!1"
w
here
n˜
=
n/n
0
w
ith
n
0
the
initialplasm
a
density
and
$
D
is
the
tim
e
scale
for
am
bipolardiffusion
given
by
30
$
D −1
=
D
a
"
2 '
lin v
T
i
3"
2 !1
+
T
e
˜
"(
12 !1
+
T
e
˜
" 1$D %
,
!2"
w
here
D
a
is
the
am
bipolar
diffusion
co
efficient,
T
e
˜
=
T
e /T
i
w
ith
T
e the
tem
perature
of
electrons,T
i
=
T
the
tem
perature
of
ions
and
T
the
tem
perature
of
n
eutral
atom
s,
v
T
i
= )8k
B T
/&
m
i
the
therm
al
speed
of
ions
w
ith
k
B
the
B
oltz-
m
an
n
co
n
stant
and
m
i
the
ion
m
ass
and
lin
=1/!n
n '
in "
the
m
ean
free
path
for
ion-neutral
collisions,
n
n
the
density
of
n
eutral
atom
,
and
'
in
the
ion-neutral
cro
ss
section.
N
evertheless,it
has
been
show
n
that
the
plasm
a
diffu-
sion
deviates
from
am
bipolar
diffusion
as
so
o
n
as
the
ratio
!"
/!
D
e "#
100. 26
–29
From
this
m
o
m
ent,
ions
and
electrons
m
u
stbe
treated
separately
.In
o
u
r
m
odel,the
deviation
from
am
bipolardiffusion
isderived
from
the
results
ofG
erber
and
G
erardo
29
o
rFreiberg
and
W
eav
er
. 26
B
oth
experim
ents
w
ere
perform
ed
in
helium
at
different
pressures
exhibit
sim
ilar
ev
olution
of
the
diffusion
co
efficients.Though
these
results
w
ere
obtained
w
ith
helium
,they
can
be
u
sed
to
estim
ate
the
transition
in
an
argon
plasm
a.Indeed,
the
am
bipolar
diffu-
sion
co
efficientis
D
a
(
!k
B T
i " 3/2
P
'
in m
i 1/2
,
!3"
w
here
P
is
the
n
eutral
gas
pressure.
A
s
'
inA
r + #
2.5'
inH
e
+
!R
ef.
31"
and
m
iA
r + #
10
m
iH
e
+
,
D
aA
r #
!1/8"D
aH
e
for
equal
pressures.Consequently
,it
can
be
assu
m
ed
thatthe
diffusion
of
an
argon
plasm
a
w
ith
argon
pressure
P
A
r is
the
sam
e
as
a
helium
plasm
a
w
ith
helium
pressure
P
H
e '
8P
A
r
.The
experi-
m
ental
results
obtained
for
helium
are
in
the
range
of
pres-
su
re
0.4
–4
Torr
!R
ef.
26"
o
r
9
–22.8
Torr, 29
w
hich
co
rre-
spond
to
0.05
–0.5
Torr
and
1.13
–2.85
Torr,
respectively
,in
equivalent
argon
pressure.Consequently
,
these
sets
of
data
can
be
u
sed
for
upper
and
low
er
estim
ation
in
the
sim
ula-
tions
that
are
perform
ed
in
the
range
0.3
–1
Torr
!0.4
–1.3
m
bar"
.
In
the
m
odel,
electron
and
ion
densities
are
treated
sepa-
rately
,
and
follow
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dn
i
dt
=
−
n
i
$
D
i
,
!4"
dn
e
dt
=
−
n
e
$
D
e
,
!5"
w
here
n
i!e" is
the
ion
!electron"
density
and
$
D
i!e" is
the
ion
!electron"diffusion
tim
e.The
diffusion
tim
es
are
function
of
the
ratio
!"
/!
D
e " 2
and
are
calculated
u
sing
experim
ental
re-
sults
from
G
erber
and
G
erardo
29
o
r
Freiberg
and
W
eav
er 26
!see
Fig.1"
.!O
nly
resultsfrom
R
ef.29
are
av
ailable
forions
and,
co
n
sequently
,they
have
been
u
sed."
The
electron
tem
perature
relaxesdue
to
en
ergy
ex
change
in
collisions
w
ith
n
eutrals.A
t
the
initial
stage
ofplasm
a
de-
cay
,
the
electron
tem
perature
T
e0
is
m
u
ch
higher
than
the
n
eutral
tem
perature
T
and
w
illdecrease
and
tend
asym
ptoti-
cally
to
T
.The
equation
for
electron
tem
perature
relaxation
is 30
dT
e
˜
dt
=
−
T
e
˜
−
1
$
T
,
!6"
w
here
$
T −1
= )
&
/2 )
m
e /m
i v
T
i /le
n )
T
e
˜
(
)T
e /$
T %
,
m
e is
the
elec-
tron
m
ass,
and
le
n
is
the
m
ean
free
path
of
electron-neutral
collision.
It
can
be
deduced
from
Eq.
!6"
that
the
electron
co
oling
tim
e
decreases
w
hen
increasing
the
pressure.
C.Plasm
a
decay
in
the
presence
ofdust
In
the
presence
ofdustparticles
in
the
plasm
a,the
tem
-
perature
relaxation
and
diffusion
losses
co
uld
be
different
from
dust-free
plasm
a.
H
ow
ever
,
n
o
experim
ental
data
n
o
r
theoretical
estim
ations
of
the
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
in
dusty
plasm
a
exist.Consequently
,for
o
u
r
sim
ulation
w
e
w
ill
assu
m
e
that
the
electron
tem
perature
re-
laxation
and
diffusion
processes
ofions
and
electrons
are
n
ot
significantly
affected
by
the
presence
ofdustparticles,
allow
-
ing
u
s
to
treation
and
electron
diffusion
in
a
sim
ilar
w
ay
to
dust-free
plasm
a.
This
restricts
the
v
alidity
of
o
u
r
sim
ula-
tions
to
the
case
of
low
dustparticle
densities.In
this
case,
the
influence
of
dust
particles
can
be
restricted
to
plasm
a
absorption
losses
o
n
the
particle
su
rface.Indeed,
w
hen
im
-
m
ersed
in
a
plasm
a,
a
dust
particle
acquires
a
n
et
electric
charge
due
to
ions
and
electrons
“falling”
o
n
its
su
rface. 10
,11
,32
In
dusty
plasm
as,ions
and
electrons
captured
by
dustparticles
can
be
co
n
sidered
as
“lost”
by
the
plasm
a
and
thus
the
charging
process
ofdustparticles
is
also
a
loss
process.
In
the
o
rbital
m
otion
lim
ited
!O
M
L"
approach, 10
,11
,32
the
charge
o
n
a
dustparticle
can
be
calculated
from
the
ion
and
electron
cu
rrents
ignoring
em
ission
cu
rrents,
dQ
d
dt
=
I
e
+
Ii
,
!7"
w
here
Q
d
is
the
charge
o
n
the
dust
particle
and
I
e!i" is
the
electron
!ion"
cu
rrent.In
a
typicallaboratory
discharge,dust
particles
are
n
egatively
charged
due
to
higher
m
obility
of
the
plasm
a
electrons.The
ion
cu
rrent
can
be
expressed
as
Ii
=
4&
rd 2n
i q
i *
k
B T
i
2&
m
i +
1/2* 1
−
q
i )
d
k
B T
i +
,
!8"
and
the
electron
cu
rrent
as
I
e
=
4&
rd 2n
e q
e *
k
B T
e
2&
m
e +
1/2exp*
−
q
e )
d
k
B T
e +
,
!9"
w
here
)
d is
the
su
rface
potential
of
the
dustparticle,
rd is
the
dustparticle
radius,
and
q
i!e" is
the
ion
!electron"
charge.In
steady
state,the
charge
o
n
a
dustparticle
can
be
obtained:
Q
d
=
C
4&
*0 rd k
B T
e
e
ln,
nine *
m
e T
e
m
i T
i +
1/2-
.
!10"
For
typical
argon
plasm
a,
m
e /m
i .
1.4
·10
−5
and
1
+
T
e /T
i
+
100,
and
the
co
rrection
factorC
#
0.73. 33
A
dusty
afterglow
plasm
a
is
n
ot
a
steady
case
but
the
O
M
L
approach
can
be
u
sed
to
obtain
the
charge
o
n
dust
particles.A
Fokker–Planck
m
odel
ofdust
charging
due
to
the
discreetness
of
the
charge
cu
rrents
!ion
and
electron"
can
be
u
sed
to
obtain
dustparticle
charge
distributions.Indeed,
the
10
−1
10
0
10
1
10
2
10
3
10
4
10
−1
10
0
10
1
10
2
!
Λ
λ
D
e "
2
Ds
Da
ions
(G
erberand
G
erardo)
electrons
(Freiberg
and
W
eaver)
electrons
(G
erberand
G
erardo)
am
bipolardiffusion
FIG
.
1.
!Color
o
nline"
Evolution
of
the
ratio
D
s /D
a
!s
=
i
,e"
as
a
function
of
!"
/!
D
e " 2
.These
data
are
extracted
from
R
efs.29
and
26
.
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plasm
a
particle
absorption
tim
e
interval
as
w
ell
as
the
se-
quence
in
w
hich
electrons
and
ions
arrive
atthe
dustparticle
su
rface
v
ary
random
ly
but
observe
probabilities
thatdepend
o
n
the
dustparticle
potential
)
d
.The
probability
per
u
nit
of
tim
e
for
absorbing
an
electron
p
e !)
d "
o
r
an
ion
p
i !)
d "
are
calculated
from
the
O
M
L
cu
rrents: 34
p
e
=
−
I
e /e
,
!11"
p
i
=
Ii /q
i
.
!12"
The
ion
and
electron
cu
rrents
can
be
calculated
u
sing
Eqs.
!8"
and
!9"
o
nly
w
hen
the
dust
particle
charge
is
n
egative.
For
positively
charged
dustparticles,
the
ion
cu
rrentis
cal-
culated
by
Eq.!9"
w
ith
all
subscripts
changed
to
i
,
and
elec-
tron
cu
rrent
is
calculated
by
Eq.
!8"
w
ith
all
subscripts
changed
to
e
.In
the
sim
ulation,
electron
and
ion
densities
are
studied
in
a
fluid
m
an
n
er
solving
n
u
m
erically
Eqs.!4"
and
!5"
u
sing
the
sam
e
co
n
stant
tim
e
step
tf !
$
D
i!e"0
,
w
here
$
D
i!e"0
is
the
diffusion
tim
e
forions
!electrons"
at
the
begin-
ning
of
the
sim
ulation
!i.e.,the
v
ery
beginning
of
the
decay-
ing
plasm
a"
.
The
co
ntribution
of
dust
particles
to
plasm
a
losses
is
taken
into
acco
u
ntin
the
follow
ing
w
ay
.
The
charges
ofN
d dustparticles
are
co
m
puted.K
now
ing
the
dustdensity
n
d
in
the
plasm
a,
an
equivalent
v
olum
e
V
eq
to
these
N
d
dustparticles
can
be
calculated.
For
a
dustparticle,
a
tim
e
step
tpj for
w
hich
the
probabil-
ity
of
collecting
an
ion
o
r
an
electron
of
the
plasm
a
is
co
m
puted: 34
tpj
=
−
ln!1
−
R1"
p
tot
,
!13"
w
here
0
+
R1
+
1
is
a
random
n
u
m
ber
and
p
tot
=
p
e +
p
i is
the
totalprobability
per
u
nit
of
tim
e
to
absorb
an
ion
o
r
an
elec-
tron.W
hile
/
j tpj ,
tf
,
an
electron
o
r
an
ion
is
absorbed
during
the
tim
e
step
tpj ,
and
the
n
ature
of
the
absorbed
particle
is
determ
ined
co
m
paring
a
seco
nd
random
n
u
m
ber
0
+
R2
+
1
to
the
ratio
p
e /p
tot
.IfR2
+
p
e /p
tot ,then
the
collected
particle
is
an
electron;
otherw
ise,itis
an
ion.The
probability
p
e
and
p
i
are
recalculated
and
a
n
ew
tim
e
step
tpj+1 is
co
m
puted.
W
hen
/
j tpj -
tf
,
o
n
e
m
o
re
iteration
is
applied
to
the
dust
particle.N
evertheless,the
probability
of
collecting
an
ion
o
r
an
electron
in
the
tim
e
interval
.
t
=
tf
−
/
k
=1
j
−1tpk
is
p!.
t"
=1
−
exp!
−
.
tp
tot "$if
tp1 -
tf
,then
p!tp1 "is
co
m
puted%
.A
random
n
u
m
ber
0
+
R3
+
1
is
then
generated
and
if
R3
+
p!.
t"
,
a
plasm
a
particle
!ion
o
r
electron"is
absorbed.The
choice
be-
tw
een
ion
and
electron
is
decided
as
previously
described.
W
hen
all
the
N
d
dust
particles
have
been
treated,
the
n
u
m
ber
of
absorbed
ions
and
electrons
N
iabs
and
N
eabs
,
re-
spectively
,by
the
N
d dustparticles
during
the
tim
e
step
tf is
know
n
and
can
be
transform
ed
u
sing
the
equivalent
v
olum
e
V
eq
into
absorbed
ion
and
electron
densities
n
iabs
and
n
eabs
,
respectively
,
w
hich
are
subtracted
from
the
ion
density
n
i and
electron
density
n
e before
the
n
extiteration
of
tim
e
step
tf
.
For
each
iteration,
the
m
ean
tim
e
tp ¯
n
ecessary
for
o
n
e
particle
to
collect
a
plasm
a
particle
!i.e.,
an
ion
o
r
an
elec-
tron"
as
w
ell
as
the
ratio
rloss
=
n
e!i"diff /n
e!i"abs ,
w
here
n
e!i"diff is
the
density
of
electron
!ion"lostby
diffusion.The
program
is
stopped
w
hen
tp ¯"
$
D
i !
tp ¯-
10$
D
i in
this
sim
ulation"
w
hen
the
charge
o
n
dustparticles
can
be
co
n
sidered
as
frozen
due
to
a
plasm
a
loss
tim
e
becom
ing
faster
than
the
particle
charg-
ing
tim
e.
III.R
ESULTS
A
N
D
D
ISCUSSIO
N
In
this
section,the
experim
entaldust
charge
distributions
as
w
ell
as
the
sim
ulated
o
n
es
are
presented.W
e
then
discuss
the
v
alidity
of
o
u
r
results
and
role
of
the
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion.
A
.Experim
ental
results
The
experim
ental
residual
charge
distributionshave
been
obtained
u
sing
the
PK
E-N
efedov
reactor
. 1
A
n
upw
ard
ther
-
m
ophoretic
force
w
as
applied
to
dust
particles
in
o
rder
to
co
u
nterbalance
gravity
35
w
hen
the
discharge
is
off.T
o
study
particle
charges,
a
sinusoidal
v
oltage
produced
by
a
function
generator
w
ith
am
plitude
/
30
V
and
frequency
off
=1
H
z
w
as
applied
to
the
bottom
electrode.The
induced
low
fre-
quency
sinusoidal
electric
field
generates
dust
o
scillations
if
the
dustparticleshave
a
residual
electric
charge.A
thin
laser
sheetperpendicular
to
the
electrodesillum
inates
the
particles
and
the
scattered
light
is
reco
rded
at
90
°
w
ith
standard
charge
co
upled
device
!CCD
"
cam
eras.By
superim
position
of
video
fram
es,particle
trajectorieshave
been
obtained.The
co
o
rdinates
of
the
particles
w
ere
m
easu
red
in
each
third
fram
e
and
the
am
plitude
of
the
o
scillations
w
as
determ
ined
from
the
m
easu
red
particle
positions.A
bsolute
v
aluesfor
the
o
scillation
am
plitude
w
ere
obtained
by
scaling
the
im
age
pixels
to
the
know
n
size
of
the
field
of
view
.
The
charge
of
a
dust
particle
Q
d
can
then
be
obtained
from
the
o
scillation
am
plitude
b
, 25
Q
d
res
=
m
d b0 )
0
2
+
41
2/m
d 2
E
0
,
!14"
w
here
m
d is
the
m
ass
of
the
dustparticle,E
0 is
the
am
plitude
of
the
electric
field
at
the
m
ean
height
of
the
dustparticle,
0
=2&f
the
angularfrequency
of
the
sinusoidal
electric
field,
and
1
the
dam
ping
co
efficient.
The
electric
field
E
0
w
as
taken
as
the
o
n
e
above
the
axis
of
a
polarized
disk.
For
a
levitation
height
of
1.5
cm
,
the
electric
field
is
E
0
=6
V
/cm
. 25
The
total
erro
r
o
n
the
residual
charge
m
ea-
su
rem
ent
!taking
into
acco
u
nt
the
erro
r
o
n
the
dust
m
ass,
dust
size,E
0
,
and
the
dam
ping
force"
is
about
#
49%
.The
sign
of
the
dustparticle
charge
isdeduced
from
the
phase
of
the
dust
particle
o
scillation
w
ith
respect
to
the
ex
citation
electric
field.A
m
o
re
detailed
description
of
this
experim
ent
can
be
found
in
R
ef.25
.
Follow
ing
and
m
easu
ring
o
scillations
of
m
any
dustpar
-
ticles,the
dustparticle
residual
charge
distribution
in
a
after
-
glow
plasm
a
can
be
co
n
structed.In
Fig.2
,dustparticle
re-
sidual
charge
distributions
are
presented
for
tw
o
operating
pressures.
It
can
be
seen
that
for
both
pressures
the
m
ean
residual
charge
is
n
egative
and
co
rresponds
to
a
few
elec-
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trons!
−5
e
for1.2
m
bar
and
−3
e
for0.4
m
bar"
.In
both
cases,
the
m
easu
red
residual
charge
distribution
has
a
tail
that
ex
-
tends
into
positive
residual
charge
region.
B
.N
um
erical
results
The
n
u
m
ericaldustparticle
charge
distributions
are
re-
co
n
structed
sim
ulating
the
charge
of
N
d
=500
dustparticles
co
rresponding
to
a
dustdensity
n
d
=5
2
10
4
cm
−3
.The
dust
particle
radius
w
as
rd
=190
n
m
co
rresponding
to
the
experi-
m
ental
o
n
es.The
initialion
density
is
n
i0
=5
2
10
9
cm
−3
and
the
initialdustparticle
charge
distribution
is
co
m
puted
u
sing
a
Cui–G
oree
algorithm
34
and
the
quasineutrality
co
ndition
Z
d n
d
+
n
e
=
n
i
,
!15"
w
here
Z
d
=
&Q
d /e&
.The
initial
electron
density
n
e0 is
deduced
from
this
calculation.
M
any
iterations
of
the
algorithm
are
n
ecessary
to
obtain
the
initialdust
charge
distribution
and
the
initial
electron
density:
the
first
iteration
assu
m
es
n
e0
=
n
i0
=5
2
10
9
cm
−3
,
and
for
the
n
ext
iteration
n
e0
is
calculated
u
sing
Eq.!15"
and
the
dustparticle
charges
of
the
firstitera-
tion.A
n
ew
dust
particle
charge
distribution
is
then
co
m
-
puted.This
process
is
perform
ed
again
and
again
u
ntil
n
e0
and
the
dust
charge
distribution
are
stabilized.The
obtained
dustparticle
charge
distribution
is
presented
in
Fig.3
.The
m
ean
charge
is
Q
m
ean '
−952
e
and
the
v
ariance
'!Q
d "
'
17
e
.
Equation
!10"
predicts
dust
particle
charges
Q
d
=
−950
e
,
w
hich
is
in
total
agreem
ent
w
ith
o
u
r
sim
ulation
results.
The
decay
of
a
dusty
argon
plasm
a
is
then
sim
ulated
u
sing
the
algorithm
previously
described
for
tw
o
gas
pres-
su
res
$P
=0.4
m
bar
and
P
=1.2
m
bar
!Fig.
4"%
.
The
ion-
n
eutral
m
ean
free
path
is
calculated
u
sing
the
cro
ss
section
from
V
arn
ey
31
and
the
electron-neutral
m
ean
free
path
is
cal-
culated
u
sing
the
cro
ss
section
from
K
ivel. 36The
initial
elec-
tron
tem
perature
is
taken
as
T
e0
=3
eV
and
the
ion
tem
pera-
ture
is
supposed
to
be
equal
to
the
n
eutral
tem
perature
T
i
=
T
n
=
T
=0.03
eV
.The
diffusion
length
is
taken
as
"
=1
cm
,
w
hich
is
approxim
ately
the
diffusion
length
of
the
PK
E-
N
efedov
reactor
in
w
hich
experim
ents
o
n
residual
dust
charge
have
been
perform
ed. 24
,25
The
transition
from
am
bi-
polar
to
free
diffusion
isbased
o
n
either
experim
ental
results
from
G
erber
and
G
erardo
29
o
r
experim
ental
results
from
Freiberg
and
W
eav
er 26
!the
form
er
suggest
a
slow
er
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
than
the
latter;
see
Fig.1"
.
A
s
it
can
be
seen
in
Fig.4
,the
firstdecrease
of
the
dust
particle
charge
co
rresponds
to
the
electron
tem
perature
relax-
ation.
W
hile
electrons
and
ions
diffuse
am
bipolarly
,
the
charge
rem
ains
co
n
stant.Finally
,
w
hen
the
transition
o
ccu
rs
!after
tens
of
m
illiseconds"
,
electron
and
ions
densities
devi-
ate
from
each
other
and
the
dust
charge
decreases
u
ntil
it
freezes.
For
a
pressure
P
=0.4
m
bar!P
=0.3
Torr"
,the
sim
ulated
finaldust
charge
distributions
!i.e.,
tp ¯-
10$
D
i "
are
presented
in
Fig.5
.The
residual
charge
isQ
d
res '
−16
e
w
hen
n
o
tran-
sition
in
the
diffusion
process
is
taken
into
acco
u
nt
$Fig.
5!a"%
.
W
hen
u
sing
a
m
odel
based
o
n
an
abrupt
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
at
a
H
avnes
param
eter
of
P
H
=0.5,
the
residual
charge
is
sm
aller
!in
absolute
v
alue"
−10
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−2
0
2
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C
harge
(e)
Number of dust particles
−10
−5
0
5
0 10 20 30 40
C
harge
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Number of dust particles
P
=
0.4
m
bar
P
=
1.2
m
bar
FIG
.
2.
!Color
o
nline"
Experim
ental
dust
charge
distribution.
T
op:
P
=0.4
m
bar.
B
ottom
:
P
=1.2
m
bar.A
G
aussian
fit
is
superim
posed
to
the
experim
entaldistributions.
−1000
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−940
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−900
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
C
harge
(e)
Number of dust particles
FIG
.3.
!Color
o
nline"D
ust
charge
distribution
for190
n
m
radius
dustpar
-
ticles
w
ith
n
i0
=5
2
10
9
cm
−3
and
n
d
=5
2
10
4
cm
−3
.
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Q
d
res '
−13
e
but
stillfarfrom
experim
ental
v
alue
$Fig.5!b"%
.
It
should
be
n
oted
that,
typically
,
the
H
avnes
param
eter
reaches
0.5;
after
10
m
s,
it
co
rresponds
to
a
"
/!
D
e
ratio
close
to
u
nity
.U
sing
G
erber
and
G
erardo
data
!slow
transi-
tion,low
er
cu
rv
e
in
Fig.1"
,
the
m
ean
residual
chargeQ
d
res
'
−13
e
$see
Fig.
5!c"%
,
w
hereas
it
isQ
d
res '
−1
e
$see
Fig.
5!d"%
u
sing
Freiberg
and
W
eav
erdata
!fast
transition,higher
cu
rv
e
in
Fig.
1"
.
In
the
slow
transition
case,
there
are
n
o
positive
particles
observed
in
the
sim
ulated
dust
particle
charge
distribution
w
hereas
there
are
o
n
es
in
the
case
of
the
fast
transition.The
residual
charge
distribution
for
the
fast
transition
is
sim
ilar
to
the
experim
ental
results.!see
Fig.2"
.
For
a
pressure
P
=1.2
m
bar!P
=0.9
Torr"
,the
sim
ulated
finaldustparticle
charge
distributions
are
presented
in
Fig.6
.
The
residual
charge
isQ
d
res '
−16
e
w
hen
n
o
transition
in
the
diffusion
process
is
taken
into
acco
u
nt$Fig.6!a"%
.W
hen
u
s-
ing
a
m
odelbased
o
n
an
abrupttransition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
!at
a
H
avnes
param
eter
of
P
H
=0.5"
,
the
re-
sidual
charge
is
sm
aller
!in
absolute
v
alue"Q
d
res '
−7
e
but
stillfar
from
experim
ental
v
alue
$Fig.6!b"%
.A
dependence
o
n
the
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
transition
is
again
seen
w
ith
Q
d
res '
−14
e
for
the
slow
transition
and
Q
d
res '
−2
e
for
the
fasttransition.The
latest
charge
distribution
is
the
closest
to
experim
entally
m
easu
red
distribution.
The
resultsforboth
pressures
are
su
m
m
arized
in
T
able
I
.
IV
.D
ISCUSSIO
N
W
e
n
o
w
discuss
the
results
and
lim
its
of
o
u
r
m
odel.In
general,
w
e
found
that
the
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
plays
a
m
ajor
role
in
the
discharging
process
of
the
dustparticle.Itisinstructive
to
see
how
the
transition
affects
the
residual
dust
charge,
in
particular
,
the
w
idth
of
dust
charge
distribution.The
factthat
electrons
and
ionsbegan
to
diffuse
independently
at
an
early
stage
of
afterglow
changes
the
dust
charge
distribution
function
drastically
.
A
s
w
e
can
see
from
data
in
Figs.5!a"
–5!c"for
the
pres-
su
re
of
0.4
m
bar
the
distributions
for
am
bipolar
diffusion,
abrupt,
and
slow
transitions
do
n
otdiffer
significantly
.Thus,
any
difference
in
diffusion
in
the
late
afterglow
!low
ratio
of
"
/!
D
e "
has
little
effect
o
n
residual
charge.
In
co
ntrast,
a
slightdifference
at
an
early
stage
has
a
large
influence
o
n
the
10
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D
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finaldust
charge
distribution
and
leads
to
the
appearance
of
positively
charge
particles
$Fig.5!d"%
.For
the
higher
pres-
su
re
!1.2
m
bar"
this
effect
is
n
ot
so
pronounced,
and
the
diffusion
in
the
late
afterglow
plays
a
n
otew
orthy
role.In
this
case
an
abrupt
transition
directed
due
to
the
influence
of
the
dust
charge
particle
v
olum
e
effect
tends
to
decrease
the
re-
sidualdustparticle
charge
$Fig.6!b"%
.Itdoes
n
ot,how
ever
,
give
u
s
the
experim
entally
observed
v
alue
of
residual
charge
o
r
the
positive
tail
of
the
charge
distribution.Thus,
the
re-
sults
obtained
let
u
s
co
n
clude
that
the
four
-stage
m
odel
can
be
u
sed
o
nly
for
the
ro
ugh
estim
ation
of
residual
charge.For
a
m
o
re
accu
rate
calculation,
o
n
e
has
to
take
into
acco
u
ntthe
actualdiffusive
rates
for
the
electrons
and
ions.
W
e
n
o
w
discuss
the
v
alidity
of
the
presented
m
odel.This
m
odel
is
v
alid
o
nly
for
low
dust
particle
density
.
A
s
the
losses
by
diffusion
are
treated
as
in
a
dust-free
plasm
a,
the
influence
of
dustparticle
has
to
be
v
ery
sm
all
co
m
pared
to
the
totalprocess.Indeed,iflosses
o
n
dustparticles
are
sim
i-
lar
o
rbiggerthan
those
by
diffusion,thislastprocess
m
u
stbe
significantly
affected.Ithas
thus
been
show
n
that
the
pres-
en
ce
of
a
high
density
ofdustparticles
significantly
reduces
the
plasm
a
loss
tim
e. 37
M
oreover
,if
the
totaldust
charge
is
n
ot
n
egligible
co
m
pared
that
of
ions
and
electrons,
the
dif-
fusion
process
m
u
st
also
be
m
odified
as
the
dust
particles
w
ill
repel
the
electrons
and
attract
the
ions.
Consequently
,
the
influence
of
dust
particles
can
be
treated
independently
from
the
other
loss
processes
o
nly
if
the
total
charge
carried
by
the
dust
particles
is
sm
all
co
m
-
pared
to
the
charge
carried
by
electrons
o
r
ions
during
the
decay
process.Furtherm
ore,losses
o
n
dustparticle
su
rfaces
m
u
st
n
otbe
the
m
ain
lossprocess!i.e.,
rloss "
1"
to
allow
ion
and
electron
diffusions
to
be
treated
in
the
sam
e
w
ay
as
in
dust-free
plasm
a.This
co
ndition
is
definitely
satisfied
for
a
discharge
plasm
a
but
co
uld
change
during
the
afterglow
so
w
e
have
to
calculate
ev
olution
of
the
ratio
n
idiff /n
iabs in
dis-
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FIG
.5.!Color
o
nline"N
um
erical
resultsfor190
n
m
radiusdustparticles
w
ith
argon
pressure
P
=0.4
m
bar!P
=0.3
Torr"
and
n
d
=5
2
10
4
cm
−3
.!a"A
m
bipolar
diffusion
u
ntilthe
end
of
the
decay
process.!b"A
brupttransition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
w
hen
P
H
=0.5.!c"U
sing
data
from
G
erber
and
G
erardo
for
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
!R
ef.29"
.!d"U
sing
data
from
Freiberg
and
W
eav
erfor
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
!R
ef.26"
.
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charge
afterglow
w
here
n
idiff is
the
ion
density
lostby
diffu-
sion
and
n
iabs the
ion
density
lostby
absorption
o
nto
the
dust
particle
su
rfaces.
It
show
s
that
this
ratio
stay
m
o
re
o
rless
above
5
during
the
w
hole
decay
process
regardless
of
the
co
nditions
ofpres-
su
re
o
r
data
u
sed
to
take
into
acco
u
nt
the
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
!o
nly
results
u
sing
G
erber
and
G
erardo
data
are
presented
in
Fig.7"
.It
m
ean
s
thatduring
the
plasm
a
decay
,
losses
o
n
dust
particles
are
v
ery
sm
all
co
m
pared
to
the
losses
to
the
reactor
w
alls
and
o
u
r
m
odelfor
plasm
a
decay
is
v
alid
to
the
end
of
the
afterglow
.Further
-
m
o
re,looking
at
the
ratio
&Q
d
¯
n
d /e
n
i &presented
in
Fig.8
,it
can
be
seen
that,
ex
cept
atthe
v
ery
end
of
the
afterglow
!i.e.,
a
few
m
illiseconds
before
the
residual
charges
freeze"
,
the
total
dust
charge
v
olum
e
is
m
u
ch
sm
aller
than
the
total
charge
of
ions.The
charge
o
nto
the
dustparticles
thus
rep-
resents
a
n
egligible
part
of
the
total
charge
during
the
m
ajor
part
of
the
decay
process.
The
data
presented
in
Figs.7
and
8
co
nfirm
ed
that,in
o
u
r
case,the
o
v
erallinfluence
ofdustparticles
o
n
the
plasm
a
decay
can
be
n
eglected
and,
co
n
sequently
,the
assu
m
ption
of
dust-free
plasm
a
diffusion
can
be
co
n
sidered
as
v
alid
for
the
w
hole
decay
process.
It
should
be
n
oted
that
the
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
is
n
ot
the
o
nly
process
thatinfluence
the
dust
residual
charge.
Indeed,it
has
been
show
n
that
in
reactive
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G
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G
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plasm
as
su
ch
asC
2 H
4 /A
rplasm
a, 38
,39in
w
hich
the
dustden-
sity
can
be
v
ery
high
!n
d '
4.5
2
10
6
cm
−3"
, 39
the
afterglow
electron
density
show
s
an
u
n
expected
increase
at
the
v
ery
beginning
of
the
decay
process.B
erndt
et
al.
attributed
this
increase
to
an
electron
release
by
the
dust
particles. 38
,39
H
ow
ever
,
as
a
su
ch
increase
has
already
been
observed
in
pulsed
helium
discharges
and
attributed
to
a
re-ionization
due
to
m
etastable-m
etastable
collisions, 40
,41
and
as
the
pres-
en
ce
ofhigh
dustparticle
density
in
a
argon
dilution
plasm
a
enhances
the
m
etastable
density
, 42
the
increase
of
the
elec-
tron
density
atthe
v
ery
beginning
of
the
afterglow
is
still
n
ot
clear
.
In
all
cases,
these
“extra
electrons”
m
u
st
affect
the
charge
o
n
dustparticles
and
co
n
sequently
the
residual
charge
distributions.
M
oreover
,ithas
been
show
n
that
the
pressure
in
n
oble
gases
su
ch
as
argon
and
n
eo
n
significantly
influences
the
diffusion
co
efficient. 43
Indeed,
at
low
pressure
the
electron
diffusion
co
oling
process,i.e.,the
fastloss
of
en
ergetic
elec-
trons
to
the
w
alls
of
the
reactor
,
w
hich
are
im
perfectly
co
m
-
pensated
through
elastic
collisions
of
the
electrons
w
ith
gas
atom
s,
resulting
in
an
electron
tem
perature
below
that
of
the
gas,
cau
ses
a
reduction
of
D
a P
and
thus
an
enhancem
ent
of
the
am
bipolardiffusion
tim
e
$
D
=
"
2/D
a
.A
s
m
entioned
pre-
viously
,the
dustparticle
charges
are
related
to
ion
and
elec-
tron
density
.D
iffusion
co
oling
can
also
affectdustparticle
charge
distribution
ev
olution.
N
evertheless,
the
present
m
odel$see
Eq.!6"%does
n
ot
take
into
acco
u
nt
the
phenom
-
en
a
ofdiffusion
co
oling
and
its
im
portance
has
to
be
inves-
tigated
in
a
future
article.
V
.CO
NCLUSIO
N
T
o
co
n
clude,
the
decharging
process
ofdustparticles
is
strongly
dependent
o
n
the
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
as
their
charges
depend
o
n
the
ratio
n
i /n
e $see
Eq.
!10"
for
equilibrium
charge%
.
In
this
article,
it
has
been
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.7.!Color
o
nline"Evolution
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n
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u
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G
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G
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diffusion
!R
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29"
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show
n
thatthe
character
of
the
transition
influences
the
final
residual
dust
charge
distribution
in
a
strong
m
an
n
er
.
The
faster
the
transition
o
ccu
rs
!the
earlier
electrons
and
ions
startto
diffuse
separately"
,the
sm
aller
the
m
ean
dustparticle
residual
charge
and
a
positive
charge
tail
can
ev
en
be
ob-
tained.Consequently
,it
m
ay
be
possible
to
u
se
the
dustpar
-
ticle
charge
distribution
as
a
probe
to
study
the
transition
from
am
bipolar
to
free
diffusion
in
decaying
plasm
a
as
this
distribution
is
strongly
dependent
o
n
the
transition.Further
investigations
are
being
carried
o
n
about
this
possibility
.
Ithas
to
be
n
oted
that
the
proposed
m
odelis
v
alid
o
nly
in
a
lim
ited
range
of
param
eters
as
so
m
e
im
portant
issues
su
ch
as
the
influence
ofdustparticle
charge
v
olum
e,possible
m
etastable
re-ionization,
low
pressure
diffusion
co
oling,
have
been
ignored.Consequently
,further
studies
are
n
eeded
for
a
fuller
u
nderstanding
of
the
decay
process
in
dusty
plasm
as.
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In
this
Letter,
the
influence
of
dust
particles
on
the
plasm
a
losses
in
a
com
plex
plasm
a
afterglow
is
studied.
It
is
show
n
that
the
dust
particles
can
drastically
shorten
the
plasm
a
loss
tim
e
by
absorption-
recom
bination
onto
their
surfaces.The
dust
particle
absorption
frequency
increases
w
ith
the
dust
density
but
the
dependence
is
not
linear
for
high
dust
density.
Finally,
the
possible
use
of
dust
absorption
frequency
m
easurem
ents
as
a
diagnostic
for
com
plex
plasm
as
is
m
entioned
and
supported
by
com
parison
to
existing
experim
ental
data.

2008
Elsevier
B.V
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rights
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1.
Introduction
Com
plex
plasm
as
(also
called
dusty
plasm
as)
are
partially
ionised
gases
in
w
hich
there
are
charged
dust
particles.
They
can
be
natural
plasm
as
(such
as
near-Earth
plasm
as,
com
bustion
plasm
as,
com
et
tails,
planetary
rings,
interstellar
clouds,
etc.)
or
hum
an-m
ade
plasm
as
(PECV
D
,
etching,
fusion
reactor,
etc.).
The
dust
particles
are
charged
due
to
their
interactions
w
ith
the
sur-
rounding
plasm
a
electrons
and
ions
[1,2].The
presence
of
this
new
charged
species
leads
to
interesting
phenom
ena
that
distinguish
com
plex
plasm
as
from
classic
dust-free
plasm
as
[3–5].
In
laboratory
discharges,the
dust
particles
can
be
either
grow
n
directly
in
the
plasm
a
cham
ber
(by
sputtering
[6,7]
or
using
re-
active
gases
[8,9])
or
injected
inside
the
plasm
a
[10,11].
D
ue
to
a
higher
m
obility
of
the
electrons
the
dust
particles
are
negatively
charged.Consequently,in
running
discharges,dust
particles
act
as
a
sink
for
the
electrons
of
the
plasm
a
[2].
The
loss
of
charged
species
in
a
com
plex
plasm
a
afterglow
is
of
m
ajor
im
portance
as
it
determ
ines
the
charge
carried
by
the
dust
particles
during
the
decay
process
and
is
fundam
ental
to
ex-
plain
the
dust
particle
residual
charges
observed
experim
entally
in
the
late
afterglow
[12,13].
D
ust
particle
residual
charge
can
be
useful(for
exam
ple,the
cleaning
ofindustrialor
fusion
reactors
us-
*
Corresponding
author
at:
School
of
Physics
A
28,The
U
niversity
of
Sydney,N
SW
2006,Australia.
E-m
ailaddress:lcouedel@
physics.usyd.edu.au
(L.Couëdel).
ing
electrostatic
techniques)
or
harm
ful
(for
exam
ple,future
single
electron
devices
w
here
residual
charge
on
deposited
nanocrystal
w
ould
be
the
origin
of
m
alfunction).
In
a
com
plex
plasm
a
afterglow
,the
dust
particles
w
ill
increase
the
plasm
a
losses
as
ion
and
electron
absorption-recom
bination
can
occur
at
their
surface.
W
hen
the
dust
particle
density
is
high
the
particle
absorption
tim
e
τ
Q
decreases.The
plasm
a
decay
tim
e
τ
L
can
thus
be
drastically
shortened.This
effect
has
been
observed
by
D
im
off
and
Sm
y
in
1970
[14]
but
their
results
w
ere
not
properly
explained,especially
the
effect
of
high
dust
density
on
the
particle
absorption
frequency
that
w
as
far
from
their
theoreticalprediction.
In
this
Letter,
the
influence
of
dust
particle
density
on
plasm
a
losses
due
to
recom
bination
on
to
dust
particle
surfaces
is
dis-
cussed.
It
is
show
n
that
the
dust
particle
absorption
frequency
does
not
grow
linearly
w
ith
the
dust
density.
This
effect
is
visible
w
hen
the
ratio
of
the
total
charge
carried
by
the
dust
particles
to
the
charge
carried
by
the
ions
(H
avnes
param
eter)
is
close
to
1.Fi-
nally,by
com
parison
of
the
m
odelw
ith
existing
experim
entaldata,
the
possibility
of
using
plasm
a
decay
tim
e
in
a
com
plex
plasm
a
as
a
diagnostic
is
discussed.
2.
Theoreticalapproach
W
hen
a
discharge
is
sw
itched
off,the
ions
and
electrons
of
the
plasm
a
start
to
diffuse
and
the
plasm
a
density
decreases
as
fol-
low
s:
dndt =
−
nτL
,
(1)
0375-9601/$
–
see
front
m
atter

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w
here
n
is
the
density
of
the
plasm
a
and
τ
L
the
plasm
a
decay
tim
e.In
a
com
plex
plasm
a,
plasm
a
losses
are
due
to
the
diffusion
of
the
ions
and
the
electrons
tow
ard
the
w
all
of
the
reactor
and
by
recom
bination
onto
the
dust
particle
surfaces.
Consequently,
the
plasm
a
decay
tim
e
τ
L
is:
τ −
1
L
=
τ −
1
D
+
τ −
1
Q
,
(2)
w
here
τ
D
is
the
plasm
a
diffusion
tim
e
and
τ
Q
the
dust
particle
absorption
tim
e.A
s
the
dust
particles
are
charged
due
to
the
fluxes
of
ions
and
electrons
flow
ing
to
their
surfaces,
the
dust
particle
absorption
tim
e
w
ill
depend
on
the
charge
(and
surface
potential)
of
the
dust
particle.U
sing
the
orbital
m
otion
lim
ited
approach
the
charge
on
a
dust
particle
is
given
by
[2]:
d
Z
d
dt
=
Je −
Ji =
pi
r 2d [n
e v
T
e e −
ϕ−
n
i v
T
i (
1+
T
e
T
i ϕ )]
,
(3)
w
here
Z
d
is
the
dust
particle
charge
num
ber,
Ji(e)
is
the
ion
(elec-
tron)
flux,
rd
is
the
dust
particle
radius,
n
i(e)
is
the
ion
(electron)
density,
v
T
i(e)
is
the
ion
(electron)
therm
al
speed,
T
i(e)
is
the
ion
(electron)
tem
perature
and
ϕ
is
the
dim
ensionless
dust
surface
po-
tential.The
latter
can
be
linked
do
the
dust
charge
num
ber
Z
d
by:
ϕ=
Z
d e
2
4pi
$
0 rd k
B T
e
,
(4)
w
here
$
0
is
the
vacuum
dielectric
perm
itivity
and
k
B
is
the
Boltz-
m
ann
constant.
It
sould
be
noted
that
the
influence
of
trapped
ions
on
the
dust
particle
charge
is
neglected.
It
has
been
show
n
that
w
hen
T
i #
T
e
and
(rd /λ
D
) 2#
T
i /T
e
w
here
λ
D
is
the
D
e-
bye
length,the
trapped
ions
play
a
significant
role
in
the
charging
process
of
dust
particles
[15,16]
and
Eq.
(3)
has
to
be
m
odified
appropriately.
H
ow
ever,
for
the
conditions
w
e
are
interested
in,
(rd /λ
D
) 2∼
T
i /T
e .
In
a
com
plex
plasm
a
afterglow
,
recom
bination
on
dust
particle
surfaces
is
directly
linked
to
the
flux
of
ion
onto
the
dust
particles
as
the
dust
particles
are
negatively
charged
in
a
laboratory
plasm
a
(Q
d =
−
Z
d e
w
here
Q
d
is
the
dust
particle
charge
and
e
is
the
el-
em
entary
charge).Consequently,
the
dust
particle
absorption
tim
e
τ
Q
can
be
w
ritten
as:
τ −
1
Q
=
pi
r 2d n
d v
T
i (
1+
T
e
T
i ϕ )
.
(5)
In
a
dust-free
plasm
a
(n
e =
n
i ),the
equilibrium
surface
potentialof
an
isolated
dust
particle
can
be
found
by
solving
d
Z
d /dt=
0
and
thus
by
solving:
(
T
i
T
e
m
e
m
i )
1
/2 (
1+
T
e
T
i ϕ
0 )
exp
(ϕ
0 )=
1
.
(6)
In
a
com
plex
plasm
a,how
ever,the
ion
density
n
i
and
the
electron
density
n
e
are
different
due
to
the
charging
of
the
dust
particles.
H
ow
ever,
as
the
plasm
a
is
quasi-neutral,
the
electron
density
can
be
deduced
using
the
neutrality
equation:
n
e =
n
i −
Z
d ·n
d .
(7)
The
ratio
of
the
electron
density
to
the
ion
density
can
be
thus
w
ritten
as:
n
e
n
i =
1−
Z
d n
d
n
i
=
1−
P
H
,
(8)
w
here
P
H =
Z
d n
d /n
i
is
the
H
avnes
param
eter.
A
s
it
can
be
seen
from
Eqs.(7)
and
(8),for
very
low
dust
density,the
electron
den-
sity
is
very
close
to
the
ion
density
(n
e %
n
i
and
P
H ∼
0).
Conse-
quently,the
surface
potential
of
the
dust
particle
w
ill
be
the
sam
e
as
for
an
isolated
dust
particle
and
the
dust
particle
absorption
tim
e
τ
Q
0
is
inversely
proportional
to
the
dust
density:
τ −
1
Q
0 =
pi
r 2d n
d v
T
i (
1+
T
e
T
i ϕ
0 )
.
(9)
W
hen
the
dust
density
increases,
how
ever,
the
electron
and
ion
densities
start
to
deviate
from
each
other
and
the
H
avnes
param
-
eter
increase.
Consequently,
solving
d
Z
d /dt=
0,
the
dust
surface
potential
follow
s:
(
T
i
T
e
m
e
m
i )
1
/2 (
1+
T
e
T
i ϕ )
exp
(ϕ
)=
1−
P
H
.
(10)
This
equation
has
to
be
solved
num
erically
and
the
value
of
the
surface
potential
explicitly
depends
on
the
dust
particle
density.
This
w
illdirectly
affect
the
dust
particle
absorption
tim
e.H
ow
ever,
if
the
dust
density
is
not
too
high,the
deviation
of
the
dim
ension-
less
dust
surface
potential
from
the
isolated
dust
particle
surface
potential
w
ill
be
sm
all
so
one
can
w
rite
ϕ=
ϕ
0 +
&
ϕ
.U
sing
a
first
order
approxim
ation,Eq.(10)
can
be
rew
ritten
as:
(
T
i
T
e
m
e
m
i )
1
/2 (
1+
T
e
T
i
(ϕ
0 +
&
ϕ
) )
exp
(ϕ
0 )(1+
&
ϕ
)
=
1−
Z
d n
d
n
i
.
(11)
From
Eqs.(6)
and
(4),it
can
then
be
deduced
that:
&
ϕ=
− (
1+ (
T
e
T
i
m
e
m
i )
1
/2
exp
(ϕ
0 )+
4pi
$
0 rd k
B T
e n
d
e
2n
i
)−
1
×
4pi
$
0 rd k
B T
e
e
2
ϕ
0 n
d
n
i
.
(12)
In
typical
laboratory
plasm
a,
(T
e m
e /T
i m
i ) 1
/2
exp
(ϕ
0 )∼
10 −
2
and
(4pi
$
0 rd k
B T
e n
d )/(e
2n
i )∼
10 −
1,thus:
&
ϕ%
−
4pi
$
0 rd k
B T
e
e
2
ϕ
0 n
d
n
i
∼
−
Z
d0 n
d
n
i
,
(13)
w
here
Z
d0
is
the
charge
of
an
isolated
dust
particle.The
dust
par-
ticle
absorption
tim
e
can
be
rew
ritten
as:
τ −
1
Q
%
pi
r 2d n
d v
T
i (
1+
T
e
T
i ϕ
0 )
−
pi
r 2d n
2d v
T
i ·
T
e
T
i
4pi
$
0 rd k
B T
e
e
2
ϕ
0
n
i
.
(14)
The
dust
particle
absorption
tim
e
is
no
longer
inversely
propor-
tional
to
the
dust
density.
There
is
a
term
in
n −
2
d
w
hich
tends
to
attenuate
the
effect
of
the
dust
particles
on
plasm
a
losses.Indeed
w
hen
the
dust
density
is
high
the
dust
surface
potential
is
low
er
as
is
the
dust
charge
num
ber
Z
d .
Consequently
the
ion
flux
is
re-
duced
and
the
dust
particle
absorption
tim
e
is
increased
com
pared
to
the
value
it
w
ould
have
if
the
dust
particles
can
be
considered
as
isolated.
3.
N
um
ericalresults
In
this
section,exact
num
ericalsolutions
of
Eqs.(5)
and
(10)
are
presented
and
com
pared
to
the
approxim
ate
solution
of
Eq.(14).
In
Fig.
1,
the
absorption
frequency
τ −
1
Q
has
been
calculated
for
n
i =
10
8
cm
−
3,
T
e =
0
.3
eV
(close
to
experim
ental
values
of
Ref.
[14])
and
a
dust
particle
radius
of
rd =
10
µm
.
A
s
it
can
be
seen
in
Fig.
1(a),
for
low
dust
densities
the
dust
absorption
fre-
quency
τ −
1
Q
is
increasing
linearly
as
expected.O
n
the
contrary,for
high
dust
density
the
absorption
tim
e
τ −
1
Q
deviates
from
linearity.
The
exact
solution
and
the
first
order
approxim
ation
are
in
agree-
m
ent
even
though
som
e
sm
all
discrepancies
are
observed
at
high
dust
density.
In
Fig.
1(b),
the
exact
solution
is
presented
for
dif-
ferent
ratio
T
e /T
i .
A
s
can
be
seen,
the
absorption
frequency
τ −
1
Q
increases
w
ith
increasing
T
e /T
i .Indeed,w
hen
the
electron
tem
per-
ature
is
higher
than
the
ion
tem
perature,
ion
and
electron
fluxes
are
greater
at
equilibrium
(Eq.
(3))
resulting
in
an
increased
dust
A
u
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(a)
(b)
Fig.1.
(Color
online.)
Particle
absorption
frequency
as
a
function
of
the
dust
den-
sity.(a)
W
ith
or
w
ithout
taking
into
account
the
dust
density
effect.(b)
N
um
erical
solution
for
different
T
e/T
i.
particle
absorption
frequency.In
Ref.[12],it
is
thus
show
n
that
the
electron
tem
perature
relaxation
in
the
plasm
a
afterglow
of
a
RF
discharge
results
in
a
strong
decrease
of
the
dust
particle
charges.
In
Fig.2,the
ratio
τ −
1
Q
/τ −
1
Q
0
as
w
ellas
the
H
avnes
param
eter
P
H
have
been
calculated
for
different
dust
densities
and
ion
densities.
A
s
can
be
seen
in
Fig.
2(a),
the
deviation
from
τ −
1
Q
0
is
m
arked
at
high
dust
density
and
low
ion
density.In
Fig.2(b)
these
conditions
correspond
to
a
H
avnes
param
eter
close
to
1.
For
sm
all
H
avnes
param
eters
(i.e.,
sm
all
dust
density
and
high
ion
density),
it
can
be
seen
that
τ −
1
Q
/τ −
1
Q
0 ∼
1.This
confirm
s
that
w
hen
dust
particles
can
be
considered
as
isolated
inside
the
plasm
a
the
absorption
fre-
quency
is
directly
proportional
to
the
dust
density
w
hile
for
high
dust
density
the
charge
carried
by
a
dust
particle
is
reduced
as
the
dust
density
increases
and
consequently
the
dust
absorption
fre-
quency
does
not
evolve
linearly
w
ith
the
dust
density.
In
a
plasm
a
afterglow
,the
plasm
a
density
decreases
w
ith
tim
e.
Consequently
the
effect
of
the
dust
particles
can
becom
e
m
ore
and
m
ore
im
portant
w
ith
tim
e.In
order
to
see
this
effect,the
first
m
o-
m
ent
of
the
decay
of
a
com
plex
plasm
a
has
been
investigated
us-
ing
Eqs.(1),(2),(5)
and
(8).The
results
are
presented
in
Fig.3.The
plasm
a
diffusion
loss
is
taken
into
account
by
choosing
a
plasm
a
diffusion
frequency
τ −
1
D
=
500
H
z
(w
hich
is
a
typical
value
for
a
(a)
(b)
Fig.2.(Color
online.)
(a)
Ratio
of
the
dust
particle
absorption
frequency
taking
into
account
dust
density
effect
τ −
1
Q
over
the
dust
particle
absorption
frequency
not
taking
into
account
dust
density
effect
τ −
1
Q
0
for
different
dust
density
and
plasm
a
density.(b)
H
avnes
param
eter
P
H
for
different
dust
density
and
plasm
a
density.
laboratory
discharge
w
ith
an
argon
pressure
around
1
Torr
and
these
plasm
a
param
eters).
A
s
can
be
seen
in
Fig.
3(a),
the
dust
particles
enhance
plasm
a
losses
and
the
larger
the
dust
density,
the
larger
the
effect
on
plasm
a
losses.
In
Fig.
3(b),
it
can
be
seen
that
at
the
very
beginning
of
the
plasm
a
afterglow
,the
absorption
frequency
is
roughly
proportional
to
the
dust
density.
This
is
due
to
the
high
value
of
the
plasm
a
density
at
this
tim
e
w
hich
allow
s
a
sm
all
H
avnes
param
eter
and
thus
dust
particles
can
be
consid-
ered
as
isolated.
H
ow
ever,
as
the
density
decreases,
the
effect
of
the
dust
particles
becom
e
m
ore
and
m
ore
im
portant
and
the
par-
ticle
absorption
frequency
decreases.Indeed
the
H
avnes
param
eter
increases
w
ith
tim
e
as
the
plasm
a
density
decreases.Consequently
the
dust
particle
charging
is
m
ore
and
m
ore
affected
by
the
pres-
ence
of
the
other
dust
particles.
The
ion
flux
as
w
ell
as
the
dust
particle
charge
num
ber
decrease
leading
to
a
decrease
of
the
dust
absorption
frequency.This
effect
is
perfectly
visible
in
Fig.3(b)
for
high
dust
density.
4.
D
iscussion
and
conclusion
A
s
w
e
dem
onstrated
in
Section
3,
the
dust
density
influences
greatly
the
dust
absorption–recom
bination
process
in
an
afterglow
plasm
a.Thus,the
dust
absorption
frequency
does
not
increase
lin-
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(a)
(b)
Fig.3.
(Color
online.)
Top:
evolution
of
ion
density
n
i
during
the
first
m
icrosec-
onds
of
a
plasm
a
afterglow
for
different
dust
density.Bottom
:
evolution
of
the
dust
particle
absorption
frequency
τ −
1
Q
during
the
first
m
icroseconds
of
a
plasm
a
after-
glow
for
different
dust
density.The
plasm
a
diffusion
frequency
is
τ −
1
D
=
500
H
z
and
T
e =
T
i =
0
.3
eV
.
early
w
ith
the
density,
and
for
high
density
it
is
sm
aller
than
the
absorption
frequency
that
w
ould
occur
if
each
dust
particle
could
be
considered
as
isolated
in
the
plasm
a.M
oreover,it
w
as
show
n
in
Sections
2
and
3
that
if
the
dust
density
is
not
too
high,a
first
or-
der
approxim
ation
of
the
absorption
frequency
m
atches
very
w
ell
w
ith
the
exact
solution.
In
Eq.
(14),
there
are
only
a
few
param
e-
ters
to
know
(T
e ,
T
i ,rd ,
ϕ
0
and
n
i ).Consequently,it
is
possible
to
use
the
m
easurem
ent
of
the
absorption
frequency
in
the
afterglow
of
a
com
plex
plasm
a
in
parallel
w
ith
other
diagnostics
to
deduce
som
e
im
portant
param
eters
of
the
plasm
a.
For
exam
ple,in
Ref.[14],the
dust
particle
absorption
frequency
has
been
m
easured
in
the
afterglow
of
a
linear
pulsed
discharge.
The
argon
pressure
w
as
1
.9
Torr
and
the
density
of
dust
var-
ied
from
0
to
10
4
cm
−
3.
The
dust
particles
had
a
m
ean
radius
rd %
15
µm
.
It
is
reported
that
the
electron
tem
perature
w
as
roughly
equal
to
the
ion
tem
perature
(T
e ∼
T
i )
[14].Consequently,
the
influence
of
trapped
ions
on
the
dust
particle
charge
can
be
neglected.
In
Fig.
4,
experim
ental
results
from
Ref.
[14]
are
fitted
using
Eqs.
(9)
and
(14).
The
fit
gives
T
i %
0
.042
eV
,
(T
e /T
i )ϕ
0 =
4
.4
and
thus
assum
ing
T
i !
T
e !
5T
i
(depending
w
hen
the
m
ea-
surem
ent
have
been
perform
ed
in
the
plasm
a
afterglow
),
it
gives
10
7
cm
−
3!
n
i !
5×
10
7
cm
−
3.The
range
for
the
ion
density
and
the
ion
tem
perature
are
m
uch
low
er
than
those
that
w
ere
sup-
posed
in
Ref.
[14]
but
it
could
be
due
to
the
fact
that
their
m
ea-
surem
ents
w
ere
perform
ed
quite
late
in
the
plasm
a
afterglow
and
tem
perature
relaxation
needed
to
be
taken
into
account.
Fig.4.
(Color
online.)
Fit
of
experim
ental
results
of
Ref.
[14]
using
the
first
order
approxim
ation
(Eq.(14)).
To
conclude,the
influence
of
the
dust
density
on
plasm
a
losses
has
been
studied.It
has
been
show
n
that
the
presence
of
dust
par-
ticles
can
drastically
shorten
the
plasm
a
loss
tim
e
and
that
the
increase
of
the
dust
absorption
frequency
does
not
depend
lin-
early
on
the
dust
particle
density.Finally,by
com
paring
our
results
w
ith
existing
experim
entaldata,the
possible
use
of
absorption
fre-
quency
m
easurem
ent
as
a
diagnostic
for
com
plex
plasm
a
is
m
en-
tioned.
Com
parison
w
ith
existing
experim
ental
data
[14]
supports
this
idea.
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